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THE

REALITIES OF FREEMASONRY.

.__ _'HT

CHAPTER I.

FREEMASONRY, in some shape or other, either in the form of a ball,

a dinner, or a charity, has presented itself probably to all of us.

There are few persons who do not reckon a member of the

Fraternity amongst their friends or acquaintances, and most of us

have speculated over, or marvelled at, the mysterious importance
and all but pre-historic antiquity claimed by the brethren of the

Mystic Tie.

The reticence of its members respecting everything connected

with the craft, may have inspired us with a certain amount of awe

as to the terror-striking ceremonies attending admission into the

sacred precincts of a lodge, or of distrust as to the nature of deeds

which so carefully shun the light--a distrust which happily in

these countries at any rate, may easily be stifled by recalling the

high characters borne by the majority of the members.

As to the nature of the ceremonies practised in lodge, we are

either utterly ignorant, or we have drawn our ideas of them from

the aspersions cast upon the society by its enemies, or such

fi,
I



2 THE REALITIES OF FREEMASONRK

ludicrous descriptions as may have found their way into works of

fiction, though but few of us non-masons who have laughed over

the witty parody of a masonic initiation introduced into the

adventures of the celebrated Mr. Verdant Green, can have

refrained from wondering that the delightful hero, with all his

simplicity, could have been so easily imposed upon as to believe

in the authenticity of the audacious hoax played upon him by his

jovial companions. Truth, however, is proverbially stranger than

fiction, and to those who are acquainted with the forms and cere-

monies of modern Freemasonry, Verdant's mistake may not

appear such a glaring one.

The highest authority has pronounced that "if our deeds are

evil, we shall shun the light," and with what still greater eager-

ness do we shrink from its rays when our deeds are-not evil, but

ridiculous. Perhaps nothing has more contributed towards

retaining a certain shroud of mystery around modern Freemasonry,
during the hundred and sixty-five years of its existence, than its

members being conscious that, were the outer world to be

admitted to a knowledge of what the "labour" done in lodge
really is, the "sons of light

" would appear somewhat ridiculous

in the eyes of the profane.
'

`

Shielded from the prying eyes of a
"

cowan," if honest Tom

Smith, the country bumpkin, or matter-of-fact ]ohn Snooks, the

city clerk, is conscious that as slipshod and scantily-clothed he is

led into a lodge to be admitted to the mysteries of Freemasonry,
he must present rather a ludicrous figure to the eyes of the

assembled brethren, he has at any rate the consolation of know-

ing that each of those brethren has in his time been in the like

absurd plight; that none of them can point at him the finger of

scorn, as each would equally draw on himself a share of the

fellowship of ridicule. And Torn Smith or john Snooks can

comfort himself by the reflection, that he can't look such a fool

after all, when princes and peers from Solomon downwards have

been alike eager to take part in similar rites.

Besides the sheep-like tendency of mankind to follow the
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example of their companions, and the ambition of lesser fry to

enter a society in which nobles and members of the blood royal
may be addressed as brother, another reason that has tended to

the spread of Freemasonry at the present day, is that, in the

minds of most men, there is a certain love of mystery per se.

Not alone is it delightful to be acquainted with a very unimpor-
tant fact, if participation in such knowledge be denied to our

neighbour, but deeply rooted in most minds is the belief that

somewhere there exists in this world a mysterious and intangible
something, the acquisition of which wi1l_ bring us-we cannot

exactly say what-but something greatly to be desired.

The Roman Church, ready to meet every requirement of the

human spirit, abounds in symbolism and mysteries, and is, therefore,

eminently suited to the vulgar mind, while the Protestant Churches,

sternly refusing to be "all things to all men," are chary ot

symbols, and scout mysteries, and therefore we see that a society
professedly mysterious, such as Freemasonry, finds most favour in

the eyes of Protestants.

We have said that Freemasonry in its present form has only
existed some hundred and sixty-five years or thereabouts. To

make such a statement is' indeed the rankest heresy in the eyes

of most masons, some of whom have even gone so far as to

declare that to call masonry a modern institution, is the greatest

insult that can be offered to its members ; but facts are stubborn

things, and setting aside the fantastic legends and preposterous

histories with which masons delight to astonish and perplex the

initiated- and uninitiated, we find that it was in 1714, during the

reign of Queen Anne, that the society assumed its present form,

in consenting to aproposal "that the privileges of masonry should

no longer be restricted to operative masons, but extend to men

of various professions, provided that they were regularly approved

and initiated into the order." *

It is true that previous to this date afew entries of the admis-

* " Symbolism of Masonry." Mackey.
1_2
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sion of non-operatives may be found in the records of some of

the lodges; for example: in that of Kilwinning in Scotland. As

early as r6oo we find Thomas Boswell, Esquire, of Auchinleck-

an ancestor no doubt of the celebrated biographer-mentioned
as belonging to St. Mary's Lodge, Edinburgh; in 1641 Robert

Moray, Quarter-Master General of the Scottish army, was

installed as a Master Mason ; and the well-known antiquarian,
Elias Ashmole, states in his diary that he was made a Mason on

the 16th of October, 1646, at Warrington, in Lancashire, "by Mr.

R. Penkett, the warden, and the Fe1lowcrafts."*

These are the oldest names that can be authenticated, of men

not actual operative masons, who were enrolled in the Fraternity,
and they were probably admitted as a mark of especial esteem by
the brotherhood, as now-a-days we see the freedom of livery com-

panies presented to certain individuals, whom the particular

company may delight to honour.

The rise of this so-called speculative Freemasonry sounded the

death-knell of what had been really great and admirable in the

craft, and from this out Freemasonry in England degenerated
into an affair of ribbons and tinsel, good dinners and high-flown

truisrns, while on the Continent it occupied itself with the more

serious matters of revolution and socialism.

To estimate the wide difference between modern' and ancient

Freemasonry, we need only turn from gazing at the glorious
monuments of Christendom in the middle ages, almost all, if not all

raised by the early guilds or corporations of Freemasons, to listen

with amused bewilderment to the "mysterious nonsense" and

elaborate platitudes which constitute the lectures and instruction

ofthe masonic lodge of to-day. The masons of rnedimval times did

not restrict themselves to long-winded orations concerning the

symbolic morality of the compasses or the square, theirs was a.

"lively faith and doctrine" which they worked into dumb stone

and mortar, till they became inspired with the builders' own silent

* "

Origin and Early History of Freemasonry," Steinbrenncr.
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worship of the one great Truth ; and instead of the sounding brass

and tinkling cymbals of mere empty words, to which modern

masonry gives birth, the great masons of old left behind them

monuments that as long as they last must ennoble and purify all

who behold them.

The attempt to write a history, however slight and sketchy it

may be, of Freemasonry, is one fraught with difficulties, if in

doing so we strive to steer clear of the innumerable iictions and

misrepresentations of facts with which Masonic historians have

encumbered their writings, while endeavouring at the same time

to avoid giving undue weight to the attacks and libels made on

the craft by its enemies.

To ignore the ceremonies of Masonry in such a history would

be much on a par with the well-known story of the performance
of the play of Hamlet, in which the part of that prince was

omitted, but for a knowledge of those ceremonies we are forced to

be indebted,to revelations made by members who havebeenexpelled
from the brotherhood, and whose statements must be, of course,

taken cum grrmo mlzlv ; to the accounts given by those who have

either accidentally become informed of the rites practised in

lodge, or who have gained acquaintance with them without taking
the oaths 5 or lastly, to communications made by some who

have ceased to belong to the order, and who, from conscientious

motives, have deemed it their duty to serve him whom they con-

sider God's Vicar, rather than to obey rules made by man, and

who, therefore, on being reconciled to the Church of Rome, have

made a clean breast of what they must henceforward regard as

the abominations of Freemasonry.
Rituals and Masonic literature in general are for the most part

dry reading, and necessitate sifting a large amount of husks in

order to gather a very few grains that are worth nnding; it may,

therefore, be acceptable to some persons who feel any curiosity
on the subject, if it is endeavoured to embody the result of such

researches in as succinct and readable a form as the subject
allows.
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If we consult the orthodox Masonic histories ofthe institution,
we ind that they usually begin with the creation of the world,

and occasionally cite the adoption of the aprons of fig-leaf by
Adam and Eve as the first recorded instance of a Masonic rite.

"For mystic learning w0nd'rous able

In magic Talisman and cabal,
Whose primitive tradition reaches

As far as Adam's first green breeches." *

The regular foundation of the craft of Masonry, however, is

said to have taken place at the building of the Tower of Babylon
or Babel, and the signs and tokens to have arisen under the

following circumstances :-

Amongst the most expert of the labourers at the tower that was

to reach unto heaven, there was a certain man who had the mis-

fortune to be married to 'a wife whose temper was none of the

sweetest. One night before retiring to rest, she had rated her

husband with even more than usual bitterness, and had then

resigned herself to slumber. No sleep, however, visited the eye-

lids of her unhappy husband, who lay awake pondering over the

grand design whereby he hoped ere long to escape from the

misery of his present life, and the thraldom of his termagant
wife.

But as he pictured to himself the joy of the release that he

believed the future had in store for him, overcome with delight,
he burst into a loud fit of laughter, whereupon the wife awoke

and demanded the reason of his unwonted merriment.

Tormented to desperation by her threats and importunities, the

wretched man confessed the cause of his untimely mirth, and his

wife learnt that her unhappy husband had enterediinto a con-

spiracy with the rest of the builders of Babel, to carry on the work

till the tower should reach to Heaven, and that as soon as the

tower had touched the skies, the masons were to make the best of

their way to the celestial regions, and leave their wives on earth

below to shift for themselves as best they could.

* "Hudibras."
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This conspiracy, he explained, was nearly as old as the world

itself and arose from the resentment Adam felt against Eve for

having been the cause of his losing Paradise. This feeling of

resentment was so strong that when he died he had left a charge
to his male descendants, binding them to revenge themselves on

womankind at the earliest opportunity; in short, they were to

take every means to secure Heaven for themselves, and at the

same time to do their utmost to exclude the female portion of

humanity from attaining the Bowers of Bliss.

lt was in obedience to this command of Father Adam, con-

fessed the miserable mason, that he and his companions had now

bound themselves by an oath of secrecy to carry the tower of

Babel straight up to Heaven.

Of course, as soon as day broke, the wife lost no time in im-

parting to the other women the sorry trick their husbands

intended playing them; no sooner ,was the secret divulged than

the whole camp was in an uproar, and the Confederate Body of

Freemasons "broke up in such confusion that they understood

not one another but by signs and tokens to depart ; and so they

left their tools behind. Now the learned do agree, those signs

remain among accepted masons even to this day."*

The accuracy of Masonic records may be appreciated from

the fact that in one place Eachlid or Euclid is mentioned

as an Egyptian scholar, the pupil of Abraham and Sarah,

who are stated to have journeyed into the land of Egypt for

the laudable purpose of instructing the inhabitants in the seven

sciences.

It is related that the patriarch had a "worthy scholar called

Eachlid, and he learned right well, and was master of all the

seven sciences." In his day,
" the lords and states of the realm

had so many sons, some by their wives and some by their ladies

of the realm," that no suitable provision would be found for them,

so the king assembleda great council, or Parliament, and " caused

a cry to be made throughout the realm if there were any man that

* " The Secret History of the Freemasons," 1723.
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would inform him" how to support the surplus population. There-

upon Eachlid presented himself before the king, and undertook to

bring up the young men in the way they should go, and teach

them an art whereby they would procure a livelihood, on con-

dition of having
"

a commission, that he may have power to rule

them honestly, as the science ought to be ruled."

The king
"

granted them a vow, and sealed that commission,"
and Eachclid proceeded to teach the "worthy science of geo-

metry, practice to work mysteries of all manner of works that

belong to building of castles and temples, and churches, with all

other building. And he gave them charge in this manner : First,

they should be true to the king and to the lord that they served,

and that they should live well together, and be true to one

another, and that they should call one another Fellows, and not

servants, nor his knave, nor any foul names, and that they should

truly deserve their payment to the Lord that they serve; and that

they should ordain the wisest to be the masters of the work,

whereby he should not be evil served, and they ashamed ; and

that they should call him the governour of the work whilst they
worked with him ; and many other charges which are too long
to tell. And to all these charges he made them swear the great

oath that men used to swear at that time, and ordained for them

reasonable payment, that they might live by it honestly 5 and also

that they should come and assemble there together, that they

might have counsel in their craft how they might work best to

serve their Lord for their profit and worship, and to correct

themselves if they have trespassed." *

Tales innumerable of a similar nature are related with more or

less gravity by the Masonic historians, and together with dull

minutes of the transactions of the various lodges form the bulk ot

the so-called histories of the craft.

The confusion in dates is particularly puzzling, not even an

attempt being made to reconcile differences of several centuries

between periods at which individuals must have lived.

*' " Secret History of the Freemasons."
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Thus Mainus Graccus, "
a curious Mason that had been at the

making of Solomon's Temple," is described as travelling into

France, and teaching
" the craft of masonry to a man of France,

that was named Charles Martell." *

Masonry having been introduced into France by this Methu-

selah, it made its appearance in England during the reign of

Carausius, who employed St. Alban to " environ the City of

Verulam with a stone wall, and to build him a fine palace, for

which that British King made St. Alban the steward of his

household and chief ruler of the realm."

St. Alban is said to have " cherished masons much," and to

have "made their pay right good," as he gave them two shillings
a week "and threepence to their charge," whereas, before his

time, "through all the land a mason had but a penny a day and

his nieat."1"

So much for the legendary, or rather the imaginary history of

Freemasonry, its identity with the ancient pagan and Egyptian
societies being purely fictitious;

As the imagination of man is limited, all secret societies must

be similar in many respects, such resemblances, however, being as

frequently the result of accident, as the inherited features of legi-
timate descent.

It is to the middle ages that we must look for the first authentic

records concerning the Freemasons. The state of society in those

days, the constant petty warfare, the tyranny of the nobles, the

ignorance of the masses, and the helplessness engendered by that

ignorance, caused the rise of innumerable societies, or guilds, in

which the powerless individual found the strength and support

arising from union.

In England, even during the Saxon period, we find these asso-

ciations existing, to which the name guild was applied, from the

Secret History of the Freemasons."
" Constitutions of Freemasonry." Anderson, 1722
"

Origin and Early History of Freemasonry." Steinbrenner.
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Saxon word gz7dan, to pay, each member contributing a weekly
or annual subscription to the common fund of the corporation*
At first these societies appear to have been formed chiefly with

the view to mutual protection, the fraternity exercising at the

same time a certain amount of control over the individual mem-

bers, and enforcing obedience to the rules of the society by fines,
or the threat of expulsion and exclusion from the benefits arising
from membership.

In an account given of a bond of fellowship amongst the thanes

of Cambridgeshire, it is stated that any member who killed his

fellow must pay a fine of eight pounds, not including, it is sup-

posed, the 'ZZ/Kfglytlg or fine paid to the crown.

Fines of various amounts were ordained for the murder of indi-

viduals, according to their different stations. For a churl two

afar, said to be equal to ten shillings, was the fine imposed, while

the slaying of a Welshman could be atoned for the modest sum

of live shillings.
The members contributed towards the payment of these fines,

should the deed that necessitated the line have appeared to

them to have been a justifiable one. In cases, however, where

the gzlda, or fellow, had committed the murder wantonly, he was

forced to pay the entire fine himself. If a member used violent

language towards a stranger, he rendered himself liable to a fine,

and it was forbidden to eat or drink in company with any man

who had slain his fellow, unless the king, a bishop, or an alder-

man were present ; probably the appearance of the erring brother

in such exalted society being regarded as proof of his inno-

cence.

In the reign of Athelstane many such guilds were formed among

persons of all ranks, and their statutes were confirmed by the

king. In some of them, if a member of the society were robbed,

it was enacted that the robber should be killed and his property

seized and divided into two parts, one to be given to the wife of

the dead man, while the other was shared between the king and

" "
Europe During the Middle Ages." Hallam.
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the fraternity. In an association existing among the clergy and

laity at Exeter, each member was entitled to a certain sum in the

event of taking a journey or of having his house burnt downf*

About the same period the various classes of traders appeared
to have formed themselves into guilds, the desire to exclude out-

siders from entering into competition in their various trades and

professions, adding, of course, to the stimulus given to the guilds.
The oldest of these trading corporations is said to be that of the

Weavers of Londonq"
The desire of individual artisans and traders to form them-

selves into corporate bodies being so general, it is not surprising
that the masons whose profession, to a great extent, necessitated

a roving life, should have felt the expediency of forming them-

selves into a fraternity in which their wandering habits probably
rendered some secret sign of mutual recognition desirable.

Most of the great cathedrals and churches of Europe date from

the Irth century. The piety of the world had been wrought to a

pitch of intense excitement by the expected end of all things

unaccountably fixed by popular belief to take place in the year

rooo ; and when the fatal year, and the following one, which some

considered as the real date for the sounding of the last trumpet,

passed without the arrival of the awful and dreaded catastrophe,
the sense of general relief found expression in raising magnificent
temples to the glory and honour of the Deity who had abstained

from delivering the earth to destruction.

The monks and clergy were naturally foremost in promoting
this expression of zeal and piety ; and in those days when the

Church was the fountain of learning, 'the great patron of art

and civilisation, and the principal bulwark opposed to the

brutality and ignorance of the nobles, it was only to be expected
that from its midst should arise the builders, skilled and pious

enough, to undertake the erection of the mighty piles expressive
of the devotion and gratitude of mankind.

* "

Europe During the Middle Ages." Hallam.

1* Ibid. p. 156.
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Bitter as is the hostility of the Church of Rome to the Free-

masonry of to-day, it was under the patronage of the Catholic

Church that the fraternities of Freemasons first arose.

As at the present day in Scotland, when engaged on a work

that occupies any length of time, a
"

Cothy" of masons erect a

rude "

bothy
"

or
" barrack "

near the building on which they are

engaged# in which barrack they reside till the completion of the

work, so in olden times bands of artisans and workmen collected

round the monasteries, inhabiting rude huts, which they raised

near the spot where they were employed. These workmen, being
in the employment of the monks, were necessarily under their

control and direction, and gradually appear to have become per-

manently connected with the different convents as lay-brothers;
the monks instructed them in the art of building and carving,
inculcated amongst them the preservation of peace and harmony,
and regulated their social life by strict rules and statutes.

'lhese lodges or fraternities are said to have been first formed

in Germany 5 one is mentioned as having been founded by Abbot

William of Hirschau, Palatine of Sheuren, in ro8o, for the purpose

of enlarging and finishing his " Convent of Hirschau."'|~
As time went on these lodges grew in numbers, and the mem-

bers increased in skill and learning, till at length through their

agency magnificent Gothic buildings were erected all over

Europe.
The lodges or assemblies where the masons met for the purpose

of consultation and instruction in their art, were always opened
and closed with a catechism or dialogue between the master and

his men. In Germany the custom of commencing business in this

manner is so old, that its origin can no longer be traced. For-

merly it was the practice, not only in the different guilds and

crafts, but was even found in the ceremonies of the Courts of

justice, the Vehm-Gerzk/zte, and so 011.1

* " My Schools and School Masters." Hugh Miller.

1' " Origin and Early History of Freemasonry." Steinbrenner.
* Ibid.+
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In these lodges the rules of architectural art, such as the pro-

portions to be followed in building, the construction of plans, and

the mystical meaning of the various architectural ornaments were

preserved as treasured secrets. These secrets were only com-

municated to a member of the fraternity who had been duly
initiated into the guild, after he had served his apprenticeship
and had then travelled as a journeyman for a certain number of

years. At the expiration of this term he was fully instructed in

everything relating to the higher branches of the art of building,
and in the symbolism and allegories of ecclesiastical architecture.

When all this had been fully learnt, he was competent to act as a

master himself. In course of time, when their work at a particular
monastery or church was completed, the workmen formed them-

selves into bands under the leadership of an experienced monk or

architect, and travelled from convent to convent seeking work*

The greater part of Europe was then covered with vast forests

and dangerous morasses, with little spots of reclaimed land

scattered here and there, whilst large patches of cultivation were

only found in the neighbourhood of towns, and perhaps of monas-

teries. Bridle paths were the sole means of traversing the steep

and treacherous mountains, amid whose fastnesses lurked bands

of' robbers to whom bloodshed and murder were the merest

child's play. Roads were few, and travelling was attended with

many dangers; these bands of workmen were therefore always
well armed, the disturbed state of the countries through which

they passed rendering sucha precaution absolutely necessary.

The custom of dedicating individuals and societies to the

honour of particular saints, whose patronage and protection such

dedication was presumed to secure, was then universal, and these

companies accordingly assumed the name of Confraternities of St.

]ohn.~|'

Living under the constant supervision of the monks, then

mostly men of exemplary piety and devotion ; depending for their

' " Storia, Dottrina c Scopo della Framassoneria." Vienna. Anon.

T lbid.
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livelihood on the goodwill of the Church, which had not yet fallen

into the corruptions that disfigured it at a later period, it was

natural that the Masonic fraternities should have been distin-

guished for their religious zeal and artistic enthusiasm.
i

Religious zeal and artistic enthusiasm went hand in hand in

those days ; religion regarded art as her most worthy handmaid,

and art beheld in religion her protector, and the noblest source

of inspiration.
We know that Fra Angelico never began to paint without

having first prayed for divine guidance and assistance, and so

earnest was the conviction of the sanctity of all kinds of art, that

Guido Arretino, an Italian monk, and the inventor of our

present musical scale, considered that invention as having
"atoned for all his sins."

Music and painting being thus devoutly regarded, sculpture
and architecture could not fail in meeting with equal reverence,

and accordingly we find that in recognition of the masons' reli-

gious zeal and devotion to art, the Sovereign Pontiff and the kings
of the territories in which the fraternities worked, released them

from rural servitude, from taxation, and from different other burdens

imposed on the remainder of the population* From this circum~

stance they were called Free or Liberated Masons, though some

persons have traced the origin of the name to the fact that they
were Free-stonemasons ; that is, masons who worked in free~stone,

as distinguished from the rough masons who merely built walls

and worked in rough unhewn stone,~l' while Anderson, in his

"History of the Constitutions," affirms that they were called

Free Masons because they only taught their art to such as were

free-born.

As buildings were in course of construction in various parts of

Europe, the Freemasons were divided into different companies,

though all had their head~quarters or grand lodge at Strasburg.
Individuals or small parties of masons went from one lodge to

* "

Storia, Dottrina e Scopo della Framassoneria."

-f "Origin and Early History of Freemasonry." Steinbrenner
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another, as it may have suited them, but all who were members of

the fraternity, that is, who belonged to a lodge, and had been

initiated into its rules and secrets, held the simple labouring
masons in contempt, and would have nothing to do with such as

did not belong to their society* They were, in fact, a trades-

union of the strictest type.

The Lodge of Strasburg was founded by Urwin of Steinbach,
when he commenced the cathedralin 1277, and its authority
was acknowledged by all other German lodges. At first the

rules and regulations of the lodges were everywhere handed

down by word of mouth, and were, of course, liable to the inac-

curacies and omissions that speedily assail oral traditions.

We have no authentic records of the first two centuries of

the existence of the Lodge of Strasburg, but it would appear that

the ancient statutes and forms had become confused and irregular,
as in 1459 the Masonic fraternity found it necessary to call a

general assembly of the brotherhood, in order to decide upon and

to draw up a list of their statutes and institutions.

The hrst assembly was held at Ratisbon in 1459, on Easter-

day. Shortly after, another assembly met at Strasburg, in

which the institutions drawn up at Ratisbon were finally adopted,
and received the sanction of the Emperor Maximilian in I4Q8.1'

These statutes were kept secret from the profane, but were

read at least once a year in all lodges which acknowledged the

supremacy of that of Strasburg. The Strasburg constitutions were

first printed in 1819, and were copied from an ancient manuscript
in the possession of the Grand Lodge of Strasburg.

CONSTITUTIONS or THE GERMAN MASONS OF STRASBURG

A (I459)-
V

In the name of the Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy

Ghost, and of our gracious mother, Mary, and also of her

blessed servants, the holy four crowned martyrs of everlasting

* "Storia Universale." Cantu.

-I* " The History of Freemasonry." Findel.
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memory ; considering that true friendship, unanimity, and obedi-

ence are the foundation of all good, therefore, for the general

advantage and free will of all princes, nobles, lords, cities,

chapters, and convents, who may desire at this time or in

future to build churches, choirs, or other great works of stone, and

edifices} that they may be the better provided and supplied,
and also for the benefit and requirements of the masters and

fellows of the whole craft of masonry, and masons in Germany,
and more especially to avoid in future, between those of the

craft, dissensions, differences, costs, and damages, by which

irregular acts many masters have suffered grievously, contrary to

the good custom and ancient usages maintained and practised in

good faith by the seniors and patrons of the craft in ancient

times. But that we may continue to abide therein in a true

and peaceful way, have we masters and fellows all, of the said

craft, congregated in chapters at Spires, at Strasburg, and at

Regensburg, in the name and on behalf of ourselves and all

other masters and fellows of our whole common craft above men-

tioned, renewed and revised these ancient usages, and kindly
and affably agreed upon these statutes and fraternity, and

having by common consent drawn u`p the same, have also vowed

and promised, for ourselves and all our successors, to keep
them faithfully, as hereafter stands writ.

Firstly: If any of the articles in these statutes should prove to

be too strict and severe, or others too light and mild, then may

those who are of the fraternity, by a _majority, modify, decrease,

or increase such articles, according to the requirements of the

time, or country, or circumstance. The resolutions of those who

shall thenceforth be observed, in accordance with the oath taken

by every one :

Item: Whoever of his own free will desires to enter into this

fraternity, according to the regulations as hereafter stand writ

in this book, shall promise to keep all the points and articles, for

then only can he be of our craft. Masters, as well as fellows,
must conduct themselves honourably, and not infringe upon the
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rights of others, or they may be punished according to these

statutes, on the occasion of every such transgression.
Item: Whatever regular works and buildings are now in pro-

gress of erection by journey work, such buildings and works

shall be continued by journey work, and in nowise by task work ;

so that nothing be not short of the work, to the damage`of the

contract, as far as possible.
Item: If any craftsman who has had a regular work should

die, then any craftsman or master, skilled in masonry, and

suflicient and able forthe work, may aspire to complete the said

work, so that the lords owning or superintending such building

may again be supplied with the requirements of masonry. So

also may any fellow who understands such masonry.

Item: Any master may, in addition to his own work, under-

take a work abroad, or a master who has no such work may like-

wise undertake it, in which case he may give such work or

building in good faith, in journey work, and continue it as best

he can or may, so that the work and progress be not interrupted,

according to the regulations and customs of masonry. If a

master fails to satisfy those persons who committed the work to

him, and reliable information be given thereof] then shall the

said master be called to account by the craft, corrected, and

punished, after having been sentenced ; but if the lords are

not willing so to do, then may he do it as they choose, be it by
task or journey work. ~

Item: If any master, who has had such a work or building,
die, and another master comes and finds such stone-work, be the

stone-work set or not, then shall such master not pull down the

set stones, nor in anywise cast away the hewn and unset stones,

without previous council and agreement with other craftsmen, so

that the owners and other honourable persons who caused such

edilice to be builded, be not put to unjust expense, and that also

the master who left such work be not defrauded. But if the

owner choose to have such work removed, then he may have it

done, provided he seeks no undue advantage thereby.
'

_

2
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Item: Two masters shall not share in the same work of build-

ing, unless it be a small one, which can be finished in the course

of a year. Such a work he may have in common with him that

is a brother.

Item: If any master accepts a work in contract, and makes a

design for the same, how it shall be builded, then he shall not

cut anything short of the design, but shall execute it according
to the plan which he has shown to the lords, cities, or people, so

that nothing be altered.

Any master or fellow who shall take away from another master

of the fraternity of craftsmen, a work on which he is engaged, or

who shall endeavour to dispossess him of such work, clandestinely
or openly, without the knowledge or consent of the master who

has such work, be the same small or great, he shall be called to

account. No master or fellow shall keep fellowship with him,
nor shall any fellow of the fraternity work for him, so long as he

is engaged in the work which he has thus dishonestly acquired,
nor until he has asked pardon, and shall also have been punished
in the fraternity by the masters, as is ordained by these statutes.

No workmen, nor master, nor parlirer, nor fellow-craft, shall

instruct anyone whosoever, who is not of our craft, in any part if

he has not in his day practiced masonry.

No craftsman nor master shall take money from a fellow for

teaching or instructing him in anything belonging to masonry, nor

shall any parlirer or fellow-craft instruct anyone for money's sake 5

but if one wishes to instruct the other, they may do so mutually
or for fraternal affection.

p

Item: A master who has a work or a building for himselh may

have three apprentices, and may also set to work fellows of the

same lodge: that is, if his lords do permit ; but if he have more

buildings than one, then shall he have no more than two

apprentices on the aforementioned building, so that he shall not

have more than tive apprentices on all his buildings.
Item: No craftsman or master shall be received in the frater-

nity, who goes not early to the Holy Communion, or who keeps
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not Christian discipline, or who squanders his substance at play ;

but should anyone be inadvertently accepted into the fraternity
who does these things as aforesaid, then shall no master nor

fellow keep fellowship with him until he desists therefrom, and

has been punished therefor by those of the fraternity.
No craftsman nor master shall live in adultery while engaged

in masonry; but if such a one will not desist therefrom, then

shall no travelling fellow nor mason work in company with him,
nor keep fellowship with him.

Item: If a fellow-craft takes work with a master, who is not

accepted into the fraternity of craftsmen, then shall the said

fellow not be punishable therefor, etc.

But if a fellow would take unto himself a lawful wife, and not

being employed in a lodge, would establish himself in a city,
and be obliged to serve with a craft, he shall on every ember

week pay four pennies, and shall be exempt from the weekly

penny, because he be not employed in the lodge.
If a master have a complaint against another master for having

violated the regulations of the craft, or a master against a fellow,

or a fellow against another fellow, any master or fellow who is

concerned therein shall give notice thereof to the master who

presides over the fraternity, and the master who is thereof

informed shall hear both parties, and set a day when he will try

the cause ; and meanwhile, before the fixed or appointed day, no

fellow shall avoid the master, nor master drive away the fellow,
but render services mutually until the hour when the matter is to

be heard and settled. This shall be done according to the judg-
ment of the craftsmen, which shall be observed accordingly.
Moreover, the case shall be tried on the spot where it arose,
before the nearest master who keeps the book of statutes, and in

whose district it occurred.

Item: Every Parlirer shall honour his master, be true and

faithful to him, according to the rule of masonry, and obey him

with undivided fidelity as is meet and of ancient usage. So also

shall a fellow.

2-2
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And when a travelling fellow-craft desires to travel farther, he

shall part from his master, and from the lodge, in such wise as

to be indebted to no one, and that no man have any grievance

against him, as is meet and proper.

A travelling fellow, in whatever lodge he may be employed,
shall be obedient to his master and to the Parlirer, according to

the rule and ancient usage of masonry, and shall also keep all

the regulations and privileges which are of ancient usage in the

said lodge, and shall not revile _his rnaster's work, either secretly
or openly, in any wise. But if the master infringe upon these

regulations, and act contrary to them, then may any one give
notice thereof

Every craftsman employing workmen in the lodge to whom is

confided these statutes, and who is duly invested with authority,
shall have power and authority in the same over all contentions

and matters which pertain to masonry, to try and punish in his

district. All 'masters, Parlirers, and apprentices shall obey
him.

A fellow who has travelled and is practised in masonry, and

who is of this fraternity, who wishes to serve a craftsman on a

portion of the work, shall not be accepted by that craftsman or

master, in any wise, for a less term than two years.

Item: All masters and fellows who are of this fraternity shall

faithfully keep all the points and articles of these regulations, as

hereinbefore and hereafter stand written, etc.

The master who has charge of the book shall, on the oath of

the fraternity, have a care that the same be not copied, either by
himself orby any other person, or given, or lent, so that the book

remains intact, according to the resolution of the craftsmen.

But if any one of the craftsmen, being of this fraternity, have

need or cause to know one or two articles, that any master may

give him in writing, every master shall cause these statutes to

be read every year to the fellows in the lodge. .

Item : If a complaint be made involving a greater punishment

-as, for instance, expulsion from masonry, the same shall not
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be tried or judged by one master in his district, but the two

nearestmasters who are entrusted with the copies of the statutes,

and who have authority over the fraternity, shall be summoned

by him, so that there may be three. The fellows, also, who were

at work at the place where the grievance arose shall be sum-

moned also, and whatsoever shall be with one accord agreed

upon by those three, together with all the fellows, or by a

majority thereof in accordance with their oath and best judgment,
shall be observed by the roholefralcrnigf of craftsmen.

Item : If two or more masters who' are of the fraternity be at

variance or discord about matters which do not concern masonry,

they shall not settle these matters anywhere but before masonry,

which shall judge and reconcile them as far as possible, but so

that the agreement be made without prejudice to the lords or

cities who are concerned in the matter.
`

I. Now in order that these regulations of the craft may be kept
more honestly, with service to God and' other necessary and

becoming things, every master who has craftsmen at work in his

lodge and practises masonry, and is of this fraternity, shall first

pay one llorin on entering this fraternity, and afterwards each

year four blapparts-namely, on each Ember week one blappart,
or Bohemian, to be paid into the box of the fraternity, and each

fellow four blapparts, and so likewise an apprentice who has

served his time.

2. All masters and craftsmen who are of this fraternity, and

who employ workmen in their lodges, shall each of them have a

box, and each fellow shall pay into the box weekly one penny.

Every master shall faithfully treasure up such money, and what

may be derived from other sources, and shall each year deliver it

to the fraternity at the nearest place where a book is kept, in

order to provide for God's worship and to supply the necessaries

of the fraternity.

3. Every master who has a box, if there be no book in the

same lodge, shall deliver the money each year to the master who

has charge of the book, and where the book is there shall also
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be held divine worship. If a master or fellow dies in a lodge
where no book is kept, another master or fellow of the said

lodge shall give notice thereof to the master who has a book,

and when he has been informed thereof he shall cause a mass to

be said for the repose of the soul of him who has departed, and

all the masters and fellows of the lodge shall assist at the mass

and contribute thereto.

4. If a master or fellow be put to any expense or disburse-

ment, for account of the fraternity, and notice be given of how

the same occurred, and such master or fellow shall be repaid his

expenses, be the same small or great, out of the box of the

fraternity; if also any one gets into trouble with courts or in

other matters relating to the fraternity, then shall every one, be

he master or fellow, afford him aid and relief; as he is bound to

do by the oath of the fraternity.

5. If a master or fellow fall sick, or a fellow who is of the

fraternity, and has lived uprightly in masonry, be afflicted with

protracted illness, and want for food and necessary money, then

shall the master who has charge of the box lend him relief and

assistance from the box, if he otherwise may, until he recover

from his sickness, and he shall afterward vow and promise to

restitute the same into the box. But if he should die in such

sickness, then so much shall be taken from what he leaves at his

death, be it clothing.or other articles, as to repay that which had

been loaned to him, if so much there be.

THESE ARE THE STATUTES or THE PARLIRERS AND FELLOWS.

No craftsman or master shall set at work a fellow who com-

mits adultery, or who openly lives in illicit intercourse with

women, or who does not yearly make confession, and goes not

to the holy communion according to the Christian discipline,
nor one who is so foolish as to lose his clothing at play.

Item: If any fellow should wantonly take leave of a grand

Lodge, or from another lodge, he shall not ask for employment
in the said lodge for a year to come.
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Item: If a craftsman or master wishes to discharge a. travel-

ling fellow whom he had employed, he shall not do so unless on

a Saturday, or on a pay-evening, so that he may know how to

travel on the morrow, unless he be guilty of an offence. The

same shall also be done by a fellow-craft.

Item : A travelling fellow shall make application for employ-
ment to no one but the master of the work or the Parlirer,
neither clandestinely nor openly, without the knowledge and

will of the master.

REGULATIONS OF THE APPRENTICES.

No craftsman nor master shall, knowingly, accept as an appren-

tice one who is not of lawful birth, and shall earnestly inquire
thereof before he accepts him, and shall question such apprentice
on his word whether his father and mother were duly united. in

lawful wedlock.

ltem: No craftsman or master shall promote any of his ap-

prentices as a Parlirer whom he has taken from his rough state,

notwithstanding he may have served his years of apprenticeship,
if he has not travelled for the space of one year, etc.

Item: Whoever desires to enter this fraternity shall promise
ever to keep steadfastly all these articles hereinbefore and here-

after written in this book, except our gracious lord the Emperor,
or the king, princes, lords, or any other nobles, by force or right,
should be opposed to his belonging to the fraternity, that shall

be a sufhcient excuse, so that there be no harm therein. But

for what he is indebted for tothe fraternity, he shall come to an

agreement thereon with the craftsmen who are in the fraternity.

Although by Christian discipline every Christian is bound to

provide for his own salvation, yet it must be duly remembered by
the masters and craftsmen whom the Almighty God has graci-

ously endowed with their art and workmanship, to build houses

of God and other costly edifices, and honestly to gain their living
thereby, that by gratitude their hearts be justly moved unto true

Christian feelings, to promote divine worship, and to merit the
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salvation of their souls thereby. Therefore, to the praise and

honour of Almighty God, his worthy mother Mary, of all her

blessed saints, and particularly of the holy four crowned martyrs,
and especially for the salvation of the souls of all persons who

are of this fraternity, or who may hereafter belong to it, have we

craftsmen of masonry stipulated and ordained for us and all our

successors, to have a divine service yearly at the four holy
festivals, and on the day of the holy four crowned martyrs, at

Strasburg, in the rninster of the high chapter, in our dear lady's

chapel, with vigils and soul masses, after the manner to be

instituted.

It was determined upon the day at Spires, on the ninth day of

April, in the year counting from God's birth, 1464, that the work-

master, Jost Dotzinger, of Worms, workmaster of the high
chapter at Strassburg, shall have an assembly of craftsmen in his

district, when three or four masters shall be taken and chosen, to

come together on a certain day, as they may agree, and what is

there determined on by a majority of those who are so congre-

gated in chapters, and' who are then present, and how they may

decrease or increase some articles that shall be kept throughout
the whole fraternity.

That day shall be on St. Ge0rge's day, in the sixty-ninth year.

These are the masters who were present on the day at Spires,
on the ninth day of April, in the year 1464;

Item: Jost Dotzinger, of Worms, workmaster of our dear lady's
minster of the high chapter at Strassburg ; item; Master Hans

von Esselingen; item: Master Vincencie von Constanz ; item:

Master Hans von Hezltburn ; item : Master Peter von Algesheim,
Master at Unhausen ; item: Werner Meglon, of Basle, on behalf

of Master Peter Knobel, of Basle, etc. etc.*

The excellence of the work done by the Masonic Fraternities,
and the benelit they were to the Church, had early attracted to

them marks of the especial favour of the Popes.
* "

History of Freemasonry." Findel.
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In I27O, we find Pope Nicholas III. confirming all the

privileges previously granted, and bestowing on them further

charters and especial indulgences* Indeed, all the Popes up to

Benedict XII. appear to have conceded marked favours to the

Freemasons, even to the length of exempting them from the

necessity of observance of the statutes, from municipal regula-

tions, and from obedience to royal edicts.1° It is not therefore

surprising that we learn that the Freemasons, ere long, took

"Liberty" for their motto, and were accused of refusing to

acknowledge the legitimate authority of the magistratesi
In England, their unruliness called for the interference of

Parliament, and Statute 24, Edward III., entitled "Le Statut

d'Artiiicers and Servants" Wasenacted, on account of the turbu-

lent conduct of the masons who were employed at Windsor

Castle, under the direction of William of Wykeham. These

masons, considering their wages as too low, broke their contracts,

and, as it would now be called, "
went on strike."

As they still persisted in refusing to return to their work, in

1356, Statute 30, Edward III. was passed, ordaining that, "lf

labourers or artificers absent themselves out of their services in

another town or county, the party shall have suit before the

justices, and if he does not return after three months, and for

falsity, he shall be burned in the forehead with an iron made and

formed to the letter F (for false), but may be respited by the

justices. No artificer shall take wages on festival days."§
When the armed companies of workmen we have already men-

tioned, travelled from place to place, they were distinguished by
a peculiar costume, consisting of a short black or grey tunic, in

summer made of linen, in winter, of some woollen material,

which was open at the sides, with a gorget to which a cowl or

hood was attached 5 round the waist was a leathern girdle, from

which depended a short heavy sword and a leather satchel.

" " Storia, Dottrina, e Scopo della Framasoneria."

1' Ibid.

I " Letter of the Abbé Grandidier, I 78z."
§ "

Origin and Early History of Freemasonry." Steinbrcnner.
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Over the tunic they wore a black scapulary, similar to that used

by the priests ; when working, they tucked it up under the girdle,
but on high days and holidays, and when engaged at their reli-

gious duties, it was allowed to hang down. It is probable this

scapulary also served as a coverlet at night, as was generally the

custom in the middle ages, sheets and blankets being luxuries

reserved for very great personagesf* On their heads they had

large felt or straw hats, and tight leather breeches and long boots

completed their costume.
E

Attached to these companies were a certain number of youths
called oblati, who had been adopted by the monks, and who were

usually ultimately received into the monasteries. They acted as

serving-brothers to the masons, fetching stone, mortar, and so on

for them, when necessary, tending the sick, and performing all

oliices ofa similar nature.

When travelling, the tools and provisions belonging to the

party were carried on a pack-horse or mule, which was placed in

the centre of the convoy, and of which the oblati had the charge.
The dress of the latter vas similar to that of the other masons,

with the exception that they wore no gorget or cowl. This dis-

tinctive costume was retained by the masons unchanged in its

fashion, for no less than three centuries#
In order to keep themselves distinct from the ordinary crowd

of rough masons, who could merely build walls and erect the rude

huts which formed the dwellings of the labouring classes, the

Freemasons, who were acquainted with the science of their art,

agreed upon signs of mutual recognition, and adopted the instru-

ments of their profession-the rule, the level, the compasses, and

the hammer--as their symbols, so that no mason, not acquainted
with the interpretation of these signs, could gain admittance to

their assemblies and obtain access to their knowledge by repre-

senting himself as a member of the Fraternity who had worked at

* "History of Agriculture and Prices in England." Thorold Rogers.
1'

"

Origin and Early History of Freemasonry." Steinbrenner.
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a distance or in other countries* Wherever the companies of

Freemasons went, they made especial contracts with the inhabi-

tants,containing such stipulations as, that every labourer was to be

provided with a white apron and gloves, of a peculiar kind of

leather, and that a lodge or hut, covered with tiles, should be

built for their accommodation#

This demand for gloves was not a peculiar one onthe part ofthe

masons. Giving presents of gloves was a very general custom in

mediwval times. So common was it to give away gloves, that

when the harvest was over, gloves were sometimes distributed to

the labourers who had been employed in gathering it in, while

when handsomely embroidered and sometimes enriched with

jewels, gloves formed an offering gladly accepted by princes and

great dignitaries.
The bare hand thus came to be regarded as a symbol of

hostility, the gloved hand as a token of peace and goodwill.
The custom of bestowiug gloves at weddings and funerals, which

still lingers in some places, is a relic of the general fashion of

glove-giving in the middle agesff
As the society grew in importance, it did not show more in-

clination than formerly to obey the civil power. In England, as the

statute of Edward III. was disregarded by the Freemasons, in

1425, during the minority of Henry VI., the Parliament passed
an Act forbidding masons to confederate in chapters and congre-

gations, because by
"

yearly congregations and confederacies made

by masons in their general assemblies, the good cause and effect

of the statutes of labourers be openly violated and broken, in

subversion of the law, and to the great damage of all the Com-

mons," and if such take place, "they that cause such chapters

and congregations to be assembled and holden, if they thereof be

convict, shall be judged for felons. And that other masons

who come to such chapters and congregations be punished by

* "Storia Universale." Cantu.

1'
"

History of Agriculture and Prices in England." Thorold Rogers.
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imprisonment of their bodies, and make fine and ransom at the

King's will."*

This statute does not, however, appear to have ever been very

rigorously enforced 5 the troublous times that succeeded, and

the lawlessness engendered by the Wars of the Roses leaving little

of public attention to spare for such minor matters as the un-

ruliness of working masons. Masonic historians indeed assert

that Henry VI. afterwards himself joined the masonic frater-

nity, and an account of a conversation between him and a Free-

mason, in the king's own handwriting, is said to have been dis-

covered in the Bodleian Library. There is little doubt, however,
that if such a document ever existed, it was a forgery.1'

In the reign of Elizabeth we again find that the masons were,

for a time, in bad odour with the authorities. " Now learning
of all sorts revived, and the good old Augustan style in England
began to peep out from under its rubbish, and it would have

soon made great progress if the queen had affected architec-

ture; but hearing the masons had certain secrets that could

not be revealed to her (for that she could not be Grand Master),
and being jealous of all secret assemblies, she sent an armed

force to break up their annual Grand Lodge at York, on St. ]ohn's

Day, 27th December, 1561.
But Sir Thomas Sackville, Grand Master, took care to make

some of the chief men sent, Freemasons, who then joining in

that communication, made' a very honourable report to the

queen, who never more attempted to dislodge or disturb them ;

but esteemed them a peculiar sort of men, that cultivated peace

and friendship, arts and sciences, without meddling in the affairs

of Church or State.1
"

* " Book of the Constitutions of Freemasonry." Anderson.

1' " Histoire de la. Franc~Ma<;onnerie." Clavel.

I " Book of the Constitutions." Anderson.



CHAPTER II.

PROTECTED beneath the shadow of the Church, on the Continent

masonry does not seem to have aroused the animosity of those

in authority till towards the end of the seventeenth century.

During the sixteenth century, architecture, and with it Free-

masonry, was on the decline. By that time most of the cities and

towns were provided with churches more or less magnificent, and

monasteries and convents covered the lands in mischievous

abundance. The demand for highly-skilled architects and work~

men was decreasing ; so, as a matter of course, in the meetings of

their lodges, Freemasons began to lose sight of the main object
for which such assemblies had been instituted, and gradually
ceased to study the progress and development of their art, while

devoting themselves more and more 'to the mere practice of

peculiar ceremonies and eccentric customs, and to the adjustment
ofnumerous squabbles that arose between the different lodges.*

As it is a law of nature that those who do not advance must

inevitably retrograde, the practice and science of architecture-

steadily degenerated in the hands of its now careless disciples,
and after the blow dealt to the cause of art in general by the

Reformation, the Freemasons almost all sunk to the level of the

common workmen, and their forms and ceremonies being regarded
as an end instead of a means, lost their significance, which .was

* "

Origin and Early History of Freemasonry." _Steinbrennen
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no longer understood ; in many places the lodges of Freemasons

identified themselves with the guilds of the ordinary working
masons, whom they had formerly held in contempt.

It is probable that Freemasonry as a distinct society, would

altogether have disappeared, had not a political colouring been

given to branches of the institution by many of the Knights
Templars having sought concealment and protection beneath the

masonic apron, on the suppression of their Order by Cle-

ment V., and Philippe le Belf* When the suppression of the

Order of the Temple took place, the wretched Templars, stripped
of all their possessions, p.ersecuted and hunted down like vermin,
were glad to shelter themselves in any society that was willing to

receive them.

Whether a connection ever existed between the Knights
Templars and the society of Freemasons isa question that has

been frequently argued. A connection between the Knights
Templars and the Freemasons may be taken for granted during
the palmy days of the former Order, while they were erecting the

churches and preceptories, the names of most of which still

testify as to their origin. Many of these churches are remarkable

for their beauty, the richness of their ornamentations, and the

mysticism of their symbols. Such buildings could not have been

erected by the common masons, who understood little or nothing
of intricate architectural rules; the fraternity of warrior-monks

must, therefore, have had recourse to the assistance of the fra-

ternities of Freemasons skilled in all concerning ecclesiastical

architecture.

A certain affinity may also be traced between the two societies.

A clause in the installation oath of the Masters of the Tem-

plars obliged them "to aid all spiritual persons, especially the

Cistercians, by words and by deeds."1~
The Cistercians had been founded by St. Bernard of Clair-

vaux, who had likewise drawn up the rule for the Knights
* " Storia, Dottrina, e Scopo della Framasoneria. "

1' " Secret Societies of Europe.-The Templars.-"
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Templars, which, with the sanction of the Pope and the Patriarch

of jerusalem, was given to the Grand Master, Hugh de Payens,
at the Council of Troyes, in 1128. Hugh de Payens, and the

eight other knights who founded the Order, had originally elected

to follow the rule of St. Augustine, but the abbot of Clairvaux

introduced into the rule drawn up by him many additions

borrowed from that of the Benedictines, of which his own Order

of Cistercians was a branch.

The rich and noble Benedictine monks were the chief patrons
of the Freemasons, who also owed a considerable portion of

their ritual to the infiuence of the rule of St. Benedict. Thus we

see a common origin may, to some degree, be traced between

the rule of the powerful and warlike Templars, and that of the

laborious and humble Masons. This affinity would probably
tend to the promotion ofa feeling of sympathy between them and

their masters, when they worked in the employment of the

Knights Templars.
A claim has frequently been advanced by the modern Free-

masons, that their society is directly descended from the Knights

Templars themselves, whose secrets and mysteries theyvallege,
may be found enshrouded in the practices and doctrines of the

higher Masonic grades.
So anxious were the Freemasons to establish this claim, that

when, in the last century, a German of the name of Moldenhauer

published the original documents of the proceedings against
the Templars, the publication was suppressed by the Masonic

Society.*
The work did not exculpate the Templars from the various

charges which had been brought against them: so the Free-

masons, eager to establish the purity of their pretended
ancestral source, bought up the entire edition, only a very

few copies of the book finding their way into the hands of

the booksellers. In 175r, a member of the fraternity re-published
a version of a work on the Templars, by Dupuy, which had ap-

* "

History of Freemasonry." Findel.
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peared a century previously. The original book had intended to

prove the guilt of the Templars, but the edition of 1751 was

revised, mutilated, and altered, till, on leaving the hands of the

skilful Masonic manipulator, it might be adduced as affording

triumphant proof of the innocence of the Order of the Temple*
This is by no means a solitary instance in which modern Free-

masons have shown themselves adepts in tampering with docu-

ments ; indeed, a grave charge that may be brought against them

as a body, is the facility with which they have repeatedly
lent themselves to the production of forged or mutilated
documents.

But though the theory of the descent of Freemasonry from

the Order of the Temple is utterly untenable, a connection

between the two societies, in the sense in which an artist may be

said to be connected with his employer, is more than probable ;

and, as we have before observed, a similarity may be traced

between the ritual of reception into the Order of the Temple, and

that used by the Fraternity of Freemasous, both being derived

from the same source, namely, the rule of the Benedictines.1f
When the blow fell on the once proud Templars, many of

them sought concealment and refuge among those they had once

employed as their workmen. The Freemasons asked no questions
as to politics or religion, but were content to receive among them

men anxious to work and capable of assisting tl1em in their

architectural studies , and no doubt the Masons felt pride that men

who had belonged to an Order rich and renowned as had been

that of the Temple, now sought admittance into their compara-

tively humble society.
The Order of the Temple had consisted not merely of degrees,

but was divided into three distinct classes, without reckoning the

affiliated, or those who had attached themselves to the Order

without wearing its distinctive habit, and while continuing to

* "

History of Freemasonry." Findel.

1*
" Secret Socieriesvof Europe.--The Templars."
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lead a secular life, in the same manner as at the present day

persons living in the world may be aftiliated to the _Iesuits or

similar societies.

The three classes were the knights, the chaplains, and the

serving-brethren.
The knights were of necessity of noble birth, but amongst the

serving-brethren men of all ranks seem to have been found, and

one class among them was especially termed handicraft brethren,

or fréres .verzfofzs des men/iers.*

It is diflicult now-a-days to realize the wide-spread misery that

in former times must have been occasioned by the suppression of

an Order such as that of the Temple, for no Order now exists at

once so powerful, and with such wide-reaching ramifications

affecting all classes of the community.
With the exception of Russia, Denmark, Norway, and Sweden,

there appears to have been no country in Europe in which the

Templars did not hold possessions. The most moderate compu-

tation has rated their preceptories at nine thousand, and estimated

the revenues of the society as amounting annually to six millions

sterliugrf

Lawyers, burghers, and artisans of all kinds had allied them-

selves to the society, either by afliliation or in joining as serving-
brethren.

When the final disaster came and the great Order of the Temple
was proscribed and annihilated, those who were merely affiliated

were safe, for they belonged to the world and retained their po s

sessions ; not so such of the knights as survived the persecution,
and the many thousands of serving-brethren to whom the confis-

cation of the property of the Order meant utter ruin and abject

poverty, rendered still more bitter by the suspicion and aversion

with which they would henceforth be regarded, as more or

less implicated in the infamous crimes urged against the

Templars.

Secret Societies of Europe#-(The Templars).'f
T lbid.

3
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The clergy in general hated the Templars. The society,
though originally springing from the Church, appears early to

have acquired enlarged-and to a certain extent free-thinking-
ideas, and to have been opposed to the over-weening claims of

superiority advanced by the priesthood.
'

'

But the priesthood ultimately gained the ascendant, and the

unhappy survivors of their triumph were repulsed and denied

assistance on all sides.

It would seem, however, that their pratégés, the Freemasons,

granted an asylum in their lodges to many of their former

masters. As far as can be gathered, from studying their " Sermons

in Stones," the Freemasons, like the Templars, were more free-

thinking and less trammelled by the general superstition of the

age then was usually the case.

As they were brought into constant contract with the monks

and clergy, they could not have remained ignorant of the

immorality and corruption pervading the Church, the vices of

which they frequently satirized in the carvings in churches and

cathedrals. The roving life, too, led by the masons, no doubt

had the beneficial influence on them which intercourse with men

of various views and beliefs always exercises. Not as a society
being blindly subservient to the guidance of the priesthood, and

already from constitution and proximity being inclined towards

sympathy with the Templars, the Freemasons in many instances

admitted them into their companies.
Though the Order of the Temple was formally suppressed on

the zznd of March, 1313, by the sole authority of the Pope in a

secret consistory, and their possessions either handed over to

other Orders or confiscated, the king of Portugal refused to exter-

minate the Order in his kingdom, where the prelates had acknow-

ledged its innocence; but in order to appear to yield a certain

amount of obedience to the directions of the Holy See, the Order

was directed to change its name, and the Knights Templars in

Portugal henceforward were known as the Order of Christ, an

Order which, it is stated, still existsf*

* " Secret Societies of Europe-(The Templars)."
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In Scotland the institution is said to have lingered on in obscu-

rity and poverty, consisting merely of a few knights and serving-
brethren, till the sixteenth century, when the members united

themselves with a masonic lodge at Stirling, and were com-

monly called the "

Cross-legged Masons," from their custom of

crossing the legs of the efligies on ton1bs."*

The disbanded Templars naturally burnt with hatred and in-

dignation towards the Church and the princes who had suppressed
their Order, tortured its leaders, and who had enriched them-

selves with the spoils of their victims.
i

Whether this suppression was unjust or iniquitous has ever

been a matter of controversy. Doubtless, in many instances, the

Templars had become vicious, and owing to the privileges granted
them by various Papal Bulls--such as the power of appointing
their own clergy, exemption from the blighting anathema of inter-

dicts, and so forth-the Order was enabled to regard the wishes

and feelings of the clergy with an indifference which, in days
of universal bigotry and superstition, must have been little

short of rank heresy in the eyes of a proud and intolerant

priesthood.
The intercourse the Templars had with the East, where they

had more than once been on friendly terms with the Saracens,
had made Unitarianism, as opposed to the absolute idolatry into

which the Roman Church had sunk, no strange creed to them, and

it is likely that they may have likewise become tinged with the

belief in, or even practice of, magic and astrology, then so general.
In an Order embracing such numbers of"men of different nation-

alities and modes of thought, there must have been individual

members who were deists, and possibly inndels, 'and many of the

preceptories had become centres of vice and immorality 3 but the

probability is that the greater number of the charges brought

against the Templars»such, for instance, as that they worshipped

*" Lexicon of Freemasonry." Mackey.

3-2
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a grey cat and the image of a monstrous head, that at their

reception they denied Christ, and trampled and spat upon the

cross, that they burnt children alive, and carried on all manner of

abominations in their ceremonies, the secret of which they bound

themselves under pain of terrible penalties never to divulge,=*-
were absolutely false.

The crimes for which the Templars in reality suffered were

their riches, and their independence ofthe priesthood; the former

excited the cupirlity of the king, the latter has ever been, in the

eyes of the clergy, the sin for which there is no forgiveness.
The tendency of all secret associations has always been to merge

either into societies for the indulgence of vice, or for the attain-

ment of some political end ; and an impetus, such as would be

given by the ingress into a fraternity like that of the Freemasons,

of a number of men who had been robbed and persecuted by

priests and kings, must inevitably give the society a prejudice
against the persecutors of their 'adopted brethren, which, in

course of time, may have taken the form of sympathies with

the revolutionary principles that were beginning to agitate
Europe.

A large number of persons who regarded themselves as the

victims of political oppression being incorporated with the

Masons, could not easily have been prevented from imparting a

certain bias to their society, and the probability is that from this

out, the discussion of politics was no longer an unknown theme

in the Masonic assemblies. Whether this be so or not, the

institution eventually fell into bad odour with the Church of Rome.

Louis the Fourteenth threatened to imprison all who became

Grand Mastersof the Order, in the Bastille ; the authorities in all

Catholic countries discouraged the association in every way ; and

the ancient society of Freemasons would have gone the way of

most other similar mediaeval Orders, had not the lodge of St. Paul,
in London, suggested the extension of the privileges of Masonry
to non-operative masons, from whence arose the modern or

* " Storia, Dottrina, e Scopo della Framasoneria."
`
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Speculative Freemasonry, which, in its present form, has spread
from England to the continent of Europe, to India, to America,

and to every civilized land.

Emanating from such a heretical source, Speculative Masonry
could not fail to inspire the Catholic clergy with distrust and

aversion, and accordingly we lind that wherever the Romish

priesthood had power, Masonry was stigmatized, and sometimes

persecuted. At Berne the magistrates issued an order desiring

any citizen to abjure all engagements into which he might
have entered on his initiation into the society ; the practice of

Masonic rites was forbidden ; and lines and dismissal from any

offices they might hold from government, were ordained for all

who disobeyed this order*

At Florence, where the last Duke of the House of Medici was

then reigning, the masons were forbidden to hold their lodges, and

the clergy denounced them to Clement XII. as the propagators of

damnable doctrines. That Pope despatched an inquisitor to in-

vestigate the charges brought against them, and this envoy lost

no time in causing several members of the association to be

arrested and thrown into prisonii'
In 1738, the Pope further proceeded to fulminate a Bull against

the Freemasons, stating that,
" If their actions were irreproach-

able the Freemasons would not shun the light so carefully ....

these associations," it mentioned, "
are always injurious to the

tranquillity of the State, and to the salvation of souls ; and on this

account they cannot accord either with the civil or canonical law."

Accordingly, the bishops and clergy were directed to proceed

against the Freemasons, and to punish them " with the penalties
they merited, as persons suspected of heresy 5 recourse being had,
if necessary, to the assistance of the secular arm."1

At Munich, an ex-jesuit, the confessor of the Elector Palatine,

preached against the society, which he denominated the "

judas
of to-day," and described the three grades as "Judas the traitor,

* " Histoire 'Pittoresque de la Franc-Mac;onnerie." Clavel.

1 Ibid. ; Ibid.
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judas the hanged, and Iudas the damned." His harangue so

influenced the passions of his hearers that they were proceeding
to set fire to a house inhabited by some Masons, when the

authorities intervened*

In Spain many Masons were brutally treated by the Inquisition 3

and in the Book of the Constitutions,T we find in the account of the

proceedings of the Grand Lodge of England, several entries of

sums of money paid for the benelit of such persons :
"

ifzo paid for

the relief of a brother, who had been cruelly treated by the

Inquisition at Florence, on the sole account of his being a Mason,
December izth, r739." And again, "£IO los. for the relief of a

brother confined at St. Sebastian, in Spain, ]une 24th, r74r."
At Lisbon, a Mme. Le Rude, whose husband was a French-

man, a lapidary by profession, animated by a. desire of seeing all

the artisans who followed the same trade as her husband, expelled
from the city, conceived the idea of denouncing them as Free-

masons. She imparted her plan to another woman named Rosa,
and they both repaired to the Holy Office and denounced several

lapidaries, some of whom belonged in reality to the Masonic

Society, the wife of one of the proscribed men having rashly con-

fided to Mme. Le Rude that her husband had joined the brother-

hood, and was in the habit of attending a lodge in Lisbon.I
The wretched men paid dearly for their imprudence, in ex-

peiiencing the full horrors of those " tender mercies of the wicked,"
which King David, who was himself not over-sensitive on the

score of humanity, described as cruel.
`

A

In Austria, some lodges had been formed during the reign of

Maria-Theresa. Certain ladies of the Court having in vain

endeavoured to ascertain what were the mysterious ceremonies

practised by the Freemasons, were so exasperated at being
baffled in the attempt, that they determined to be revenged
on the Order, and accordingly applied themselves to inspiring the

* " Histoire Pittoresque de la Franc-Magonnerie." Clavel.

1' Anderson.

I " Histoire Pittoresque de la Franc-Ma¢;onnerie." Clavcl.
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mind of the Empress with doubts and uneasiness as to the aims

and objects ofthe society. They succeeded so far that Maria-

Theresa commanded the Masters of several lodges to appear

before her and to reveal the secrets of Masonry. In this, how-

ever they refused to obey the commands of the Empress, and

accordingly, when next the lodges attempted to hold a meeting,
soldiers were sent to disperse them.*

Although we have seen that modern Freemasonry was regarded
with dislike by the Catholic Church, and crushed, as far as

possible, in all Catholic countries, the partisans of the House of

Stuart fancied they beheld in the society a weapon capable of

being used as a political engine, which would be of service in

their attempts to regain possession of the throne of England.
The myth concerning Hiram Abiff having by this time made

its appearance in the craft, it was utilised by the adherents of the

Stuarts. The martyred and innocent Hiram, being made to

represent Charles the First, who, like his prototype, was described

as having suffered death rather than consent to betray a sacred

trust, while the three wicked Fellowcrafts, ]ubela, ]ubelo, and

jubelum, who slew their master, were taken as types of Cromwell

and the other regicidesi It is said that in the Degree of the

Elect of Fifteen the conspirators assume the names of jubela-
Kurmavil, _Iubelo-Gravelot, and Jubelum-Akirop, the first being
a corruption of Cromwell; When a lodge in this degree is held,
it is described as being hung with black, and decorated with three

skeletons, and one of the signs of recognition is given by a motion

with the thumb as though cutting off the neck.§
Michael Andrew Ramsay, a Scotchman, born in Ayr, in 1686,

was the first person who endeavoured to turn Speculative Masonry

into an engine for the spread of _lacobite doctrines. Ramsay had

belonged to the National Church of Scotland, but Archbishop

* " Histoire Pittoresque de la Franc-Mac;onnerie." Clavel.

1' Ibid.

I " The Freemasons' Treasury."
5 " Manual of Freemasonry." Carlyle. p. 268.
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Fénélon had been the means of inducing him to enter the ancient

fold, after his admission into it, he was appointed tutor to the

sons of Charles Edward, in which capacity he accompanied them

to Rome.
i

The Duke of Wharton, who had been Grand Master of the

English Freemasons, and who, like Ramsay, had become a con-

vert to Romanism, had several interviews with the Pretender and

his adherents at Parma ;* and to this intercourse is most likely
due the formation of the higher grades of Masonry, and the

introduction of the different Masonic orders of chivalry, such as

the Knights Templar, the Degree of Red Cross, Sword of Babylon,

Knights of the Eagle, etc.

The jesuits, ever deep in political intrigue, were not slow in

seizing on the idea of turning the hitherto proscribed society into

a friend instead of a foe. They were themselves the inventors of

the Rosicrucian, or Ne Plus Ultra Degree, in working which the

lodge is decorated with the mystical crucified rose and a scroll,

inscribed with " I. H. S.," takes the place of the mysterious
" G."

that figures so conspicuously in the other grades. Indeed, the

entire ritual of the Rosicrucian degree is an allusion to the doc-

trines and practices of the Catholic Church. The three theologi-
cal virtues are quoted as the means whereby a knowledge of the

degree is acquired ; the jewel is embellished with a representation
of a pelican piercing her breast to feed her young, which is ex-

pressly mentioned as being used as a symbol of Christ ; and one

of the secret greetings among the Knights is Pax wbis, to which

the reply is Hob/ ends.

When the third point of this degree is held, an altar covered

with a white cloth is introduced, and on it are placed as many

pieces of bread as there are knights present, a goblet of wine,
and a scroll containing the sacred initials. The knights make

seven circumambulations of the lodge, and at the last round

each knight partakes of the bread, after which the Most Wise, as

the master of the lodge is termed, takes the goblet, drinks out of

* "

History of Freemasonry." Findel.
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it, and then passes it round to the brethren. When the goblet
has been emptied, the scroll, on which is the sacred word, is

placed in the cup and burnt; the knights make the sign, and the

Most Wise exclaims Corzszmzmatum Er!! *

It appears that the Jesuits were not without influence in regu-

lating the Order of Knights Templars also, as the chapter by

which_ it was worked in France was held in their college of

Clermontj' A lodge was held at St. Germain, and a centre of

administration for the higher grades was established at Arras by
Charles Edward himself, in 1747.1

G

The higher degrees took root and grew rapidly in France, but

when imported into Great Britain, the political colouring that had

been given to them rapidly faded in the fresh atmosphere of

liberty, and they were deprived of danger under the sway of a.

Constitutional Government. It is remarkable that among those

who introduced the Royal Arch and Knight Templar Degrees into

Scotland were some Irishmen, who were afterwards instrumental

in forwarding the cause of the Society' of United Irishmen in

Ireland.§
But the ill-luck that clung so persistently to the Stuarts,

attended this as well as their other enterprises, and Freemasonry

proved but a broken reed on which to rely for the advancement

of their cause. However, the patronage of many distinguished

Iacobites gave a certain amount of éclat to the society, and before

long it became the fashion to join the Freemasons. Indeed, there

seems to have been a perfect rage for secret societies of all kinds

during the eighteenth century. Most of these societies owed their

popularity to the conviction firmly implanted in the minds of

the multitude that something analogous to the possession of the

philosopher's stone was the secret boasted of as treasured in

* " Manual of Freemasonry." Carlyle.
1' "

History of Freemasonry." Findel. p. 215.
. I " Histoire Pittoresque de la Franc-Ma<;onnerie." Clavel.

§
"

History of the Lodge of Edinburgh." D. M. Lyon. p. 198.
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these associations, and in many of them alchemy was largely

practised!
The hope of sharing in such inestimable secrets induced

numbers to enrol themselves amongst the Freemasons, who were

generally regarded by the profane as a mysterious sect, dating
from timepimmemorial, and the guardians of all kinds of occult

knowledge.
These mystic societies rapidly grew in popular favour, most of

them admitted women within their pale, and as they were excluded

from Masonry, it had to run the gauntlet of a certain amount of

dislike and opposition from the fair sex. In consequence, in 1774,

the Grand Orient of France, acting on the principle of making to

themselves "friends of the mammon of unrighteousness," intro-

duced a new rite, called the " rite of adoption," into which women

were admitted.

The rite of adoption was under the control of the Grand Orient,

and though men were permitted to attend the lodges, only those

were allowed to do so who had previously been initiated into

ordinary Masonry. Like the regular lodges, those of adoption
were held under the warrant of the Grand Lodge, and were pre-

sided over by a president or mistress, who was usually assisted

by some brother Mason.1'

At the lodge meetings the members sat on each side of the

room in straight rows, the sisters in front and the brothers behind

them. At the end of the room was the throne, occupied by the

presiding mistress. Every member wore a plain white apron and

white gloves, and the brothers held swords in their hands. A

gold ladder with five rungs was the proper jewel of adoptive
Masonry. These meetings usually terminated with a ball or

banquet. _

'1`heir emblems and ceremonials were principally taken from

Scriptural history, and bore a close resemblance to those of

regular Masonry. These lodges of adoption soon spread from

*".
. . .|Histone Pittoresque de la Franc-Maeonnenc.

' Clavel. p. ru.

1* "Lexicon of Freemasonry." Mackey. "Histoire Pittoresque de la Franc-

Maconnerie." Clavel.
`
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France to other countries of Europe, and became popular in

America, but in England they never gained a footing.
As numerous forms of spurious Masonry sprang from the

original society, so adoptive Masonry quickly threw up shoots

and saplings of its own. Amongst the earliest was the Order of

Knights and Ladies of Perseverance, which pretended to have an

origin whose source was veiled by the mists of ages. In reality
it was invented by the Comtesse de Potoska and some other

ladies of the Court, assisted by Comte de Brotowski and the

Marquis de Seignelay, who all gravely maintained that the society
had been founded in Poland in the early ages, and had ever

since existed there in the profoundest secrecy, till public attention

was at length attracted to it by its recent introduction into France

through the agency of some distinguished Poles. The Comtesse

de Potoska, the inventor of this fable, was related to Stanislaus,

King of Poland, who was at that time a refugee in France, and

whom she requested to give his royal countenance to the story.

This he willingly consented to do, and even went the length of

himself writing a circumstantial account of the Order, in which he

afiirmed that in_Poland it was a society held in high honour.
Rulhieres, who wrote the History of Poland, became one of the

most enthusiastic believers in the antiquity of the Order, and

being extremely anxious to impress the members with a due

respect for his erudition, one day on meeting Madame de Caylus,
a lady who had been active in founding the Order, he told her

that he had had the good fortune to discover a great number of

most curious historical facts concerning the society, and that it

was now placed beyond doubt that the Comte de Potoska had

revived it in Poland, in the middle of the fifteenth century, and

that Henry III. had been nominated Grand Master on his

election to the Polish throne.
" Good heavens !" exclaimed the countess,

" where can you

possibly have discovered all this?
"

"In an old Polish chronicle entrusted to me by the Bene-

dictines," returned the historian, no doubt expecting numerous
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compliments on his research and learning from the brilliant

Countess, in whom, however, the spirit of mischief was stronger

than that of attachment to the Order of Perseverance ; and great

was the mortification of the leamed historian when the lady burst

into a fit of laughter, and observed;-
" Well, then, my dear chevalier, those monks ought to perform

penance for having told you such a lib. I may inform you, in

confidence, as you, of course, will allow it to go no further, that

the story of the Order of Perseverance is a mere fable, and that

you see before you one of the people who invented it."

The dismay and confusion of the learned man may be imagined.
The secret of the Order of Perseverance and of his discomtiture

would have been safe with him, but the story was too good a one

to be lost, and the countess did not refrain from imparting it to

her friends.

The Order of Perseverance was established for charitable

purposes, but others of these societies had less laudable aims.

Amongst them may be cited that of the Knights and Nymphs of

the Rose, the principles of which association appear to have

borne considerable resemblance to those in vogue in Mr. Prince's

Agapemone.
- The Order of the Knights and Nymphs of the Rose was

established by M. de Chaumont, private secretary to the Duc de

Chartres, who founded the society with the view of pleasing his

master.

The hall in which the initiations took place was called the

Temple of Love. Its walls were decorated with wreaths of flowers,
and embellished with paintings of cupids, torches, hearts, and

darts, and everything pertaining to the tender passion. The

assemblies were presidedover by a hierophant or high priest and

a high priestess. A knight, who went by the name of Sentiment,
and a nymph called Discretion, assisted the high priest and

priestess in the ceremonial of receptions. The high priest wore

a wreath of myrtle, as did all the brothers ; while the priestess and

the sisters were crowned with roses; and the high priest and
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priestesses were further decorated with a broad rose-coloured

ribbon, on which two doves, surrounded by a garland of myrtle,
were embroidered. When a reception took place Sentiment, if

the neophyte were a man; Discretion, if the candidate were a

woman; stripped the novice of arms and jewels, blindfolded his

eyes, bound him with chains, and led him to the door of the

Temple of Love, on which two blows were struck. Admitted into

the hall or lodge, he was questioned as to his name, his country,
and his social position, and finally asked of what he was in search,
to which the reply was, happiness.

The next question was as to the age of the neophyte, to which a.

man was directed to answer that he had attained the age for

loving, while a woman replied that she had reached the age for

pleasing.
After some further interrogations, the high priest ordered

the chains that bound the aspirant to be struck off and replaced
by those of Love, the latter being represented by garlands of

Howers. Thus bound the novice was led twice round the hall, in

a path traced by love-knots, after which he was conducted to the

altar of Love, where he took the following oath :-

"I swear and vow in the name of the Ruler of the Universe,
whose power is maintained by pleasure, never to reveal the secrets

of the Order of the Rose. If I am false to this oath may mystery
never add to my pleasures ! and instead of the roses of happiness,
may I find nothing but the thorns of repentance !"

During the rites music was heard at intervals, perfumes were

offered up, in_honour of Venus and her son, and verses were

sung or recited in praise of the god of Mystery.
It was not till the end of the ceremonial, which was entirely of

a brilliant and sparkling nature, that the bandage was removed

from the eyes of the novice, to whom the secret signs of recogni-
tion were at length communicated* '

Once Speculative Masonry was fully established, the various

rites and grades to which it gave rise were as numerous as they
were fantastic.

its Histoire Pittoresque de la Franc-Magonnerie, etc." Clavel. p. 1 x 7.
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There was the rite of Heredom or of Perfection, the rite of

Swendenborg, the rite of Mizraim, the Martinists, the Hermetic

rite, and endless others.

The Martinists were at one time widely spread in Germany,
and even penetrated into Russia.

'

The founder of the Martinists was L. C. de Saint Martin, a.

French ofiicer who became a disciple of Martinez Paschalis, a.

Portuguese ]ew, who dabbled in eccentric masonry, and from

whom he derived the extravagant ideas that he engrafted in the

rite to which he gave his name. Masonry he regarded as an emana-

tion from the Deity,* and although aspiring to render mankind

perfect# the Martinists appear to have combined politics with

mysticism, as in Russia, during the reign of Catharine II,
we find that Prince Repnin, when out of favour with the Court,
formed a club of these illumhzatz, which had for its object the

reform of the Government, and a design of obliging the Empress
to surrender the crown to her son. Information of the conspiracy
soon reached Catharine's ears; several members of the society
were arrested, and some banished to their estates or to Siberia.

Prince Repnin was ordered to appear at Court, whither he repaired
in no enviable frame of mind, expecting an immediate downfall ;

but Catherine, though she secretly hated him, deemed it prudent
merely to place him at a safe distance, by appointing him Governor

of Livonia..I
When Dr. Mesmer first announced his discovery of " animal

magnetism," and described the great powers he attributed to it,
the world at large, instead of looking upon the discovery as a

scientific one, regarded it as a revival of' the magical incantations

of the olden time. The Masonic body, deeming they had at

last found a means *of securing the occult knowledge which had

been so long ascribed to them by the profane, begged Mesmer to

lecture in their lodges, and a number of Masons hastened to buy

' "

History of Freemasonry." Findel. p. 235.
1' " Histoire Pittoresque de la Franc-Maconnerie, etc." Clavel, p. 171.
1 Tooke's " Life of Catherine the Second."
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his secret. On finding, however, that his system led neither to

the discovery of the philosopher's stone, nor yet of the elixir of

life, his theories were quickly abandoned for those of an adven-

turer called the Comte de St. Germain, who declared that he was

some four thousand years old, and that at the marriage feast in

Cana of Galilee, he had been seated beside ]'esus of Nazareth.

This impostor was admitted into the Masonic lodges, where he

drove a thriving trade in selling an elixir of life ; but some of the

persons who had used it, unhappily dying soon afterwards, the

Masons lost their faith in him, and seeing that his game was up

in France, he went to seek his fortune elsewhere*

Soon afterwards a more famous impostor appeared on the

scene, the celebrated Joseph Balsamo, who in Paris was known

as Count Cagliostro, and in Italy called himself the Marchese

Pellegrini. A Sicilian by birth, he was obliged to fly from his

native country at an early age, on account of the discovery of

numerous frauds and swindling transactions in which he had

engaged ; and after Wandering through several countries in Europe

and some in Asia, he returned to Naples with letters of introduc-

tion from the Grand Master of the Knights of Malta. He after-

wards went to Rome, where he married the beautiful Lorenza

Feliciani, who was as unscrupulous as himself, and who proved a

useful ally in the various artifices by which he imposed on society.
He now claimed to be of fabulous antiquity, and invented

descents for himself as numerous and as startling as those claimed

by Freemasonry itself Sometimes he announced that he was a

son of the Grand Master of the Knights of Malta and the

Princess of Trebizond; at others that he was descended from

Charles Martel, and again that he had been born about the time

of the Deluge. He assumed stations as various as his genealogies.

Occasionally he was met habited as a pilgrim, sometimes he

appeared in military uniform, or leading the life of a grand

sezfgneur.
At Paris he inhabited magnificent apartments ; he was sur-

* " Histoire Pittoresque de la Franc-Ma<;onnerie." Clavcl. p. 173.
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rounded by a numerous suite, and entertained the beauty and

fashion of the period.
He announced that he was the possessor of supernatural

secrets, and sold his various recipes for large sums.

He speedily became the rage, and was everywhere treated

with the greatest respect and consideration. It was the fashion

to have his miniature and that of his wife on snuff-boxes, on

rings, and fans ; the great ladies wore their portraits in lockets

round their necks, and busts of "the divine Cagliostro
" found a

place in the palaces of the greatest nobles. In Warsaw he

obtained large sums of money from a Polish prince, by promising
to give him power over the devil. At Strasburg he gained an

absolute ascendency over the Cardinal de Rohan. His relations

with that prelate having caused him to be implicated in the

famous affair of the diamond necklace, he was at length

imprisoned in the Bastille, but though acquitted on the trial,
from lack of actual proof of his guilt, he was banished from

France by Louis XVI.

A man like Cagliostro perceived at once how much in credulous

and agitated times like those, Freemasonry might be turned to

his service. During a residence in England he had been

initiated into Masonry, and instructed his wife in the mysteries of

the three degrees at the same time, with a view of her being of

service to him later on.*

When in London he bought by chance some Masonic MSS.

which had belonged to a certain, George Crofton, whom he did

not know personally, but from whose writings he drew the idea

of the new Masonic ritual, called the Egyptian rite, of which he

was the founder.

It was in Courland, in the year 1779, that he first opened a

lodge for the practice of the Egyptian rite. It admitted women

as well as men, and Cagliostro succeeded in persuading Countess

Elise von der Recke to join the society, by whose influence he

did not despair of gaining the Empress Catharine herseltl

* "History of Freemasonry." Findel. p. 231.
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Madame de Recke was for a time deceived by Cagliostro's
address and plausible stories, and it is said she had actually
recommended him to the Empress, but finally recognising him to

be an impostor, she publicly denounced him and published a

pamphlet unmasking his chicanery. This pamphlet was trans-

lated into Russian, and was entitled, "Information concerning
the sojourn of the notorious Cagliostro in Milan, in 1779, and of

the magic arts practised by him."*

After this, Cagliostro established lodges in Strasburg and

Warsaw. Lyons was the first town in which the Egyptian ritual

made its appearance in France ; from there Cagliostro proceeded
to Paris, where a lodge was established in 1782, to which the

proselytes were numerous; and, two years after its foundation, he

persuaded the Duc de Montmorency-Luxembourg to become

Grand Master of the Order.

The object of the sect professed to be the attainment of per-

fection by means of mental and physical regeneration. Through
the former, a pentagon, or virgin leaf on which the angels had set

their seal and engraved their ciphers, and by the agency of which

man was to recover his primeval innocence, was to be obtained;
while physical regeneration promised the advantages of acquiring

primitive matter, otherwise the philosopher's stone, and the acacia,
which retains theistrength of youth in whoever has the good
fortune to possess it, and renders him immortal.

In the ceremony of being raised to the grade of master in the

Egyptian ritua1,`a youth or girl, called a dove, and supposed to

represent the state of perfect innocence, was introduced into the

lodge. The dove was attired in a long white garment, orna-

mented with blue ribbons, and decorated with a red cord. Thus

attired, the dove was led up to the master, while the members

present addressed a prayer to heaven, beseeching the Deity to

permit the master of the lodge to exercise the powers confided to

him. The dove on his side responded by a prayer, that the

' " History of Freemasonry." Findel. p. 232.
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Supreme Being would grant him grace to follow the Commands of

the master, and to act as mediator between him and the spirits.
The master then breathed in the dove's face, and pronounced
some sacramental words 5 after which, the dove was enclosed in

what was called the tabernacle. This was a compartment sepa-

rated from the rest of the temple, hung with white, and situated

behind the throne of the master ; in the centre was a little table,

on which burnt three candles. In the tabernacle there was a

small aperture, through which the voice of the dove might be

heard in the lodge.
When he had entered the tabernacle, the master of the lodge

once more offered up a prayer, and commanded the seven spirits,
which were believed to surround the throne of the Divinity and to

govern the seven planets, to make themselves manifest in the eyes of

the dove. When the latter announced that he beheld the angels,
the master desired him to inquire if the candidate possessed the

necessary qualities for attaining the master's degree. If the

response were in the affirmative, the ceremonies of the initiation

were concluded in very much the same manner as those apper-

taining to the same degree in ordinary Masonry.
When a woman was raised to the grade of mistress, the lodge

was hung with blue, sprinkled with silver stars ; the throne was

raised on seven steps, and over it was placed a. white silk

canopy, surmounted by silver lilies.

'The grand mistress bore the title of Queen of Sheba, and

twelve of the oldest rnistresses present were tenned Sibyls.
The neophyte and all present knelt while the Queen of Sheba

stood up, and, raising her hands and eyes to heaven, implored
the favour of God for their proceedings ; then, striking a blow on

the altar with the sword which she held in her hand, the sisters

all rose, the nbvice alone remaining prostrate with her face to the

ground. The aspirant was next directed to repeat the nzzlverere

mei, after which, the Queen of Sheba desired the dove to cause

an angel to appear. If the angel gave permission for the puri~
fication of the novice to take place, three censers were placed
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around her, into which bay leaves and myrrh were cast, while the

sisters chanted the Vmz' Creator.

After the novice had been incensed, the Queen of Sheba took

some sheets of gold-leaf in a vase and presented them to the

neophyte, saying, " Riches are the first gift I offer you 3" then, dis

persing the gold-leaf by a breath, the mistress of the ceremonies

added, " Sz? fr-amz? glorzlz mzma'z'." The novice afterwards drank

of the draught of immortality, and, while kneeling with her face

towards the tabernacle, was decorated with the ribbon, the apron,

and the gloves of the Order- garments which the angels were

implored to consecrate, and on which Moses was petitioned to

bestow his blessing. The ceremony concluded by the Queen of

Sheba crowning the neophyte with a wreath of roses.

In order to obtain moral regeneration, it was necessary to retire

to a tent pitched on some mountain, and while there, to pass the

time in various mystic practices 1 after which the votary was pre-

sumed to acquire the power of beholding the seven angels ; or

else he might be filled with divine fire, and find himself endowed

with immense mental powers; or, lastly, it was possible that

he might obtain possession of the mysterious pentagon.

Physical regeneration was to be sought by retiring to the

country every fifty years, with a chosen friend, at the time of the

full May-moon, and while there restricting oneself to an austere

diet and a simple life. Soup and herbs were the only food that

might be eaten, and nothing was to be drunk save distilled

water, or such as fell from the skies. On the seventeenth day,
after commencing this regimen, the patient was to be slightly
bled; after taking a specified number of drops of a certain

mixture, morning and evening, for so many days more, another

bleeding, just as the sun was setting, succeeded ; then `the

patient was directed to take to his bed and swallow a grain of

primeval matter, which was declared to have been created

by the Almighty to render man immortal. Of what its ingredi-
ents were we are ignorant, but, judging by the effects it wassaid

4'°'2
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to produce, primeval matter must have been anything but food to

be desired. The patient, after eating a grain of it, was described

as losing the power of speech, and even of reason, for some

hours, after which convulsions ensued. This crisis over, he

moved into another bed and partook of some soup. It appears

to have taken eight or nine days to recover from the attack, at

the expiration of which time the victim was presumed to feel re-

juvenated and regenerated.

Strange to say, some persons were credulous enough to

attempt this course of physical regeneration, but, as may be

supposed, they were unable to persevere in it till the attainment

of the desired end.

When Cagliostro was expelled from France he again went to

London, where he inserted an advertisement in the _/Mzrnbzg

Herald, announcing that, " the time had arrived to commence

the construction of the new Temple of jerusalem," and all "true

Masons "
were invited, "in the name of Jehovah," to assemble at

a tavern in Great Queen Street, in order to form a plan for

laying the foundation stone. A number of Masons answered to

the summons, and Cagliostro might have had as great a success in

London as he had attained in Paris, had he not embarked on a

paper warfare with a newspaper editor 3 and the latter, having
obtained information as to various episodes in Cagliostro's past

life, retaliated to the abuse showered on him by the Count, by

publishing the details of Cagliostro's career, a revelation which

had the effect of forcing the charlatan to ily from London.

After wandering through different countries he finally arrived

in Rome, bringing letters of recommendation from the Bishop of

Trent, on whom he had imposed by stating that he deeply

repented of the errors of the past, and that he earnestly desired

to return to the bosom of the true Church.

Freemasonry, which had formerly been such a useful tool in

Cagliostro's hands, ultimately proved his ruin.

In spite of the censures of the Church a few Masons secretly
belonged to the society in the Eternal City. With these Cagli-

-
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ostro soon established relations, and being in want of money, he

suggested to two of them that they ought to be initiated into the

magical secrets of the Egyptian rite. Unfortunately for him the

two men whom he instructed in these mysteries proved to be

spies in the pay of the police, who lost no time in denouncing

Cagliostro and the Freemasons to the Inquisition. Cagliostro
was arrested, and imprisoned in the Castle of St. Angelo. After

lying there for two years he was brought to trial, and was pro-

nounced by the judges of the Inquisition to be worthy of death;

but, in the mercy of the Holy Otiice, and as an especial favour,

on abjuring his heresies and submitting to salutary penance,

instead of having to undergo the last penalty, he was only
condemned to perpetual imprisonment. Soon after being con-

signed to the prison in which he had been sentenced to pass the

remainder of his days, Cagliostro petitioned that a confessor

might be sent to him, as he desired to make a clean breast of all

his sins. A Cappuccino monk was despatched to visit the

penitent. When Cagliostro had tinished his confession, he

begged the monk to administer wholesome discipline by ilogging
him with the cord that bound his monastic habit. Hardly had

the reverend father begun the tlagellation, when Cagliostro
seized the cord, threw himself on the Capuchin and attempted to

strangle him. But the monk was a stalwart adversary, he

fought iiercely for his life, and his shouts and cries soon brought
the guard to his assistance, who overpowered his assailant,

whose intention it had been to escape from prison, disguised in

the habit of the Capuchin.
This is the last we hear of Cagliostro, who was either put to

death or died in prison. *

His death is said to have occurred in 1795.1

* " Histoire Pittoresque de la. Franc-Maeonnerie." Clavel. pp. 178-181.

1' " History of Fremasonry." Findel. P. 233.



CHAPTER III.

MODERN Masonry did not at first take deep root in Italy, the

lugubrious character of the ceremonies connected with its most

important degree (namely that of a Master Mason) would be

especially repulsive to the Italian nature 5 but the persecutions of

the Church speedily gave the institution a political aspect, and in

proportion as it assumed a political complexion, it became popular,
till at length Freemasonry came to be regarded as a synonyme for

liberality, and the Liberals joined the society almost to'a man.

The Freemasons assert that Pope Pius IX. himself; when Mastai

Ferretti, and a member of the Liberal party, was initiated into the

society in a lodge at Palermo in 1826, under the old Scottish rite.

At a meeting of the lodge, in 186 3, a charge of perjury was preferred

against the said Mastai Ferretti, and a copy of the charge was

sent to Rome, accompanied with a request that His Holiness

would appear in lodge and vindicate himself, if possible. Of

course no notice was taken of this missive by the Holy Father,
and the matter was allowed to drop, till the Pope urged the

Catholic clergy in Brazil to take further steps against the Masons.

Then the charges were again brought forward, and a second and

third notification of them despatched to Rome, which were treated

with the same silent contempt as before. At the next halfiyearly

meeting of the Grand Lodge, on the 27th of March, 1874, a
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decree of expulsion against the Pope was entered and published.
The decree runs in the following terms :

" A man, named

Mastai Ferretti, who received the baptism of Freemasonry, and

solemnly pledged his love and fellowship, and afterwards was

crowned Pope and King, under the title of Pio Nono, has now

cursed his former brethren and excommunicated all members of

the Order of Freemasons. Therefore the said Mastai Ferretti is

herewith, by decree of the Grand Lodge of the Orient, Palermo,

expelled from the Order for pe1jury."*
In Piedmont and Sardinia, Charles Albert protected the

Masonic society, and under the leadership of Mazzini the lodges
rapidly multiplied 3 but before long Mazzini founded another

society, which was purely political in its aims, and therefore more

adapted to the requirements of Italy at that juncture.
That its principles were more sweeping than justifiable may be

gathered from some of the articles dictated by Mazzini for the

organization of Young Italy, as the new society was called.
" Article 1. This organization is instituted for the destruction

of all the Governments of the Peninsula, in order to form one

single State under a Republican rule."

" Article 2. Having seen the horrible evils of an absolute power,

and the still greater ones of a Constitutional monarchy we ought to

devote ourselves to founding one single and indivisible Republic."
"Article 30. Those who do not comply with the orders of the

Secret Society, or who divulge its mysteries, are to be stabbed

without fail. A similar punishment awaits all traitors."
" Article 31. The Secret Tribunal will pronounce sentence, and

will appoint one or two of the afhliated for its immediate execution.

"Article 32. W/zoewer refuses to execute the sentence will be

declared as being perjured, and consequently is to be instantly

put to death."

"Article 33. Should the culprit escape he is to be unremit-

tingly pursued, and he will be struck by an invisible hand, even

if it be in the arms of his mother or in the tabernacle of Christ."
* 'i The Masonic News," October, 1874.
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"Article 34. Each Secret Tribunal shall be competent, not alone

to judge guilty adepts, but also to execute whoever is put to the

ban."*

From these extracts it will be seen that the Society of Young

Italy openly advocated assassination, the crime that has ever been

the besetting sin of all secret associations.

But though Freemasonry is too dismal in its ceremonies to suit

the tone of mind of the fanciful and lively Italians, we find that

fantastic associations of all kinds found a congenial soil and

flourished in Italy during the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries.

Many of these societies were ridiculous in the extreme, both

in their designations and practices. Some were denominated the

Oziosz' (the Lazy), the Fdllfdfflkli (the Whimsical), the Insemaiz'

(the Madmen), the Fw'z2>sz` (the Lunatics), and so forth. That

eccentric names tor associations still possess a charm for the

multitude may be inferred from the titles given to certain societies

at the present day, even in matter-of-fact England, where we find

the Odd Fellows, the Order of Ancient Buffaloes, etc.

At Florence there was a Society rejoicing in the appellation of

the Umidi (the Damp), every member ofwhich assumed the name

of something aquatic or pertaining to humidity. For example, one

brother was called the Pike, another the Roach ; the Swan, the

Frozen, and the Moist, were also amongst the cognomcns of the

members of this whimsical association.

The famous Florentine Accademia Della Crusca, or Academy of

Bran, was so named to indicate that the members' object was to sift

and purify the Italian language. When the Academy met, the

room in which the assembly took place represented a mill and

bakehouse. The director sat on a seat made to imitate a mill-

stone, while the seats of the other members were millers' dossers

or paniers, the backs of which were in the shape of the long
shovels used in ovens. The orator's pulpit was a hopper, or boiler,
the table was a kneading trough, and when an academician ad-

dressed the assembly he had a Hour sack hung over his shoulders#
* Storia, Dottrina, e Scopo della Framasoncria.

'l' " Curiosities of Literature." Disraeli.
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The Society of the Arcadians, at Rome, was almost equally
absurd in its organisation 3 whoever became one of its shepherds
received a pastoral name, and was presented with an imaginary
farm which existed only on the maps of Arcadia.

The Ozzbsi appear to have devoted themselves to the study of

natural magic, and from them sprang the .S':cre!z', some of the

members of which embarked on prophecies and predictions, and

speedily drew down the displeasure of the Court of Rome upon

the society, so that their meetings were prohibited.
Although most of these associations were merely literary insti-

tutions, as they all, more or less, partook of the nature of secret

societies, they did not fail, from time to time, to attract the un-

favourable notice of the authorities, and their meetings were

frequently suppressed or interrupted by the various govern-

rnents.*

Even the Platonic Academy, founded by Cosmo de' Medici, and

patronised by most of the noble and learned men of Florence,
which had been established solely for the encouragement of

literature and to facilitate friendly intercourse between men of

letters, did not abstain from meddling with politics. Not content

with their meetings beneath the ilexes and pine trees of the beau-

tiful gardens of the Villa Careggi or Rucellai, where, refreshed by
the splash of sparkling fountains, and surrounded by marble statues

and busts of famous men and beautiful women, they discussed

the philosophy of Plato, or listened to the discourse of Machiavelli,
or criticised the Decades of Livy, the learned brotherhood

eventually lent a too willing ear to the voice of the political
charmer. So celebrated and apparently free from taint was this

Academy that when Pope Leo X. paid a visit to his Florentine

relatives, he was present at a splendid féte given in his honour by
the brethren in their renowned gardens ; but six years later, in

1521, it was discovered that some of those brethren had been im-

plicated in a political conspiracy against the life of Cardinal

* " Curiosities of Literature." Disraeli.
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Giulio de' Medici, and the Platonic Academy was, in consequence,

broken up.*
The number of social and secret societies already existing in

Italy, thus leads_ us to conclude that the failure of Speculative
Freemasonry to recommend itself at first, to any great extent, to

the Italians, was due to their inherent dislike of the nature of its

ceremonies, as it certainly could not arise from any aversion to

such associations in general.

Speculative Masonry prospered more in Germany, the birth-

place of its parent-stock. The year after it had been introduced

there, under the auspices of the Grand Lodge of England, it made

an important ally in the person of Frederick the Great, then

Prince Royal of Prussia, who was secretly initiated one August

night in I 738.
The dislike the reigning king, his father, had testified to the

Order, and the announcement he had made that if it were intro-

duced into Prussia, the utmost severity would be exercised

towards its members, necessitated the secrecy with which

Frederick's reception was conducted.

In order to be initiated he repaired to Brunswick, where the

annual fair was being held, it being deemed that the presence in

the town of so many strangers, in consequence of the fair, would

facilitate concealment from the king of the fact of the initiation

of the Crown Prince, who was met in Brunswick by a deputation
from the Hamburg Lodge Absolom ; and the ceremony of

initiation was satisfactorily gone through, at four o'clock in the

morning, without any discovery taking place as to what was being
done.1- It was not till he had succeeded to the throne that the

fact of Frederick having joined the Freemasons was made known

to the world,1" and his example inducing many other German

princes to seek admittance into the fraternity, it soon came to be

considered a sign of good birth and breeding to belong to the

Masonic brotherhood.

* " Life of Michael Angelo." Harford. vol. I. p. ro.

1* "
History of Freemasonry." Findel. p. 240.

1 " Histoire Pittoresque de la Franc-Maeonnerie." Clavel. p. 1 rr.
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In spite of the indifference avowed by Masonry as to the creed

professed by its votaries, the only necessary' religious belief

exacted being that of the existence of a Supreme Being, in

Germany, persons belonging to the ]ewish faith are rigorously
excluded from membership in lodges ; and a jew, belonging to a

lodge in a foreign country, is not admitted, even as a visitor, to

tl1ose in the Fatherland. The same exclusion formerly existed

in France, but has there been abolished for many years!" In the

beginning of the present century, however, under the protection of

the Grand Orient of France, a lodge, composed partly of Chris~

tians and partly of Hebrews, was established at Frankfort-om

Maine ; but eventually political events forced the lodge to cease

corresponding with the French Grand Lodge, and the brethren

divided into two factions, one of the Christians, the other com-

posed only of jews. The latter demanded to be recognised
as a lodge by the Grand Lodge of Berlin, but it refused

to do so. The lodge of the Dawning Aurora, as the

]ewish lodge was named, then applied for recognition to

the Grand Lodge of England, and the favour was instantly
accorded.

In 1832 a new lodge, combining the Christian and _Tewish ele-

ments, was established at Frankfort, under warrant from the Grand

Orient of France _; but the other German lodges persisted in re-

fusing to recognise its existencefr

The new institution of Speculative Masonry was introduced

into France about the year 1721, when the Grand Lodge of'

London instituted a lodge at Dunkerque under the name of
"

Friendship and Fraternity." In 1725 it is recorded that the

unfortunate Lord Derwentwater, and some of his friends, held a

lodge in Paris, at the restaurant of an Englishman of the name of

Hurre, in the Faubourg St. Germain.I
When first established the society seems to have been contined

to a limited circle amongst the nobles and persons of distinction,
* " Histoire Pittoresque de la Franc-Maeonnerie." Clavel. p. no.

'I' Ibid. p. 277. I lbid. p. x08. _
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and this being the case, saved it for a time from awakening the

distrust of the Court. When, however, the lodges began to in-

crease in number,_and persons belonging to the middle and

lower classes found admittance into them, rumours began to be

afloat that the institution cherished designs of a dangerous poli-
tical tendency, and Louis XV., under the guidance of his con-

fessor, and with the approbation of the reigning favourite, in

1737, published an edict forbidding all his loyal subjects
from holding any intercourse with the Freemasons, while any

nobles who belonged to the fraternity were forbidden to appear

at Court.*

The English residents in Paris, however, paid no attention to

the royal edict, and one of them had the temerity to make a public
announcement that a lodge was about to be held for the purpose

of electing a grand master.

This attracted the attention of the police, and one night they

surprised a meeting of the brethren assembled in the house of a

wine merchant of the name of Chapelot, This worthy citizen, in

order to secure secrecy for the Masons, had walled up the door

and had caused a secret entrance to be made to the room in

which they metsl" But the vigilance of the police was not so

easily baffled. The Freemasons were caught in _/iagranlc rielzkfo,
the papers of the lodge were seized and carried off, and a ritual

found amongst them was afterwards published by order of the

Lieutenant of Police.I The delinquent Chapelot was summoned

to appear before the tribunal and answer for his misdoings, but

failing to make his appearance at the specified time, he was con-

demned to pay a fine of a thousand pounds, besides having his

tavern closed for six months.§
But in spite of threats of lines and imprisonment, the tavern-

keepers found it so profitable to connive at lodges being held on

" "History of Freemasonry." Findel. p. zor.

1° Ibid. p. zoz.

I " Histoire Pittorcsque de la Franc-Magonnerie." Clavel. p. 141.

§ lbid.
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their premises that they repeatedly ran all risks. It became a

common practice for the tavern-keeper to be the master of a lodge,
for which a warrant was purchased, and the lodges became centres

for all manner of excess and licensef*

Except in the instance in which they endeavoured to use it for

_Iacobinical ends, the jesuits have ever shown the most determined

opposition to Speculative Masonry. In order more effectually to

oppose it, several of the brethren of the Society of Jesus, caused

themselves to be initiated into the mysteries of the craft, and

with the penetration for which they are remarkable, perceiving
that once the veil of mystery was lifted, the chief charm of the

institution, in the eyes of the multitude, would have departed,
they not only published numerous descriptions of the Masonic

rites, but even brought caricatures of the ceremonies upon the

stage.
It is the custom at most jesuit seminaries, for the pupils to

give theatrical representations once or twice each year. In

1741, at the College Dubois, in Caen, a theatrical performance
took place at which a piece, called " Rhadamistes and Zenobia,"
was first played by the scholars, after which a comic ballet

was enacted, in which the ceremonies of a Masonic reception
were represented and caricatured.

The piece opened with a dancing lesson, given by a dancing
master to a dandy of the period. A Dutch burgomaster and

his daughter next entered, and seated themselves at the end of

the stage to watch the dancing lesson, these two were followed

by a Spaniard, accompanied by his valet, who, seeing the dancing-
master and his pupil, proceeded to exchange Masonic signs with

them. The Spaniard, the dancing-master, and the dandy, over-

come with delight at_ recognising each other as brother Masons,
all three flung their arms round each other and exchanged a

fraternal kiss.

V

The Dutchman, who had all this time been contemplating
the scene with astonishment, now advanced, and the three

.* " History of Freemasonry." Findel. p. zoz.
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enthusiasts, mistaking him for a Mason, began making the

signs to him also. These he repeated, but caricatured them in

such a manner that the others, perceiving that he_ was not a

Mason after all, suggested that they should make him one.

The Dutchman eagerly consented; his daughter was directed

to retire, and the Spaniard ordered his valet to make every-

thing ready for a Masonic reception. The initiation of the

Dutchman then took place, all the forms being gone through
exactly as they are practised in lodge. As soon as the cere-

mony was concluded, the burgomaster's daughter was recalled,

when, to the consternation of the brethren, she appeared

making accurate imitations of all their supposed secret signs. It

then transpired that she had witnessed, the entire ceremonial of

the reception, having placed herself at a window the existence of

which the brethren had overlooked. Great was the indignation
manifested by the Masons at finding that their secrets and

mysteries had thus come to the knowledge of a woman, but their

anger was paciiied on it being arranged that the Spaniard
should espouse the Dutchman's daughter. The piece wound

up with a comic dance, in which the performers made ludicrous

caricatures of the masonic signs and tokens* This play took

place only twenty-seven years after the establishment of modern

Masonry, and even before this an opera dancer of the name of

Salé invented a dance called the Freemasons' Dance, in which nine

men, attired as shepherds, were the performers 51' so it appears

that the mysteries of the Order, in spite of the supposed in-

violable secrecy that surrounded them, very soon came to the

knowledge of some, at any rate, amongst the profane.
In 'Ireland a Grand Lodge was first formed in 1729, and Lord

Kingston was elected Grand Master. Ireland has long been a

fruitful field for secret associations of the most reprehensible
and immoral description, and for the last two centuries that

unhappy country has hardly been more than a mere hotbed of

* " Histoire Pittoresque de la Franc-Maconnerie." Clavel. p. I Io.

1' "
History of Freemasonry." Finclel. p. zoz.
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secret associations; the Levellers, Whiteboys, Defenders, Right-

boys, Ribbonmen, and numerous other lawless societies, being

supplied from the ranks of the Catholic peasantry, while the

Protestants, on their side, fought their opponents with similar

weapons, and organised such associations as the Peep o'-Day~

Boys and the Orangemen.
The organisation of the latter society resembled that of the

Freernasons in many respects, excepting that it openly avows

its antipathy to the _Roman Catholic Church, and the members

make use of secret signs and pass-words only when "
on the

war-path." However, the aliinity between the two fraternities

is so c-lose, that when the Orange Society was suppressed by
Parliament as an illegal association, the brethren consoled

themselves by the reflection that the dissolution of their Order

would, in point of fact, remain a dead letter, as they could

continue to carry on the operations of their society under the

cloak of Masonry, according to the rules of which it had originally
been modelled*

'

As Freemasonry has frequently been called "the mother uf all

secret societies"+ it may be as well to glance rapidly at some

other secret associations, before proceeding to analyse the

masonic rituals, in order the better to judge how far this accusa-

tion may be correct.

Amongst the more important of the secret political societies in

the British Islands during the last century, was that of the United

Irishmen. It was established in 1 79 1, by Wolfe Tone and Rabaud

St. Etienne, a Frenchman, and the bosom friend of Brissot, leader

of the Girondin party. St. Etienne spent some time in that and

the following year, going backwards and forwards between Belfast

and Dublin, organising the society which professed to have for its

end "forwarding a brotherhood of affection, an identity of in-

terests, a communion of rights, and a union of power among

Irishmen of all religious persuasions, and thereby obtaining an

* " Manual of Freemasonry." R. Carlyle. p. 87.

T
"

Storia, Dottrina, e Scopo della Framasoneria."
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impartial and adequate representation in the nation and

Parliament." -

The Society of United Irishmen was instituted "'with the

secrecy, and something of the ceremonial, of Freemasonry;

secrecy to pique curiosity ; ceremonial to strike the soul through
the senses, and, addressing the whole man, animate his phi-

losophy by the energy of his passions."+ It met with warm

support and sympathy in Ireland, a country still smarting under

the infliction of the infamous penal laws that weighed alike

upon Catholics, Quakers, and all kinds of dissenters from the

dominant Established Church. But the Catholics, being the chief

sufferers, were the first to organise societies to resist unjust op-

pression ; and influenced by men such as Brissot and St. Etienne,
who ignored trivial differences of creed, the Society of United

Irishmen, as at first organised, was intended to embrace men of

all religions who were alike suffering from tyranny and wrong.

The association grew and spread with rapidity, and in the course

of a few years numbers of lodges of United Irishmen were to be

found in North America, all eager to assist their brethren across

the Atlantic.1
But unhappily, in Ireland, religious intolerance is stronger than

even resentment against political oppression, and before long the

United Irishmen abandoned their pretensions of embracing Irish-

men of all creeds, and united themselves with the Catholic De-

fenders, a society which, like that of the Presbyterian Peep-of-
Day Boys, originated in a trifling dispute between individuals,
and spreading to a faction on either side, quickly assumed the

proportions of two rival secret societies.

The principal object of both parties was the accumulation of

arms, and each side visited the houses of their opponents for the

purpose ofrobbing them of any weapons they might possess 3 often

* " History ofthe Irish Rebellion." Musgrave.
1' "The English in Ireland." Froude. vol. iii. p. z.

I " Origin of the United Irishmen."
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these foraging parties committed the most wanton outrages,
insulting the inhabitants and smashing their furniture.

From the early hour at which the Presbyterian party usually
paid these pleasant little neighbourly visits they acquired the

name of Peep-of-Day Boys.""

Sobriety and secrecy were amongst the obligations strictly en-

joined on the Defenders, who were likewise bound to assist each

other whenever called upon. They were under the command of

a grand master in each county, who was annually elected at a

general meeting of thelodges 3 the lodges also held district meetings
every month. -The affairs of the society were regulated by paro-
chial and baronial committees, from which there was an appeal
to a superior committee. But though their regulations appear to

have been methodical, their practice was so lawless that, before

long, complaints of their proceedings arose on all sides, and their

outrages became so frequent and barbarous that in 1793 some of

the Roman Catholics of' the county of Louth " entered into strong
resolutions against them," which resolutions were signed by Dr.

Reilly, Roman Catholic Primate of Ireland, by eighteen priests,
and sixty of the Catholic laityxl*

The Society of United Irishmen, once amalgamated with an

association such as this, naturally acquired a purely sectarian

character.

In 1795, two years after the protest of the Catholics of Louth,
the Orange Society was organized by the Protestants, with the

avowed object of protecting themselves from the system of

robbery and assassination pursued by the Defenders. At first

the Orange Society was ,recruited exclusively from the lower

orders, but they were soon joined by members of a superior class,

and a Grand Lodge was formed, which assembled in 1798, and

during the unhappy times succeeding the Great Rebellion, the

members of the Orange Society were forward in following the

example of their Catholic brethren in bigotry and intolerance,

* " Historical Notices of Irish Rebellions, etc.," p. 23.

1° " Historical Notices of the Several Rebellions in Ireland," p. 23.

5
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and energetic in promoting hatred and uncharitableness in dis-

tracted Ireland.

In 1820 it was decided that proceedings which had taken place
in Cavan and Westmeath had rendered a change necessary in the

Orange system. A committee of thirteen gentlemen was then

appointed to decide upon these changes, and on the roth of

january their report was submitted to the Grand Lodge. The

report was to the effect that " various and jarring fonns of

admission and initiation had found their way into different

lodges, together with ceremonies, etc., not only unknown to the

original simplicity of the institution, but in many cases repugnant

to common sense and to the religious feelings of many most

worthy brethren, and even to common decency." *

In order to remedy this undesirable state of affairs, the com-

mittee drew up a form of admission and initiation, which they
considered as combining,

" with due brevity, a proper degree of

the solemnity so necessary to be observed at the important
moment of a man's dedicating himself, by a voluntary obligation
taken in the face of his brethren, to the zealous discharge of his

duties as a loyal Protestant."

In the oath taken by an Orangeman he swears to
" be faithful,

and bear true allegiance" to the Sovereign so long as he or she is

a Protestant. He also swears that he never was a Papist 5 that

he never has belonged to, and never will join, any treasonable

society 3 that he will, as far as lies in his power, "assist the

magistrates and civil authorities in the lawful execution of their

oflicial duties." The remainder of the obligation is very similar

to that undertaken by a Freemason. " I swear that I will be true

and faithful to every brother Orangeman in all just actions 5 that

I will not wrong or know him to be wronged or injured without

giving due notice thereof] if in my power. And I solemnly swear,

in the presence of Almighty God, that I will always conceal, and

never reveal, either part or parts of what is now to be privately
communicated to me, unless to a brother Orangeman, knowing

" "The Orange System Exposed, etc."
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him to be so by strict trial and due examination, or from the word

of a brother Orangeman 5 or until I shall be authorized so to do

by the proper authorities of the Orange institution. That I will

not write it, indite it, cut, carve, stain, stamp, or engrave it, or

cause it to be done, lest any part thereof might be known.

Lastly, Ido swear that I have not, to my knowledge or belief; been
proposed and rejected, or expelled from any other Orange society.
So help me God, and keep me steadfast in this my Orangeman's

obligation." *

The obligations taken by a Purpleman and an Orange Marks-

man are of a similar nature, in slightly different words.

Orangeism, like Masonry, has its different degrees and grades.
A member swears, on being raised to each degree, never to reveal

its secrets to the brethren of an inferior grade. An Orangeman
also binds himself, on being served with a lawful summons from

the master of his lodge, "to appear in ten hours' warning, or

whatever time is required, if possible (provided it is not hurtful to

himself or his family)" ; he is to "keep a brother's secret as 'his

own, unless in case of murder, treason, and perjury-and that of

his own free will." No Roman Catholic to be admitted on any

account. Any Orangeman who acts contrary to the rules of the

society to be expelled therefrom, and his expulsion reported to

all the lodges in the kingdom and elsewhere." 1'

It will be seen how closely these regulations resemble many of

those promulgated by Freemasonry, and how easy it is, therefore,

for the two societies to coalesce. The following account of the

initiation into the Purple Order is quoted to show that there is

no great disparity in the rituals of some of the grades of the

respective Orders z-

" When a brother is to be introduced, the tyler shall first enter

the room ; after him two sponsorsof the brother, each bearing a

purple rod decorated at its top with orange ribands, and between

them the brother himself] carrying in both hands the Bible, with

*" Appendix to
" The Orange System Exposed." Letter to Lord Wellesley.

f Ibid.

5-z
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the book of the Orange rules and regulations placed thereon. On

entering the room, the chaplain or, in his absence, a brother

appointed by the master, shall say,

"We have a strong city ; salvation will God appoint for walls

and bulwarks. Open ye the gates, that the righteous nation

which keepeth the truth may enter in. Thou wilt keep him in

perfect peace whose mind is staid on Thee; because he trusted

in Thee. Trust ye in the Lord for ever, for in the Lord Jehovah
there is everlasting strength."-Isaiah xxvi. 1-4.

Then succeed verses from some of the other prophets.

During the reading of these verses the brother shall stand at

the foot of the table, the brethren all standing also, and strictly
silent.

The Master shall then say,-Brother, What dost thou desire in

this meeting of true Purplemen P

The Brother shall answer,-Of my own free will and accord, I

desire advancement into the Purple Order of our loyal institution.

Master. Who will vouch for this brother that he deserves such

advancement, a_nd that he is qualified to receive it according to

our rules and regulations ? .

(The sponsors shall bow to the master, and signify the same,

each saying, I, N. M., vouch for all these things.)
Master. What do you carry in your hands P

Brother. The Word of God.

Master. Under the assurance of these faithful Purplemen, we

believe that you have also carried it into your heart. What is

that other book?

Brother. The book of om' rules and regulations.
Master. Under the like assurance, we 'mist that you have

hitherto obeyed them in all lawful matters.
'

Therefore we gladly
advance you into this Order. Purplemen, bring to me our

brother. .

(He then shall be brought by his two sponsors before the

master, the tyler retiring to the door, and the two brothers
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standing one at each side of the centre of the table 5 during this,
the chaplain, or brother appointed, shall say)-

" In that day shall the branch of the Lord be beautiful and

glorious, and the fruit of the earth shall be excellent and comely
for them that are escaped of Israel.

"And the Lord will create upon every dwelling place of Mount

Zion, and upon her assemblies, a cloud and smoke by day, and

the shining of a flaming fire by night; for all the glory shall be a

defence."*

(The brother shall then kneel on his right knee, and the master

shall invest him with a purple sash, and such other decorations as

may be convenient)."
While this is being done more 'verses from the Bible are read.

After which the Master addresses the following exhortation to the

new Purpleman :

"

Brother, thou hast been weighed in the balance and not found

wanting, therefore it has been judged right that thou shouldest

be advanced into the Purple Order of our institution 3 in the

which dignity we trust that thy better means of serving this

religious and loyal brotherhood will be duly employed. And as

thine opportunities will now be advanced with thy station among

us, so likewise would their neglect cause our more special injury.
For this cause, brother, increase in thy diligence 3 be instant in

season and out of season ; for the higher we stand, the more we

should take heed lest we fall. In the name of the Purple

Brethren, I bid thee heartily welcome; nothing doubting, but

that thou wilt continue with great earnestness to fear God, honour

the king, and maintain the law."~l'
The Master then instructs the new brother in the signs and

pass-words of a Purpleman, more texts of Scripture are read, and

the certihcate of the new Purpleman is duly signed and registered.
As has before been observed, during the years that the Orange
ff Isaiah iv. 2-5.

'

V

1' Article in "The British and Foreign Review," for january, 1836, On

the Report of the Select Committee appointed to Inquire into the Nature, Cha-

racter, etc., of the Orange Societies in Ireland.
g
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Lodges were suppressed by Act of Parliament, their principles,
continued to be upheld by the brethren who joined the Masonic

body, for Masonry practically often does not carry out its pro-
fession of never interfering in politics ; those politics, however, are

different according to the country in which Freemasonry finds

itself Socialistic in France and Italy, in Ireland it is supported
by the Conservative party ; but in every land it is equally consis-

tent in its opposition to Romanism, a position it cannot avoid

assuming, owing to the avowed antagonism that the Church of

Rome manifests towards it, for a society that advocates Catholic

indifference to a man's creed as one of its fundamental principles,
must ever "stink in the nostrils " of Catholicism.

But in spite of the Orange Society having often been a curse to

Ireland, its existence though an evil, is a necessary one, and shock-

ing and repulsive as are most of the Irish secret societies, while

blaming them, we cannot forget that they originally sprang from

oppression and misgovernment. The Irish peasantry are doubtless

debased and often treacherous, but their rulers have done much

to debase them, and unfortunately have, on more than one

occasion, set them an example of treachery, and the eiiects of the

evils of bygone centuries cannot be blotted out in a few years.
At the present day, by far the worst and most dangerous of the

secret societies in Ireland, is that of the Ribbonmen. It is an

essentially Catholic organization, one of their fundamental rules

being, that no Protestant, even though his disloyalty be undoubted,
can be admitted amongst them.*

The Ribbonmen, or Sons of the Shamrock, first made their

appearance in the counties of Down, Armagh, and Antrim, but

eventually their ramifications extended into Connaught and over

nearly the whole of the centre of Ireland. They were organized
to resist tithe-proctors, unjust evictions, and rack-rents,-l' but

eventually they are said to have aimed at a general massacre of

the Protestants and the subversion of the Governrnentl
* "One Year of the Administration of the Marquis of Wellesley," page 26.
-1- " Historical Notices of ,the Several Irish Rebellions," page 49.
I Ibid. p. 55.
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In practice this society has been stained with a long series of

terrible outrages. Assassination is its usual mode of punishing any

infringement of its laws, and the members have not shrunk from

nailing up the doors of farmhouses and deliberately burning to

death women and children. To-day the object of the association

is to secure lixity of tenure at rents fixed by the occupiers, and to

inaugurate a reign of terror in order to enforce obedience to

whatever mandates the society thinks lit to issue.

The Ribbonman's oath has more than once fallen into the

hands of the police, and has been published. It is to the follow-

ing effect :-

" I, A. B., with the sign of the Cross, do declare and promise, in

the name and through the assistance of the blessed Trinity,
that I will endeavour to keep inviolate all the secrets of this

Board of Fraternal Society, from all but those whom I believe

to be the regular members, and bound in the same fraternal ties.

" rst. I declare and promise, without any dread or compulsion,

allegiance to his present Majesty.
" znd. That I will be true and steadfast to my brethren of this

society, dedicated to St. Patrick, the holy patron of Ireland, in

all things lawful, and not otherwise; and that I will duly and

regularly attend where any lawful superior shall think proper, and

conform to the regulations made by them, so long as those who

are or may be in trust, think proper.
"

3rd. That I will not knowingly or willingly provoke, challenge,
or tight any of my brethren ; if a brother shall be ill spoken of,

or otherwise treated unjustly, I will, according to circumstances,

espouse the cause, and give him the earliest information, aiding
him with my sincere friendship when in distress.

"

4th. I also declare and promise, that I will not admit or pro-

pose a person of a bad or suspicious character into our honourable

board, knowing him to be such; and that I shall endeavour to

propagate brotherly love and friendship among such of my

acquaintance as may be thought worthy.
"

5th, That I will not, at any of our meetings, drink to intoxica-
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tion, so as'to endanger a disclosure of names, regulations, or

members thereo£
A

" 6th. That in towns and counties I will give the preference, in

dealings, to' those attached to our interest, according as circum-

stances may answer me.
-

"

7th. Resolved, that I will not withdraw myself from this

honourable society, or join in society where persons of other de-

nominations are, under the censure of God's judgment in his com-

passionate mercy (not meaning trade, society, or soldiers.)
"

I, A. B , having made the above promise of my own free will

and accord, may God assist me in my endeavours to full the

same, and may God protect our friendship and grant us to live in

a state of peace. Amen." *

This oath sounds harmless enough, and as little likely to lead

to murder and treason as that of the Freemasons, which, indeed,
it resembles in many respects.

The Ribbon Lodges, according to the original constitution of

the society, held parish meetings and county meetings, from

which last, delegates, accredited by a certilicate from their lodges,
were sent to the provincial meeting. The district lodges were

governed by committee~men, who resigned their oflice quarterly,
but might, if they pleased, stand for re-election ; the delegates, on

returning to their respective lodges, communicated to them the

regulations enacted at the provincial meeting; but each lodge

might pass bye-laws for the arrangement of their private affairs,

provided such laws were not opposed to the general rules of the

fraternity.
Every member paid a quarterly subscription of "

5d. or any sum

that may be thought necessary by the parish masters to defray
their quarterly expense ; and any member refusing so to do shall

be expelled and reported." No person was admitted into the

society or retained in it, who did not "yearly receive their sacra-

ment, and perform their Christian duties in a regular manner."

The ollicials were bound to attend all meetings of their lodges,
* "Letter to Lord Wellesley,"-Appendix.

'
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but should their absence be unavoidable they were obliged to send

a trustworthy member to represent them, provided with the

necessary credentials, or else "

pay the following fines promptly."
A delegate to the provincial meeting was' fined one pound for

absence from the provincial meeting. For absence from the

county meeting a fine of five shillings, and from the district meeting
of half-a-crown, was exacted. A master who neglected to attend

the parish meeting of his lodge, had to pay one shilling, while

committeemen who failed to appear at a body meeting were

lined tenpence, and ordinary members iivepence.

Any master who struck a member of the lodge was ordered to

pay five shillings, and if the offence were repeated
" exclusion

from friendship
"

was ordained, which, in Ribbon phraseology,
meant no slight punishment. If a master "provoked

" the lodge
he was fined two-and-sixpence for the first offence, and five

shillings for the next.

For striking their brethren, delegates were fined respectively
five shillings and eightpence and four-and~fourpence for first

oifences, while for repeating them " exclusion of friendship" and

paying live shillings were the penalties.
For " wronging, or speaking ill of each other," members were

to be tried and sentenced by a select committee.

The delegates brought annual returns of the number of mem-

bers belonging to the fraternity in their several districts, the

members being then entered in the provincial registry ;
* but for

the last few years this has been discontinued, as also the regular

meeting of lodges, such being considered to afford too easy means

of detection to the authorities.
'

The Sons of St. Patrick were a branch of the Ribbon Society 3

their oath and regulations were discovered and published in 1833.
The oath was in the following terms :-

" I swear to allow my right hand to be cut off and nailed to the

door of Armagh jail, rather than to deceive or betray a brother;
to persevere in the cause I have espoused; to spare no one, from

* " Leiter to Lord Wellesley,"
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the infant in its cradle to the old man on crutches ; to regard
neither the cries of childhood nor the tears of old age, but to

steep myself in the blood of the Orangemen."
The brethren recognised each other by interchanging the

following dialogue :-

" God save you."
"God save you kindly."
" This is a fine day.

"

" To-morrow will be finer."
" The road is bad."
" It will soon be mended."
" With what P

"

" With the bones of the Protestants."
" What is your creed P "

"The annihilation of the Philistines."
" How long is your stick? "

"

Long enough to reach them."

" On what tree did it grow P
"

" On a French tree, but it has budded in America, and now its

stem shades green Erin."

"What have we in common P
"

"

Love, our country, and truth."
" How do you rest? "

"In peace, in order to rise in war."

"

Courage !
"

" Perseverance 2 "*

* "Histoire Pittoresque de la Franc~Ma¢;onnerie, et des Sociétés Secrétes

Anciennes et Modernes." Clavel. p. 390-391.



CHAPTER IV.

HAVING thus briefly glanced at two or three modern secret

societies, in order to see what grounds there may be for applying
the name of "Mother of all Secret Societies" to Freemasonry,
we will examine, as cursorily as possible, a few of the associations

of earlier days, to ascertain if there are any grounds for regarding
Freemasonry as the daughter of the secret societies of antiquity.

The early Christians were a secret society, secrecy being
necessitated by the fact of their being surrounded by enemies.

Amongst the Romans the introduction of a new god into their

Pantheon would not have been a matter for persecution, as they were

in the habit of adopting the divinities of the nations they con-

quered. It was chiefly therefore from the circumstance of the new

sect being accused ofpolitical aims, and being suspected of 'designs
now known as Socialistic, owing to their practice of having "all

things in common," that they met with such cruel treatment at

the hands of those in authority. We always dread the unseen ;

and the fear with which a society working silently in their midst,
and among all classes, to produce as they thought social anarchy,
must have inspired the heathen world, may be estimated by the

thrill of dismay which runs through society at the present day,
when reports are current of the presence of teachers of Commu-

nistic views in any country or city. The early Christians suffered

more for the political aims imputed to them than for their faith,
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which was a matter of comparatively little moment to the Pagan
world.

Relics of the secret nature of the ceremonies of the early
church survive to the present day. The altar-screen in cathedrals

points to the time when the " discipline of the secret
"

was

observed, and when the communicants were forbidden to reveal

the nature of the ceremony in which they had been engaged, so

sacred and mysterious was it deemed. In the Greek Church the

altar is always concealed behind a veil, and is only disclosed at

certain periods of the service.

But still more clearly does the institution of god-parents lead

us back to the time when the rites of the Christian religion were

shrouded in mystery, and when, before a churchman was admitted

to the sacrament of baptism, he had to produce two sureties to

answer for him to the Christian brotherhood that the new convert

did not seek admittance to their community with the object of

betraying them to the heathens.

How secret the real doctrines of the Christians were kept we

may judge from the absurd stories circulated concerning the rites

practised in their assemblies. Tertullian mentions that in his

time (the second century) the heathen mocked the Christians by

representing_ their God as a man with an ass's head, fixed to a

cross ; and afew years since, when excavating on Mount Palatine,

on the walls of a bath-room in the Palace of the Caesars, scratched

in the plaster, was found a caricature of a man with the head of

an ass, 'nailed `to a cross shaped like the letter T, while a little

below stands a man with a very large head in a mock attitude of

prayer. A Greek inscription,
" Here is Alexamenus worshipping

his God,""' was appended to the caricature, which is now preserved
in the Museum of the Roman College, and affords acurious proof
of the light in which the doctrines of the primitive Christians

were regarded by the Pagans.
Another story current against them was that in their secret

ceremonials a new-born infant, covered with a kind of paste, was

* " An Introduction to Early Christian Symbolism." Palmer. p. 69. `
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placed before the newly-initiated brother, who was made to strike

the seeming lump of dough several blows with a knife, and on the

blood flowing it was eagerly drunk up by those present, who after-

wards devoured the child's body.* The object of covering the

infant with paste, was to conceal from the novice the murder he

was called upon to perpetrate, and the common crime was a

pledge of mutual secrecy.

These facts may be quoted as a proof that all secret associa-

tions, however innocent, or even laudable, may be their object,
must ever render themselves liable to suspicion that their deeds

are such as must perforce shun the light.
The secresy with which the early Christians surrounded their

doctrines seems not to have been altogether a matter of prudence,
but to have been partly borrowed from the practice of the

Essenes, the sect amongst the ]ews which so closely resembled

that of the Christians in many respects.

Before initiating an outsider into their society, the Essenes

demanded a noviciate of three years' duration. The first year the

candidate was given a small hatchet, a girdle, and a white garment

in which all the Essenes clothed themselves during their repasts ;

and he was required to follow the simple and frugal mode of living
observed by the brethren, although not admitted to associate

with them. Should he persevere in this for a year, the novice was

made a
"

partaker of the waters of purification," and was

allowed to approach
"

nearer to their way of living ;" but he was

not admitted to full communion with the brotherhood till the ex-

piration of two years more. Then, if he seemed worthy, he was

made to take "tremendous oaths," and was permitted to eat

with the brethren, and allowed to participate in the knowledge
of all their doctrines. The oaths taken were, first, that he should

exercise piety towards God, secondly, that he should observe

justice towards men. He was to harm no one, either of his own

accord or by command of others; he was always to hate the

* " Histoire Pittoresque de la Fmnc-Maconnerie et des Sociétés Secrétes Anciennnes

et Modernes." _Clavel. p. 34.1. ,
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wicked, and assist the righteous ; to be faithful to all men, especi_

ally to those in authority, as it was held that no one obtained

the government without the sanction of God. If an Essene rose

to a post of authority, he was not to " endeavour to outshine his

subjects, either in garments or any other finery." He must be a

lover of truth, and a reprover of such as told lies; his hands

must be " clear from theft, and his soul from unlawful gains." He

was not to conceal anything from his brethren, or reveal the doc-

trines of the sect to any of the uninitiated, even if they tried to

compel him to do so at the hazard of his life. Finally, he swore

never to communicate the doctrines of the Order to any one save

in the fashion in which he had himself received them ; and

the books of the sect, and the names of the angels (or messengers)
were to be kept in profound secrecy.*

Like the primitive Christians, the Essenes had all their goods
in common; the most strict of the sect abstained from mar~

riage, although they did not absolutely deem it unlawful. Before

the rising of the sun they spoke "not a word about profane

matters, but put up certain prayers which they have received from

their forefathers, as if they made a supplication for its rising."
After this they were all sent away by their curators to

exercise the different arts in which they were skilled, till the fifth

hour, when they all met together, and clothing themselves in

white veils, they bathed in cold water.

This purification over, the brethren assembled in an apartment,

from which all the uninitiated were excluded. It appears that

here some peculiar religious rites took place, after which they
were served with the frugal meal which was their dinner, con-

sisting of bread, and a dish of one sort of food, a priest

saying a grace before and after meat. Dinner over, the brethren

laid aside their white garments, and returned to their various

labours till the evening, when they partook of supper, a meal

at which strangers were allowed to be present.
The Essenes were permitted to succour all who needed it,

* Josephus, "Wars of the jews." Book ii. p. 54.
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and to bestow food on those in distress at their own free will;
but no member was allowed to give anything to any of his rela-

tions without the sanction of the curators.

The sect were eminent for their fidelity, but refrained from

swearing, believing that their word was as good as an oath. They
studied the writings of the ancients, and were skilled in the know-

ledge of medicine.

A member guilty of any heinous sin was immediately cast

out of the society 5 but so great seems to have been the influence

of the sect, even over these unworthy brethren, that they still ob-

served the oaths they had taken at their initiation, and, in many

instances, rather than partake of food they deemed unlawful,
resorted to eating grass, and often perished miserably, though
when they were at the last gasp many erring brethren were, from

compassion, received again into the fraternity.
The sect was divided into four classes. The juniors were

deemed so inferior to the seniors, that if a member of a junior
class touched a senior, the latter had to purify himself by perform-

ing ablutions, as if he had been in the company of a foreigner.
The sect despised pain and the miseries of life, and looked

forward to death as the entrance to glory, when they would be

" released from a long bondage, rejoice and mount upward."*
The object of their greatest veneration, after God himself, was

the name of their legislator, Moses. Anyone who mentioned this

irreverently was, by the rules of the Order, condemned to death.

Philo of Alexandria describes the Essenes as assuming, in

their assemblies, an attitude which they declared had been

handed down to them from ancient times 5 and which, Masonic

enthusiasts, with a slight stretch of imagination, have regarded
as the origin of the sign used by an entered apprentice Freemason.

While one of their elders addressed a discourse to the society,
Philo states that the brethren sat gravely and benignantly, their

right hands resting on their breasts a little below the chin, while

their left hands were allowed to hang by their sides.

* Josephus, "Wars of the Jews." Book ii. pp. 53-54.
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The Kabalists were another _Tewish sect, who are said to

have been connected with the Essenians. Amongst the favourite

symbols of the Kabalists were the famous pillars in Solomon's

Temple, jachin and Boaz ; and as Christianity itself first appeared
as a sect amongst the ]ews, it is not impossible that it num-

bered both Esseniansand Kabalists amongst its converts, 'who

may have introduced some of their favourite practices and symbols
into the new society. Once assumed as sacred formulas and signs

by the early church, they would be treasured and handed down

to the later centuries, and, from the monks, may have been

transmitted to the companies of Masons, amongst whom ]achin
and Boaz were undoubtedly favourite symbols.

i

It is notorious how certain practices-such, for instance, as each

passer-by casting a stone on certain cairns, or the habit of

fastening shreds of cloth and linen on the branches of "

fairy
thorns

"

cling obstinately amidst populations who have long lost

even a tradition of the source whence such customs originated.
It is highly improbable that a fraternity of monks and of prac-

tical workmen selected their symbols, rituals, and pass-words at

hap-hazard. In the days when the Masonic Society was formed,

an idea of some kind, however rude and uncultivated, usually lay
concealed at the bottom of every strange custom and quaint

device, in which men took so much pleasure in olden times 3 this

it is which gives a charm to their works, for which we may search

in vain in modern productions.
For a key to the symbols* and practices in vogue amongst the

Freemasons, it is not therefore so absurd as it might_seem at

first sight, to seek amongst the early Christian beliefs and usages,

and in the forms and ceremonies of the mediaeval times, especially
such as originated in Germany, the birth-place of Freemasonry.

Amongst the most celebrated of German institutions were the

Ve/rm-Gen?/ite or secret tribunals of Westphalia, to which the

leamed and enthusiastic masonic historian Findel maintains that

passages in the Masonic Ritual as preserved in the Sloane MS.

plainly referf*
n

* " History of Freemasonry." Findel. p. 65.
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The origin of these tribunals is veiled in the obscurity that

enshrouds the rise of so many of the institutions of those times.

They appear to have obtained importance about the beginning of

the thirteenth century. Their name is said to arise from the

Latin fama, or fame,-common fame, without .any formal accusa-

tion, being sutlicient grounds for arraignment before the tribunal.

These W/zm-Gerzkhte were also known as Ezfzlrffi/lie, or free

tribunals, only freemen being subject to their jurisdiction*
The Emperor was regarded by this tribunal, or secret society, as

its head. He might, if initiated, summon and preside in a general

chapter, or enter and preside in any court. He had the power of

granting a safe-conduct to any þÿ�'�I�'�0�7�'�7�' ¬�h�7�/�l�f�l�l�'person who desired

to make a final appeal to the Imperial authority, and might even

save a condemned man by issuing a command to delay execution

of the sentence against him for a hundred years, six weeks and a

dayff In the event of the Emperor not having been initiated

into the Whm-Gerzk/zt, he might appoint a substitute to exercise

his rights of jurisdiction over the courts ; but as the Emperors

naturally preferred exercising such rights in person, it was usual

for each Emperor, after his coronation at Aix-la-Chapelle, to be

initiated, into the I/2/zm-Gzrzkkt by the Hereditary Count of

Dortmund. In the laws respecting the rights of the Emperor,
with regard to the Ve/am-Gerzk/lt, it was especially stated that

they only appertained to him provided he were initiated.

Next in dignity to the Emperor came the Archbishop of

Cologne, whose powers neaply equalled those of his Imperial

Master, and who had the right of investing the counts with the

powers of life and death. The Archbishop of Cologne was only
made the Imperial lieutenant in the fourteenth century; previous
to his being appointed so, there was no intermediate authority

between the Emperor and the tribunal-lords, who ruled over

districts in which they had the power of establishing tribunals,

and of either presiding over them in person or of appointing a

count to supply their place. The tribunal-lord, however, could

* " Secret Tribunals of Westphalia," p. 345. 'I' Ibid. p. 374

6
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not grant to another the powers of life and death, which were

bestowed by the Emperor or his deputy. To the latter the

tribunal-lords presented the counts for investiture, certifying, on

oath, that the count so presented was a true and honest West-

phalian by birth, both on the father's and rnother's side ; that no

open crime could be laid to his charge ; that he stood in no bad

repute; and that he was well qualified to preside over a countyf*
The Tribunal-lord was held responsible for the conduct of the

counts whom he appointed, and should one of them misconduct

himself the tribunal-lord was liable to forfeit his own rights.
'I`he counts, on receiving their investiture, had to take an oath

that they would judge truly and justly, according to the law and

regulations of the Emperor Charles, and the closed tribunals ; that

they would be obedient to the Emperor and his lieutenant 3 and

that they would repair, at least once' a year, to the general
chapter and give account of their conduct.

Each Frezgraji or Free-count, presided in a tribunal, six assessors,

or Sc/tiippen, acting as his coadjutors 3 besides whom, to constitute a

W/zm-Coz¢rz', it was necessary to have the presence of the

Fra/m-boien, or holy messengers, whose duty it was to see that

the accused were duly cited to appear before the tribunal 3 and of

a clerk, who entered the decisions of the court in the Liner

Sangrmzzlv, or Blood Book.

The Sc/zéppen formed the main body of the society. They
were nominated by the count; and, on their admission, two

persons who were already initiated, had to go security for

the candidate being a lit and proper person to be admitted into

the fraternity. The duty of the initiated was to go through the

country tracing out and denouncing evil-doers, serving citations,
and executing the decrees of the tribunals.

It is said that during .the fourteenth and fifteenth cen.

turies the number of the initiated exceeded a hundred

thousand persons, which in those days, of course, represented a

* "Secret Tribunals of Westphalia," p. 347
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far greater proportion of the population than would be the case

now.

The Whm- Courts were usually held in the open air, and were

often denominated from the particular tree near which they were

held; as the Tribunal of the Broad Oak, the Tribunal of the

Hawthorn, and so on. At Arensberg a court sat in an orchard;

at Dortmund the tribunal met in the market-place, and at Nord-

kircheu and Siidkirchen the court was held in the churchyard.
At Paderborn it was held in the town-house, or, as it would be

called in this country, the town-hall; but the common idea of

the W/am-Courfs meeting in dark vaults and mysterious crypts is

quite erroneous, as there appears to be only one case on record

of a W/éf1z-Gerz2/at being held in a subterranean place, which was

at Heinberg, in the cellar of a certain ]ohn Menkin.*

Only such persons as were initiated might be present at the

sitting of a secret tribunal, and certain death awaited any inter-

loper who might be found amongst the fraternity; but at a public

court, as the name implies, anyone might attend.

The courts were held on Tuesdays, the count presiding; on his

right and left stood the clerks of the court, and the assessors.

On a table before the count lay a naked sword and a withy halter,

the former to typify the cross of Christ and the rigour of the

tribunal, the latter denoting the punishment that awaited the

wicked, whereby God's wrath may be appeased. All in the

assembly were bare-headed, to show, said the law, that they would

proceed openly, punishing men only for their crimes, and that

they would "cover no right with unright." Their hands were

also uncovered, signifying that they would do nothing covertly or

underhand. The initiated wore short cloaks, symbolizing a warm

love of justice ; "for as the cloak covers all the other clothes and

the body, so should their love cover justice." They were neither

to appear with weapons nor in armour, to indicate that they were

under the peace of the Empire.
The court opened, as was usual with German courts

* "Secret Tribunals of Westphalia," p. 354.

6-z
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by a dialogue between the president and his assistants, the count

demanding of the_messengers, or Ffahnboten, if it were the day and

the time for holding a court under the Royal authority? An

answer being given in the aiiirmative, the count proceeded to ask

how many assessors there should be on a tribunal, and how the

seats should be filled P The answers, according to the proscribed

formula, having been made, the count proclaimed the court open.

When an accused person was unable to pay a fine imposed by
the court he was obliged to place his two forefingers on the naked

sword which lay before the count, and swear
"

by the death which

God endured on the cross," that he was too poor to pay the

amount.

In cases in which the accused failed to appear, and was in con-

sequence outlawed, he was zforzfehmea' in the following terms:-

It was declared that "he should be excluded from the public
peace, from all liberties and rights, and the highest un-peace,

un-grace, and halter be appointed for him 5 that he should be

cut off trom all communication with any Christian people, and

be cursed so that he might wither in his body, and neither become

any more verdant, nor increase in any manner ; that his wife

should be held a widow, and his children orphans , that he should

be without honour and without right, and given up to any one ;

that his neck should be left to the ravens, his body to all beasts,
to the birds of the air and the fishes in the water ; but his soul

should be recommended to God."

If the sentence passed were a capital one, the court flung the

halter over his head beyond the inclosure of the tribunal, the

Sc/uippeu spat upon it, and the name of the condemned man was

entered in thellzher Sanguimlv.
When the culprit was present he was immediately seized, and hung

to the nearest tree by the youngest Sa/zqépe present. If the man

on whom sentence was passed had not been present, hencefor-

ward the hand of every initiated person was against him, and any

Sclzéppe might put the unhappy wretch to death wherever he was

met. The mode of execution was by hanging the victim to the
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branch of a tree with a withy halter. but should the condemned

offer any resistance, it was lawful to knock him down and kill

him in any manner. The body was then bound to a tree, the

Sc/zbfpezz sticking their knives beside it, to show that the man had

been executed in the name of the Emperor, and that he had not

been killed by robbers or murderers*

In cases of fines, and so forth, there were several powers of

appeal from the decisions of ordinary Wlwz- Courts ,- besides which,
the initiated could avert execution of a sentence against them by
what was called "replacing in the former state." To effect this

a man, if initiated, who had failed to present himself before the

tribunal, and on whom sentence had been passed, might repair to

the place where the secret tribunal was sitting, and entreat that this

favour should be granted to him. Should this be allowed, he had

then to appear before the court that had condemned him, accom-

panied by two Frezlvf/zbppezz, with a halter round his neck, white

gloves on his hands, which were folded, and in which he held an

Imperial coin and green cross. In this guise he had to fall on his

knees, and his companions likewise, and implore that he might be

placed in the same condition he was in before proceedings had

been taken against him.
_

In order to be admitted as a Schéppe, the candidate had to be

a German by birth ; born in wedlock and of free parents ; he must

belong to the Christian religion, and have been neither excommu-

nicated nor outlawed, nor involved in any Vélzm-Gen?/zt process.

Also, he must declare that he was not a member of any religious
Order.

The initiation took place with considerable ceremony. The

candidate presented himself bare-headed before the tribunal, and

after being questioned as to his qualifications, he was made to

kneel down, and placing the thumb and fore-finger of his right
hand on the naked sword and halter, which always lay before the

count, he repeated the following oath after that dignitary.
" I promise, on the holy marriage, that I will from henceforth

* " Secret Tribunals of Westphalia." p. 3 58.
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aitl, keep, and conceal the holy Vehms from wife and child, from

father and mother, from sister and brother, from fire and wind,
from all that the sun shines on and the rain covers, from all that

is between sky and ground, especially from the man who knows

the law , and that I will bring before this free tribunal under which

lsit, all that belongs to the secret jurisdiction of the Emperor,
whether I know it to be true mysell, or have heard it from trust-

worthy people, whatever requires correction or punishment, what-

ever is Vehm-free, that it may be judged, or with the consent of

the accuser, be put off in grace 5 and that I will not cease so to

do, for love or for fear, for gold or for silver, or for precious
stones 3 but will strengthen this tribunal and jurisdiction with all

my five senses and power; and that I do not take on me this

oilice for any other cause than for the sake of right and justice 5

moreover, that I will ever further and honour this free tribunal

more than any other free tribunals; and what I thus promise
will I steadfastly and firmly keep, so help me God and His Holy

Gospel."
The candidate was moreover obliged to swear that he would, to

the best of his ability, strive to enlarge the Holy Empire; and

that he would never undertake anything with unrighteous hand

against the land and people of the tribunal lord.

After these oaths had been administered, the count demanded

of the FTUA/lbdffll if the candidate had gone through all the for-

malities necessary to reception, and on receiving a satisfactory
answer, he communicated to the newly-made Frez'-Srhbppe the

secrets of the tribunal, and the secret sign by which the initiated

made themselves known to each other. What this sign was has

never been ascertained, but it has been said that when at table the

initiated discovered themselves to their brethren by turning the

point of their knife towards themselves and the handle in the con-

trary direction.

In an old MS. protocol of reception which was found at Her-

ford, in Westphalia, the letters " S. S. G. G." occur, which some

authorities maintain refer to the secret sign, and which they inter-
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pret as meaning Stock, Sf¢'z'z1, Gras, Grfirz ; that is, stock, stone,

grass, grief. There appears, however, to be little foundation for

this interpretationf*
In the event of a Srhbppe violating his oath and revealing the

secrets of the society, the penalty awaiting him was, to be seized,
a cloth bound over his eyes, his hands tied behind his back, and

a halter put round his neck; he was then to be flung upon his

face, and his tongue pulled out behind, at the nape of the neck ;

after which, he was to be hung seven feet higher than any other

offender.

The clergy, and those who had received the tonsure, women

and children, ]ews and heathens (to which latter class the natives

of Prussia still belonged when I/Zhm-Courts were instituted),
were exempted from the jurisdiction of these tribunals, though the

clergy might, if they desired, voluntarily subject themselves to the

Vehm-Gerzk/zte, if they wished to participate in the advantages

arising from initiation into the society.
When first instituted the Vzhm-Geri:/zie inspired evil-doers with

fear, and implanted confidence in the minds of the upright and

well-conducted. The verdicts of the tribunals were usually just,
and their sentences frequently leant towards the side of mercy ;

but eventually the members departed from the original rules of

the society, the institution became utterly corrupt and iniquitous,
and such was the overweaning pride and presumption of the

brotherhood, that in 1470, three Free-counts had the audacity to

summon the Emperor Frederick the Third and his chancellor,

the Bishop of Passau, to appear before the Free~tribunal,
between the gates of Wiinnenberg, in the diocese of Paderborn,

"there to defend his person and highest honour, under penalty
of being held to be a disobedient Emperor." Of course the

Emperor took no notice of the summons, which bears some

resemblance to that despatched by the Masonic lodge, at Palermo,

to Pius the Ninth.

What principally led to the degeneracy of the society, was the

* " Secret Tribunals of Westphalia." p. 35o.
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facility with which unfit and worthless persons were admitted into

it. In the beginning of its career, each count or Sckbjpe, before

being initiated, had to produce two witnesses as to the spotless-
ness of his character and the blamelessness of his conduct 3 but,
in the course of time, a sufficient amount of money paid to the

Tribunal-lord or Free-count, ensured the admission of the most

worthless individual 3 and a writer, in the reign of Sigismund,
assures us,

" that those who had gotten authority to hang men

were hardly deserving enough to keep pigs, and were themselves

vell worthy of the gallows."
In I 512, in the Diet at Triers, it was pronounced "that by the

Westphalian tribunals many an honest man had lost his honour,

body, life, and property." Soon afterwards the Archbishop of

Cologne himself, the Imperial lieutenant of the Whm-Gerirh! in

Westphalia, issued a capitulation of charges against the tribunals,

in which he declared that
"

by very many they were shunned and

regarded as seminaries of villains."

In 1580, near the town of Miinster, there lived a man of the

name of Kerstian Kerkerink, who was accused of leading an

immoral life, and violating the seventh commandment. The

report of Kerkerink's delinquencies reached the Wh:/z-Geri;/zl of

Miinster, and it resolved on punishing the offender. Accordingly
one night the members despatched their emissaries to the house

of Kerkerink, who prevailed on him to rise, dress himself, and

accompany them, by assuring the unhappy man that they had

come to bring him before the tribunal of a respectable councillor

in Miinster. Instead of taking him to the city, however, the

'Fra/mbofen conducted him to a place in the vicinity called Beck-

man's Bush, where he was detained, while intelligence of his cap-

ture was despatched to the I/:hm-Gerichf.

As soon as day dawned, the Free-count and his Sr/ziypen,

accompanied by a monk and the common hangman, repaired to

Beckman'siBush, and the count and assessors ordered the prisoner
to be brought before them. The terrified wretch entreated that

he might be granted the assistance of an advocate, but his prayer
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was refused, and the count proceeded to pass sentence of death

upon the culprit, without more ado. The miserable man now

implored for a delay of even one day, in order that he might

arrange his affairs and make his peace with Heaven. A deaf ear

was tumed to this entreaty likewise 3 the victim was told that a

monk was present who would hear his confession, and that if he

desired a favour he should be beheaded instead of hung, but

that his death was inevitable, and must take place immediately.
The monk was then called, and, the confession over, the

executioner advanced and struck off Kerkerink's head.

Information had meanwhile reached Miinster, of the proceed-

ings which were taking place in the neighbourhood, and the

citizens began to pour out of the city ; but on reaching Beckman's

Bush, all that remained to show where the W/un-Gerichi had been

held, was the headless trunk of Kerstian Kerkerinkf*

This appears to be one of the last instances in which a

Veh//z-Cow! exercised its power of inflicting capital punishment.
The Whm tribunals were never formally abolished, but all

summary proceedings on their part were prohibited, and they gra-

dually sank into insignificance ; though, even up to the present

century, some vestiges of the tribunals of the middle ages still

lingered in Westphalia.
'* " Secret Tribunals of Westphalia." p. 4o4.



CHAPTER V.

BUT if Freemasonry may claim some slight resemblances in its

rules and formulas to certain Mediaeval Secret Societies, still closer

is its affinity to the Guilds, or fraternities of tradesmen and

artisans of those days, though most of these were legally incorpo-
rated-which never was the case with the Freeniasons, whose bond

of union was deemed stronger than any that could be conferred

upon them by a charterf*

It appears that originally all the guilds, or trades-unions, on the

reception of a new member, practised forms of initiation more

or less secret. The guilds of saddlers, tailors, batters, boot-

makers, all had their own peculiar ceremonies of admission.

These initiatory iites did not fail to excite the uneasiness of the

priesthood, and, in some instances, the bishops solemnly adjured
the fraternities to renounce such ceremonies and mysteries, which

were deemed sacreligious and impious.
So uneasy were the clergy at the secrecy with which admission

into the different guilds was attended, that in 1645 the guilds of

shoemakers and tailors were denounced to the authorities in Paris,
on the plea that they were addicted to impious practices, and the

Archbishop of Paris hastened to threaten excommunication

against all who attended these " pernicious assemblies."

To escape from the jurisdiction of the archbishop, the meetings
* "

Europe in the Middle Ages." Hallam. vol. ii. p. 421.
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of these bodies were then held in the vicinity of the Temple,
where the ancient privilege of freedom from the ban of excom-

munication, which had been accorded to the knights, still lingered ;

but a decree from the bailiff of the jurisdiction banished the

assemblies of the guilds from this asylum in 16 51.*
In that year an anonymous publication exposed the ceremonies

practised by the saddlers, and the publicity that was given to

the rites of the different guilds, and the annoyances and persecu-

tions to which they were consequently exposed, led many of

them to abandon their ancient ceremonies, whilst others united

themselves with the different building corporations.
The forms in vogue amongst the hatters may serve as an

example of those practised by the other unions, and were of a

nature to attract the disapprobation of the clergy.
A large hall was selected for the scene of initiation. In the

centre was placed a table on which lay a cross, a crown of thorns, a

palm branch, and the various instruments connected with the death

and Passion of our Loi-il. In the fireplace stood a bucket filled

with water. The aspirant represented Christ, and enacted the

ordeals through which _Iesus passed from the time of His

betrayal by Judas to His trial and sacrifice. This over, the candi-

date was led in front ofthe fireplace, and there prostrated himself

with his face to the ground, while water from the bucket was

poured over him and called the baptism of regeneration, after

receiving which he took the oath of secrecy and was taught the

pass-words and signs of the Order.

The forms of initiation into the fraternity of charcoal-burners,
are curious, and are said to be still practised in the Black Forest,
and in the ]ura. Mountains.

When a new member is to be admitted, the charcoal-burners,
who call each other good cousins, assemble in some convenient

spot in the Forest ; a white cloth is spread on the ground, and on

it are placed a salt-cellar full of salt, a glass of water, a lighted

candle, and a cross. The candidate is led forward and made to

* " Histoire Pittoresque de la Franc-Maqonnerie, etc." Clavel. p. 36 3.
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prostrate himself on the earth, with his hands spread over the

water and the salt, and in this position he takes an oath to guard

religiously the secrets of the fraternity. After undergoing a few

tests, the signs and pass-words by which he may make himself

known as a true and veritable good cousin charcoal-burner

throughout the Forests, are communicated to him, and the presi-
ding charcoal-burner next instructs him as to the symbolic
meaning of the objects before him.

"The cloth," he explains, " is emblematic of the shroud which

some day will enfold us; the salt signifies the three theological
virtues; the lighted candle is to remind us of the candles that

will be lighted at our death ; the water represents that with

which we shall be sprinkled, and the cross is what will be

carried before our coffin."

The neophyte is further informed that the cross on which

Christ was crucified was made of the wood of the sea-holly, that

it had seventy points, and that St. Thibault is the patron of

charcoal~burners.* '

St. Thibault was a native of Provins, in the province of Cham-

pagne, and owes his position as the patron of charcoal-burners

to having fled from the comforts and pleasures of the paternal
roof, in order to adopt a life of austerity and self-denial. Being
convinced that all men ought to support themselves by the

labour of their hands, St. Thibault, who had taken up his abode

in Germany, at a place called Piringen, supported himself

chiefly by making charcoal for the forges, till his virtues and ex-

emplary piety gained such renown that he had to fly from

Piringen, to court obscurity and humiliation in a wood near

Vicenza, in Italy, where he ended his days in the odour of

sanctity, covered with sores, and devoured by diseases arising
from the severity of his fasts and penancesrt

Occasionally the fraternity admitted persons not charcoal-

burners by profession into their ranks, and a story is told of a

* " Histoire Pittoresque de la Franc-Magonnerie, etc." Clavel. p. 361.
1' "Vie des Saints." Mesenguy. vol. ii. p. 2.
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member of the Council of the Five Hundred, who had been initi-

ated into the fraternity near Besangon, who, being outlawed and

obliged to fly, took refuge in the army, and sought oblivion by

serving as a private in a Hussar regiment. He was taken prisoner
by the Austrians, in the neighbourhood of the Black Forest, but

had contrived to make his escape from them, when he had the

misfortune to fall into the hands of some Irregulars, who were

about to plunder him, and by whom he would probably have been

roughly treated, when he had the good luck to observe some

honest charcoal-burners amongst the crowd of bystanders. He

hastened to make them the secret sign of the society, and the

worthy charcoal-burners, on perceiving it, immediately intervened

for his protection, rescued him from his tormentors, and con-

ducted him in safety to the outposts of the French arn1y.*
The forms of initiation were more or less similar in all the

other guilds. That of the tailors was amongst the most ancient.

In this fraternity the candidate first entered a room, in the centre

of which stood a table covered with a white cloth; on it was a

loaf of bread, a glass filled with water, a salt-cellar overturned,
three large silver coins, and three needles. As in most of the

forms of reception in the other guild fraternities, the tailor, at his

initiation, personated Christ, and enacted the scenes of His

Passion, after which, with his hand resting on the table we have

described, he took the oath of fidelity to the society. The

ceremony of reception over, a banquet next took place in an ad-

joining room, on the walls of which were hung pictures represent-

ing various adventures in gallantry of three journeymen tailors.

A lecture on these pictures was given during the evening, a dis-

course which is described as having been coarse and disgusting in

the extrerne.~|~

The building corporations, to which so many of the other

trades-unions united themselves towards the close of the

seventeenth century, like the Freemasons, lay claim to great

j_ _

* "Histoire Pittoresque de la Franc- Maqonnerie, etc." Clavcl. p. 563.
1' Ibid. p. 364.
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antiquity, and are asserted to owe their origin to the Roman

Colleges of Architecture, into which, it is believed, secret

ceremonials and peculiar doctrines, borrowed from different

nations and religions, were introduced* °

When the Republic of Rome was overthrown, and other cor-

porations lost their privileges, those of the College of Architecture

were retained, in consequence of the anxiety felt by the Emperors
to embellish and adorn their cities. These colleges had extended

over the whole of the Roman Empire, and were even to be found

in remote Gaul and Britain. Their members took an oath of

mutual assistance ; such as were poor were relieved by the cor-

poration, and ut their death were buried at the joint expense of

the fraternity. Registers of the members were carefully kept,
some of which still exist. Their meetings were held in secluded

rooms or buildings, retained exclusively for that purpose, and the

fraternity was divided into masters, wardens, (decuriones),
fellowcrafts, apprentices, censors, treasurers, keepers of the

archives, secretaries, and serving brethren. They had peculiar

religious ceremonies, and priests of their own; they were ex»

empted from taxation ; they had distinctive seals, and their tools

and working implements were invested with a symbolic signifi-
cancest

On some of the tombs of the Roman Masons have been found

representations of the compasses, square, plummet, trowel, and

hammer , and also, frequently, a pair of shoes with a pair of half-

opened compasses lying on them, an emblem, it has been sup-

posed, ofa well-spent life or of conjugal 1idelity.1
The Roman Colleges fell with the Empire 5 but it is asserted

that, though scattered and overthrown, their ruins still lingered on

and maintained an existence, and at length revived under the

form of the building corporations of the middle ages.
The Freemasons, as we have seen, owed their rise to the

* " Histoirc Pittoresque de la Franc-Maconnerie, etc." Clavcl. p. 82.

1° "History of Freemasonry." Findel. p. 21.

I lbid. p. za. ~
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monasteries, and devoted themselves almost exclusively to eccle-»

siastical architecture ; the other building corporations were there-

fore more especially occupied with civil architecture. One

fraternity, namely, that of the Fréres Poniytés was particularly

engaged in the construction of bridges. They were established

in Avignon in 1178, and built the bridge of that town,

and also most of the bridges in Provence, Auvergne, Lorraine,
and Lyonnais. They were a religious community, but admitted

seculars amongst them. In 1469 it was enacted that the rank of

merchant should be accorded to persons belonging to the Order.

This society also existed in Italy. At Lucca. it is to be met

with in 1590, and in 1562 john de' Medici was the Master of the

Order.*

In France, three of these building societies existed under the

designations of Efya/zis de .Salome/z, Efyiz/zts de Mailre _'}'acgues,
and Efjanfs du Pére Soubzlve.

The Enffmis de Salomon were also known as
" Foreign Com-

panions," or
" Wolves,"

" Companions of the Right of Liberty,"
or

" Gavots."

The lirst of these names they adopted because "those among

them who had worked at the building of the Temple of Solomon

were from Tyre and the neighbouring countries," and the term

" Gavots" was said to have been given to them "because their

ancestors, who came from judea into Gaul, landed on the coast of

Provence, where the inhabitants of Barcelonnette, who live near

the place of debarcation, are called gavots."
In the mysteries of the Enjanis de Salomon, the tragical death

of the venerable Master Hiram, treacherously killed by the wicked

fellowcrafts, is related to the aspirant, which, with but a few slight

differences, is identical with the legend that now serves as the

theme of Freemasonrysl'

The Enfafzts de _/Uaifre Qfargues are divided into " Com-

panion Passengers" or Loup;-Garous, and "

Devourers,
"

* " Histoire Pittoresque de la Franc-Maqonnerie." Clavel. p. 84-85.

1':Ibid. p. 364. -

,
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names that probably originated in the rivalry and dislike which

existed between the privileged Freemasons and the corporations

employed on civil architecture*

The legend round which their rites are constructed relates that

rllaster fy-'ames, the colleague of Hiram Abitf, and one of the

most distinguished of Solomon's masters, was the son of jachin,
a celebrated architect, and was born in the south of France.

While still a mere child, he started on his travels in order to

perfect himself in his profession and to study philosophy. He

irst visited Greece, and afterwards Egypt and Palestine. Having
executed several great works in the latter country, more especially
two pillars for Solomon's temple, he was raised to the dignity of

master. When the temple was finished Maitre Jacques returned

to France, accompanied by several architects of a similar degree,
and landed in Provence. Amongst his companions was the

Master Soubise, a man of a proud and jealous nature, who could

not forgive his fellow craftsman for being his superior in talent.

Impelled by jealousy, he sought to destroy him, and employed
ten assassins to put him to death.

Unexpectedly assailed by these wretches, while endeavouring
to escape from them, Master ]ames fell into a swamp, where he

would inevitably have perished had not some rushes supported

him, and enabled him to keep himself above water till assistance

arrived.

But Master Soubise would not let him escape thus easily from

destruction. One morning, before the rising of the sun, when

Master James had retired to Sainte Beaume to pray, Master

Soubise appeared, greeted him affectionately, and gave him the

kiss of peace, which was the treacherous signal for tive assassins,
the accomplices of Master Soubise, to fling themselves on Master

]ames and cover him with wounds; and by the time his faith-

ful followers reached the' spot it was too late, their beloved

master was at the point of death. When all was over, they

stripped 05 his robe to keep as a precious relic of their dear

1' " Histoire Pittoresque de la Franc-Matgonnerie." Clavel. p. 365.
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master; beneath it they found a reed which he had worn in re-

membrance of the rushes that had once been the means of saving
his life, and from this out the Companion Passengers adopted a

reed as their symbol.
The body of Master _Iames was placed on a bier and carried

into the Desert of Cabra, where it was embalmed. His obsequies
were magnificent, and lasted for three days. A long and toilsome

journey had to be undertaken, through wild and rugged moun-

tains, in order to reach the tomb destined for the son of jachin;
and having at length arrived there, his body was placed in the

sepulchre with many mystic ceremonies.

As for Master Soubise, remorse overtook him; and overwhelmed

with repentance for his crime, he flung himself into a well in

order to put an end to his miserable existence, and there the

Companions covered up his corpse with stones.*

The E/Janis de Mailfe Soubzke were also called Fellows,

Devourers, and Dogs. The latter name they assumed, as they

alleged, in memory ofthe part they took in the punishment of the

murderers of Hiram Abitf, whose body, hidden beneath a heap of

rubbish, was discovered by a dog.
It has been suggested that the name Soubise is a corruption of

Sabazius, a name by which Bacchus was known in Thrace. It is

certain that the priests of Bacchus early founded companies of

architects and masons to erect theatres for the performance of

dramas, in honour of their god Dyonisius or Bacchus. These

builders acquired the name of Dionysian workmen, and eventually
became numerous, and spread from Greece into remote lands.

Such companies would certainly have practised the mysteries of

Bacchus, and would possibly have preserved the name of Saba-

zius; and it is not difiicult to understand that a corruption of the

name, held sacred by building-fraternities in Pagan times, may

have descended to similar societies in the middle ages. The

transformation of Sabazius, or Bacchus, into the Pere Soubise would

be analogous to the metamorphose undergone by many of the

* " Histoire Pittoresque de la Franc-Maconnerie." Clavel. p. 365.

7
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heathen gods and goddesses, who to-day figure as Christian saints,
and to the numerous traces of Pagan rites that still linger in some

of our most common customs and yearly festivals. For instance,

the habit of celebrating the first of April, or April Fool's Day,

which is a relic of the equinoctial festival celebrated at that time

when the Sun enters Aries. In India, this festival is still

observed, and the custom practised of sending persons upon ridi-

culous and false errands* Again, Allhallow Eve, still called in

some parts of' Ireland, Oidhfhe Sham/Lan, or Vigil of Samhanj'

Samhan, or the Sun, being, in Druidical times, one of the gods
the most revered in Ireland. His festival was observed by the

Druids as a day of intercession for the souls of those who had

died the preceding year. According to the Druidical creed, it

was believed that on that day Samhan summoned before him

and judged those who had recently died; the wicked being con-

demned to a re-existence in this world, as a punishment for their

sins, while the righteous were allowed to enter the realms of bliss.

In the Catholic Church, All Souls' Day is celebrated on the

and of November, and may clearly be traced back to the time

when the Druids preached the doctrine that on that day the Lord

Samhan judged the souls of the departed: this beautiful and

touching custom of visiting the cemeteries to pray at, and deco-

rate the graves of departed friends with wreaths and flowers,

allying the Catholics of to-day with their progenitors of Druidical

times.
A

y

In England, we see vestiges of mediaeval days in the Livery
Companies of London and elsewhere, which derive their origin
from the early guilds, the latter having been originally divided

into ecclesiastical and secular guilds, the former being societies

for alms-deeds and devotion while the latter were formed purely
for commercial ends. Such guilds, as we have shown, existed in

England in the days of the Saxon kings, and, like the French

,

* " The Celtic Druids." J. Higgins. p. 152.
'

'' " Dublin and London Magazine," 1825. p. 460.
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associations of a similar kind, the English guilds had likewise their

own peculiar customs and privileges, which have long since

become a dead letter. l

These associations were of great advantage, both to the indi-

vidual member of a guild and to trade in general. In those days
no patent laws existed ; and had it not been for the mutual

obligations entered into by the members of a guild, an inventor

would either have been deprived ofthe benefits and profits of his

invention, or have been forced to keep it in profound secrecy.

The results of the secrecy with which some of the arts of the

middle ages were enveloped, we now experience in the extinction

of many such arts; while others have only lately been imper-
fectly revived.

The "guilds or trades-unions, were of immense advantage
to society, by aifording their members facilities of travelling
and becoming acquainted with the methods employed in

their respective professions in various countries, a mutual inter-

change of knowledge and experience improving their skill

and obviating the risk of the extinction of the different arts.

The secrecy with which initiation was surrounded and the use

of secret signs and pass-words were necessary, in times when

the admission of an outsider into the councils or meetings of the

fraternity might entail the loss of the fruits which a painstaking
inventor or hard working discoverer had a right to expect as the

reward of his labours. But as in many of these associations the

candidate, on his admission, had to take an oath never to reveal

the secrets of the organization, even at the sacred tribunal of

confession, it was inevitable that sooner or later the wrath of the

Church must be hurled against them. The opposition they met

with from the clergy was, in truth, far from unjustifiable. The

secret ceremonies were often of a nature that admitted of their

being practised in a profane and impious manner, and the

animosity and rivalry existing between the different associations

frequently resulted in iierce coniiict between their respective
7-2
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members, which constantly ended in the combatants being badly

wounded, and occasionally even in death.*

In Ireland the guilds seem to have attained considerable im-

portance and to have exercised no small amount of influence till

their suppression by the passing of the Reformed Municipal Act.

Previous to this, twenty-five corporations or guilds existed in

Dublin, each comprising its own masters, journeymen and ap-

prentices, and each having its patron saint, whose image was, on

all great occasions, borne before the guild.
Once in three years a procession of the guilds took place in

Dublin, to perambulate the city within the limits of the Lord

Mayor's jurisdiction. On this occasion the members of the

different corporations vied with each other in show and splendour,
and the procession was considered so magnificent that numbers of

English people were in the habit of crossing over to Ireland in

order to witness it ; which, in days of slow and diiiicult travelling,
and no steam, is no small proof that the show was a famous and

imposing spectacle.
Each guild provided itself with a large platform on wheels and

surmounted by a canopy. It was a sort of triumphal car, gorgeous

with gold, ribbons, and hangings, and drawn by six or eight horses

richly caparisoned. On these platforms some of the most expert
hands were to be seen busily occupied plying their various trades,

during the whole perambulation. The weavers wove ribbons,
which they flung to the crowd ; the printers struck off songs and

ballads, which they threw among the spectators 3 the apothecaries
concocted pills, and distributed them broadcast.

The merchants displayed a large ship on wheels, manned

by sailors 3 the master-tailors all appeared on horseback and

a hundred and lifty tailors on horseback, and decked in

ribbons and lace formed a spectacle that afforded the Dublin

mob great delight and amusement. The skinners and tanners

were closely enveloped in sheep and goat-skins 3 the butchers in

hides, with horns on their heads and large knives in their hands.
* " Histoire Pittoresque de la Franc-Ma9onnerie,etc." Clavel. p. 368.
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But the guild of smiths seems to have been the most striking
parade in the procession. On their platform was exhibited a forge
in full work, and behind it came a high phaeton, both vehicle and

horses being gaily adorned with festoons of iiowers and coloured

streamers. In the phaeton the most beautiful girl that could be

found was enthroned as Venus, her costume, if report speaks
true, mainly consisting in a blue scarf embroidered with silver

doves. At her feet sat four or five little Cupids, armed with bows

and arrows, who aimed their weapons, as they passed, at the ladies

in the windows. On one side of the phaeton, rode a huge smith,
attired in black armour and wielding an enormous Sledge-hammer,
the representative ,of Vulcan 5 while at the other side was

seen Mars, in shining armour, holding an immense two-edged
sword, and adorned with feathers and bunches of horse-hair.

Behind the chariot came Argus, decorated with a. peacock's tail of

stupendous proportions, while gods and goddesses, saints and

satyrs brought up the rear of the pageant.

The procession took two hours in passing any given point, and

eight or nine hours were spent in perambulating the city. On

reaching a certain spot, where the Earl of Meath's liberty joined
his jurisdiction, the Lord Mayor thrust his sword through the

wall of a particular house ; and the ceremony was brought to a.

close by his approaching the sea at low water, and flinging a

javelin as far as he was able, to mark the boundary between his

dominions and those of Neptune!
* "Barrington's Personal Sketches." vol. 1. p. 142.



CHAPTER VI. <

FREEMASONRY, as we have seen, claims a great antiquity, but

though doubtless descended from the Masonic fraternities of the

middle ages, still the Masonry of to-day can only be said to have

assumed its present being early in the last century. Masonry had

already consented to extend its privileges to non-operative mem-

bers ; but, in spite of this concession, non-operatives did not flock

into the fold in any number. Working Masons no longer cared to

join a society, membership in which had ceased to be of any

benefit or importance to them, and in consequence, Freemasonry
found itself reduced to a very limited society indeed. In I7I4,
the resolution admitting non-operative members had been adopted.
ln London, four lodges still clung to existence, and held their meet-

ings-which had degeuerated into assemblies without aim or object
-at four different taverns, namely, at the " Goose and Gridiron,"
in St. Paul's Churchyard ; at the " Crown Ale House," in Parker's

Lane, near Drury Lane ; at the "

Apple-tree Tavern," in Charles

Street, Covent Garden ; and at the " Rummer and Grapes Tavern,"
Channel Row, Westminster. In February, 1717, the four lodges
met at the "

Apple-tree Tavern," in Charles Street, and constituted

themselves into a Grand Lodge, declaring that henceforward no

lodge would be regarded as regular or constitutional unless it were

held under a warrant granted by their own self-constituted Grand
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Lodgef* It having been decided that the original constitution of

the craft was to be supersedednby Speculative Freemasonry, it

became necessary to draw up a constitution for the new society,
and to re-arrange its forms and ceremonies. Accordingly, in

1722, the Rev. _Iames Anderson, a Scotch Presbyterian minister,
in London, drew up a Book of the Constitutions of the Free and

Accepted Masons, which received the approbation of the Grand

Lodge of England, and was printed in the same year. These

Constitutions professed to be collected from old Masonic records,

and, besides the charges and so-forth, contained a history of the

society, replete with startling historical facts and assertions.

Amongst the list of the grand masters of the craft are to be

found Nebuchadnezzar, who is termed "a sumptuous Grand

Master;" Cyrus ; Zerubbabel, "Provincial Grand Master in the

land of ]udea;" while in England, Austin, the monk, the first

archbishop of Canterbury, St. Dunstan, Cardinal Wolsey, and

George Villiers, Duke of Buckingham, are among the notabilities

who have ruled the Order.

As these Constitutions, with but some unimportant changes, are

the same as those in force at present, it may be advisable to give
them here at some length, so as they may be compared with the

older Constitutions of which specimens are quoted.
The first charge is-" Concerning God and Religion."
"A Mason is obliged, by his tenure, to obey the moral law;

and if he rightly understands the art, he will never be a stupid

atheist, nor an irreligious libertine. 'But though in ancient times

Masons were charged in every country to be of the religion of

that country or nation, whatever it was, yet it is now thought

more expedient only to oblige them to be of that religion in which

all men agree, leaving their particular opinions to themselves;

that is, tobe good men and true, or men of honour and honesty,

by whatever denominations or persuasions they may be dis-

tinguished, whereby Masonry becomes the centre of union and

* " History of Freemasonry." Findel, p. |37-40.
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the means of conciliating true friendship among persons that

must have remained at a perpetual distance."

Secondly.-"Of the Civil Magistrate, supreme and subordinate."

"A Mason is a peaceable subject to the civil powers, wherever

he resides or works, and is never to be concerned in plots and

conspiracies against the peace and welfare of the nation, nor to

behave himself undutifully to inferior magistrates ; for as Masonry

hath been always injured by war, bloodshed, and confusion, so

ancient kings and princes have been much disposed to encourage

the craftsmen, because of their peaceableness and loyalty, whereby

they practically answered the cavils of their adversaries, and pro-

moted the honour of the fraternity, who ever flourished in times

of peace. So that if a brother should be a rebel against the State,

he is not to be countenanced in his rebellion, however he may be

pitied as an unhappy man; and, if convicted of no other crime,

though the loyal brotherhood must disown his rebellion, and give
no umbrage or ground of political jealousy to the Government for

the time being, they cannot expel him from the lodge, and his

relation to it remains indefeasible."

The third clause concerns Lodges, and ordains that,
" The per-

sons admitted members of a lodge must be good and true men,

free-born, and of mature and discreet age, no women, no immoral

or scandalous men, but of good report."
The fourth charge is-" Of Masters, Wardens, Fellows, and

Apprentices."
It announces that " all preferment among Masons is grounded

upon real worth and personal merit only," and ordains that "
no

master should take an apprentice, unless he has suiiicient employ-
ment for him 5 unless he be a perfect youth, having no maim or

defect in his body that may render him incapable of learning the

art of serving his master's Lord, and of being made a brother, and

then a fellowcraft in due time ;
" he must also " be descended

of honest parents."
No Mason is to be appointed Grand Master, "unless he has

been a fellowcraft before his election, who is also to be nobly born,
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or a gentleman of the best fashion, or some eminent scholar, or

some curious architect, or other artist, descended of honest

parents, and who is of singular great merit in the opinion ofthe

1odges."
Under the clause treating of "Behaviour after the Lodge is

over, and the brethren not gone," the directions are a curious

commentary on the manners of the time, when it was considered a

proof of good breeding to force one's friend to drink, no/'ms wlezzs.

"You may enjoy yourselves with innocent mirth, treating one

another according to ability , but avoiding all excess, or forcing

any brother to eat or drink beyond his inclination."

In the event of a Mason being in the presence of strangers, and

of the conversation taking such a turn as to render it likely that

any of the Masonic secrets may be divulged, he is thus directed,~-
" Sometimes you shall divert a discourse, and manage it prudently
for the honour of the worshipful fraternity."

This direction is in force at the present day, as we find from

the charge occasionally introduced at the closing of a lodge in the

first degree :

" Be cautious in your words and carriage, that the most pene-

trating stranger may not discover or find out what is not proper to

be intimated ; and, if necessary, waive the discourse, and manage

it prudently, for the honour of the fraternity."*
In one charge there are instructions as to the course to be pur-

sued in the event of cases of disagreement arising between the

brethren:

"And if any of them do you injury, you must apply to your

own, or his lodge ; and from them you may appeal to the Grand

Lodge at the quarterly communication, and from them to the

Annual Grand Lodge, as has been the ancient laudable conduct of

our forefathers in every nation, never takinglegal course but when

the case cannot be otherwise decided ; and patiently listening to

the honest and friendly advice of master and fellows, when they
would prevent your going to law with strangers, or would excite

" " Manual of Frcemasonry." R. Carlile.
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you to put a speedy period to all law-suits, that so you may mind

the affair of Masonry with the more alacrity and success; but

with respect to brothers or fellows at law, the master and brethren

should kindly offer their mediation, which ought to be thankfully
submitted to by the contending brethren ; and if that submission

is impracticable, they must, however, carry on their process, or

law-suit, without wrath and rancour (not in the common way),

saying or doing nothing which may hinder brotherly love, and

good oliices to be renewed and continued ; that all may see the

benign influence of Masonry, as all true Masons have done from

the beginning ofthe world and will do to the end of time."

The fifth charge treats " Of the Management of the Craft in

working."
" All Masons shall work honestly on working-days, that they

may live creditably on holy days." From this Charge it would

appear that Speculative Masonry did not at first contemplate its

complete separation from the operative branch, but intended

rather that the two were to work together hand in hand. It con-

tinues, " The master, knowing himself to be able of cunning, shall

undertake the Lord's work as reasonably as possible, and truly

dispend his goods as if they were his own, nor to give more wages

to any brother than he really may deserve.

" Both the Master and the masons, receiving their wages justly,
shall be faithful to the Lord, and honestly finish their work,
whether task or journey, nor put the work to task that hath been

accustomed to journey.
"None shall discover envy at the prosperity of a brother, nor

supplant him, or put him out of his work, if he be capable to

finish the same; for no man can finish another's work so much to

the Lord's profit, unless he be thoroughly acquainted with the

designs and draughts of him that began it.

" All Masons employed shall weekly receive their wages without

murmuring or mutiny, and not desert their master till the work is

Finished.

"A younger brother shall be instructed in working, to prevent
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spoiling the materials for want of judgment, and for increasing and

continuing of brotherly love.

" All the tools used in working shall be approved by the Grand

Lodge.
i

" No labourer shall be employed in the proper work of masonry

nor shall Freemasons work with those that are not free, without an

urgent necessity ; nor shall they teach labourers and unaccepted
masons as they should teach a brother or fellow."

From this it is evident that the original intention of those who

first suggested the admission of non-operatives into their craft, far

from contemplating that the Speculative would, like Pharaoh's

lean cattle, swallow up the fat and well-liking kine, or the opera-

tive and useful element of the institution, was rather that by

admitting "gentlemen of the best fashion," " eminent scholars,"
"curious architects or other artists " into their society, the art of

architecture, which had declined and languished from various

causes ever since the Reformation, should, by the influence and

the artistic and scientific knowledge of the new members of a

superior class, be again raised to its original importance and

grandeur. The low ebb to which architecture had fallen during
the last century, the buildings of the period still unhappily testify.
It was not, therefore, so absurd as it may at first appear, for the

Masons-who, as we find, had generally sunk to the level of

common workmen-to imagine that, by initiating men of superior
rank and culture into their society, and teaching them such simple
secrets as they still possessed, these accepted Masons of a higher
order might raise the society to its former position of dignity and

usefulness. The result, however, proved to be that so far from

Freemasonry resuming its former character, it assumed a com-

pletely new aspect, the accepted Masons altogether neglecting the

original object of the society, and introducing hitherto unheard-of

rites and ceremonies into the once simple _ritual, and every day
new and extravagant grades were added to the primitive degrees.

The legend of Hiram Abiff appears to have been introduced

into Masonry for the first time in the beginning of the eighteenth
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century. Previously to this we. find no mention of such a per-

sonage in any Masonic records. In the British Museum there is

a manuscript entitled the "Sloane MS." the date of which is

1646. It professes to explain the entire Masonic ritual, but does

not contain a single allusion to the legend of Hiram Abiff We

give this ritual in fxtemo, as allusions to it are frequent
in all literature concerning Freemasonry ; the spelling alone is

modernized.

A narrative of the Freernasons' word and signs :--

" First, they discover others by signs, next they go in private to

discourse. One sign is by giving their right hand a cast across

their breast from left to right, with the tops of their fingers about

three or four inches below their chin; another is by pulling
off their hat with their right hand, their two lirst fingers
above, and the thumb and all the rest below the hat's brim,

pulling it off and giving it a cast from left to right, then on their

head ; another is of drinking, giving the glass a cast across under

their chin from left to right ; another is taking their handkerchief

by the corner with their right hand and throwing it over their left

shoulder, letting it hang down their back, and so walk a few steps

along, if any Mason see it they will follow and take him by the

hand ; their grip for fellow-craft, grasping their right hands in each

other, thrusting their thumb nail close upon the third joint of each

other's first finger; their master's grip is grasping their right hands

in each other, placing their four linger nails hard upon the rafpus
or end of others' wrists, and their thumb nails thrust hard directly
between the second joint of the thumb and the third joint of the

tirst linger ; but some say the master's grip is the same I last

described, only each of their middle fingers must reach an inch

or three barleycorns' length higher to touch upon a vein that

comes from the heart. Another sign is placing their right heel to

the inside of their left in form of a square, to walk a few steps
backward and forward, and at every third step make a little

stand, placing their feet square as aforesaid; this done, if any

Masons perceive it they will presently come to you. If you come
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where any Masons' tools lie, lay them in form of a square ; they
will presently know that a free brother hath been there 3 or a free

brother coming where Freemasons are at work, if he takes some

of their tools and lay them in form of a square it is a sign to

discover him, or if he takes one of their tools or his own staff

and strike softly on the wall or work saying,
' this bose or hollow ?

'

If there be any free brother at work he will answer,
" It is solid,"

which words are signs to discover each other. Another sign
some use, bending their right arm in form of a square and laying
the palm of their left hand upon their heart. Another is by

hoisting their eyes towards the cast and twisting their mouth

toward, the west, Another is bending their right knee, holding up

their hand toward the east, and, if it be night or dark they will give
two little haughts and a great one, as if they were forcing a bone

or lump out of their throat, they will say,
' The day is for seeing,

the night for hearing/ Another sign is by lending you a crooked

pin or a bit of paper cut in the form of a square, on receipt of

which you must move from what place or company soever you

are in, by virtue of your oath, and by the aforementioned sign of

the hat or hand you are to come, if it were from the top of a

steeple, to know their pleasure and to assist them. And to let

you know he wants money he will hold a bit of pipe (or some

such thing) to you, saying, 'Can you change a cole pence P' If

you have money you say
'

yes;
'

if you have none, say
' no.'

Some will signify their want of money by pulling their knife out

of the sheath and giving it to a brother, in company or alone 5 if

the brother have money he takes the knife, putting it in its sheath

andreturning it; if he have none he will return it bare as he

received it, which many of them do, notwithstanding their oath,
and many other signs they reject, though by oath are bound to

obey all. Another sign is by taking their handkerchief in their

right hand and blowing their nose, then holding it straight out before-

them they give it two little shakes and a big one. Another sign
is knocking at any door two little knocks and the third a big one.

They have another sign, used at the table drinking ; when the glass

goes not fast enough round, they say
" Star the guile."
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" To discourse a Mason in France, Spain, or Turkey (say they)
the sign is to kneel down on his left knee and hold up his right
hand to the sun, and the outlandish brother will presently take

him up 5 but believe me, if they go on their knees on that account

they may remain there, or any persons observe their signs, as long
as the jews remain in their belief to receive their wished for

Messias from the East.

"Here followeth their private discourse, by way of question
answer :-

Q. Are you a mason?

A. Yes. I am a Freemason.

Q. How shall I know that P .

A. By perfect signs and tokens, and the first points of my

entrance.

Q, Which is the first sign or token? Show me the first and I

will show you the second.

A. The first is hail and conceal, or conceal and keep secret, by
no less pain than cutting my tongue from my throat.

Q. Where were you made a Mason ?

A. In a just and perfect, or just and lawful lodge.

Q. What is a just and perfect, or just and lawful lodge P

A. A just and perfect is two interprentices, two fellow-crafts

and two masters, more or fewer, the more the merrier, the fewer

the better cheer; but if need require, iive will serve, that is, two

interprentices, two fellow-crafts, and one master, on the highest
hill or lowest valley of the world, without the crow of a cock or

the bark of a dog.

Q. From whom do you derive your principles P

A. From a greater than you.

Q. Who is that on earth that is greater than a Freemason P

A. He that was carried to the highest pinnacle of the Temple
of jerusalem.

Q Whether is your lodge shut or open P

A. It is shut.

Q. Where lie the keys of the lodge door?
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A. They lie in abound case, or under a three-comered pave-

ment, about a foot and a half from the lodge door.

Q. What is the key of your lodge door made of P

A. It is not made of wood, stone, iron, or steel, or any sort of

metal, but the tongue of a good report behind a brother's back as

well as before his face.

Q. How many jewels belong to your lodge P

A. There are three-the square pavement, the blazing star, and

the dainty tassel.

Q. How long is the cable rope of your lodge P

A. As long as from the top of the liver to the root of the

tongue.

Q. How many lights are in your lodge P

A. Three'-the sun, the master, and the square.

Q. How high is your lodge P

A. Without feet, yards, or inches, it reaches to heaven.

Q. How stood your lodge?
A. East and west, as all holy temples stand.

Q. Which is the master's place in the lodge?
A. The last place is the niaster's place in the lodge, and the

jewel resteth on him first, and he setteth men to work; what the

masters have sown in the forenoon the wardens reap in the

afternoon.

" In some places they discourse as follows :-

Q. Where was the word first given P

A. At the Tower of Babylon.

Q. Where did they first call their lodge P

A. At the holy Chapel of St. john.

Q. Where stood your lodge?
A. As the said holy chapel, and all other holy temples stand ;

namely, east and west.
A

Q. How many lights are in your lodge P

A. Two; one to see to go in, and another to see to work.

Q. What were you sworn by P

A. By God and the square.
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Q. Whether above the clothes or under the clothes?

A. Under the clothes.

Q. Under what arm ?

A. Under the right arm. God is grateful to all worshipful
masters and fellows in that Worshipful lodge from whence we last
came, and to you good fellow, What is your name P

A. J. or B. Then, giving the grip of the hand, he will say,

Brother ]ohn, greet you well.

A. God's good greeting to you, dear brother.
" Another salutation is giving the master's or fellow's grip, say-

ing: The right Worshipful the masters and fellows from whence

we last came greet you well. Then he will reply, God's good
greeting to you, dear brother.

" Another : They have called the master's word, and is Maharyn,
which is always divided into two words and standing close, with

their breasts to each other, the inside of each other's right ancle

_joints ; the masters grip by their right hands, and the top of

their left hand fingers thrust close on the small of each others'

backbone, and in that posture they stand till they whisper in each

other`s ears, the one Maha, and the other replies Ryn.

THE OATH.

" The Masonic word and everything therein contained you shall

keep secret ; you shall never put it in writing, directly or in-

directly. You shall keep all that we or your attenders shall bid

you keep secret from man, woman, or child, stock or stone, and

never reveal it but to a brother or in a lodge of Freemasons, and

truly observe the charges in any constitution. All this you pro-

mise and swear faithfully to keep and observe without any manner

of equivocation or mental reservation, directly or indirectly, so help
you God, and by the contents of this book.

So he kisses the book, &c,"

It will be perceived that this ritual, though evidently authentic,
is probably compiled by a person not actually belonging to the

Masonic body ; and, moreover, by one who does not seem to have
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altogether regarded the society with approbation, but who, most

likely, took down tbe ritual from the verbal account given him by
some member. Such a mistake as substituting the word Maha-

ryn for the actual one of Mahabone, or, as it may have been pro-

nounced in those days, Mahabyn, would lead to this conclusion_

However, the original of this ritual is evidently one ofthe sources

from which the present Masonic ritual has been derived, several

of the signs, grips, and some of the questions and responses of

the Catechism being identical with those now in use.

It is probable that this ritual was known to others besides the

compilers of the Book of the Constitutions, as, soon after the pub-
lication of that work, a parody of some of the more absurd of

the Masonic signs appeared, entitled, "A Short Dictionary ex-

plaining the private Signs or Signals used by the Members of the

Society of Freemasons," which dictionary was appended to the

secret history of the Freemasons. This parody seems evidently
to point to the ritual now knovn as the Sloane MS. as the source

of its inspiration.
We give a few extracts from it, as a proof of the ludicrous light

in which Masonry was regarded by some persons, even on its

first appearance in the speculative form.

" Ancle-A member to touch the right leg as he goes along the

streets, brings a member (if he sees him) from his work' on the

top ofa steeple. To touch the ancle of the left leg brings him

down to talk from any other part of the church.

" Back-To put the right hand behind him, fetches a member

down from any other edifice that is not built to an holy use. And

to put the left hand behind him signifies that the member must

come to the public-house nearest the place where he is at work,
whether it be tavern, ale-house, or the like.

"

Belly -To put the right on it, is a sign for the member to be

in the Mall, in St. ]ames's Park, in an hour; and to put the left

hand upon the belly is a sign for his being in Westminster Abbey
in two hours.

M

" Breast-To clap the right hand upon the right breast is a sig-
8
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nal for a member to meet him that makes it in St. Paul's

Cathedral at the time of morning prayer; and to clap the left hand

upon the left breast signifies you will be in St. Paul's Cathedral at

the time of evening prayer.
`

"Calf-To rub the calf of the right leg with either hand, the

member to whom the signal is made must be walking, precisely
at two, by the fountain in the Middle Temple ; and to rub the calf

of the left leg with either hand signifies you must meet him, at four

in the afternoon, on the King's Bench Walk, in the lnner Temple."
To touch the chin, swing one's cane, hold up either coat lappet,

to stroke one's dog, to hold up a glove in the right or left hand,

to pull an inkhorn out of the pocket and hold it up, to touch

either knee, to shake one leg or the other, to put money

out of one hand into the other, to make either an odd
`

or even

ligure anywhere with chalk, to send a piece of blank paper done

up as a letter, to toss up a snuff-box, to hold up the right or left

thumb, to send a letter only containing the word Xenophon or

Zachaz, and endless other absurd or ordinary contortions and

proceedings, are quoted in this Dictionary as being so many

Masonic signs and signals, many of them being hardly more

comical than the actual ones in vogue in the seventeenth century,

according to the ritual in the Sloane MS.

However, we have seen that in it there exists no allusion to

Hiram Abiill Another very old Masonic ritual, which some

authors have considered as the oldest ritual known in the English
language, is equally silent concerning Grand Master Hiram.

This other ritual is entitled, " Examination upon Entrance into

a Lodge,"* and is believed to have been in use at the time of the

Masonic revival.

The following is the Catechism or lecture as it would he termed

in Masonic phraseology.

_
Q_. Peace be here.

A. I hope there is.

Q. What o'clock is it P

_

* "The Grand Mystery of Frcemasons Discovered." London, 1724.
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A. It's going to six, or going to twelve.

Q. Are you very busy?
A. No.

Q. Will you give or take?

A. Both, or which you please.
Q- How go squares P

A. Straight.
Q. Are you rich or poor l

A. Neither.

Q. Change me that?

A. I will.

Q. In the name of; etc., are you a Mason P

A_ .___

Q. What is a Mason P _

A. A man begot of a man, born of a woman, brother to a king.
Q. What is a fellow P

A. A companion of a prince.

Q. How shall I know you are a. Freemason P

A. By signs, tokens, and points of my entry.

Q. Which is the point of your entry?
A. I hear and conceal, under the penalty of having my throat

cut or my tongue pulled out of my head.

Q. Where were you made a FreemasonP

A. ln a just and perfect lodge.
'

Q. How many make a lodge?
'

A. God and the square, with five or seven right and perfect

Masons, on the highest mountains or the lowest valleys in the

world, ~

A

Q. Why do odds make a lodge P

A. Because all odds are men's advantage.

Q. What lodge are you of?

A. The lodge of St. John.

Q. How does it stand?

A. Perfect east and west, as all temples dO.

Q. Where is the Mason's point P .

8-2
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A. At the east window, waiting, at the rising of the sun, to

set his men at work.

Q. Where is the warden's point?
A. At the west window, waiting the setting of the sun, to

dismiss the entered apprentices.
Q. Who rules and governs the lodge, and is master of it?

A. Irah .

+ Or the right pillar.
Jachin

Q. How is it governed P

A. Of square and rule.

Q. Have you the key of the lodge?
A. Yes, I have.

Q. What is its virtue P

A. To open and shut, and shut and open.

Q. Where do you keep it P

A. In an ivory box, between my tongue and my teeth, or within

my heart, where all my secrets are kept.
Q. Have you the chain to the key P

A. Yes, I have.

Q. How long is it?

A. As long as from my tongue to my heart.

Q- How many precious jewels?
A. Three : a square ashlar, a diamond, and a square.

Q. How many lights?
A. Three : A light east, south, and west.

Q. What do they represent P

A. The three Persons-Father, Son, and Holy Ghost.

Q. How many pillars P'

A. Two: Jachin and Boaz.

Q. What do they represent P

A. Strength and stability of the Church in all ages.

Q. How many angles in St. ]ohn's lodge P

A. Four, bordering on squares.

Q. How is the meridian found out P
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A. When the sun leaves the south, and breaks in at the west

end of the lodge.
Q. In what part of the Temple was the lodge kept?
A. In Solomon's Porch, at the west end of the Temple, where

the two pillars were set up.

Q. How many steps belong to a right Mason?

A. Three.

Q. Give me the solution ?

A. I will. The iight worshipful, Worshipful masters, and wor-

shipful fellows of the right worshipful lodge, from whence I came,

greet you well.

REsPoNsE. That great God to us greeting, be at this our

meeting, and with the right worshipful lodge from whence you

came and are.

Q. Give me the jerusalem word ?

A. Giblin.

Q. Give me the universal word P

A. Boaz.

Q. Right, brother of ours; your name?

A. M. or N.

RESPONSE. Welcome, brother M. or N. to our society.

Q. How many particular points pertain to a Freemason P

A. Three: Fraternity, fidelity, and taciturnity.

Q. What do they represent P

A. Brotherly love, relief, and truth among all right Masons

(for which all Masons were ordain'd at the building of the Tower

of Babel and at the Temple of jerusalem).

Q. How many proper points P

A. Five: Foot to foot, knee to knee, hand to hand, heart to

heart, and ear to ear. _

Q. Whence is an arch derived P

A. From architecture.

Q. How many Orders in architecture ?

A. Five: the_ Tuscan, Doric, Ionic, Corinthian, and Com-

posite.
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Q. What do they answer P

A. They answer to the base, perpendicular, diameter, circum-

ference, and square.

Q. What is the right word or right point of a Mason P

A. Adieu.
_

OATH.

" You must serve God according to the best of your knowledge
and institution, and be a true liegeman to the king, and help to

assist any brother as far as your ability will allow : by the contents

of the Sacred Writ you will perform this oath, so help you

God."
'

,

'

As jachin, Boaz, and Giblin figure in this ritual as established

pass-words of the Order, as the tive points of fellowship, and the

three jewels and three lights of the lodge are introduced as

symbols, which symbols are still retained in the ceremonial, it is

highly improbable that had a personage who plays such an

important part in the Masonic ceremonies of the present day as

Hiram Abiii been a prominent character in Freemasonry previous
to its assumption of the speculative form, his existence would

have been entirely ignored in both the rituals we have quoted, and

that no mention of him should be found in any of the early
Masonic records.

i

It has been stated by competent authorities that the legends
concerning Hiram Abiff were borrowed from stories con-

tained in one of the jewish Targums, translations of which

were iirst published in 1715, and that these translations were

probably the source from which Anderson and Désaguliers, both

enthusiastic Freemasons, drew the tales of the so-called grand
master of their craft, and introduced theminto the ritual and

ceremonies of the Order. The probability of such having been

the manner in which the "

cunning man,"`the skilful founder of

metals, engraver, and worker in crimson, purple, lilac, andfine

linen, was transformed into the greatest of architects, is heightened
by the fact, that even during their lifetime, Anderson 5 and
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Désaguliers were accused by seceding Masons of inventing the

masters degree, an accusation that, moreover, they never

denied.*

However, although it is almost certain that Anderson and

Désaguliers introduced the ritual of the third degree into the craft,
the legends concerning Hiram Abifl' are found, previous to their

time, playing a prominent part in the ceremonies and observances

of the French secular building corporations known as the "Enfants

de Salomon," the " Enfants du Pere Soubise," andsthe
" Enfants de

Maitre Jacques." It is probable that Désaguliers,_a Frenchman

remarkable for his learning and research, and a man who had

himself suffered from the bigotry and intolerance of the Catholic

Church, may have heard of the distrust and dislike with which

the Romish clergy regarded the observances of the above-

mentioned societies, and of the efforts they had made for their

suppression, a circumstance that would naturally tend to raise,
rather than lower, the objects of such antipathy in the estimation

of the exiled Huguenot. The undoubted antiquity of the

building corporations would possibly have led him to study their

constitutions at the time he was reconstructing those of Free-

masonry, and may have induced him to engraft some of their

legends on those of the society he was remodelling.
From internal evidence, and the accusation of which we have

spoken, brought against the compilers of the Masonic institutions

by some of their own Masonic contemporaries, it appears that not

only all the higher grades, but also the third, or master's degree,
which is generally acknowledged as the most important in

Masonry, was the invention of the eighteenth century. 'I`ill then

the only two degrees seem to have been those of apprentice and

fellowcraft, the master of the lodge being chosen from among

the most learned and skilful of the fellowcrafts, so that the term

master mason meant only a dignity or oilice, in the same Way as

do warden or secretary, and was not applied to a separate degree
or grade. r

* "

Origin and Early History of Freemasonry." Steinbrenner.
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The anti-Romish spirit that is now so marked a characteristic

of Speculative Masonry is not surprising when we remember that

its two principal authors were a Scotch Presbyterian minister and

a Huguenot exile. About Anderson's personal history but little

is known, excepting that he was unfortunate enough to lose

a considerable portion of his property in the South Sea

Bubble.

Désaguliers, who emigrated to England with his father in 1685,
after the Revocation of the Edict of Nantes, was educated at

Oxford, where he attracted considerable notice as a mathema-

tician and a natural philosopher. He soon made numerous

acquaintances, and ere long acquired for himself a position of

importance in England. Having been an active promoter of

Speculative Masonry, soon after it was established, he was elected

for a year to the post of Grand Master,.and in 1722, at the

request of the grand lodge, he assisted Anderson in revising the

Constitutions, in which he made several changes, in order to

divest them of any lingering vestiges of Romanismf*

Speculative Masonry was now fairly launched upon its career,

and its adepts found it edifying or agreeable, according to their

different temperaments; but it was deemed necessary to have

some tangible grounds to exhibit in the eyes of the profane as a

plausible argument for the razkan d'é'tre of the society. Accord-

ingly, in 1723, the Duke of Buccleugh, then Grand Master,

suggested the advisability of organising a committee of charity,
and the suggestion was carried into effect by his successor, the

Duke of Richmond, in the following year. The reputation of

possessing mysterious and almost magical powers popularly
ascribed to Freemasonry was no doubt considerably enhanced by
its having at its disposal no small store of the root of all evil.

The following songs are due to the efforts of the Masonic muse

at the period of which we have been speaking, and were appended
to the Book of the Constitutions :-

* "History of Freemasonry." Findel. p. 136. "Histoire Piitoresquc de la

Franc-Maconnerie, etc." Clavel.
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THE ENTERED APPREN'1`ICE'S SONG.

T0 be .mug ap'er grave business is 01/er.

We brothers that are

Assembled on merry occasion ;

Let 's drink, laugh and sing,
Our wine has a spring,

Here's health to an accepted Mason.

All charged

The world is in pain
Our secrets to gain,

And still let them wonder and gaze on ;

Till they're shown the light,

They'l1 ne'er know the right
Word or sign of an accepted Mason.

'Tis this and 'tis that,

They cannot tell what ;

Why so many great men of the nation

Should aprons put on,

To mark themselves one

With a Free and an accepted Mason.

Antiquity's pride
We have on our side,

And it maketh men just in their station.

There's naught but what's good
To be understood

By a Free and an accepted Mason.

We're true and sincere,
And just to the fair ,

They'll trust us on any occasion :

No mortal can more

The ladies adore

Than a Free and an accepted Mason.

I2I
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Then join hand in hand,

By each brother firm stand,
`

Let's be merry and put a bright face on !

'

What mortal can boast

So noble a toast

As a Free and an accepted Mason?

Chorus.

No mortal can boast

So noble a_ toast

As a Free and an accepted Mason.

77" To all the Fratemity round the globe.

IHE FELLOWCRAI"T'S SONG.

Hail Masonry ! Thou Craft divine !

Glory of Earth ! from Heaven revea1'd !

Which doth with jewels precious shine,

From all but Masons' eyes concea1'd.

Chorus.

Thy praises due who can rehearse,

In nervous prose or flowing verse?

As men from brutes distinguish'd are,

A Mason other men excels ;

For what's in knowledge choice and rare,

But in his breast securely dwells.

_ Chorus.

His silent breast and faithful heart

Preserve the secrets of the art.

From scorching heat and piercing cold,
From beasts whose roar the forest rends,

From the assaults of warriors bold,
The Masons' art mankind defends.

Chorur.

Be to this art due honour paid,
From which mankind. receives such aid,
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Ensigns of State, that feed our pride,
Distinctions troublesome and vain,

By Masons true are laid aside,-
Art's freeborn sons such toys disdain.

Chorus.

Ennobled by the name they bear,

Distinguished by the badge they wear.

Sweet friendship from envy free,

Friendly converse of brotherhood,
The Iodge's lasting cement be,

Which has for ages firmly stood.

Chorus.

A lodge thus built, for ages past

Has lasted, and shall ever last.

Then in our songs be justice done

To those who have enriched the art,

From Adam to Carnarvon down,

And let each brother bear a part.

C/torus.

Let noble Masons' health go round,
Their praise in lofty lodge resound.

" To the Deputy Grand Master and Grand Wardens. ' "

_

THE MAsTER's SONG,

We sing of Masons' ancient fame !

So eighty thousand craftsmen rise

Under the masters of great name,

More than five thousand, just and wise,

Employ'd by Solomon the sire,
And gen'ral master mason too,

As-Hiram was in stately Tyre,
Like Salem, built by Masons true.

I2
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The Royal Art was then divine,
The craftsmen counsell'd from above,

The Temple was the grand design,
The wond'ring world did all approve.

lngenious men from every place
Came to survey the glorious pile ;

And return'd, began to trace

And imitate its lofty style.

At length the Grecians came to know

Geometry, and learn'd the art

Pythagoras was raised to show,
And glorious Euclid to impart.

Great Archimedes too appear'd,
And Carthaginian masters bright,

Till Roman citizens uprear'd
The art with wisdom and delight.

But when proud Asia they had quell'd,
And Greece and Egypt overcome,

In architecture they excell'd,
And brought the learning all to Rome,

Where wise Vitruvius, warden prime
Of architects, the art improv'd

In great Augustus! peaceful time,
When arts and artists were belov'd.

They brought the knowledge from the East,
And as they made the nations yield,

They spread it through the north and west,
And taught the world the art to build.

Witness their citadels and tow'rs,
To fortify their legions line ;

Their temples, palaces and bow'rs,
That spoke the masons' grand design.

Thus mighty Eastern kings, and some

Of Abram's race, and monarchs good
Of Egypt, Syria, Greece, and Rome,

True architecture understood.
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No wonder, then, if Masons join
To celebrate those Mason-kings

With solemn note and flowing wine,
Whilst every brother jointly sings.

_

C/zorus.

Who can unfold the Royal Art,
Or show its secrets in a song;

They're safely kept in Mason's heart,
And to the ancient lodge belong.

" To the King and the Craft."

THE SEcRETARv's SONG.

Ye brethren of the ancient craft,
Ye fav'rite sons of fame,

Let bumpers cheerfully be quafi'd
To each good Mason's name :

Happy, long happy may he be,
Who lives and honours Masonry,

With a fa, la, la, la, etc.

Ye British fair, for beauty fam'd,
Your slaves we wish to be ;

Let none for charms like yours be nam'd,

That loves not Mason ry.

This maxim has been prov'd full well,

That Masons never kiss and tell.

Freemasons no offences give,
Let fame your worth declare ;

Within your compass wisely live,

And act upon the square :

May peace and friendship e'er abound,

And every Mason's health go round.

As this was the age when toasts were in fashion, and when it

was necessary that every glass drunk should be coupled with a

sentiment, we find that toasts formed a not unimportant item in

the Masonic ritual. There are several lists of them to be found
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in various Masonic writings of the period, of which the following
are a few specimens :-

"To the King good health,
The nation's wealth ;

The Prince God bless ;

The Fleet success ;

The Lodge no less."

" To each charming fair and faithful she,
Who loves the craft of Masonry."

"To Masons, and to Masons' bairns,
And women with both wit and charms,
That love to lie in Masons' arms."

"To all the female friends of Freemasons."

" To the secret and silent."

" To each true and faithful heart,
That still preserves the secret art."

" To all social Freemasons."

"To each faithful brother, both ancient and young,

VVho governs his passions and bridles his tongue."

"A proper application of the 24-inch gauge, so as that we may

measure out and husband our time to the best of purposes."
"To him who uses the mallet in knocking oi? those superfluous

passions that in any manner degrade the man or the Mason."
"

May the brethren of our glorious craft be ever distinguished in

the world by their regular lives, more than by their gloves and

aprons."
" The humble beggar."
"

May the morning haveno occasion to censure the night spent by
Freemasons."

"

May the deformity of vice in other men, teach a Mason to abhor

his own."
' "

"May every Freemason find constancy in love, and sincerity in

friendship."
` `

_

* "'  Freemasons' 'Vade Mecum," 1797.

K
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Banquets and dinners have been one of the most important
institutions of Freemasonry ever since it assumed a speculative
form. Indeed it is probable that members would but rarely
attend a meeting of their lodge, if "refreshment" did not, as a

general rule, succeed to
" labour."

In the United Kingdom a Masonic dinner, if not a
" feast of

reason and a flow of soul," is a repast conducted, as is usually
the case among ordinary civilised men, according to the class

composing the lodge ; but on the Continent, a Masonic banquet is

a meal organised with as much absurdity as the well-known Lion

dinner itself.

Whenever it is possible the table must be shaped like a horse-

shoe, at the top of which is the seat of the Worshipful master.

Everything used at the banquet has a nam de guerfe. If a brother

wants some wine, he calls for "strong powder," the drinking

glasses are named " cannon," the knives " swords." When a

toast is given, the master exclaims, "Place the cannon in line!

Stand to your arms! "

Whereupon the company all seize their

knives in the left hand, and their glasses in the right ; the master

continues,
"

Ready ! Present (the glasses are raised to the lips) !~

To the King and Craft (or whatever toast it may happen to be) I

Fire! (they drink). Let the tiring be hot, the hottest possible !
"

on which the brethren empty their glasses, and afterwards applaud
three times. The master strikes a blow with his hammer, and

everyone resumes his seat.*

Sometimes the mode of drinking a toast is varied, all standing
with their cannon loaded (otherwise their glasses filled), each

brother gives an end of his "standard "
or dinner-napkin to his

neighbour on either side, receiving in return an end of each of

theirs; this is called forming the chain of union. The master

then proclaims the health to be drunk, and sings some verses in

praise of Masonry, the brethren joining in the chorusrf

At these eccentric banquets the plates are termed "

tiles," the

spoons
" trowe1s," the forks "'pickaxes." Bread is known as

° "Storia, etc., della Framasoneria."

1* Ibid.
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"rough stone," salt as
" sand," water as

" weak powder," pepper

as
"

cement," and so on.

The invention of this slang is said to be of French origin.

Any brother who neglects or forgets to make use of these terms

during the dinner, is punished by being forced to drink a glass
of "weak powder," that is, waters*

* " Histoire Pittoresque de la Fram;-Magonnerie." Clavel. p. 32.



CHAPTER VII.

I-IARDLY had the forms and ceremonies of Speculative Masonry
been definitely settled when, as we have already seen, wolves in

sheeps' clothing entered the fold, and disclosed to the outer

world the rites and mysteries of the Bock. In France the Jesuits
had been the first to publish these to the profane. In England,
in 1734, a book bearing the title of "The Freemasons' Vade-

Mecum" appeared, which, as it divulged the mysteries of the

society, was formally condemned by the Grand Lodge "las a

pyratical and silly thing, done without leave, and the brethren

were warned not to use it, nor encourage the sale thereoil" Soon

after this a pamphlet was published under the name of " Jachin
and Boaz," which disclosed the whole of the ritual, gave the pass-

words, and described the secret signs and signals of the various

degrees. Not long after the publication of this work, its author

was found lying murdered in the street, his throat having been

cut from ear to ear.* A Mason, more full of zeal than of discretion,
had probably regarded himself as the appointed instrument for

carrying out the penalty to which the backsliding brother had, at

his initiation, professed to subject himself in the event of

violating the obligations then undertaken.

More recently, in 1826, a somewhat similar fate befell a man of

,

* " The Broken Seal." S. D. Greene, Boston. -

, ,

9
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the name of Morgan, who divulged the secrets of Masonry in

America. Morgan had been originally a bricklayer by trade 5 in

the war of 1812 he entered the army, on leaving which he

became a brewer, but apparently was an unsuccessful one, as

he eventually returned to his original profession of bricklaying.

Morgan was not a man of particularly good character ; he found

bricklaying not sufficiently remunerative, and being somewhat

unscrupulous, he finally resolved on making a little money by

publishing an accouut of the ceremonies of the Masonic craft,
to which society he belonged. As soon as it became known

that he was engaged on this work, the brotherhood endeavoured

to hinder its publication by subjecting Morgan and his friend

Miller to a series of persecutions and annoyances.

Miller was a printer, and had undertaken to publish Morgan's

book, and in order to destroy the manuscript of it an attempt
was made to set fire to Miller's house. The attempt failed, and

accordingly the following day Morgan was arrested on a charge
of robbery which was brought against him by the master of a

Masonic lodge. The man, however, was unable to substantiate

his accusation, and Morgan was subsequently set at liberty, but

was immediately re-arrested on a fresh charge. After he had lain

in prison nine days, a man appeared at the gaol, paid the debt

for which Morgan had been arrested, and induced him to enter

:1 close carriage that was waiting at the prison-door.
I

From this moment Morgan disappeared.
It is supposed, and indeed there seems strong evidence in

favour of the supposition, that he was secretly conveyed across

the frontiers of the United States, murdered, and his body thrown

down the Falls of Niagara by some of the offended Masons*

A body, by some people identified as that of Morgan, was

found below the Falls, while other persons as strenuously asserted

that the body was not that of Morgan. Whatever became of

him, his disappearance caused a profound sensation, and threw

much odium on Freemasonry throughout the United States.

Anti-Masonic societies were formed all over the Union, and

,

° ' " The Broken Seal." S. D. Greene, Boston.
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these passed resolutions urging on the authorities the advisability
of excluding Freemasons from sitting upon juries, and from all

civil and political appointments. Even the women held meetings,
at which they swore never to marry, or to allow their daughters to

marry, a man who was guilty of being a Ma.son.*

So virulent were the attacks made upon the society that the

Grand Lodge felt itself obliged to publish a manifesto- solemnly
protesting that it had taken no part in the murder of Morgan, if

murdered he had been, and declaring that the Masonic institution

did not in any way countenance vengeance or assassination, but

on the contrary, inculcated forgiveness and benevolence.

However, the feeling against Masonry continued so strong that

hundreds of the brethren renounced the society, and protested
against its doctrines.

The Masonic version of the story of the disappearance of

Morgan is that, with the wiliness of the Yankee, he and his

friends had arranged the whole drama of the disappearance with

the object of increasing the sale of his "Illustrations of Masonry."
Those who took this view of the affair stated that he had con.

trived to leave America secretly, and to betake himself to Smyrna,
and an American sea-captain returning from the East was even

found, who declared that he had seen Morgan there disguised in

the garb of a Turk.

This story, however, seems very doubtful. Morgan left a wife,

many years younger than himself, and two children, and neither

they nor any of his friends ever received any further tidings of

him. Indeed, so convinced was his wife that he had been mur-

dered by the Masons, that when she was in great poverty, and the

lodge to which her husband had formerly belonged offered her

some assistance, she indignantly declined it, stating that she

would never allow herself to be indebted to those whom she

regarded as the murderers of her husbands?

The pamphlets, literary squibs, ballads, and so on, attacking
' " Histoire Pittoresque de la Franc-Ma<;onnerie, etc." Clavel. p. zoz..

1' "The Broken Seal." S, D. Greene, Boston.

.
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Masonry, which inundated the press. were naturally innumerable.

As we have given samples of the flights taken by the Masonic

muse in laudation of the craft, we subjoin two or three of the

ballads which were written to decry it :-

DEATH AND BURIAL OF THE OLD OFFENDER, COMMONLY CALLED

FREEMASONRY.

Mourn, mourn, ye mystic sons of woe,

In sadness bow the head;
Bend every back in sorrow low,

Poor Masonry is dead !

Alas, poor jachin ! is it true

That Masonry is gone

To the dark shades, with all his crew,

Boaz and Mah-hah-bone.

And signs and grips, and idle words,
And chisels, mauls, and gauges ;

With sheepskin aprons, wooden swords,
Which we have worn for ages?

Oh, must he go to that dread bourn,
With all his mystic pothering,

From whence, alas ! there's no return,
Until the tinal gathering?

Now to the dark and silent tomb,
With sorrow we resign him ;

And, with the cypress covered o'er,
To infamy consign him.

There let him lie beneath the load

Of his own imperfection ;

4 And, oh ! we pray, a gracious God

Grant him no resurrection !
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A MAsoN1c LAMENTATION.

One night, at a late. hour, 'twas twelve o'clock or more,

I heard the Masons in a lodge most violently roar ;

Their playthings round they rattled, and one thus sighing said,
Our craft, it is in danger, I'm very much afraid.

Chorux :-

Oh, _Iubela ! and Jubelo ! and also _lubelum !

VVe're in a pack of troubles now, the timesare troublesome.

Half naked we must wander, slipshod for ever go,

Or eaeh true Mason hang himself in his own cable tow.

Farewell to brother Boaz, farewell to jachin, too,

Our grips and words are all exposed ; Oh what shall Masons do?

Poor Tubal-Cain, and Shibboleth ! their days are almost done,

And, oh ! the hardest cut of all, is loss of Mah-hah-bone !

Chorus.

E'en Chibbelum, the worthy ! must vanish with the rest,

And the five points of fellowship become an idle jest ;

No more we'll raise up Hiram, the widow's cunning son,

Alas ! my loving brothers, our craft is near undone.

' Charm.

Oh, strike your throats with gauges, and beat your hearts with squares,

And with gavels thump your pates, till you drive out all yourfcares ;

Our noble master battered was, nor mysteries would unfold,
But we live on so abject, when every secret's told.

Chorns.

Let each one give the signal of trouble and of pain,
For very much 'tis doubted if here we meet again ;

We'll doff our sheepskin aprons, and fit them for our pates ;

To turn us into plummets, 'lol justice ready waits.
'

- Chorus.
E
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A DESCRIPTION or THE FREEMASONS.

Promiscuously through every state,

There is dispersed a certain sect,

Who call themselves the Sons of Light,
But darkened is their college ;

They seldom meet by light of sun,

But wait until his beams are gone,

And shades of night are stretched along,
To hide their boasted knowledge.

They vaunt, and say,
" Our craft begun

In reign of wise King Solomon,
When Hiram there, the widow's son,

First built the brazen altar ! "

They pass between jachin and Boaz,

Stripped oi? is every rag of clothes,
Nor boots nor shoes to guard their toes,

Led by a hempen halter.

The imprecations they invoke

Would make an Algerine half choke,-
No savage e'er such language spoke,

As they have packed together.
When brought to where they see the light,

They're furnished with a sheepskin white,
Which round their waist is belted tight,

A simple badge of leather.

They use no post, or beam, or stud,
No stone, nor brick, nor loaded hod,

Nor yet a single ounce of mud

y

Is found in all their labour.

W'hen all is said, or learned, or done,
No architect is yet begun,

They push about the bowl of rum,

Till scarcely one is sober.

The fate of Morgan, far from deterring others from following
his example, seems to have given an impetus in America to the
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publication of books disclosing the so-called secrets of Free-

masonry. Several have appeared during the last few years.

Amongst them is another book bearing the old name of

"

_lachin and Boaz,"* the author of which, though never having
been initiated into a lodge, was a Freemason to all intents and

purposes. The account he gives of the manner in which he

attained access to a lodge is curious.

An uncle of his was a merchant and a Mason, who appears

to have been more zealous in studying the peculiarities of the

craft than in obeying its injunctions, for, contrary to all the

rules of the Order, he committed most of the particulars to paper,

doubtless intending that they should meet no eye but his own.

Death, however, overtook the worthy man, and amongst his

other goods and chattels his papers passed into the possession
of his nephew. On looking over these papers the nephew felt

his curiosity concerning Freemasonry so much excited, that he

resolved on putting the truth of what he had read to the test. He

had an intimate friend whom he knew to be a Mason, and when

next they met, he made use of the signs, the description of which

he had previously studied, to which his friend immediately gave

the answering signals, and inquired when and where Mr. Prichard

had been made a Mason. Satisfactory answers having been

given, the latter received an invitation to visit a lodge to

which some of his friends belonged. He succeeded in gaining

admittance, without awakening the suspicions of the tiler, took

his seat among the brethren, and that evening had the good

fortune to witness two initiations or makings. Having succeeded

so far, it was henceforth easy for him to pass himself off as a

Freemason, and he afterwards frequently paid visits to different

lodges without being detected. The results of his observations

made during these visits, Mr. Prichard gives in "jachin and

Boaz." As soon as the first edition appeared, the author received

through his publishers, numerous anonymous letters, all contain-

_

* "Jachin and Boaz." Samuel Prichard.
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ing the most bitter upbraidings and abuse, the writers of some of

them even going so far as to threaten his life.

In his rambles among different lodges, the author of "

Jachin
and Boaz "

occasionally visited those held among the lower orders

of society. In some instances he describes the master of the

lodge as having been perfectly guiltless of the commonest rules of

grammar, and while conducting the solemnities of the Masonic

ritual, that dignitary frequently made such absurd blunders in

phraseology that it was a matter of difficulty to preserve a decent

appearance of gravity. A question, propounded in the following
fashion, must have been trying to the least susceptible of risible

muscles:
"

Brethren, you have let a body know as how you cannot be

raised but by the five points of fellowship, tell us which they be P"

In some of these lodges, at the initiation ofa master mason,

during that portion of the ceremony where the candidate is made

to represent Hiram Ablff; and to enact the scene of his death, the

great delight of the assisting brethren was to administer the blows

given by the wicked fellow-crafts with such goodwill, that the un-

happy representative of Hiram was frequently not only terrified

but considerably hurt into the bargain, and the greater his alarm

the greater of course the pleasure of the spectators. It is easy to

understand how prone rough and uneducated men would be to

introduce horse-play into a ceremony of the kind.

Mr. Prichard relates the manner in which, when drinking in

society, or at an inn when strangers are present, it may be

discovered if a Mason be of the company. He says the glass
must be taken in the right hand and drawn quickly across the

throat, either before or after drinking; should one of the

brethren be present and be willing to make himself known, he

will acknowledge the signal by asking the man who made it

some question in Masonry. If the answer be satisfactory, and

the brother proceed to demand the meaning of the signal given,
whoever has made it is to reply that it is the penalty of the

obligation of an entered apprentice-
A
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Although Deism is the only creed recognised in Masonry pro-

per,-if we may so term Blue and the Royal Arch Masonry, and in

spite of-some Grand Lodges having recently declared their abroga-
tion of even Deism, and avowed their open preference for

Atheism,-nevertheless Freemasonry still clings to two patron

saints, namely, St. ]ohn the Baptist and St. john the Evan-

gelist. As St. Thomas is the patron saint of architects, and is

usually represented holding a builder's square as his attribute,
it would have seemed more fitting had he been selected as

the patron of the Freemasons ; but St. Thomas the Apostle
seems never to have been a popular saint with the Catholic

Church, and the selection of the Baptist and St. John the

Evangelist points back to the Middle Ages, when Freemasons

travelled about in companies, and called themselves Con~

fraternities of St. ]ohn.
The legend is that from the building of the first Temple to

the Babylonish Captivity, Masonic lodges were dedicated to

King Solomon 3 from the Captivity till the Advent of the Messiah,
to Zerubbabel; and from the birth of Christ till the destruction of

the Temple by Titus, to St. John the Baptist.

During the troubles and massacres attending the destruction

of Jerusalem, Freemasonry sank into decay, and Freemasons were

so few that the lodges could not assemble in suflicient num-

bers to constitute their legality. Accordingly all the Freemasons

met together in Bethlehem , and having come to the conclusion

that the decline of their Order was owing to its having no Grand

Master, seven of the brethren were deputed to wait on St. John
the Evangelist, who was then Bishop of Ephesus, and to request

him to undertake the oilice.

At that time St. John was above ninety years old 5 however,
he received the deputation graciously, and returned an answer

that though well stricken in years, yet having been initiated into

Masonry in his youth, he would consent to undertake the post.

Accordingly he was installed Grand Master, and his learning
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completed the work that St. ]ohn the Baptist had accomplished

by his zeal.*

The festivals of these saints fall upon the 24th of june and the

27th of December; and as it was precisely about these periods that

the great Pagan festivals in celebration of the summer and winter

solstice were solemnized, those authors who claim for Freemasonry
a descent from the mysteries of the ancients, point to the co-

incidence as a proof that the Order still observes its ancient land-

marks, the names alone being changed , in the same way the

modern Carnival is manifestly the Lupercalia of old, under another

name, and that the Catholic Church still celebrates many of

the heathen festivals, the name of the Virgin Mary, or one of the

saints, being substituted for that of Venus or Apollo.

But, as we have before remarked, there is no proof whatever

of the existence of the Order of Freemasons previous to the

Middle Ages, and the resemblances traced between that society
and the mystic associations of antiquity are purely fanciful or

accidental.

Masonic authors have endeavoured to prove that the legend of

Hiram Abiff is but another version of the death of Balder the

Beautiful, and the murder of Osiris. That, in fact, the son of the

widow of Napthali is a representative of the Sun, and that the

three fellow-crafts who slay him, are the three winter months

during which the sun is at its lowest. As we have seen, however,
that the story of Hiram Abiff was only introduced into Masonry

early in the eighteenth century, its supposed analogy with the

myths of the Pagan world is, of course, no proof at all of the

great antiquity of the Masonic institution.

In arranging the forms, ceremonies, and doctrines of Speculative

Masonry, Anderson and Désaguliers, who were both learned

men, no doubt enlarged on such versions of Masonic rituals as

were extant, and probably added to them aphorisms and illustra.

tions from the ancients. To this source we may, perhaps, ascribe

many of the allusions to be found in the Masonic ritual, such

*" Lexicon of Freemasonry." Mackey.
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as traces of the doctrine of the mysterious properties attached to

the science of numbers, and the moral qualities enshrouded in

certain mathematical iigures, theories which would have been

most likely to have found favour with a man eminent as a

mathematician and famed for his love of mechanics, such as was

Désaguliers.
The Pythagoreans called a cube, harmony, because the lines,

angles, and sides of which it is composed are in harmonious

proportion. The equilateral triangle they termed Head-born

Minerva, otherwise Divine Wisdom; the square was regarded as

expressive of the properties of Rhea, Venus, Ceres, Vesta, and

]uno ; while the dodecagon they deemed demonstrated the

attributes of ]upiter.*
In Masonry we fmd that the triangle is a symbol of the

Deity; that the square is supposed to teach the regulation of

the actions of life by rule and line, and the harmonising of

the conduct of the disciple, according to the prescriptions of

virtue ; while in Royal Arch Masonry, the double cube is men-

tioned as the most perfect emblem of innocence and purity. _

Of course the use of such figures as the triangle or the square

was commonly employed by Masons from the earliest times, as

the Church seems to have used them as symbols since the

days when the early Christians worshipped in the Catacombs,~f-
but the peculiarly Pagan interpretations of such symbols is

probably due to the influence of the learned Frenchman ofiwhom
we have been speaking.

There is no doubt great fascination in tracing modern institu-

tions to ancient origins, and the study is a useful one if we are

careful to adhere as strictly as possible to facts, and so avoid

being led astray by accidental resemblances. Had Masonic

historians been content to ascribe a moderate antiquity to their

craft, the time they have in general wasted in compiling fictitious

histories of the society, might have been profitably spent in

* "Ancient Egyptians." Wilkinson.

1- " Monumental Christianity." _I. P. Lundy. pp. 9:-4or.
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amassing information concerning the fraternities and guilds of the

Middle Ages, from which Masonry may claim a legitimate descent,

though it would appear that the Masons were never legally

incorporated like other artisans# probably because the wandering
life which their occupation necessitated rendered such incorpora-
tion comparatively useless to them, while their union, as a

fraternity, was maintained by the obligations into which the

members mutually entered, and the knowledge of their art

possesed in common and carefully treasured by all.

* "

History of the Middle Ages." Hallam.



CHAPTER VIII.

HAVING glanced at a few of the forms of initiation practised
by societies akin to Freemasonry, we will now proceed to notice

as briefly as possible, some of' the ceremonies observed in

Masonry itself at the present day. Masonry has many rites or

systems within its pale, each of which follows its own peculiar
ritual.

The most general of these are the Rite of the Free and

Accepted Masons, which is that usually practised in England and

her colonies, in parts of Germany, Italy, and Switzerland; the

ancient York rite, which appears to be largely followed in

America; and the rite of Zinnendort, which is that of _the

Grand Lodge of Berlinf* Besides these we hear of the Scotch rite ;

the rite of Misraim; the rite of the Rosicrucians ; the Swedish

rite, and many others too numerous to mention. Two-thirds,
however, of the Masonic body practise the English Rite of Free

and Accepted Masons, and as it is the original ,rite of Speculative

Masonry, we will begin by giving a sketch of its ritual, in which,
however, 'there are slight modifications and variations, according
to the country in which it is found.

The first degree is that of the Entered Apprentice.
A lodge consists of the worshipful master, the senior' and

" "History of Freemasonry." Findel. p. ZQ7,
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junior wardens, the senior and junior deacons, an inner guard,
and a tiler, the two latter being the keepers of 'the door. There

are also past masters, or those who have served as worshipful

masters, and who are distinguished as such in lodge.
For the work of the lodge a secretary and treasurer are also

elected, and in some lodges if a clergyman happen to' join it he

is appointed chaplain, a post which, in some instances, has been

filled by a ]ewish Rabbi.

If a candidate is to be initiated as an apprentice, he remains

outside the room in which the brethren are assembled, while the

lodge is opened in the usual form, the master commencing the

proceedings by giving three distinct raps with his hammer of

oflice, which are repeated by the wardens, after which the follow-

ing dialogue takes place :-

Master ;
" Brethren, assist me to open the lodge." Then,

addressing the junior warden, he demands, "What is the first

care in lodge?
"

'

To which that ofiicial replies,-
" To see the lodge properly tiled."

_Master :
" Direct that duty to be done."

'

"junior Warden: "Brother inner guard, ascertain that the

lodge is properly tiled."
f

"Tiled" is a slang word in Masonry, and the meaning of a

lodge being properly tiled is that there are no
"

cowans," i. e. none

of the profane within earshot. This, and the term tiler, applied
to the guardian outside the door, is probably derived from the

Middle Ages, when the Freemasons travelled in bodies from place

to place 5 and as it appears that the tilers were also migratory in

their habits,* it is highly probable that one or two of them

usually accompanied a body of Masons to perform their share of

the work in covering or roofing the building. Tiles seem to have

been the most usual materials used in roofing in those times. In

England they were in such common use that in the reign of

Edward the Fourth, in 1477, an Act was passed regulating the
* " History of Agriculture and Prics in England." Thorold Rogers.
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making of tiles of every description, in order to secure a supply
of good tiles for the future. Even the time of year at which the

clay for making them must be dug and stirred, is settled by this

Act, and precautions are directed to be taken to secure the clay

being good and free from stones. A standard measure is fixed

for the various kinds of tiles, and "searchers" are appointed
empowered to demand a penny for every thousand common tiles,
a half-penny for every hundred crest and roof tiles, and afarthing
for every hundred corner and gutter tiles certified. Tiles not

made in conformity to the standard were liable to fines of five

shillings a thousand, and six shillings and eightpence, or two

shillings a hundred, according to their respective qualities.*'
Passing an Act such as this shows that the demand for tiles, in

England at any rate, must have been considerable, and it is not

unreasonable to suppose that one or more tilers frequently went

in Search of work along with a company of Freemasons, and that

when the latter assembled in lodge to regulate their affairs, or for

instruction, the tilers who bore them company, but who did not

properly belong to their craft, were appointed to act as sentinels

to keep oil" intruders; hence, in course of time, the name of tiler

came to be applied to any Mason who acted as guard, and the

word, once established in that sense, the use of it as a term for

the exclusion of strangers would easily follow.
" Cowan

"

is another slang word in the craft. DiH`erent origins
are ascribed to it, some saying that it is derived from the Greek

kuon, which signifies a dogff In the early ages, when Chris-

tianity itself partook somevhat of the nature of a secret associa-

tion, whose mysteries were only communicated to the initiated,
and carefully hidden from the unbaptised, the term dog was

commonly contemptuously applied to those who did not belong
to the true fold; so in one of his Epistles St. Paul warns the

"saints in Christ jesus which are at Philippi," to "beware of

dogs, bevare of evil workers."I The Jews also gave the name

i* 'i History of Agriculture and Prices in England." Thorold Rogers.
'I' " Lexicon of Freemasonry," Mackey. ,

I Philippians iii. 2.
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to all Gentiles, a custom to which we find Christ alluding when

he answered the woman from the coasts of Tyre, who entreated

the Great Physician from _Iudea to cure her daughter,
" It is not

meet to take the children's bread and to cast it to dogs." *

At the present day the followers of Islam speak with disgust of

" Christian dogs ;" and in the same spirit, early working Masons

are said to have given the name of "cowan" to those who did

not belong to their guild. Originally the name appears to have

been applied to those who did the work of a mason without

having been regularly trained to the trade, and "
a builder of dry

walls, otherwise denominated a dry-diker," was also termed a

cowans#

When a company of Freemasons were erecting a church or

cathedral, their lodge was invariably placed at the south side

of the building, with a narrow passage between the north side

of the lodge and the southern wall of the church. This space

offered a tempting hiding-place for any Workman not belonging
to the fraternity who might have concealed himself there, and

listened to the brethren discussing the treasured architectural

secrets and lore of their society; hence arose the necessity for

a tiler, or outer guard, a post which ended by devolving upon

the junior apprentice present.I
The term eavesdropper is said to have originated from the

punishment which was reserved for the detected listener,

namely, "to be placed under the eaves of the house, in rainy

weather, till the water runs in at his shoulders and out at his

heels." §
To return to the opening ceremonial of the lodge.
After the fact that no cowans are present has been duly

ascertained and communicated to the master with the regulation
number of knocks, the dialogue proceeds, the master asking,

" St. Matthew xv. 16.

1' "

Etymological Dictionary of the Scottish Language." Jamleson.
~ I "

Origin and Early History of Freemasonry." Steinbrenner.

§ " Lexicon of Freemasonry." Mackey.
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" What is the next care, Brother Senior Warden P "

" To see the brethren appear to order as Masons," replies the

warden.
" See that duty done I " is then the direction of the master of

the lodge, and the senior warden proceeds to examine the

brethren by the sign of an entered apprentice, and reports to

the master that none but Masons are present.
" To order, brethren, as Masons in the first degree. "And all

present having made the entered apprentice's sign, he continues-

"Brother ]unior Warden, How many principal officers are

there in a lodge P "

The junior warden answers,
" Three ; namely, the Worshipful

master and his two wardens."

" Brother Senior Warden, How many assistants are there? "

" Three, besides the outer guard, or tiler ; namely, the senior

and junior deacons and the inner guard."
`

" Brother ]unior Warden," asks the master,
" Where is the

outer guard, or tiler, placed P
"

To which the oflicial interrogated replies,-
" Without the door of the lodge."
" His duty P" demands the master.

'i Being armed with a drawn sword, to keep all cowans and

listeners from Masons, and to see that the candidate for admission

comes properly prepared."
'

The next question is as to the proper position for the inner

guard, who, as the name implies, must stand within the entrance

of the lodge. His duty is, .

" To admit Masons, upon proof, to receive the canditate in due

form, and to obey the commands of the junior warden."

The master next asks,
" Brother ]unior Warden, Where is the junior deacon placed i'

'

" At the right of the senior warden."

" His duty P ."

" To carry the messages and commands of the worshipful
ro
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master from the senior to the junior warden, that the same may

be~ punctually obeyed."
In answer to a similar question concerning the senior deacon,

whose place is at the right of the master of the lodge, the senior

warden replies,-
"To carry communications and commands from the worshipful

master to the senior warden, and wait the return of the junior
deacon." ~

j

" Brother junior Warden, Your constant place in the lodge P
"

" In the south."

"Why are you placed there P"

" To mark the sun at its meridian ; to call the brethren from

labour to refreshment, and from refreshment to labour, that profit
and pleasure may be the result."

" Brother Senior Warden, Your constant place in the lodge P
"

" In the west."

"Why are you placed there P"

" To mark the setting sun ; to close the lodge, by the command

of the Worshipful master, after seeing that everyone has his just
dues."

So far the dialogue has been carried on between the master of

the lodge and the two wardens.

The master next addresses the past master, and inquires,-

"'Worshipful and worthy Past Master, where is the master's

situation in the lodge P
"

and the past master answers,
~

" In the east."
'f Why is he placed there P "

"As the sun rises in the east, to open and enliven the day,"
returns the past master, "so the Worshipful master is placed in

the east to open and enlighten his lodge, to employ and instruct

the brethren in Masonry."
This ends the dialogue. The master next makes a short

address to the assembly generally, somewhat in the following
terms :

'

t' Brethren, our lodge being thus duly formed, before I proceed
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to declare it opened, let us invoke a blessing from the Great

Architect of the Universe upon all our undertakings. May our

labour, thus begun in order, be conducted in peace and closed in

harmony." _

On this the past master exclaims, " So mote it be," advances

three steps, and opens the Bible which lies on the altar in the

centre of the room, remaining, with his hand resting on it, until

the conclusion of the ceremony; and the Worshipful master

proclaims the lodge open in the following words :

" Brethren, in the name of the Great Architect of the Universe,
I declare this lodge duly opened for the purposes of Masonry in

the first degree."
He then gives three knocks, which are repeated in rotation by

the wardens, the inner guard, and the tiler, and the lodge proceeds
to whatever may be the business on hand.

If an initiation is to take place, the candidate has all this time

been waiting in the ante-chamber, and one of the brethren is now

sent to prepare him for the approaching ceremony.

This preparation consists in the applicant for Masonic honours

being deprived of all the money and metal he may happen to

have with him ; he is divested of his coat, so that the right shirt

sleeve may be rolled up as high as the shoulder, while the left

arm is taken out of the sleeve altogether, so as to expose the left

breast. His left trouser is rolled up, leaving the knee bare, while

the right foot is either put into a slipper, or else the shoe is made

down at heel ; his eyes are blindfolded, and a rope, called in

Masonic parlance a cable-tow, is placed round his neck. This

cable-tow, or halter, is supposed to be emblematic of the cord of

affection that ought to unite the whole fraternity.
As Masons endeavour to establish a remote antiquity for all

their forms and observances, it is pretended that it is to at cable-

tow that the prophet Hosea alludes when he says, speaking of the

tenderness of Jehovah for his people, "I drew them with cords of
a man, with bands of love." *

'* Hosea xi. 4.

ro-2
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In this ridiculous plight the candidate is conducted by the

brother who prepared him, to the tiler. The latter, seeing him

duly made ready, announces his approval by three knocks on the

door. The inner guard then gives the alarm, and is directed to

inquire who knocks, to which the tiler replies,
" A poor candidate in a state of darkness, who comes of his

own free will and accord, and also properly prepared, humbly

soliciting to be admitted to the mysteries and privileges of Free-

masonry."
"How does he hope to obtain those privileges?" asks the

inner guard.
"By the help of God and the tongue of good report," is the

tiler's answer.

Originally, before a man could be made a Mason, inquiry was

made as to the character he bore, and if the "

tongue of good re-

port
" did not testify in his favour he was not admitted into the

fraternity. Now-a-days, however, it is taken for granted that the

morality of a candidate is unimpeachable, hence there is no

impediment in the way of the most disreputable man being
admitted to wear the Masonic emblem of innocence should he so

desire; and the fact that such a notorious evil-doer as George the

Fourth should have been elected to the dignity of Grand Master,
is in itself a proof that the claim to superior morality advanced

by Freemasons is but an empty boast.

The master of the lodge, or his deputy,* having learnt the

tiler's answer, inquires of the inner guard how the candidate

hopes to obtain the privilege of admission ; and the answers being
given, the master announces that the tongue of good report has

already been heard in his favour, and directs that he should be
" admitted in due form," whereupon the inner guard throws open

the door, and exclaims,

* Any past master may be deputed to " work
"

the reception of a candidate.

As most Masons are quite unable to "work" a lodge, it is usual for some
"

bright"
Mason to conduct the ceremonies of initiation. A bright Mason is one who is

well up in the ceremonials and catechisms of the craft.
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"

Enter, free-born and of good report."
The junior deacon now receives the blindfold novice, and leads

him to the master of the lodge, who tells him that, " As no person

can be made a Mason unless he is free-born and of mature age,

he (the master) wishes to know if the candidate is free by birth,
and has attained the age of twenty-one years P

"

Twenty-one is the earliest age at -which a man may be made a

Mason, except in the caseof one whose father has been a Free-

mason, the son, in that instance, if he wishes, being entitled to

claim to be initiated when he is eighteen.
On the Continent, if the father so desires, his son is adopted

by the lodge to which he belongs, and receives what is called

Masonic baptism when only nine days old.

At this ceremony the infant is brought by its nurse into the

ante-chamber of the lodge, where the two wardens, who act as its

godfathers, and five of the brethren receive it and take it from

her. The child is then laid on a cushion and carried into the

lodge, where it is presented to the master, who demands what is

its name, and what is to be the Masonic appellation bestowed

on it P

The sponsors state the name, adding to its Christian and

surnames some such characteristic name as Truth, Benevolence,
or Faithfulness.

Then the master descends from his throne, and, spreading his

hands over the infant's head, addresses a. prayer to the Deity,
beseeching that the child may one day prove himself worthy of

the love and care bestowed on him by the lodge.
Incense is next thrown into the censers, which are kept in

readiness. The wardens repeat the oath of an apprentice in the

name of the infant 5 the master fastens a white apron round the

baby, and proclaims _it to be the adopted child of the lodge, an

announcement received with Masonic applause by the brethren.
After a speech addressed to the wardens on the obligations

imposed on them in their oilice of god-parents, the child is
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carried out of the lodge, escorted in the same manner as at its

entrance, and restored to the nurse.

A child being adopted by a lodge obliges all the members,

should it be necessary, to see after his education, and later on, to

assist him in procuring the means of an honest livelihood if he

be in distress. He is also privileged, on attaining the age of

eighteen, to take part in the labour of a lodge, by merely renewing
the oath of an apprentice taken for him by his sponsors, the

ceremony of initiation being otherwise dispensed with.*

This rite is never practised in England, and is manifestly

entirely of modern origin.
To return to the ritual of an ordinary initiation.

The candidate, having answered the two questions as to his

free birth and mature age in the adirmative, is directed to kneel

down whilst the master invokes a blessing on the proceedings in

the following terms :-

" Vouchsafe Thine aid, Almighty Father and Supreme Governor

of the universe, to this our present convention, and grant that this

candidate for Masonry may so dedicate and devote his life to Thy
service as to become a true and faithful brother among us. En-

dow him with a competency of Thy divine wisdom, that, assisted

by the secrets of this our Masonic art, he may the better be

enabled to display the beauties of true godliness, to the honour

and glory of Thy holy name. So mote it be."
i

At the conclusion of this prayer, he demands of the novice

in whom he places his trust in all cases of ditiiculty and danger?
and the latter, replying,

" In God," the master continues,-

"Right glad I am to find your faith so well founded : relying
on such sure support, and since your trust is so firmly placed, you

may safely rise and follow your leader with a firm but humble

confidence; for where the name of God is invoked, we trust no

danger can ensue."

"The brethren from the north, east, south and west, will take

notice that (mentioning whatever may be the name of the neophyte)

* " Histoire Pittoresque de la Franc-Maqonnerie, etc."~ Clavel. p. 40.
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is about to pass in view before them, to show that he is a candi-

date properly prepared, and a fit and proper person to be made a

Mason."

The candidate is then led round the lodge, shufiiing along as

best he can with his slip-shod foot. This circumambulation of

the lodge probably originated in the days when it was important
that each new Mason should be strong of body_and sound of

limb, so as to be an efficient member in carrying on the works of

the fraternity, and he was conducted round that all present might
judge if he were so.

On coming to each of the wardens, the junior deacon who

leads the novice takes his hand and gives three raps with it on

the shoulders of the warden, and a dialogue, similar to the one

that took place at the door before entering the lodge; passes

between them ; after which, the aspirant is again presented to the

master, who addresses the following questions to him, expressing
a hope that he will answer them with candour :-

" Do you seriously declare, on your honour, that, unbiassed by
the improper solicitations of friends against your own inclinations,
and uninfluenced by mercenary or other unworthy motives, you

freely and voluntarily olfer yourself a candidate for the mysteries
and privileges of Freemasonry P "

" I do."
" Do you likewise pledge yourself that you are prompted to

solicit those privileges from a favourable opinion preconceived of

the institution, a general desire of knowledge, and a sincere wish

to render yourself more extensively serviceable to your fellow-

creatures P "

" I do."

" Do you further seriously declare, on your honour, that, avoiding
fear on the one hand and rashness on the other, you will steadily

persevere through the ceremony of your initiation; and, if once

admitted, will afterwards act and abide by the ancient usages and

established customs of the Order P "

_g

" I will."
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The senior warden is next directed to instruct the candidate to

advance to the pedestal in due form, i. c. by taking three irregular

steps. These having been accomplished, the master again ad-

dresses the candidate.
" It is my duty to inform you that Masonry is free, and requires

a perfect freedom of inclination in every candidate for its mys-

teries. It is founded on the purest principles of piety and virtue.

It possesses great and invaluable privileges for worthy men, and,
I trust, for the worthy alone. Vows of fidelity are required; but

let me assure you that in those vows there is nothing incompatible
with your civil, moral, or religious duties. Are you, therefore,
willing to take a solemn obligation, founded on the principles I

have stated, to keep inviolate the secrets and mysteries of the

Order ? "

A response in the affirmative having been given, the novice is

made to kneel on his left knee, keeping the right foot in the form

of a square, his right hand is placed on a Bible, while with the

left he holds the points of a pair of compasses to his breast, and

in this position he repeats the oath dictated to him by the master.

Absurd as is the appearance presented by a candidate at the

present day, the posture in which it is said that originally an

apprentice took the oath was still more ridiculous. He held a

sword, instead of a pair of compasses, pointed against his breast,
and while kneeling on the right knee, was obliged to keep the left

foot in the air. It was difficult for the novice to maintain his

equilibrium in this position, and doing it was so fatiguing that

the present posture, while taking the oath, was substituted for

the original one*

The oath is to the following effect :-

" I, N. or M., in the presence of the Great Architect of the

Universe, and of this warranted worthy and worshipful lodge of

free and accepted Masons, regularly assembled and properly
dedicated, of my own free will and accord, do, hereby and hereon,
most solemnly and sincerely swear that I will always hale, con#

* "_]achin and Boaz."
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ceal, and never reveal any part or parts, point or points, of the

secrets and mysteries of, or belonging to, free and accepted

Masons in Masonry, which have been, shall now, or hereafter

may be, communicated to me, unless it be to a true and lawful

brother or brothers, and not even to him or them, till after due

trial, strict examination, or sure information from a well-known

brother, that he or they are worthy of that confidence ; or in the

body of a just, perfect, and regular lodge of accepted Free-

masons. I further solemnly promise, that I will not write those

secrets, print, carve, engrave, or otherwise delineate them, or

cause or suffer them to be done so by others, if in my power to

prevent it, on anything movable or immovable under the canopy

of heaven, whereby or whereon any letter, character, or figure, or

the least trace of a letter, character, or figure may become legible
or intelligible to myself or to any one in the world, so that our

secrets, arts, and hidden mysteries may improperly become known

through my unworthiness. These several points I solemnly swear

to observe, without evasion, equivocation, or mental reservation

of any kind, under no less a penalty, on the violation of any of

them, than to have my throat cut across, my tongue torn out by
the root, and my body buried in the sand of the sea at low-water

mark, or a cable's length from the shore, where the tide regularly
ebbs and flows twice in twenty-four hours 3 or the more efficient

punishment of being branded as a wilfully perjured man, void of

all moral worth, and unfit to be received in this, or in any other

warranted lodge or society of Masons, who prize honour and

virtue above all the external advantages of rank and fortune. So

help me, God, and keep me steadfast in this very great and solemn

obligation of an entered apprentice Freemason."

This oath, though modern in its present arrangement, is pro-

bably engrafted on a more ancient one The introduction of such

a phrase as "to hale, conceal, and never reveal
"

seems to point
to some form of oath in use in the days of the guilds of operative
Freemasons 5 to hale, in the sense in which it is here used, having
ceased to retain the meaning in the vernacular.
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"To hale," in this oath, is employed as synonymous with to

conceal, and is derived from a Saxon word /Eelan, signifying to

hide.*

The penalty to be incurred in the event of any part of the

oath being violated, has also a savour of the barbarity of the

Middle Ages, and resembles clauses in the oath administered to

members of the VZ'/lm-Gen?/zf.
_

The newly-made Mason, having repeated the obligation, is

directed to seal his oath by kissing the Bible; and this having
been done, the master of the lodge addresses him thus :

" Mr. So-and-So, you have now been kept for some time in a

state of darkness, What, in your present situation, is the pre-

dominant wish of your heart?
"

To this query the answer is, of course,
"

light," and the

junior deacon is desired to restore that blessing to the candidate,
whose eyes have remained blindfolded ever since his entrance

into the lodge, but are now at length unbandaged, after which

the master delivers himself of the following harangue :

'f Having been restored to the blessing of material light, let me

point out to you what we consider the three great, though

emblematic, lights in Masonry-namely, the Volume of the Sacred

Law, the square, and the compasses. The Sacred volume is to

rule and govern our faith; the square, to regulate our actions;
and the compasses, to keep us within due bounds to all mankind,

_particularly with our brethren in Masonry."
" Rise, newly-obligated brother among Masons." (The candi-

date, who has all this time remained on his knees, now rises.)
" You are now enabled to discover the three lesser lights in

Masonry. They are situated east, south, and west, and are meant

to represent the sun, moon, and master of the lodge. The sun to

rule the day, the moon to govem the night, and the master to

rule and direct his lodge. _

"By your meek and candid behaviour this evening, you have

escaped two great dangers ; but there is a third, which will await
* " Lexicon of Freemasonry." Mackey.
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you to the latest period of your existence. The dangers which

you have escaped are those of stabbing and strangling; for, at

your entrance into the lodge, this sword was presented to your

naked left breast, so that had you rashly attempted to rush

forward, you would have been accessory to your own death by

stabbing. Not so with the brother who held it ; as he would have

only remained firm to do his duty. There was likewise this cable-

tow, with a running noose about your neck, which would have

rendered any attempt to retreat equally fatal by strangling. But

the danger which will avail you to your latest hour, is the penalty
of your obligation, that you would rather have your throat cut

across than improperly to divulge the secrets of Masonry.
"As you have taken the solemn obligation of Masonry, I am

now permitted to inform you that there are several degrees in

Freemasonry, and peculiar secrets restricted to each. These,

however, are not communicated indiscriminately, but are con-

ferred on candidates according to merit and abilities. I shall

now proceed to intrust you with the sign of this degree, or those

marks by which we are known to each other, and distinguished
from the rest of the world. I must first observe that all squares,

levels, anrl perpendiculars (alluding to the positions of the body
and its limbs) are proper signs by which to know a Mason. You

are, therefore, expected to stand perfectly erect, with your feet
formed into a square, your body being thus considered an emblem

of your mind, and your feet of the rectitude of your actions. On

your advancing from west to east you advanced by three irregular

steps; irregular from the situation you were then in, not knowing
where you were then going; but they allude to three more regular

steps--namely, right lines and angles, morally teaching us upright
lives and well-squared actions. You will now advance towards

me by one pace with your left foot, bringing the right heel into

its hollow. That is the first regular step in Freemasonry 5 and it

is in this position that the secrets of the degree are communicated,

They consist in a sign, a grip or token, and a word. '

" You will place your right hand in this position (level with the
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thumb extended in a square towards the throat, to the left of

windpipe). The sign is given by drawing the hand quickly
across the throat and dropping it to the side. This is in allusion

'to the penalty of the obligation, implying that, as a man of honour

and a Mason, you would rather have your throat cut across than

improperly divulge the secrets confided to you. That is the

sign. _

" The grip or token is given by a distinct pressure of the top of

the thumb of one's right hand on the iirst joint from the wrist of

the forefinger of the right hand of another man, the iinger being

grasped iirmly in one's hand. This sign demands a word-a word

highly prized among Masons, as the guard to their privileges 3 too

much caution cannot, therefore, be used in communicating it.

It must never be given at length, but always either by letters or

syllables, to enable you to do which I must first tell you what the

word is. It is Boaz.

"As in the course of the evening you will be called on for this

word, the junior deacon will now dictate the answers you must

give."
The distinction made in this address between what are termed

the greater and lesser Masonic lights finds no place in the original
rituals, in which, however, the three great lights are introduced,
in remembrance of the mediaeval lodges or éanlzzitte of the infancy
of the craft, the huts being then lighted usually by three

windows, and the German word liz/zter, meaning either windows

-or lights.*
ln the oldest English ritual to be met with, which we have

already quoted, it will be remembered the three lights are spoken
'of as representing the Three Persons of the Trinity.

The pass-word of the apprentice degree is, we see, the name of

the left pillar which Hiram set up in the porch of So1omon's

Temple, and which, with its companion pillar jachin, are sup-

posed by most commentators on Scripture to have been em-

*
"Origin and Early History of Freemasonry." Steinbrenner.
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blematic, as it does not appear that they supported any part of

the edifice.

The meaning of the word Boaz is "in strength," or "in the-

goat," and taken in connection with jachin, which signifies
" he shall establish or make steadfast," is usually interpreted as

meaning that Jehovah, in whom was all strength, should establish

Israel.

Most of the ancient mysteries and religions referred to the

worship of the phallus, or principle of life, of which the sun was

the principal type, as being the great source of fecundity. A

pillar was a. frequent symbol in the phallic rites. The, goat was

another type of the same principle ; and the goat-god Pan, or

Khem, was one of the great objects of worship both in Egypt and

Rome. As Egypt was the chief source of inspiration for the religion
of the Hebrews, it is not improbable that the two pillars _Iachin and

Boaz may have alluded to this worship. Pthah, one of the eight

great gods of Egypt, was the demiurge or creative

power of the Deity, one of whose emblems was

stabilityf* Under the latter fbrm the figure repre-

senting him bears a somewhat pillar-like appear-

ance ; so that the jachin or stability of Solomon's

Temple may have borne an allusion to the worship
the Hebrews had seen carried on in the land of

their captivity ; and, taken in connection with Boaz,

"in strength or in the goat," may, without any very

great stretch of imagination, be regarded as a

proof that the ]ews retained traces of the primitive
PTHAH UNDER

THE FORM OF

STABILITY.

So universal is this reference to phallic worship in all early

reverence for the principle of life.

mysteries and religions, that some of those authors who strive

to prove the extreme antiquity of Freemasonry have endeavoured

to establish the theory that traces of it are to be found in the

Masonic ritual of to-day, and quote the point within a circle (an

allusion introduced in the lecture on the tracing board in the

* " Ancient Egyptians." Wilkinson.
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apprentice degree), which, they maintain, was originally symbolic
of the phallus of the ancient mysteries ; and the Indian legend of

the preservation of the male and female principles during the

general Deluge is cited as being "the first outline of the point
within a circle, representing the principle of fecundity." If,

however, as we believe, Freemasonry in its most ancient form

only arose during the Middle Ages, such a theory is, of course,

untenable, and the only connection of the ritual of the craft with

the phallic worship of the ancients is to be found in the

adoption of pass-words, which may have originally referred, in

some degree, to such a worship.
To return to the ceremonial of reception.
After the termination of the master's address, the junior deacon

instructs the novice in the grip, steps, and signs of the degree,
which have been already explained, and teaches him the proper

manner of giving the pass-word, by lettering or halving it, in this

fashion :-

junior deacon, " B."

Novice, " O."

junior deacon, " A."

Novice, " Z."

After the candidate has satisfactorily proved his' newly-acquired

knowledge, by passing in review before the wardens, the senior

warden presents him to the master, with a request for some further

mark of that dignitary's favour, to which request the latter replies
that he delegates to the warden authority to invest the novice

with the distinguished badge of a Mason. On this the warden

presents the neophyte with the white leathern apron of an appren-

tice, observing that the badge is "
more ancient than the Golden

Fleece or the Roman eagle ; more honourable than the Star and

Garter, or any other Order in existence, being the badge of inno-

cence and the bond of friendship."
'

In France this apron is sometimes made of silk or satin, but in

England it is invariably made of white leather, supposed to be

* " Lexicon of Freemasonry." Mackey.
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lambskin, the whiteness of its colour and the innocence of the

animal from which the skin was obtained, being regarded as

incentives to the blameless purity of life and conduct which

theoretically are presumed to distinguish Masons.

On the Continent two pairs of gloves are also presented to the

new-made Mason, one pair being for himself, the other he is to

present to his wife or betrothed, or the woman he most esteems.*

The practice of giving gloves has been discontinued in England
and in America, though it probably dates from the days of the

early working Masonic fraternities, as, in the Middle Ages, Masons

usually wore gloves to protect their hands from the stone and lime

while at workfl'

On the apron being given to the apprentice, the master warns

him that he is never to put it on, "should there be any brother

in the lodge with whom you are at variance, or against whom you

entertain animosity. In such case it is expected that you will

invite him to withdraw, in order to settle your differences amicably ;

and if this happily be eifected, you may then clothe yourselves, enter

the lodge, and work with that love and harmony which ought
ever to characterise Freemasons. But if, unfortunately, your

differences cannot be easily so settled, it were better that one or

both of you should retire, than that the harmony of the lodge
be disturbed by your presence."

The novice is then placed at the north-east of the lodge, and the

Master harangues him to the following effect :-

"Brother So-and-So, it is usual, at the erection of all stately

edifices, to lay the foundation-stone at the north-east corner of the

building ; you, being newly admitted into Masonry, are placed at.

the north-east of the lodge, to represent, figuratively, that stone ;

and from the foundation laid this evening may you raise a super-

structure perfect in its parts, and honourable to its builder. You

now stand, to all external appearance, a just and upright Mason,
and I urge you always to continue and act as such. Indeed, I

* " Histoire Pittoresque de la Franc-l/Ia;'onnerie, etc," Clavel. p. zo.

1' " Annales Archéologiques." Didron .
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shall at once put your principles to the test, by calling upon you

to exercise that virtue which may justly be called the distinguishing
characteristic of a Freemason's heart, I mean Charity, which, like

its sister Mercy, blesses him that gives as well as him that receives.

In a society so widely extended as that of the Frcemasons, whose

branches are spread over the four quarters of the globe, it cannot

be denied that we have many members of rank and wealth;
neither can it be concealed, that among the thousands who range

under its banners, there are some who, from circumstances of

unavoidable calamity, are reduced to the lowest ebb of poverty and

distress; on their behalf] it is our usual custom to awaken the

feelings of every newly-made brother by such a claim on his

charity as his circumstances may fairly warrant. Whatever you

feel disposed to give, deposit with the junior deacon, and it will be

thankfully received and faithfully applied."
To this exordium the new-made brother answers that he has

already been deprived of his money and everything of value, or

otherwise that he would give freely.
Master: " I congratulate you on the honourable sentiments

by which you are actuated, and likewise on the inability which,
in the present instance, prevents you from gratifying them. This

trial was not made in order to sport with your feelings, but was

done for three especial reasons ; first, as I have already remarked,
to put your principles to the test 5 secondly, to evince to the

brethren that you had neither money nor other metallic substance

about you ; for, had such been the case, the ceremony of your

initiation so far_must have been repeated, and a blush be brought
to the face of your guide for having so improperly omitted that

part of his duty ; and, thirdly, as a warning to you, that if at any

future time you meet a brother in distress who solicits your as-

sistance, you may recollect the moment when you were received

into Masonry, poor and penniless, and you will then gladly em-

bnace the opportunity of practising that charity you now profess to

admire."

The novice has all this time heen kept standing in the un-
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comfortable, half-clad plight in which he made his débzll into the

lodge ; he is now, however, permitted to retire, to restore his

"necessary comforts." On his retum, he takes his place in the

west, opposite the master, makes the sign ofan entered apprentice,
and expresses his sincere thanks to the assembled brethren for the

honour they have done him in admitting him as a member of their

ancient and honourable society. He is told that the authority by
which the lodge acts is the warrant from the Grand Lodge of

England, the Book of Constitutions, and the bye-laws of the lodge.
He is next presented with the working tools of an entered appren-

tice, which are the twenty-four inch gauge, the common gavel, or

workman's hammer, and the chisel. Their emblematic signiiication
in Speculative Masonry is thus explained :-~

" From the 24-inch gauge we derive a lesson of daily admoni-

tion and instruction, for as it is divided into 24 parts, it recalls to

our minds the division of the day into four-and-twenty hours, and

directs us to apportion them to proper objects, namely, prayer,

labour, refreshment, and sleep.
" To a Mason, moreover, it may be further considered as the

scale which comprehends the numerical apportionment of the dif-

ferent degrees, of which I am permitted to say the first seven

belong to the entered apprentice.
" From the common gavel we learn that skill, without exertion,

is of little avail-that labour is the lot of man ; for the heart

may conceive. and the head devise in vain, if the hand be not

prompt to execute the design.
" From the chisel we learn that perseverance is necessary to

establish perfection; that the rude material can receive its line

polish only from repeated efforts, and that nothing but indefati-

gable exertion can induce the habit of virtue, enlighten the mind,
and purify the soul.

" From the whole we draw the moral that knowledge, grounded
on accuracy, aided by labour, and sustained by perseverance,

will finally overcome all difliculties, raise ignorance from despair,
and establish happiness in the paths of science."

rr
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This ends the ceremony of initiation. A charge, or homily on

the duties and virtues expected of the new brother, next succeeds 5

after which comes a lecture, or explanation of the tracing

board, as the hieroglyphical chart aifected by Freemasons is

technically termed. We give the charge and lecture in full.

We are indebted for the following charges and lectures to Mr.

R. Carly1e's
" Manual of Freemasonry," which contains the forms

most commonly used in England. It is said that the Grand

Lodge of Ireland, when this work first appeared, distributed

copies of it gratis, with the object of inducing the world in

general to believe that Mr. Carly1e's descriptions ofthe ceremonies

of the craft were so many falsehoods.

THE CHARGE.

" As you have now passed through the ceremonies of your initia-

tion, let me congratulate you on being admitted a member of our

ancient and honourable society. Ancient, no doubt it is, as

having subsisted from time immemorial 5 and honourable it

must be acknowledged to be, because, by a natural tendency it

conduces to makeall those honourable who are strictly obedient

to its precepts. Indeed, no institution can boast a more solid

foundation than that on which Freemasonry rests-the practice of

social and moral virtue. To so high an eminence has its credit

been advanced, that, in every age, monarchs themselves have been

the promoters of the art 5 have not thought it derogatory to their

dignity to exchange the sceptre for the trowe15 have patronised
our mysteries and joined our assemblies.

"As a Mason, I would first recommend to your most serious

contemplation the volume of the Sacred Law, charging you to con-

sider it as the unerring standard of truth and justice, and to regu-

late your actions by the Divine precepts which it contains.

Therein you will be taught the important duty you owe to

God, to your neighbour and to yourselfl To God, by never

mentioning His name but with that awe and reverence which
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are due from the creature to his Creator, by imploring His aid on

all your lawful undertakings, and by looking up to Him in every

emergency for comfort and support ; to your neighbour, by acting
with him upon the square, by rendering him every kind oflice

which justice or mercy may require, by relieving his distresses, by
soothing his afilictions, and by doing to him, as in similar cases,

you would wish him to do to you; and to yourself, by such a

prudent and well regulated course of discipline, as may best con-

duce to the preservation of your corporeal and mental faculties in

their fullest energy, thereby enabling you to exert the talents

wherewith God has blest you, as well to His glory as to the wel-

fare of your fellow-creatures.

"As a citizen of the world, I am next to enjoin you to be exem-

plary in the discharge of your civil duties, by never proposing
or at all countenancing any act that may have a tendency to sub-

vert the peace and good order of society 3 by paying due obedi-

ence to the laws of any State which may, for a time, become the

place of your abode, or afford you its protection; and, above all,
never losing sight of the allegiance due to the Sovereign of your

native land ; ever remembering that nature has implanted in your

breast a sacred and indissoluble attachment to that country
from which you derived your birth and infant nurture.

"As an individual I am further to recommend the practice of

every domestic as well as public virtue. Let prudence direct

you ; temperance chasten you ; fortitude support you, and justice
be the pride of all your actions. Be especially careful to maintain,
in the fullest splendour, those trusty Masonic omaments

which have already been amply illustrated-benevolence and

charity.
" Still, however, as a Mason, there are other excellencies of

character to which your attention may be peculiarly and forcibly
directed. Among the foremost of these are secrecy, fidelity, and

obedience.
"

Secrecy may be said to consist of an inviolable adherence to

the obligation you have entered into, never improperly to reveal

11-2
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any of those Masonic secrets which have now been, or may at

any future time be entrusted to your keeping ; and cautiously to

shun all occasions which might inadvertently lead you to do so.

" Your fidelity must be exemplified by a strict observance of the

Constitutions of the fraternity, by adhering to the ancient land-

marks of' the Order; by never attempting to extort or otherwise

unduly obtain the secrets of a superior degree, and by refraining
to recommend anyone to a participation of our secrets, unless you

have strong grounds to believe that, by similar fidelity, he will

ultimately reflect honour on our choice.

" So must your obedience be proved by a close conformity to our

laws and regulations ; by prompt attention to all signs and

summonses ; by modest and correct demeanour whilst in the

lodge ; by abstaining from every topic of political or religious
discussion, by ready acquiescence in all votes and resolutions

duly passed by the brethren; and by perfect submission to the

master and his wardens, whilst acting in the discharge of their

respective oflices.

"And as a last general recommendation, let me exhort you to

dedicate yourself to such pursuits as may enable you to become at

once respectable in your rank of life, useful to mankind, and

an ornament to the society of which you have this day been ad-

mitted a member ; that you would more especially devote a part
of your leisure hours to the study of such of the liberal arts and

sciences as may be within the compass of your attainment, and

that without neglecting the ordinary duties of your station, you

will consider yourself called upon to make a daily advancement

in Masonic knowledge.
" From the very commendable attention which you appear to have

given to this Charge, I am led to hope that you will duly appre-

ciate the excellence of Freemasonry, and imprint indelibly on your

mind the sacred dictates of truth, honour, and virtue."

This homily over, the meaning of the tigures on the tracing
board are next explained to the new-made brother. Tracing
boards or Masonic charts, if we may so term them, belonging to
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the various degrees, are now usually among what may be called,
in stage slang, the "

properties
" of each lodge; during the years,

however, when Masons were objects of suspicion and distrust,
and had to hold their meetings in secret, the diagrams of the

tracing board were often merely sketched with chalk on the floor,
and erased as soon as the lodge was overf* Some of Hogarth's
caricatures, in which a Mason is represented as busily engaged

scrubbing the floor with a mop, and a pail of water standing
beside him, refer to this practice.

The tracing board is a series of hieroglyphics systematically

arranged, each symbol alluding to some theory or principle
inculcated by Freemasonry.

The desire to express his thoughts and aspirations in symbols,
seems to be as old as the existence of man himselfl We all

know how the mysteries and hidden meanings of the religion
of Egypt are everywhere expressed in symbols on their monu-

ments. Even the Jews, though forbidden to make an image of

any living thing, gave vent to their innate love of symbolism, in

carving
"

figures of cherubims and palm trees and open flowers "

upon the walls of their Temple, and in adorning the capitals of

its pillars' with "lily work
" and pomegranates, all of which

were more or less symbolic. That the early Christians used

the symbolic language to a great extent, the frescoes in the

Roman catacombs still testify; these symbols were adopted by
the heretical Guostics, who combined the heathen with the

Christian emblems, a combination that probably cast some dis-

repute on the practice of symbolism in the eyes of the orthodox ;

and as soon as the Christian doctrines ceased to be kept

secret, the absolute necessity for the use of symbols no longer
existed. Symbolism gradually fell into decay, and its revival is

ascribed to Albertus Magnus, Count of Bollsiitdtrf He was

born in Suabia, in 1205, and after having studied in the

University of Padua, he entered the Order of the Dominicans,
* " Jachin and Boaz." S. Prichard.

1*
" History of Freemasonry." Findel. p. 59.
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and taught in their schools in Ratisbon, Cologne, Paris, and

elsewhere. Such was his knowledge of chemistry and skill in

mechanics that he was suspected of resorting to the practice of'

magic and witchcraft.
_

From the earliest Christian times it seems probable that all

ecclesiastical structures were raised under the immediate instruc-

tion and supervision of the monks and clergy. Many of the

former worked with their own hands at the construction of their

monasteries and churches, the superiors and more learned amongst
them assisting in the labour by drawing the designs and tracing
the form in which the stones were to be cut. Such employment
was reckoned most honourable ; bishops themselves being proud
of being reputed the architects and overseers of their churches*

The symbolic lore imparted to the schools by Albertus Magnus
seems to have been eagerly caught up and appropriated by the

Freemasons, and was peculiarly useful in times when the art of

writing was imperfect, and when that of reading was limited to

a select few. Thus it appears that the mystic meaning of

the figures on the tracing boards may claim a considerable

antiquity, though hardly so remote a one as that alleged in the

following lecture z-

LECTURE ON THE TRACING BOARD.

" The usages and customs of Masons have ever corresponded
with those of the ancient Egyptians, to which they bear a near

aliinity. Their philosophers, unwilling to expose their mysteries
to vulgar eyes, concealed their particular tenets and principles of

polity and philosophy under hieroglyphical figures, and expressed
their ideas of government by signs and symbols, which they com-

municated to their priests or magi alone, who were bound by
oath not to reveal them.

"

Pythagoras seems to have established his system on a similar

plan, and many Orders of a more recent date have copied their

'* " Entretien sur la Vie des Archifectes," Félibien,
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example. But Masonry is not only the most ancient, but

the most moral institution that has ever existed, as every cha-

racter, figure, and emblem depicted in the lodge has a moral

tendency, and tends to inculcate the practice of virtue.

" Let me first call your attention to the form of the lodge, which

is of an oblong square: in the length, from east to west; in

breadth, between north and south ; in depth, from the surface of

the earth to the centre, and even as high as the heavens. The

reason that a Freemason's lodge is represented of this vast

extent is to show the universality of the science, and that a

Mason's charity should know no bounds but those of prudence.
" Our lodge stands on holy ground, because the tirst lodge was

consecrated on account of three grand offerings thereon made,

which met with Divine approbation: first, the ready compliance
of Abraham to the will of God, in not refusing to offer up his son

Isaac as a burnt offering, when it pleased the Almighty to substi-

tute a more agreeable victim in his stead ; second, the many

pious prayers and ejaculations of King David, which actually

appeased the wrath of God, and stayed a pestilence which then

raged among his people, owing to his inadvertently having had

them numbered ; and thirdly, the many thanksgivings, oblations,

burnt sacrifices, and costly offerings which Solomon, King of

Israel, made at the completion, dedication, and consecration of

the Temple of Ierusalem to God's service. Those three did then,

have since, and I trust, ever will render the ground-work of

Masonry holy. Our lodge is situated due east and west, because

all places of divine worship, as well as Masons' regular, well-

formed, and constituted lodges are, or ought to be, so situa.ted ; for

which we assign three Masonic reasons: first, the sun, the glory

of the Lord, rises in the east and sets in the west; second,

learning originated in the East, and from thence spreads its benign

influence to the West; a third, last, and grand reason, which is too

long to be entered upon now, is explained in the course of our

lectures, which you will have many opportunities of hearing.
" Our lodge is supported by three grand pillars. They are called
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Wisdom, Strength, and Beauty. Wisdom to contrive, strength
to support, and beauty to adorn. Wisdom to conduct us in all

our undertakings, strength to support us under all our difficulties,
and beauty to adom the inward man. The universe is the temple
of the Deity whom we serve-wisdom, strength, and beauty are

about His throne, as pillars of His works ; for His wisdom is

infinite, His strength is omnipotent, and His beauty shines

through the whole of the creation. In symmetry and order, the

heavens He has stretched forth as a canopy; the earth He has

planted as His footstool ; He crowns His temple with stars as with

a diadem; and His hands extend their power and glory. The

sun and moon are messengers of His will, and all His law is

concord. The three great pillars supporting a Mason's lodge are

emblematical of those divine attributes, and further represent

Solomon, King of Israel, Hiram, King of Tyre, and Hiram-Abiff.

Solomon, King of Israel, for his wisdom in building, completing,
and dedicating the Temple at jerusalem to God's service ; Hiram,

King of Tyre, for his strength in supporting him with men and

materials ; and Hiram-Abiff for his curious and masterly work-

manship in beautifying and adorning the same. As there are no

noble orders in architecture known by the name of wisdom,

strength, and beauty, we refer them to the three most celebrated

~-the Doric, Ionic, and Corinthian.

"The covering of a Freemasons' lodge is a celestial canopy of

divers colours, even as the heavens. The way by which we,

as Masons, hope to arrive at it is by the assistance of a ladder,

in Scripture called ]acob's ladder. It is composed of many

staves or rounds, which point out as many moral virtues. Three

are principal ones-Faith, Hope, and Charity. Faith in the

Great Architect of the Universe ; Hope in salvation; and to be in

charity with all men. It reaches to the heavens, and rests on the

volume of the Sacred Law, because by the doctrines contained

in that holy book we are taught to believe in the wise dispensa-
tions of Divine Providence, which belief strengthens our faith

and enables us to ascend the first step. This faith naturally
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creates in us a hope of becoming partakers of the blessed pro-

mises therein recorded, which hope enables us to ascend the

second step. But the third and last, being charity, compre-

hends the whole ; and the Mason who is possessed of that virtue

in its most ample sense, may justly be deemed to have attained

the summit of his profession, figuratively speaking, an ethereal

mansion veiled from mortal eye by the starry firmament, emble-

matically depicted here by seven stars, which have an allusion to

as many regularly made Masons, Without which number no lodge
is perfect, nor can any candidate be legally initiated into the

Order.
" The interior of a Freemasons' lodge is composed of ornaments,

furniture, and jewels. The ornaments of the lodge are the mosaic

pavement, the blazing star, and the indented or tesselated border.

The mosaic pavement is the beautiful flooring of a Freemasons'

lodge, the blazing star, the glory in the centre, and the indented

or tesselated border, the skirt-work round the same. The mosaic

pavement may justly be deemed the beautiful flooring of the lodge,

by reason of its being variegated and chequered. This points out

the diversity of objects which decorate and adorn the creation, the

animate as Well as the inanimate parts thereof. The blazing star,

or glory in the centre, refers us to that grand luminary the sun,

which enlightens the earth, and by its benign influence dispenses
its blessings to mankind in general. The indented or tesselated

border refers us to the planets, which, in their various revolutions,
form a beautiful border of skirt-work round that grand luminary
the sun, as the other does round that of a Freemasons' lodge.

" The furniture of the lodge is the volume of the Sacred Law, the

compasses, and the square. The Sacred Writings are to govern our

faith. On them we obligate our candidates for Masonry. So are

the compasses and the square, when united, to regulate our lives

and actions. The compasses belong to the grand master in par-

ticular, and the square to the whole craft.
" The jewels of the lodge are three moveable and three immove-

able. The moveable jewels are the square, level, and plumb-rule
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among operative masons ; the square is to try and adjust all

irregular corners of buildings, and to assist in bringing rude matter

into due form ; the level, to lay levels and prove horizontals ; and

the plumb-rule to try and adjust all uprights while fixed on their

proper basis.
"

Among free and accepted Masons the square teaches morality,
the level equality, and the plumb-rule justness and uprightness of

life and actions. They are called moveable jewels, because they
are worn by the master and his wardens, and are transferable from

them to their successors on nights of installation. The master is

distinguished by the square, the senior warden by the level, and

the junior warden by the plumb-rule.
"The immoveable jewels are the tracing-board and the rough and

perfect ashlars. The tracing-board is for the master to lay lines

and to draw designs on. The rough ashlar for the entered apprentice
to work, mark, and indent on ; and the perfect ashlar for the

experienced craftsman to try and adjust his jewels on. They are

called immoveable, because they lie open for the brethren to

moralise upon. As the tracing-board is for the master to lay lines

and draw designs on, the better to enable the brethren to carry on

the intended structure with regularity and propriety, so the volume

of the Sacred Law may justly be deemed the spiritual tracing-board
of the Great Architect of the Universe, in which are laid down such

divine laws and moral plans that, were we conversant therein and

adherent thereto, they would bring us to an ethereal mansion, not

built by hands, but eternally in the heavens.

"The rough ashlar is a stone rough and unhewn, as taken from

the quarry, till by the industry and ingenuity of the Workman, it

is modelled, wrought into due form, and rendered fit for the

intended building. This represents the mind of man in its infant

or primitive state, rough and unpolished as that stone, till by the

kind care and attention of his parents or guardians, in giving him

a liberal and virtuous education, his mind becomes cultivated, and

he is thereby rendered a fit member of civilised society.
" 'I`he perfect ashlar is a stone of a true die, square, and lit only
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to be tried by the square and compasses. This represents the mind

of man in the decline of years, after a regular and well-spent life

passed in acts of piety and virtue, which cannot otherwise be tried

and approved than by the square of God's Word, and the com-

passes of his own self-convincing conscience.
" In all regular, well-formed constituted lodges there is a point

within a circle round which a Mason cannot err. This circle is

bounded between north and south by two grand parallel lines, and

one represents Moses, the other King Solomon. On the upper part

of this circle rests the volume of the Sacred Law, which supports

]acob's ladder, the top of which reaches to the heavens ; and were

we as adherent to the doctrines therein contained as were both

those parallels, it would not deceive us, nor should we suffer

deception. In going round this circle we must necessarily touch

on both these parallel lines and on the Sacred Volume, and while

a Mason keeps himself thus circumscribed, he cannot err.

" The word Lewis denotes strength, and is here depicted by cer-

tain pieces of metal which, when dove-tailed into a stone, form a

cramp, and enable the operative mason to raise great weights to

certain heights with little encumbrance, and to tix them on their

proper bases. Lewis likewise denotes the son of a Mason. His

duty is to bear the burden and heat of the day, from which his

parents, by reason of their age, ought to be exempt ; to help them

in time of need, and thereby render the close of their days happy
and comfortable. His privilege for so doing is to be made a

Mason before any other person, however dignified.
" Pendant to the corners ofthe lodge are four tassels, meant to

remind us of the four cardinal virtues-namely, Temperance,

Fortitude, Prudence, and Justice, all of which, tradition informs

us, were -constantly practised by a great majority of our ancient

brethren. The distinguishing characteristics of a good Freemason

are virtue, honour, and mercy ; and should those be banished from

all other societies, may they ever be found in a Mason's breast."

So ends the explanation of the signs depicted on the tracing-
board.
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The parallel lines which are here made to represent Moses and

Solomon, in America are regarded as typical of St. ]ohn the

Baptist and St. ]ohn the Divine 5* as their emblematical properties
are purely arbitrary, they may as easily stand for the former as for

the latter.

A Lewis is an iron cramp which is inserted into a stone in order

to raise the latter, by means of a hook and pulley. This cramp

stands as representing the son of a Mason, who in these countries

is privileged to be admitted to Masonic honours at the age of

eighteen. In France the son of a Mason is termed a lou:/efeau,

or little wolf T, and, as we have seen, is there eligible for whatever

advantages may accrue from what is called Masonic baptism.
Various derivations are given for this term, which is supposed to

have arisen from the Greek Zukos, which signifies both son and

wolf I
The following Catechisms are supposed to be committed to

memory by all ardent Masons; The Mason well up in these

catechisms, and who is thoroughly acquainted with the ritual of

opening and closing the lodge, and the ceremonies of initiation, is

termed a "bright
"

Mason. In the " labour" of lodge each

member is supposed to answer, in his turn, questions from the

catechism propounded by the Worshipful Master. As, however,
the generality of Masons are not of the "

bright" class, on a slight

negative sign from a member the question is transferred to his

neighbour.§ Our American cousins, however, not seeing the

object of wasting time and trouble in committing to memory the

lix etfusions of Masonic wisdom, have simpliiied the matter by

printing the Charges, Lectures, and Catechisms, which are

published, in pocket~book form, for use in lodge.||
The lecture in the iirst degree is divided into three sections, each

pro

of which concludes with its appropriate moral.

* "Lexicon of Freemasonry." Mackey.

1- " Histoire Pittoresque de la Franc-Magonuerie, etc." Clavel. p. 40.

I " Lexicon of Freemasonry." Mackey.

§ "The Freemason`s Treasury." Oliver.

||
" Masonic Ritual and Monitor." Duncan.
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FIRST SECTION.

Q. Brother Senior Warden, from whence come you P

A. From the west.
Q. Whither are you directing your course P

A. To the east.

Q. With what object?
A. To seek a master, and from him to gain instruction.

Q. Who are you that want instruction P

A. A free and accepted Mason.

Q. What mode of introduction have you to recommend yourself
to notice as a Mason?

A. (Giving the sign of an entered apprentice) A salute of

respect to the master in the chair.

Q. Any other recommendation P

A. A hearty salute to all under his direction.

Q. For what purpose come you hither?

A. To regulate my conduct, correct my passions, and make

progress in Masonry.
`

Q. How do you know yourself to be a Mason P

A. By the regularity of my initiation, repeated trials, and a

readiness at all times to undergo an examination when properly
called on.

Q. How shall I know you to be a Mason ?

A. By signs, tokens, and perfect points of my entrance.

Q. What are signs?
A. All squares, levels, and perpendiculars, and those when

duly given a Mason will hail and obey.

Q. To what do they serve P

A. To distinguish a Mason by day.

Q. What are tokens P

A. Certain peculiar and friendly grips which, when recipro-

cally given, will distinguish a Mason by night as well as by day.

Q. What are the perfect points of entrance P

A. Points which I am bound most carefully to conceal.
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Q. Give me the number P

A. Three are known to me.

Q. I also acknowledge three. Will you name them P

A. Reciprocally with you I will.

Q. Begin then P

A. Oil

Q. At?

A. On.

Q. Explain them.

A. Of with respect to apparel. Af, the door of the lodge.
On, my left knee, bare and bended.

Q. Why are they called perfect points of entrance P

A. Because they include the whole ceremony of initiation.

Q. How so?

A. OL includes the whole ceremony of preparation; At, that

of due submission ; and On, that of a solemn obligation.
Q. Where were you made a Mason P

A. In a lodge just, perfect, and regular.

Q. What do you mean by a lodge?
A. An assembly of Masons met to expatiate on the mysteries

of Freemasonry.

Q. What makes it just P

A. The volume of the sacred law unfolded.

Q. What makes it perfect P

A. The number seven.

Q. Of whom is the number composed P

A. Three masters, two fellow-crafts, and two entered appren-

tices.

Q. Why so P

A. That every Order of Masonry may be virtually present by
their representatives, to ratify and confirm the proceedings of the

whole.

Q. What makes it regular P

A. The warrant of constitution.

Q. What is the warrant of constitution P
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A. The sanction of the Grand Master presiding over Masons

for the country in which the lodge is held.

Q. When were you made a Mason ?

A. When the sun was at its meridian.

Q. In this country Masons' lodges are usually held in the

evening. How do you account for this, which at first appears a

paradox P

A. The sun being a fixed body, the earth constantly revolving
round on its own axis, it necessarily follows that the sun is always
at its meridian ,and Freemasonry being universally spread over its

smface, it follows, as a second consequence, that the sun is always
at its meridian with respect to Freemasonry.

Q. By whom were you made a Mason I'

A. By the Worshipful Master, assisted by the wardens, and in

the presence ofthe brethren assembled.

Q. Where was the master placed ?

A. In the east.

Q. Why so ?

A. As the sun rises in the east, to open and enliven the day, so

is the Worshipful master placed in the east to open the lodge, and

employ and instruct the brethren in Masonry.

Q. Where was the junior warden placed P

A. In the south.

Q. Why so?

A. To mark the sun at meridian, to call the brethren from

labour to retreshment, and from refreshment to labour, that profit

and pleasure may be the result.

Q. Where is the senior warden placed ?

A. In the west.

Q. Why so?

A. To mark the setting sun, to close the lodge by the com-

mand of the worshipful master, after seeing that every one has

his just due.

Q. What do they conjointly represent?
A. The sun in the three stages of its diurnal progress.
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Q. Illustrate this farther ?

A. As the sun rises in the east to open the day, and dispenses

light, life, and nourishment to the whole creation, it is well

represented by the Worshipful master, who is placed in the east

to open the lodge, and who imparts light, knowledge, and in-

struction to all under his direction. When it arrives at its

greatest altitude in the south, where its beams are most piercing
and the cool shade most refreshing, it is then also well repre-

sented by the junior warden, who is placed in the south to observe

its approach to the meridian, and at the hour of noon to call the

brethren from labour to refreshment. Still pursuing its course

to the west, the sun at length closes the day, and lulls all nature

to repose; it is then fltly represented by the senior warden, who

is placed in the west, to close the lodge by command of the wor-

shipful master, after having rendered to everyone the just reward

of his labour, and after enabling all to enjoy that repose which is

the genuine fruit of honest industry.

Q. Why were you made a Mason P

A. For the sake of obtaining the knowledge and secrets pre-

served among Freemasons.
Q. Where are those secrets kept?
A. In their hearts.

Q. To whom are they revealed P

A. To Masons and to Masons only.

Q. How are they revealed P

A. By signs, tokens, and particular words.

Q. By what means is any further conversation held P

A. By means of a key equally singular in its construction and

in its operation.

Q. Where is this key found P

A. Within an arch of bone.

Q. Where does it lie P

A. It does not lie, it is suspended.

Q. Why so P
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A. That it might be always ready to perform its oflice, and

never betray its trust through negligence.
Q. What is it suspended by P

A. The thread of life.

Q. Why so nearly connected with the heart?

A. To lock its secrets from the unworthy, and to open its

treasures to the deserving.

Q, Of what is this key composed P

A. It is not composed of metal, nor formed by any mortal

art.

Q. Explain this -mystery.
A. It is the tongue of good report, ever ready to protect, never

to betray.
Q. What are its distinguishing characteristics P

A. To defend the interests of a brother in his absence, to speak
favourably of him, if truth will permit ; and when that cannot

be done with propriety, to adopt a Mason's peculiar virtue-

silence.

MORAL.

We have now, brethren, closed the iirst section of our lecture,

which, though it professes to embrace little more than prelimi-

naries, will serve to teach us that the zeal of Masons in the

acquisition of knowledge is bounded by no space, since they
travel from east to west in its pursuit, and the principles which

actuate the pursuit are highly conducive to morality-namely,
the attempt to rule and subdue the passions; and lastly, where

candour cannot commend, their silence will at least avoid re-

proach.

SECOND SECTION.

Q. What preparation is necessary to be made a Mason P

A. A preparation ofa twofold nature, internal and external.

Q. Where does the first take place P

A. In the heart.

_

I2
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Q. That being internal, how is it to be exemplified?
A. By the declaration I was called on to make with respect to

the motives which induced me to seek the privileges of Free-

masonry.

Q. Of how many parts is that declaration composed ?

A. Three.

Q. Repeat them.

A. First: that I was free by birth, and of the full age of

twenty-one years. Second: that unbiassed by the improper soli-

citations of friends, and uninfluenced by mercenary or other

unworthy motive, I freely and voluntarily offered myself a can-

didate for the mysteries of Freemasonry. Thirdly: that I was

prompted solely by a favourable opinion preconceived of the

institution, and a desire of knowledge; and that I would cheer-

fully conform to all the ancient usages and established customs of

the Order.

Q. What further testimony were you required to give as proof
of the sincerity of your intentions P

A. I was required to sign my name to the substance of the

foregoing declaration.

Q. Where did the next or external preparation take place P

A. In a convenient room adjoining the lodge.

Q. How were you prepared?
A. I was deprived of all metal, and hoodwinked ; my right arm,

left breast, and left knee made bare, my right heel slipshod, and

a cable-tow put round my neck.

Q. Why deprived of metal?

A. That I might bring nothing offensive or defensive into the

lodge, as the principles of Masonry forbidding the one, render

the other unnecessary.
_

Q. The second reason?

A. To prove to me that wealth and distinction, however valued

in the world, could have no influence in procuring my admission

or advancement among Masons.

Q. The third reason P
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A. To imprint on my memory the peculiarity of a circumstance

which occurred at the building of the Temple of jerusalem under

the auspices of King Solomon, inasmuch as during the whole

time there was not the sound of axe, hammer, or any other tool

of brass or iron heard within the precinct of Mount Sion, to

disturb the peaceful sanctity of that holy place.

Q, How was this structure completed without the aid of those

implements ?

A. The stones were hewn in the quarry, there carved, marked

and numbered. The timber was felled and prepared in the forest

of Lebanon, and conveyed by floats from Tyre to ]oppa. The

metals were fused and cast on the plains of Zeredath. After

which the whole was conveyed to Jerusalem, and there set up by

means of mauls and other implements prepared for that purpose.

Q. Why were the materials prepared so far olf ?

A. The better to distinguish the excellence of the craft; for,

although the materials were prepared at so great a distance,

when they came to be set up at Jerusalem, the whole appeared
more like the work of the Great Architect of the Universe than

of mortal hands. ~

Q. Why were metallic tools prohibited P

A. That the Temple of God might not be polluted.

Q. What is the moral inference which we derive from their

prohibition P

A. '[`hat our ancient and venerable institution depends not for

its support and permanency on any principle of a compulsive or

coercive nature, but is best cemented by the perfect union and

harmony of its constituent parts.

Q. Why were you hoodwinked?

A. ln case of refusal to undergo the accustomed ceremonies in

making a Mason, I might be led out of the lodge without dis-

covering its form.

Q. The second reason ?

A. That, as I was received into Masonry in a state of utter

darkness until duly brought to the light, so it was considered that

12-2
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I should keep all the world in ignorance of our institutions until

the knowledge of them was lawfully gained.
Q. The third reason P

A. That my heart might be taught to conceive, before my eyes

were permitted to discover.
'

Q. Why was your right arm made bare P

A. As a token of confidence, and to show that I was unarmed

and unguarded.

Q. Why was your left breast made bare?

A. As a token of sincerity, and to show that I was no im-

postor.

Q. Why was your left knee made bare P

A. As a token of humility.

Q. Why were you slipshod ?

A. It alludes to a very ancient custom of slipping the shoe

from off the foot as a pledge of fidelity to the articles of any

solemn compact.

Q. Why was a cable-tow placed round your neck?

A. That if influenced by fear, I should attempt to fall back,

all hopes of retreat might be cut off.

Q. Being thus properly prepared, where were you conducted,

and by whom ?
'

.

A. To the door of the lodge, by a friend, whom I afterwards

found to be a. brother.

Q. Why in that condition?

A. That I might thence learn, as a Mason, to practice universal

beneiicence, to be as eyes to the blind, and. feet to the lame 3 that

whenever, in my progress through life, I should meet with a

worthy man, particularly a Mason, in that state of distress-the

appearance of which I then voluntarily assumed-I should

stretch forth my right hand of fellowship to comfort and protect

him.

Q. Being in a state of darkness, how did you know it to be a

door?

A. By meeting with opposition, and afterwards gaining ad-

mission.
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Q. Whom did you meet to oppose your entrance P

A. One whom I afterwards found to be the tiler.

Q. What is his peculiar duty P

A. To be armed with a drawn sword to keep away all cowans

and listeners from Masonry, and to see the candidate comes

properly prepared.

Q. How did you gain admission P

A. By'three knocks on the door.

Q. To what do they allude?

A. To a memorable exhortation, " Seek and ye shall find, ask

and ye shall have, knock and it shall be opened unto you."

Q. How do you apply that exhortation to your then situation P

A. I sought in my mind, asked of my friend, he knocked and

the door of Masonry became opened unto me.

Q. Who then came to your assistance?

A. One whom I afterwards found to be the inner guard.

Q. What is his peculiar duty?
A. To admit Masons upon prooL to receive the candidate in

due form, and to obey the commands of the junior warden. _

Q. What did he demand of the tiler P

A. Who he had got there.

Q. The tiler's answer?

A. A poor candidate in a state of darkness, who has been well

and worthily recommended, regularly proposed and approved in

open lodge, who now comes of his own free will, properly pre-

pared, humbly soliciting to be admitted to the mysteries and

privileges of Freemasonry.

Q. What said the inner guard P

A. How does he hope to attain these privileges.

Q. The tiler's answer P

A. By the help of God, being free-born and of good report.

Q. Were you admitted on this P

A. No ; I was desired to halt till duly reported to the Worship-

ful master, who, after having observed that the tongue of good

report had already been heard in my favour, was pleased to order
my admission.
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Q. On what were you admitted ?

A. On the point of a sharp instrument presented to my naked

left breast.

Q. For what purpose P
_

A. To distinguish my sex, and to show that I was no impostor.

Q. After gaining admission, how were you disposed of?

A. I was conducted by the junior deacon through the exterior

avenues till I arrived at the portal of the lodge itselh the inner

guard all the while holding a sword to my naked left breast, and

the junior deacon a cable-tow round my neck. On halting there,

the Worshipful master was pleased to observe that as no person

could be made a Mason unless he were free-born and of mature

age, he demanded of me whether I were free by birth and of the

full age of twenty-one. To which I agreed that I was.

Q. What was then required of you P

A. To kneel while the blessing of heaven was invoked on our

proceedings.

MORAL.

The moral of the second section of our lecture is the instruc-

tion that we should be, firstly, qualified by birth and age to go

in pursuit of knowledge in important secrets; secondly, that we

should be as humble in mind, as at our initiation we are pre-

sented in bodily posture and apparel ; thirdly, the hoodwinking

represents the dark state of our minds at that period ; fourthly,

being bereft of money, the circumstances that the humility of

poverty is more favourable to the pursuit of useful knowledge
than the possession of riches that may inflate our natural pride;
and fifthly, that the steady pursuit of knowledge is more pecu-

liarly the province of the male sex.

THIRD SECTION.

Q. What is Freemasonry P
~ A. A peculiar system of morality, veiled in allegory and illus-

trated by symbols. _

_
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Q. What are the three great principles on which Freemasonry
is founded P

A. Brotherly love, relief, and truth,

Q. I will thank you to illustrate brotherly love.

A. Brotherly love is the sacred principle which combines and

cements our fraternity in the practice of moral virtue, and the

pursuit of scientific attainments. By this generous sentiment we

are taught to divest ourselves of each selfish consideration and

narrow prejudice, reflecting that we are united by a strict and

endearing relation, as creatures of the same God, children of the

same first parents, and brethren of the same solid tie.

Q. I will thank you to illustrate relief?

A. Relief is a duty which every man owes to his fellow man in

consideration of the common intirmities of human nature; but

stronger is the claim of those to whom we are voluntarily and

reciprocally pledged in the bond of brotherly love and affection,

and therefore unquestionable is the right of Masons to rely upon

each other for succour in the hour of need by pecuniary aid, or by

procuring assistance, advice, and protection, according to their

relative circumstances and conditions in life.

Q. I will thank you to illustrate truth ?

A. Truth is a principle of inimitable and eternal nature, de-

rived from the great Father of Light, conformable with His holy

will, and interwoven with the laws of His creation. It is the

duty of every true Mason, who seeks to walk according to the

light, to make that sacred principle the guide of his words and

actions, ever remembering that truth and wisdom are the same;

and to him who makes truth the object of his search, that truth

will assuredly prove the reward of his perseverance.

Q. How many principal points are there in Masonry?

A. Four.

Q. To what do they refer?

A. To the ceremony of initiation ; they are denominated from

so many parts of the human body, and are called, guttural, pec-

toral, mental, and pedal.
'

Q. To what do they further allude P
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A. To the four cardinal virtues-temperance, fortitude, pru-

dence, and justice.
Q. To which of those virtues does the guttural allude P

A. Temperance, which demands such a cautious habit of

restraint as may be necessary to preserve us from the risk of

violating our obligation and incurring its penalty.
Q. To which the pectoral?
A. The pectoral more particularly refers to the virtue of forti-

tude, which is equally necessary to defend our hearts against the

powerful influence of allurements, or of terrors that might prevail
over our weakness, and by extorting from us the secrets of

Masonry, would plant an eternal torment in our conscience.

Q. To which the mental?

A. The mental reminds us of that deliberate and steady pru-

dence which ought to guide our actions, forbidding us to seal

with the sacred pledge of our right hand what the heart has

not sanctioned with its approbation.

Q. To which the pedal?
A. The pedal is the point on which we receive the iirst great

recommendation of the master, ever to continue as we then

appeared, upright men and Masons. It therefore denotes the

duty of universal justice, which consists in doing to others as we

would they should do to us.

Q. I will thank you to illustrate temperance?
`

A. Temperance is more peculiarly the virtue of prosperity, as

it guards the soul against those insidious allurements by which its

nobler feelings are too often corrupted. But her influence is not

confined to the hour of prosperity alone, she forms the mind to

a general habit of restraint over its appetites, its passions, and

even its virtues, any of which, if allowed to acquire exclusive

influence over the soul, would concentrate the faculties in asingle
point, absorb its feelings, and confine its energies, insensibly pro-

ducing intolerance of sentiment, and degenerating into an excess

scarcely less pernicious than vice itself Temperance may, there-

fore, be styled the crown of all the virtues. Her influence, like
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the masters of the ancient lyre, can modulate the varied chords

of lively sympathy or generous feeling, till each acquires its due

tone and vibration, and the whole become blended in one sweet

accordant harmony.

Q. I will thank you to illustrate fortitude P

A. Fortitude is that virtue which arms the soul _against the

storms of adversity; enables it to rise superior to distress and

danger, and gives it strength to resist the temptations and allure-

ments of vice. But this virtue is equally distant from impetuous
rashness on the one hand, and from dishonest cowardice on the

other. The truly brave neither shrink from the evils which they
are constrained to encounter, nor rush on danger without feeling
and estimating its full extent. Fortitude, therefore, differs from

constitutional hardness, being actuated not by a principle of blind

instinctive daring, but by the nobler motives of virtuous energy.

He who, with steady aim, pursues the course which wisdom

recommends and justice consecrates, can cheerfully meet the

hour of trial, smile at impending danger, and contemn every

sordid or unworthy motive which would deter or seduce him from

the path of duty; whilst, fearing God alone, he knows no other

fear, and dares do all that does become a man-ever remember-

ing that he who dares do more is none.

Q. I will thank you to illustrate prudence P

A. Prudence may justly be defined the clear and distinct per-

ception of the several relations between our actions and the

purposes to which they are directed. In this view, it deserves

to be considered as the first neat principle of human wisdom;
and justly has the Roman moralist declared, that where prudence
rules the mind fortune has no iniluence. The prudent man,

before he engages in any enterprise, maturely reflects on the con-

sequences which may probably result from it, balancing with

steady deliberations the several probabilities of good and evil,

extending his views into futurity, and revolving in his mind every

circumstance of doubtful event affecting the end which he has in

view, or the means which he purposes to use. He decides not
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hastily, and when he has decided commits nothing to chance;
but comparing the three great periods of time with each other,
from the reilection of the past regulates the present, and provides
for the future, by which means he neither wastes his energies

improvidently, nor meets the occurrences in life incautiously.
Q, I will thank you to illustrate j ustice?

A. As prudence directs us in the selection of the means most

proper to attain our ends, so justice teaches us to propose to

ourselves such ends only as are consistent with our several rela-

tions to society, rendering to all, without distinction, those dues

which they are respectively entitled to claim from us ; bending
with implicit obedience to the will of our Creator, and being
scrupulously attentive to the sacred duties of life ; zealous in our

attachments to our native country; exemplary in our allegiance
to the Government under which we reside , treating our superiors
with reverence, our equals with kindness, and, to our inferiors

extending the benefit of admonition, instruction, and protection.
Q. Is there any symbolic reference to be derived from these

points?
A. The speculative Mason beholds a symbolical allusion to

the four great rivers which flowed out of the Garden of Eden.

Q. I will thank you to illustrate them?

A. In Pison our first parents revered the fountain of prudence.
In Gihon they beheld the sacred stream of justicef The rapid
and irresistible torrent of Heddekel denotes fortitude; and the

Phrath, or Euphrates, the Wild but steady current of temperance.

Happy was their state while these sacred dictates were impressed

upon their minds! And happy may be our future lot, if we,

through life, observe the lessons which they inculcate. Instructed

by prudence, guided by justice, strengthened by fortitude, and by
temperance restrained.

Moruu..

'I-Iere, brethren, we close the third section of our lecture.

This section may, with strict propriety, be called didactical, or
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perceptive. This assertion is fully made out, that morality is

the great subject with which Freemasonry is conversant. Hence

it follows that the virtuous Mason, after he has enlightened his

own mind with those sage and moral precepts, is the more

ready to enlighten and enlarge the understanding of others.

When the lodgeis closed, a dialogue similar in its nature to

that with which it opened takes place; the officials give three

knocks in rotation, each then laying down the instrument that

is the symbol of his office 5 the Bible is closed, and the brethren

are at liberty to devote themselves to the pleasures of refresh-

ment.



CHAPTER »IX.

NEXT to the degree of apprentice comes that of fellowcraft. In

all three degrees of Blue Masonry the lodges are arranged in a

similar manner for conferring the diiierent grades, though in

Masonic slang a lodge opened in the first degree is termed the

"

ground Hoor of Solomon's Temple." A lodge opened in the

second degree is styled the "middle chamber of Solomon's

Temple," while a master's lodge is distinguished as the " sanctum

sanctorum."*

A lodge of fellowcrafts is opened in very much the same

manner as in the first degree ; the knocks, signs, and pass-words

being, of course, different. In a lodge of apprentices the knocks

are struck, three in succession, at equal intervals ; in afel1owcraft's

lodge one single knock or blow is followed by two succeeding
each other rapidly. We have described the reception of an ap-

prentice in such detail that it will only be necessary to give a

sketch of that of a fellowcraft, as the two initiations are very

similar. Being initiated in the first degree is termed a
"

making ;
"

the ceremony of entering the second degree is called "

passing ;
"

while conferring the third, or master's degree, which is re-

garded as the most important in Masonry, is called "

raising,"
*' " Masonic Ritual and Monitor." Duncan. p. 9.
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in allusion both to the ceremonial and the distinction of the

grade.
Before a candidate is passed to the fel1owcraft's degree he has

to undergo an examination as to his proficiency as an entered

apprentice, and, having answered the questions put to him satis-

factorily, the master confides to him the pass-grip and pass-word

by means of which he may obtain entrance to a fel1owcraft's lodge.
The pass-grip is given by a distinct pressure of the right hand

thumb between the joints ofthe first and middle fingers ofa brother's

hand ; the word is " Shibbo1eth," which Mason's translate as

signifying
"

plenty," but which more accurately is interpreted as

either " burden," "ear of corn," or "current of water."

The candidate is now directed to withdraw, in order to be pre-

pared for the approaching ceremony, the preparation consisting
in his left arm, right breast, and right knee being bared, and his

left heel slip-shod. He is stopped at the door as before, and ex-

changes the pass-word and grip with the tiler, and after it has been

announced to the Worshipful master that the applicant for the

dignity of afellowcraft trusts to "the help of God, the assistance

of the square, and benefit of a passing word," to obtain access to

the lodge, the master desires that he is to be admitted.

The candidate next kneels while the master invokes the blessing
of Heaven on the proceedings, after which the novice is conducted

three times round the lodge room, giving the wardens the pass-

grip and word as he passes them. This over, he is directed

_to kneel on his right knee, the left foot in the form of a square,

the right hand on the Bible, and his left arm supported on the

Compasses; in this position, which is supposed to represent a

square, he takes the oath of a fellowcraft " in the presence of the

Grand Geometrician of the Universe." The oath is to the effect

that he will always conceal the secrets and mysteries belonging to

a fellowcraft Mason from the uuinitiated, and from the entered ap-

prentice, on pain of having his left breast cut open and his heart

torn out and given to the ravenous birds ofthe air or the devouring
beasts of the field. Having sealed this oath by twice kissing the
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Bible, the secrets of the degree are communicated tohim; these con-

sist inthe second regular step in Masonry, the sign, token, and word.

The second regular step in Masonry answers to what dancing mas-

ters call the second position. The sign is of a three-fold nature z the

first part of it is termed "the sign of fidelity," and is made by

pressing the right hand on the left breast, with the thumb extended

perpendicularly so as to form a square.

The second part is called the " hailing sign ;
" in this the left

hand is held up, the elbow being horizontal with the shoulder,
and the thumb and forefinger forming a square.

This sign is said to be used in commemoration of Moses ex-

tending his arms in order to afford miraculous support to the

Israelites whilst joshua fouht the Amalekites in the Valley of

Rephidim. It is stated also to have been the position assumed

by _Ioshua when he commanded the sun to stand still upon Gibeon,
and the moon in the Valley of Ajalon.* Masonic lore likewise

records that Moses, on his descent from Mount Sinai, hailed the

Israelites with this double sign, in order to arrest their attention

and as a token of the truth and importance of what he was about to

reveal to them; and King Solomon, it is asserted, also made use of

the double sign on the morning that the foundation stone of the

Temple was laid.

Both male and female figures, painted in fresco, in this Mosaic

attitude are very frequently met with in the Catacombs. The

female figures are termed Orantes, and are representatives of the

Church. ln some instances she stands alone, her arms thus ex-

tended ; in others, St. Peter and St. Paul take the place ofAaron

and Hurst Thus it is evident that the attitude was a favourite

and a symbolic one with the early Christians, and, like others,

probably passed as a heritage to the monks, and by them was

transmitted to their pupils the Freemasons.

* Joshua x. iz.

1' " Monumental Christianity." _I . Lundy, New York. pp. 304.-3 1 3.3 ; 7,
"

Early Christian Symbolism." W. Palmer.
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The third division of the fellowcraft's sign is called the "

penal
sign," and alludes to the penalty of the fellowcraft's obligation,
namely, that his heart may be torn from his breast in the event of

his improperly divulging the secrets of the degree. It is given by
drawing the hand rapidly across the breast and then dropping it to

the side.

The grip is given by pressing the thumb on the knuckle of the

middle finger of a brother's hand.

The secret word is jachin, which is given either by letters or in

syllables.
The new-made fellowcraft has now learnt all the secrets that

the degree has to teach him. After being presented with the

working tools of his grade, which are the square, level, and

plumb-rule-the first denoting morality, the second equality,
and the third uprightness and justice-he is permitted to retire,
for the purpose of adjusting his attire, and on his return he is in-

structed to offer his formal thanks to the master and ofiicers

of the lodge for the fresh honours they have just conferred

upon him.

A lecture and charge proper to the degree follow 3 and the

proceedings terminate with the usual formula, which is very

similar in every instance. In the form dedicated to a fellow-

craft lodge the wardens announce that they have discovered a

sacred symbol, namely, the letter G, which alludes to God, Grand

Geometrician of the Universe.

The ceremony of initiation into the master's degree is more

dramatic than the forms observed in the two preceding grades.
In this degree the neophyte personates Hiram Abiff, and goes

through a representation of the death of that semi-mythical

personage. The candidate is made to assume a still slighter

garb than in his two previous initiations, his costume consisting
solely in trousers, rolled up above the knees, and a pair of

slipshod slippers.
The pass-word by which access is gained to the lodge is 'I`uba1-

Cain, a name which being interpreted means
"

worldly possession,"
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or
" who is jealous of confusion," though to what the son of

Lamech owes his introduction into the ceremonial of the master's

degree, it is not easy to say. It is indeed singular that amongst
the worthies honoured by Freemasons on the grounds of their

supposed skill in architecture, not a single architect or builder is

met with, while two founders play important réles in the craft

ceremonies. Tubal-Cain was, as every one knows, the "instructor

of every artiticer in brass and iron,"* and Hiram Abiff, judging
from the account given of him in Holy Writ, seems to have been

in no y/ay concerned with the building of the Temple

itself, but merely to have been employed in ornament-

ing and furnishing it with the necessary vessels cast in brass.

In the list given of his works for the Temple, both in the

books of Kings and of Chronicles, nothing is mentioned but

Cast vessels, which, it is expressly stated, were all of "light
brass." Indeed, it would appear that Hiram did not even arrive in

jerusalem till after the shell of the Temple was completed#
When Solomon first projected building the Temple, and sent to

request the aid of Hiram, king of Tyre, in doing so, the latter

seems to have written to inform him of the skill of the son

of the woman of the tribe of Dan, then living in Tyreig but on

comparing the accounts of the transaction given in the books

of Kings and that of Chronicles, it would appear that Solomon

did not send and fetch Hiram out of Tyre till dit became

necessary to furnish the Temple.§

Iosephus makes no mention of the legendary death of Hiram,

which, as we have before stated, seems to be partly borrowed

from legends of the secular building corporations, and to rest on

the authority of certain ]ewish fables borrowed from a Targum, a

translation of which happened to be published in London almost

simultaneously with the arrangement of the Masonic ritual in

its present form.]]

*Genesisiv. zz. T 1 Kings vi. 7.

1 2 Chronicles ii. § 1 Kings vii. I3.

l " Origin and Early History of Freemasonry." Steinbrenner.
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When the candidate for the degree of a master has been duly

prepared, by having his garments curtailed in the manner we have

described, he is introduced into the lodge, where the assembled

brethren await his arrival 5 the usual dialogue between the

-Worshipful master and the inner guard as to the fitness of the

aspirant for admission to the sacred precincts having taken

place, the latter is made to kneel down, while the master

addresses the following prayer to the Deity:-

"Almighty and Eternal God, the Architect and Ruler of the

Universe, at whose creativejial all things first were made : we, the

frail creatures of thy providence, humbly implore Thee to pour

down on this convocation assembled in Thy holy name the con-

tinual dew of Thy blessing; and especially we beseech Thee to

impart Thy grace to this Thy servant, who offers himself a

candidate, with such fortitude that in the hour of trial he fail not ;

but pass him safely under Thy protection through the valley of the

shadow of death, that he may finally arise from the tomb of trans-

gression to shine as the stars for ever and ever. So mote it be."

At the conclusion of this prayer the neophyte is conducted three

times round the lodge, showing the pass-grips and signs of the

third degree to the various officials as he passes them. The grip
and pass-word of a master Mason having been received by the

senior warden, the latter presents the candidate to the Worshipful

Master, and he is instructed to advance to the pedestal or altar

in due form (z`.e. with the three regular steps in Masonry), where,

kneeling on both knees, his hands placed on the compasses and

square, which are laid on the open Bible, he repeats the accom-

panying oath :--

"

I, in the presence of the Most High, and of this worthy
and worshipful lodge, duly instituted, regularly assembled,

and properly dedicated, of my own free will and accord,
do hereby and hereon most solemnly promise and swear

that I will always hail, conceal, and never reveal any or either of

the secrets or mysteries of, or belonging to, the degree of a master

Mason to any one in the world, unless it be to him or them to

I3
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whom the same may justly and lawfully belong 3 and not even to

him or them until after due trials, strict examination, or full

conviction that he or they are worthy of that confidence, or in the

bosom of a master Mason's lodge. I further most solemnly

engage that I will keep the secrets of the third degree from him

who is but a fellow-craft Mason, with the same strict caution as I

will those of the second degree from him who is but an entered

apprentice Freernason : the same or either of them from any one

in the known world, unless to true and lawful brother Masons.

" I further solemely engage myself to advance to the pedestal
of the square and compasses, to answer and obey all lawful signs
and summonses sent to me from a master Mason's lodge, if within

the length of my cable-tow, and to plead no excuse except
sickness or the pressing emergency of my own private or public
avocations_

" I furthermore solemnly pledge myself to maintain and support

the five points of fellowship, in act as well as in word ; that my

hand given to a Mason shall be the sure pledge of brotherhood ;

that my foot shall traverse danger and ditliculties to unite with

his in forming a column of mutual defence and safety; that the

posture of my daily supplications shall remind me of his wants and

dispose my heart to succour his distresses and relieve his

necessities, as far as may fairly be done without detriment to

myself or connexions 3 that my breast shall be the sacred

repository of his secrets, when delivered to me as such ;

murder, treason, felony, and all other offences contrary
to the law of God or the ordinances of the realm being at

all times most especially excepted, or at my own option; and

iinally, that I will support a master Mason's character in his

absence as well as I would if he were present.
" I will not revile him myself, nor knowingly suffer others to do

so, but will boldly repel the slanderer of his good name, and

strictly respect the chastity of those who are most dear to him, in

the persons of his wife, sister, or child.

" I furthermore solemnly vow and declare that I will not defraud
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a brother master Mason, or see him defrauded of the most triiling
amount, without giving him due and timely notice thereof; that I

will also prefer a brother master Mason in all my dealings, and

recommend him to others as much as lies in my power, so long
as he shall continue to act honourably, honestly, and faithfully
towards me and others.

"All these several points I promise to observe, without equivo-
cation or mental reservation of any kind, under no less a penalty,
on the violation of any of them, than to have my body severed in

two, my bowels torn thereoul and burnt to ashes in the centre,

and those ashes scattered before the four cardinal points of

heaven; so that no trace or remembrance of me shall be left

among men, more particularly among master Masons. So help
me God, and keep me steadfast in this grand and solemn obliga-
tion, being that of a master Mason."

Having sealed the oath with three kisses on the " volume of the

Sacred Law," the master of the lodge directs the candi<late's

attention to the instruments on the altar.

"Let me once more call your attention to the position ofthe

square and Compasses. When you, were made an entered

apprentice both points of the Compasses were hidden; in the

second degree one was disclosed ; in this degree the whole is

exhibited, implying that you are now at liberty to work with both

those points in order to render the circle of your Masonic duties

complete. Rise, newly-obligated master Mason."

After a retrospective review of the two degrees through which

the newly-made master has already past, the privileges and history
of the third degree are thus described E-

" To' the man whose mind has thus been modelled to virtue and

science, nature presents one great and useful lesson more-the

knowledge of himself. She prepares you, by contemplation, for

the closing hours of existence, and when, by means of that con-

templation, she has conducted you through the intricate windings
of this mortal life she finally instructs you how to die. Such, my

brother, are the peculiar objects of the third degree in Free-

- I3--2
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masonry. They invite you to reflect on this awful subject, and

teach you to feel that to the just and virtuous man death has no

terrors equal to the stain of falsehood and dishonour. Of this

grand truth Masonry affords a glorious example in the unshaken

fidelity and noble death of our Master Hiram Abiff, who was

slain just before the completion of King Solomon's Temple, at

the construction of which, you no doubt are aware, he was the

principal architect. The manner of his death was as follows :--

" Fifteen fellow-crafts of that superior class appointed to preside
over the rest, finding that the work was nearly completed, and

that they were not in possession of the secrets of the masters'

degree, which were only known to Solomon, Hiram, King of

Tyre, and Hiram Abiff, conspired together to obtain them by

any means and even to have recourse to violence.

"At the moment of carrying their conspiracy into execution

twelve of the fifteen relented; but three, of a more determined

and ferocious character than the rest, persisted in their impious

design, in prosecution of which they planted themselves respec-

tively at the east, north, and south entrances of the Temple, whither

our Master Hiram Abiff, had retired to pay his adoration to the

Most High, as was his wonted custom at the hour of high twelve.

"His devotions being ended, our Grand Master attempted to

return by the north door, but found himself opposed by the first

of the three ruliians, who, for want of another weapon, had armed

himself with a heavy plumb-rule.
" ln a threatening manner he demanded of our Grand Master the

secrets of a master Mason, declaring that his death would be the

consequence of a refusal; but Hiram Abiff, true to his obligation,
replied that those secrets were known only to three, and could

only be made known by consent of them all; that diligence and

patience could not fail to entitle the worthy Mason to participate
in those mysteries, but that he would sooner suffer death than

betray his sacred trust.

" On receiving this answer, the ruffian aimed a blow at his head,
but, startled by the firmness of his demeanour, it missed the
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forehead, and only glanced upon his right temple, yet with such

violence as to cause our Grand Master to reel and sink on his

left knee.

"

Recovering from this situation, he rushed to the south door,
where he was accosted by the second ruflian in a similar manner,

and answered, as before, with undiminished firmness; when the

assassin, who was armed with a level, struck our Master Hiram a

blow on the left temple, which brought him to the ground upon his

right knee. Finding his escape thus cut off in both these quarters,
he staggered, faint and bleeding, to the east door, where the third

ruffian was posted, who, on receiving a similar reply to his insolent

demand (for our G.M. still remained unshaken even in this trying
moment), struck him with a heavy setting-maul, under which this

excellent man sank lifeless at the foot of the murderer.
" Such was the manner of his death 5 and l have already pointed

out to you the instructive lesson which his death and fortitude so

powerfully inculcate in the heart of every faithful brother. Such,
in like circumstances, will be the magnanimity of every man Whose

mind is well constituted, who squared his life upon the principles
of moral truth and justice ; who, by improving his faculties to the

glory of God and the good of mankind, has answered the great
end of his creation, and has learnt to contemplate death as the

end of afllictions, and the entrance to a better life.

" Nor will you, 1 trust, sink beneath the influence of terror, now

that your trial approaches ; though you stand before me a devoted

victim 5 though the hand of death be upon you, and though this

awful moment be your last."

So saying, the Master taps the candidate on the forehead with

his hammer of oifice-which, in lodges that aim at superior refine-

ment, has the head tipped with india-rubber-while the two

wardens seize him by the shoulders and lay him on his back flat

on the floor. In some instances he is placed in a coflin, but

usually the tomb is represented by a black pall, embellished with

a skull and cross-bones.

In America, the representative of Hiram is generally tripped up
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by the worshipful Master at the moment he gives the blow on the

forehead, and as the candidate falls, he is caught in a canvas held

for the purpose by the surrounding brethren, and laid on the floor.

A conversation takes place between Jubela, ]ubelo, and jubelum,
as to what is to be done with the dead body, and they at length
agree to bury it in the rubbish till low twelve, z'. e. twelve o'clock

at night ; high twelve, consecrated by Hiram Abiff to devotion,

meaning mid-day.
The canvas is rolled over the novice, the three ruflians retire,

the lodge is darkened, and all remains as silent as the grave, till

at length the Master strikes twelve times on a triangle or bell.

As the last stroke dies away, the three wicked fellow-crafts

return, and determine on carrying the corpse to the brow of a

certain hill west of Mount Moriah. Hereupon the unhappy corpse

is raised by a. number of the brethren and carried three times

round the room, the head being raised as if those who carry the

feigned dead man were ascending a hill. The circumambulations

over, the body is lowered into the grave, that is, on to the floor;
a sprig of acacia is placed at the head of the tomb, and along

colloquy ensues between the three rufiians and a sea captain who

appears on the scene, stating that he is bound for Ethiopia, and

whom the fellow-crafts beg to grant them a passage thither. This,

however, the captain declines to do, as they can produce no pass

from King Solomon, and in desperation they resolve to fly into the

desert.

On their leaving the lodge, the remaining brethren jump up from

their seats, commence laughing, singing, and exclaiming,
" No

work to-day. Craftsmen, we are having good times. I wonder if

it will last."

In a few minutes they are called to order by the sound of the

Master's hammer, and the latter, who is now styled King Solomon,

inquires the meaning of the confusion and idleness among the

workmen.

On learning that Hiram Abiff has disappeared since the previous
day, the King desires search to be made, and the roll of the work-

men to be called.
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The absence of jubela, ]ubelo, and jubelum is thus discovered ;

the twelve fellow-crafts who had originally joined their conspiracy,
come forward and make confession of it to the King, and the sea

captain again appears and relates how he met the culprits.
On this the twelve fellow-crafts are ordered to go in search of

them, on pain of being put to death should their search be un-

successful, and after making a few turns round the lodge, they
take up their position near the recumbent form of the novice ;

observing the evergreen placed to mark the grave, they demand

of each other what it can signify? At the same moment they
overhear the three ruiiians, who have sought refuge in a corner,

bewailing the wicked act of which they have been guilty.
The twelve fellow-crafts instantly rush forward, seize the culprits,

and drag them before the King, who forthwith condemns them to

death, and ]ubela, ]ubelo, and jubelum are led out of the lodge,

groans and cries, and occasionally the rolling of a drum or a large
cannon-ball announcing their execution in the ante-room.*

This ceremonial, however, is only to be met with in the

lodges that observe the ancient York Rite, and is omitted in such

as follow that of the Free and Accepted Masons, which is simpler
in its arrangements.

To return from the American to the English form.

We left the candidate, having just been laid on the ground after

receiving the fatal blow. The Master then calls upon the

brethren to

" Notice that in the recent ceremony, as well as in his present

situation, our brother has been made to represent one of the

brightest characters recorded in the annals of Masonry, namely,

our Master Hiram Abiff, who lost his life in consequence of

his unshaken fidelity to the sacred trust reposed in him.

" This is to make a lasting impression on his and your minds,

should you ever be placed in a similar state of trial.

" Brother junior warden, you will endeavour to raise the repre-

sentative of our Master Hiram by the entered apprentice's grip."
* " Masonic Ritual and Monitor." Duncan, New York. p. I 14.
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On receiving this command, the junior warden takes hold of

the body by the forefinger of the right hand and lets it slip. In

some forms of the ritual he says,
" Most Worshipful King Solomon,

owing to the high state of putrefaction, it having been dead already
fifteen days, the skin slips and the body cannot be raised."* In

England the "mangled and putrid state
" of the body is not

brought so prominently forward, the warden simply announcing
that the experiment of raising the dead man by the grip of an

entered apprentice "

proves a slip."
" Brother senior warder, try _the fellow-craft's grip."
" It proves a slip also, worshipful Master," replies that dignitary.
" Brother wardens, having both of you failed in your attempts,

there yet remains a third method, namely, by taking nrm hold of

the sinews of the hand, and raising him on the five points of fel-

lowship, of which, with your help, I will make a trial."

The Master then raises the novice from the ground, grasping
him by the right wrist, putting their right feet against each other,

placing their knees in a similar manner, and bringing him up into

a standing posture breast to breast, and with the left hand over

the shoulder of the resuscitated corpse. This is called raising him
"

on the five points of fellowship." ,

" It is thus," says the Master, addressing the novice,
" that all

Master Masons are raised from a figurative death to a reunion

with the former companions of their toils. Let me now beg you

to observe that the light of a Master Mason is darkness visible,

serving only to express that gloom which rests on the prospect of

futurity. It is that mysterious veil which the Eureka of human

reason cannot penetrate, unless assisted by that light which is from

above.. Yet even by this feeble ray you may perceive that you

stand on the very brink of the grave into which you have just

figuratively descended, and which, when this transitory life shall

have passed away, will again receive you into its cold bosom.

Let the emblems of mortality which lie before you lead you to

contemplate your inevitable destiny, and guide your refiectioa to

that most interesting of human studies, the knowledge ofyourself
"* " Masonic Ritual and Monitor." Duncan. p. 1 18.
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"Be careful to perform your allotted task while it is yet day ;

continue to listen to the voice of nature, which bears witness that

even in this perishable frame resides a vital and important prin-

ciple which inspires a holy confidence that the Lord of Life will

enable us to trample the king of terrors beneath our feet, and lift

our eyes to the bright Morning Star, whose rising brings peace and

salvation to the faithful and obedient of the human race."

At the end of this exordium, the candidate, who has all this

time remained in the scantily clad state in which he first entered

the lodge, receives the cheering intimation that he may retire, to

"restore himself to his personal comforts," and when he returns,
"

clothed, and in his right mind," he is directed to approach the

Worshipful Master as an entered apprentice and fellow-craft, and

the Master gives him the following explanation of the signs, words,

and history of the degree to which he has just been raised :--

"I cannot better reward the attention you have paid to the

Exhortation and Charge, than by intrusting you with the secrets

of this degree.
" You will advance towards me as a fellow-craft."

The novice having taken the second regular step in Masonry,

the Master continues,
i

" Take another step with your left foot, and bring the right heel

into its hollow as before. That is the third regular step in Free-

masonry, and it is in this position that the secrets of the degree
are communicated.

"

They consist of signs, tokens, and words.

"Of the signs, the first and second are casual 3 the third is

penal.
" The first casual sign is called the sign of horror, and is given

from the fellow-craft's hailing sign, by dropping the left hand and

elevating the right, as if to screen the eyes from a painful sight,
at the same time turning the head over the right shoulder, as

though turning away from that sight.
" This alludes to the finding of our murdered Master Hiram, by

the twelve fellow-crafts.

"The second casual sign is called the sign of sympathy or sor-
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row, and is given by bending the head a little forward, and striking
the right hand gently on the forehead.

" The third is called the penal sign, because it alludes to the

penalty of your obligation, and is given by drawing the hand

across the centre of the body, dropping it to the side, and then

raising it again so as t.o bring the point of the thumb to the

middle of the stomach, the hand being held in a horizontal posi-
tion. It implies that, as a man of honour and a master Mason,

you would rather be severed in two than improperly divulge the

secrets of this degree.
" The grip, or token, is the first of the five points of fellowship.
" The five points of fellowship are-first, a grip with the right

hand of each other`s wrist with the ends of the fingers ; second,

right foot parallel with right foot on the inside; third, right knee

to right knee; fourth, right breast to right breast ; fifth, the left

hand over the shoulder supporting the brother's back. It is in

this position, and in this only, except in open lodge, that the word

is given.
1

" lt is Mahabone or Macbenach.

"The former is the ancient, the latter the modern word."

The tirst mention we have of anything resembling this word is
in the " Narrative of the Freemasons' Words and Signs," written

about 1640, which we have previously quoted, and where the word

is written Maharyn, probably a mistake of the copyist.
There being no such word in any language as Mahabone, and

it not being of Hebrew origin, like the other pass-words, it seems

probable that at the Masonic revival, the word Macbenac (which
is said to be derived from the Hebrew "

Mak,"
" rottenness," or

"he is rotten," and " Benac," a corrupted form of a Hebrew word

signifying "the builder "*) was substituted for the unmeaning

Maharyn, or Mahabone, and in the new ceremonial its translation

of " the builder is rotten," would be appropriate, if not euphonious.
To return from this digression.
The Master having finished the explanation of the signs and

* "Lexicon of Freemasonry." Mackey.
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words of the degree, the newly-made Master Mason is conducted

to the senior warden, who presents him to the worshipful master,

requesting that he may be afforded some further mark of favour

on being raised to the sublime degree.
The Worshipful master then commissions the warden to invest

the novice with the Master's badge, which "
not only points out

his rank as a Master Mason, but is meant also to remind him of

those great duties which he has just solemnly engaged himself to

observe 3 and, while marking his own superiority, calls on him to

afford assistance and instruction to his brethren in the inferior

degrees.
The newly-raised brother having been decorated with the

insignia of his degree, is again placed in front of the Master of

the lodge, who addresses him as follows:-
" I now present you with the working tools of a Master Mason,

which are the skirret, pencil, and compasses.
" The skirret is an implement which acts on a centre pin, from

whence a line is drawn, chalkeri, and struck, to mark out the

ground for the foundation of the intended structure.

"With the pencil the skilful artist delineates the building
in a draft or plan for the instruction and guidance of the

workmen.

"The compasses enable him, with accuracy and precision, to

ascertain and determine the limits and proportions of its several

parts.

"But as we are not operative, but speculative, or free and

accepted Masons, we apply these tools to our morals. In this

sense, the skirret points to us that straight and undeviating line of

conduct laid down for our pursuits in the volume of the Sacred

Law.
A

" The pencil teaches us that our words and actions are observed

and recorded by the Almighty Architect, to Whom we must give
an account of our conduct through life.

" The compasses remind us of His unerring and impartial

justice, which, having defined for our instruction the limits of good
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and evil, will reward or punish us as we have obeyed or disregarded
His Divine commands.

" These, the working tools of a Master Mason, teach us to have

in mind, and to act according to the laws of the Divine Creator,
that when we shall be summoned from this sublunary abode we

may ascend to the Grand Lodge above, where the World's Great

Architect lives and reigns for ever."

The history of the degree is thus given :-

" We left off at that part of our traditional history which men-

tioned the death of our Master Hiram. A loss so important as

that of the principal architect could not fail of being generally
and severely felt. The want of those plans and designs, which

had hitherto been regularly supplied to the different classes of

workmen, was the first indication that some heavy calamity had

befallen our Master.

" The masters or residents, or, familiarly speaking, the overseers,

deputed some of the most eminent of their number to acquaint

King Solomon with the utter confusion into which the absence

of Hiram had plunged them, and to express their apprehensions
that to some fatal catastrophe must be attributed his sudden and

mysterious disappearance.
" Solomon immediately ordered a general muster of the

workmen in the different departments, when three of the same

class of overseers were not to beifound.
" On the same day, the twelve crafts who had originally joined

in the conspiracy came before the King and made a voluntary
confession of all they knew down to the time of withdrawing
themselves from the conspiracy.

" This naturally increased the fears of King Solomon for the

safety of the chief artist. He, therefore, selected fifteen trusty

fellow~craf'ts and ordered them to make diligent search after' the

body of our Master Hiram, to see if he were yet alive, or

if he had suffered death in the attempt to extort from him the

secrets of his exalted degree. _

"Accordingly, a stated day having been appointed for their
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return to Jerusalem, they formed themselves into three fellow-

crafts lodges, and departed from the three entrances to the

Temple.

"Many days were spent in fruitless search, and one class

returned without having made any discovery of importance.
" A second was more fortunate, for on the evening of a certain

day, after they had suffered the greatest privations and fatigues,
one of the brethren rested himself' in a reclining posture, and

in order to assist his rising, caught hold of a sprig that grew

near, which, to his surprise, came easily out of the ground.
"On a closer examination he perceived that the earth had

been recently disturbed; he hailed his companions, and to-

gether they re-opened the ground, and found the body of our

Master Hiram very indecently interred. They covered it again
with all respect and reverence, and to distinguish the spot, stuck

a sprig of cassia at the head of the grave.
"

They then hastened to Ierusalem, to impart the afflicting intel-

ligence to King Solomon, who, when the lirst emotion of his grief
had subsided, ordered them to return, and raise our Master Hiram

to such a sepulchre as became his rank and exalted talents : at

the same time informing them that by his untimely death the

secrets of a Master Mason were lost. He therefore charged them

to be very careful in observing whatever casual sign, token,
and word, might occur while paying this sad ollice of respect
to departed merit.

"

They performed their task with the utmost fidelity, and on

re-opening the ground, one of the brethren, looking around,

observed some of his companions in this attitude-(the worship-
ful Master here shows the sign of horror by raising his right
hand as though shading his eyes) ; while others viewing the

ghastly wound still visible on the great architect's forehead,
smote their own in sympathy of his sufferings.

"Two of the brethren then descended into the grave, and

attempted to raise him by the grip of an entered' apprentice,
which proved a slip. They then tried the fellow-crafts' grip, which

also proved a slip.
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"

Having thus failed in their attempts, a zealous and expert
brother took a more firm hold by the sinews of the hand and

wrist, and with their assistance raised him on the five points of

fellowship ; while others, more animated, exclaimed, ' Mahabone
'

or
' Macbenach,' both words having nearly a similar import, one

signifying the death ofa brother , the other, the brother is smitten.
" King Solomon therefore ordered that those casual signs,

tokens, and words, should designate all Master Masons through~
out the universe, till time or circumstance should restore the

genuine one.

" It now remains to account for the third-class, who had pur-

sued their researches in the direction of ]oppa, and were medita-

ting their return to Ierusalem, when accidentally passing the

mouth of a cavern, they heard sounds of deep lamentation and

regret.
" On entering the cavern to ascertain the cause, they found three

men answering the description of those missing, who, on being

charged with the murder, and finding all chance of escape cut off,
made a full confession of their guilt.

`

"They were bound and led to jerusalem, where King Solomon

sentenced them to the death their crime so amply merited.

" Our Master Hiram was ordered to be interred as near the

Sanctum Sanctorum as the- Israelitish law would permit; and

there, in a grave, from the centre three feet east, three feet west,

three feet between north and south, and five feet or more perpen-

dicular. He was not buried in the Sanctum Sanctorum, because

nothing common or unclean was suffered to enter there, not even

the High Priest but once a year, nor then, till after many wash-

ings and puritications against the great day of expiation of sins ;

for by the Israelitish law, all flesh was deemed unclean.

" The same twelve fellow-crafts were ordered to attend the

funeral, clothed in white aprons and gloves as emblems of inno-

cence."

This ends the legendary account of the degree, which in the

ritual of the Free and Accepted Masons is imparted in a lecture,
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while, as we have seen in the ancient York Rite, it is impressed
on the brethren in the form of a sort of drama. Indeed the

latter ritual is in every respect more elaborate than the one

usually practised in Great Britain. For instance, when the

candidate, who is blind-folded (which is another variation from

the rule of the English system), pronounces the penalty of the

obligation, namely, having his body cut in two,-one of the

brethren draws his hand across the naked stomach of the

novice ; but in some lodges a sword is used instead of the hand,
and if the initiation takes place in winter, this sword has previously
been carefully left in some cold place, and " when it is drawn

across the candidate's belly, it has a very shocking elfect, causing
him to jump or tremble."*

The acacia mentioned as having been planted to mark the

grave of Hiram, is said to be the Mimosa Nilotica,+ which is

found in abundance in the neighbourhood of Jerusalem.
The _lewish law, with its usual stringent regulations concern-

ing sanitary measures, made it unlawful for any burials to take

place within the city walls, and even to touch or pass over a

grave caused anyone so doing to become ceremonially unclean

for seven days.I It was, therefore, necessary to point out where

a dead body had been interred, and for this purpose an acacia

was usually planted over the spot.§ The word acacia, in Greek,

signiiies innocence, which in Masonry alludes to the spotless
character of Hiram Abiii".

Most religions and sects have particular plants or flowers to

which a peculiar sanctity is attached.

The Druids venerated the mistletoe ; the ancient Greeks

attached special importance to the myrtle ; the palm

played an important réle in the mysteries of Egypt, and

Christianity reveres the sacred emblems of the palm and

' " Masonic Ritual and Monitor." Duncan. p. 96.

1' " Lexicon of Freemasonry." Mackey.

I Numbers xix. 16.

§
" Lexicon of Freemasonry." Mackey.
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trefoil. In a similar manner the acacia, or, as it is sometimes

improperly called, the cassia, is peculiarly revered by the

Masonic brotherhood.

Again, to return to the ceremony attending the initiation of a

Master Mason.

The historical account of the degree over, the Master explains
the emblems and signs of the third degree.

" The ornaments ofa Master Ma.son's lodge are the porch,dormer,
and square pavement 3 the porch is the entrance to the Sanctum

Sanctorum ; the dormer, the window that gives light to the same,

and the square pavement is for the High Priest to walk on.

"The office of the High Priest is to burn incense to the honour

and glory of the Most High, praying fervently that the Almighty,

through His benign wisdom and goodness, would be pleased to

bestow peace and tranquillity on the Israelitish nation for the

ensuing year.
" You have already been informed of the working tools with

which our Master Hiram was slain. They were the plumb-rule,
level, and heavy maul.

"The coffin, skull, and cross-bones, being emblems of mor-

tality, allude to the untimely death of our Master Hiram Abiff.

"You have likewise been informed of the three signs in this

degree. The whole are tive, corresponding in number with the

tive points of fellowship. They are the sign of horror, the sign of

sympathy, the penal sign, the sign of grief and death, and the

sign of joy and exultation, likewise called the grand and royal

sign.
" For the sake of regularity, I will go through them all :-

"This is the sign of horror-(Dropping the left hand and

elevating the right.
"This is the sign of sympathy~(Striking the forehead gently

within the right hand).

"This is the penal sign-(Drawing the right hand across the

centre of the body).
"The sign of grief or death is given by passing the hand over

he forehead.
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" It took its rise at the time when our Master Hiram was making
his way from the north to the south entrance of the Temple,
when his agony was so great that the perspiration stood in large

drops on his face, and he made use of this sign as a temporary

relief to his sufferings.
"This is the sign of joy and exultation, to raise both hands

over your head, and exclaim ' O worthy Masons !' It took its

rise at the time the Temple was iinished, when King Solomon

and the princes of his household went to view it, and being so

struck with its magnificence, that with one simultaneous feeling

they exclaimed, 'O worthy Masons !'

So ends the ceremony of initiation as a Master Mason.

The lecture of the degree is short, and a mere repetition, in

categorical form, of the instruction conveyed to the novice in the

H

foregoing charges.

I 4



CHAPTER X.

HAVING been admitted to the sublime mysteries enshrined in the

lodge of a Master Mason, the neophyte has learnt all that

Masonry has to teach him, and gained a knowledge of whatever

interest the craft may possess. To penetrate to the higher

degrees entitles the Mason to decorate himself more elaborately
at the assemblies of the brotherhood, but is barren of other

result, save the guardianship of an extra number of knocks, signs,
and words, and a larger expenditure in fees, as the candidate has

to disburse considerable sums at each advancement.

In this country, when a man serves as master of a lodge, it is

usual to confer upon him the distinction of a past master. With

us, this is rather a dignity than a degree ; and in the short lecture

appertaining to it, the only new light bestowed is the fact that in

this grade the letter G, which, in a previous degree, has been

interpreted as standing for the initial of the Grand Geometrician

of the Universe, now represents the pass-word of a past master,

that word being
" Giblim," or

"

Chibbelum," which signifies stone

squarers.

The word is said to be derived from the inhabitants of Gebal,

near Mount Lebanon, who are described as having followed the

occupations of sea-farers and builders. Gebal was under the

dominion of the King of Tyre, and some of its skilled builders
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were sent to King Hiram to assist Solomon in the erection of his

Temple; the stone-squarers who worked there, being especially
distinguished as Giblites.*

The word, in the sense of a master of his profession, seems to

have been early used in Masonry. In the Book of the Consti-

tutions we find ]ohn de Spoulee, who rebuilt St. George's Chapel
at Windsor, in the reign of Edward the Third, described as Master

of the Ghiblim, a title apparently conferred on him because of his

great skill as an architect.

With our American cousins, however, the past master's counts

as the lifth degree, and has an elaborate ceremonial of its own,

which, with laboured absurdity, is supposed to convey the

moral that, before accepting an oiiice, a man ought to be able to

prove his qualilications for satisfactorily fulfilling the duties

attached to it. This truth is enforced by the brethren indulging
in a scene of the utmost confusion at the installation of the

new master, which is thus described in the ritual used by the

craft.

" Here a scene of confusion takes place which is not easily
described. The newly-installed worshipful is made the butt for

every worthy brother to exercise his wit upon. Half a dozen are

up at a time soliciting the master to nominate them, urging their

several claims, and decrying the merits of others with much zeal,

crying out,
'

Order, Worshipful! Keep order.' Others propose

to dance, and request the master to sing for them 3 others whistle

or sing, or jump about the room, or scuffle and knock down

chairs or benches. One proposes to call from labour to refresh-

ment ; another makes a long speech, advocating the reduction `of

the price of the chapter degrees from twenty dollars to ten, and

recommending that it be permitted to pay them in Hour or any

other produce. His motion is seconded, and the new master is

pressed on all sides to put the question. If the question is put,
the brethren all vote against it, and accuse the new master of

breaking his oath, when he swore he would support the Consti-

* 1 Kings v. 18.

I4*2
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tution of the General Grand Royal Arch Chapter, which esta-

blishes the price of the four chapter degrees at twenty dollars.

If the master attempts to exercise the power of the gavel, it often

has the contrary effect; for, if he gives more than one rap and

calls to order, every one obeys the signal with the utmost prompt-

ness and drops on the nearest seat. The next instant, before the

master can utter a word, all are on their feet again and as noisy
as ever. Some brother now proposes that the lodge be closed ;

another one hopes it will be closed in a short way."
In this dilemma the ex-master of the lodge comes to the

assistance of his successor, who resigns the chair to its former

occupant, and the latter then explains to the newly-elected
master the meaning of' the scene of confusion he has just wit-

nessedf*

With the Past Masters' degree St. ]ohn's or Blue Masonry

ends, and then begin the higher degrees. To follow them through
the various dialogues and posturings of the ceremonials of the

thirty and three degrees would be merely wearisome and uninter-

esting; we will, therefore, conclude this notice of Masonic rites

with a sketch of Royal Arch Masonry, and a glance at one or two

of the Christian degrees.
The Royal Arch degree seems to have been introduced into

England from the Continent, in or about the year 174z.1' In it

the brethren are termed companions, the lodge is designated a

chapter, and its three chief oilicers are known as Zerubbabel, the

prince ; Haggai, the prophet; and Jeshua, the high priest: these

three are supposed to form the key-stones of the arch.

Principal, senior, and junior Sojourners are minor dignitaries ;

and Ezra and Nehemiah are the scribes of a chapter, who,

with the janitor or tiler, compose the nine officials of the

grade.
When a chapter of the Royal Arch is held for the ceremony

* " Masonic Ritual and Monitor." Duncan, New York. p. 191.

1' "History of Freemasonry." Findel. p. 183.
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called "

Passing the Veils," three veils or curtains are stretched

across the rooms, each of which is guarded by one of the three

sojourners, who entrusts the candidate with the pass-word to each

veil, the whole ceremonial being a representation of the interview

between Moses and Jehovah on Mount Horeb, in which the

burning bush, Aaron's rod, and Moses' leprous hand figure con-

spicuously. The pass-word to the first veil is the same as that of

the Past Master, z'.e.,'E"Gib1im 3" to the second, "I Am that I

am ;" and to the third, " Holiness to the Lord.' The distinctive

colour of this degree is red. The following is a specimen of the

mysterious jargon of a chapter of the Royal Arch.
" Zerubbabel. In the beginning was the Word.

Haggai. And the Word was with God.

jeshua. And the I/Vard was God.

Z. Companions, principals, what are the great attributes of

these mysterious words P

P. Omniscience.

]. Omnipotence.
Z. Omnipresence. To the All-wise, All-powerful, and All-

present Being, around whose throne may we hereafter encircle.

Most excellent Haggai, from whence came you ?

H. From Babylon.
Z. Most excellent jeshua, where are you going?
]. To Jerusalem.
Z. Most excellent chiefs, why leave you Babylon to go to

Jerusalem ?

H. To assist in rebuilding the second temple, and to endeavour

to obtain the sacred word.

Z. Let us celebrate this grand design."

Hereupon, Zerubbabel, Haggai, and ]eshua form a triangle,
which is done by each with his right hand holding the right wrist

of his neighbour on the left, while with the left hands holding the

left wrists, a second triangle is formed; and the right feet are

placed in the fashion of a third triangle on the ground. The com-
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panions form into similar triangles, and in this position repeat the

following doggrel, each saying a line alternately:-
" As we three did agree

In peace, love, and unity,
The Sacred Word to keep,
So we three do agree,

In peace, love, and unity,
'l`he Sacred Word to search,
Until we three,
Or three such as we shall agree

This Royal Arch Chapter to close."

They then balance three times, raise their right arms (the hands

still joined in a triangle) into an arch above their heads, and in a

low voice repeat, by altemate syllables, the word jaobulon, which is

the secret word of the degree, and which is said to be a corruption
of three of the names for the Supreme Being, namely : ]ah, Baal

or Bel, which signifies Lord or Master, and On, one of the names

under which jehovah was worshipped in Egypt.
Zerubbabel demands of the chapter if the word is right, and on

each set of triangles replying in the aiiirrnative, he gives five

knocks, which are repeated by the junior sojourner ; the companions

relinquish personating triangles, resume their seats, and the chapter
is declared to be duly opened.

_

After the Royal Arch come the Masonic Orders of Chivalry, as_

they are termed, which are degrees containing references to the

doctrines and practices of Christianity. The first of these Orders

is that of the Knights Templars, whose lodges are known as

encampments.
This degree appears to have been instituted in the latter half of

the eighteenth century, though it did not attract much notice' till

the beginning of the present century.* Its founders, as we have

before stated, claimed for their creation a descent from the Knights

Templars of the Middle Ages, and in order to establish this claim a.

forged document, called the Charter of Larmenius, was producedff
This charter professed to have been drawn up in the year 1324,

' " History of Freemasonry." Findel. p. 179.

1' lbid, p. 446.
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and to have been signed by Iohannes Marcus Larmenius Hiero-

solymitanus, who, it was pretended, had been nominated by
Molay as his successor, though no such person as Larmenius is

known to have existed. The signatures of all the alleged Grand

Masters of the Order, down to the year 1766, are appended to the

document, but are merely so many forgeries. *

The degree originated in France. At first it seems to have

planned a political career for itself] and in 1808 the Order held a

solemn commemoration of the execution of Jacques Molay in the

church of St. Paul and St. Anthony, in Parisrt However, the

Knights eventually abandoned their political aspirations, probably
in consequence of finding that to enforce them would entail their

Order being suppressed by the Government.
'

The hailing word of the Knights Templars is "A-Montra," which

is derived from the French monirer, to show, the pass-word is the

name of Emmanuel, and their secret word is " Adonai."

The grand word of all is "

Mahershalalhashbaz," four Hebrew

words which Isaiah was desired to write upon a great roll, and

the name by which he was to call his son.12 The meaning of

Mahershalalhashbaz is "to make speed to the spoil,"_and as used

in Masonry is said to be symbolic of the readiness for action

which should characterise a soldier.§ The word A/Tecum, that is
"

revenge," is also used as a secret word on the Continent, and

occasionally in England. It refers to the death of Molay, and the

obligation to take vengeance for it, imposed on the brotherhood.

The sign is for one Knight to seize another by the thigh, as

though about to throw him down.

The grip is given by two Knights grasping each other's arms

crosswise above the elbow, so as to represent a double triangle.
The grand sign is made by extending the arms, the head dropping
on the iight shoulder, and the right foot crossed over the left

instep. This sign is emblematic of the Cruciiixion. The penal

* " History of Freemasonry." Findel. Appendix, pp. 689-692.
1' Ibid. p. 44.7. I Isaiah viii. l-3.

§ Mackey's
" Lexicon."
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signs are shown by stroking the chin or beard with the thumb and

first finger of the right hand, or by drawing the thumb or finger
across the forehead, in allusion to the penalty taken upon himself

by the Knight at his initiation, z`.e.,
"

May my skull be sawn asunder

with a rough saw, my brains taken out and put in a charger to be

consumed by the scorching sun, and my skull in another charger,
in commemoration of St. ]ohn of Jerusalem."

For initiation the candidate is attired as a pilgrim, his feet are

shod with sandals, he wears a long mantle with a cord round the

waist, and is provided with a scrip and wallet containing bread,
and a bottle of water, while in his hand he holds a staff sur-

mounted by a cross.

His approach is heralded by the sound of a trumpet. When

he is admitted, the equery of outposts (as the inner guard is now

called) demands of him-

" From whence come you?
" From the wilderness of ]udea, which I have traversed, exposed

to great danger, until I met with this worthy Knight, who promised
me protection and safe conduct to the Holy City," is the pilgrim's
reply.

"Do you come of your own free will P"

" I do."

" What are you desirous to do P "

" To devote my life to the service of the poor and the sick, and

to pray for my own sins with those of the people."
The pilgrim is next catechised as to whether he has received

Christian baptism, and whether he believes in the Three Persons

of the Trinity?
The usual series of questions and answers, and the regulation

number of perambulations having been gone through, the pilgrim
kneels at the altar to utter the vows proper to the degree. After

he has taken the first part of the obligation, the sword which was

placed in his hand during this portion of the solemnity is taken

away and replaced by a skull, over which he is made to pronounce

solemnly that he desires that should he ever violate the oath he
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has just taken, in addition to all the other penalties he hopes

may befall him,
"

furthermore, may the soul that once inhabited

this skull, as the representative of john the Baptist, appear against
me in the Day of judgment, so help me God, our Lord ]esus

Christ, and keep me steadfast in this my solemn obligation of a

Knight Templar, and of St. John of jerusalem."
In some encampments the ceremony concludes by one of the

equerries dressed as a cook, with a white cap and apron, and

holding a large kitchen knife, suddenly making his appearance in

the midst of the assembly. The intruder then makes his way up

to the new Knight, before whom he kneels on one knee, and

exclaims, " Sir Knight, I admonish you to be just, honourable, and

faithful to the Order, and never to disgrace yourself, or I, the

cook, will hack your spurs from off your heels with my kitchen

knife ! "

It is usual, at the conclusion of the ceremony of installation,
for bread and wlne to be handed round, in commemoration of

the Last Supper of "their Grand Heavenly Captain."
The form of reception of a Knight of the White Eagle or

Pelican is perhaps more open than any other to the accusation

of profanity, so frequently brought against the practice of Masonry

by its opponents. This Order is one of the very advanced

degrees, and has comparatively few adepts in this country.

When a new Knight is to be received, the lodge is divided into

two apartments, the first of which represents Mount Calvary, and

entrance into the second typiiies the moment of resurrection,
while the passage between the two is emblematic of the descent

into hell. The irst room, or Mount of Calvary, is hung with black,
and lighted by thirty-three candles, there being three candlesticks,
each with eleven branches. Each candle is enclosed in a small

tin box, with an aperture about an inch wide, through which the

light issues. These thirty-three lights are placed in remembrance

of the age of our Lord at the time of his death.

On the tracing-board of the degree an eagle with outspread
wings is delineated as a type of the Godhead, and on the summit
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of three squares, each enclosing a circle (allegorical of Mount

Calvary), a cubic stone is depicted, sweating blood and water.

On the stone is painted a rose and the letter ]. This cubic stone

is typical of Christ, the rose denoting his sweetness, the blood

and water recalling his suffering. ] stands for jehovah.
The second apartment is also illumined by thirty-three lights,

but here they are undimmed by shades; and the whole room is

made as brilliant as possible to represent the moment of resurrec-

tion. On the tracing-board a blazing star, with seven rays and

with the letter G in the centre, takes the place of the cubic stone.

The letter G stands for Gomel, which signifies péwfflbll, and,

according to Masonic authority, was the first word Adam ex-

claimed on beholding Evef*

When the novice is introduced into the lodge he beholds the

brethren all seated as though in deep aflliction, each with his right
hand on his heart, the left covering his face, with the elbow

resting on his knee and his head bent down. After circum-

ambulating the lodge thirty-three times and replying to a few

questions, the aspirant takes the following obligation :-~

" Yes, I promise, by the same obligations which I have taken

in the former degrees of Masonry, never to reveal the secrets of

the Knight of the Eagle to any Knight Mason, Grand Architect

Master Mason, fellow-craft, or entered apprentice, nor to the un~

initiated, under the penalty of being for ever deprived of the true

word, of remaining in perpetual darkness.

" That a river of blood and water shall issue continually from

my body, and under the penalty of suffering anguish of soul, of

being steeped in vinegar and gall, of having on my head the most

piercing thorns, and of dying upon the cross; so help me the

Grand Architect of the Universe."

Before the candidate is admitted into the chamber of resurrec-

tion he descends into hell, the place representing it being made as

repulsive and terrific as circumstances will admit. The seven

* "Manual of Freemasonry." R. Carlyle. p. zzz.
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lights burning in this abode of horror are garnished with deaths'

heads and cross-bones, and occasionally the torments of the

damned are depicted on the walls. The p8,SS-\'O1'd into this

gloomy spot is " Emmanuel." On entering, his sash and apron are

taken from the neophyte, and he is covered with a black cloth

strewn with ashes, so that he can see nothing of his surroundings.
In this guise he is conducted up and down a steep incline made

of boards ; and when the cloth is at length removed he beholds

three iigures, dressed as devils, standing before him. He is then

ordered to parade the room three times in solemn silence, in

memory of Christ's descent into Hades 5 and he is finally intro.

duced into the chamber of the resurrection, where all is light and

brightness. Here the secret word of the fdegree, ziz. " I. N. R. I.,"
is communicated to him, and the ceremony is brought to a con-

clusion by his being presented with the rosette and jewel of a

Knight ofthe Eagle and perfect Mason.

As it would be tedious to enter into details concerning all the

higher degrees, which are more or less similar in ceremonial and

design, and differ chiefly in their signs and pass~words, and the

colour of their various tinsels and decorations, we will conclude

this rapid notice of the rites of advanced Masonry by describing
as briefly as possible the degree of "Nine Elected Knights," or

"Sublime Knights Elected," which is said to be popular on the

Continent, and the ceremonies of which have probably contributed

their quota towards drawing down upon Masonry the condemna-

tion of the Vatican.

In lodge the brethren are attired in mourning ; their aprons are

lined and edged with black, and across their breasts, from left

to right, is a broad black ribbon, on which three deaths' heads

are painted or embroidered; from this ribbon a dagger is sus-

pended, and another lies at thelfeet of each brother. The Master

of the lodge represents Solomon, and is addressed as
" Most

Sovereign" or "Thrice Puissa.nt;" there is but one warden, who

is called the inspector, and who represents Stolkin, the fellow-
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craft who found the body of Hiram Abiff buried beneath a sprig
of cassiaf*

When a new brother is received his arrival at the door of the

lodge is announced by the master of the ceremonies giving eight
knocks succeeded by one, and after his introduction into the

assembly the Master thus addresses the novice :-

"

Learn, my brother, that you are to impute your present
admission into this chapter less to a desire in us to confer this

degree upon you than to an inclination to make a trial of your

conduct and courage, and of your compliance with the obligations
which you have contracted in the different degrees through which

you have already passed. Know, my brother, that at this

moment we have in _our power one of the murderers of our

respectable Master Hiram Abiff, who groans under the enormity
of his guilt, and expects every instant to undergo the rigorous
torture which his crimes justly merit, to serve as an example to

deter others. This I have learnt from a stranger, who will

conduct those 1 send to the place where the miscreant is hidden.

The opportunity now offers of your being the first to revenge the

craft, by bringing this villain to condign punishment, if possible,

adequate to the enormity of his crimes. Do you find yourself

disposed to vindicate the royal art and to sacrifice the traitor in

honour of Masonry P
"

_

Candidate. " I shall be happy of the opportunity to avenge the

death of our dear Grand Master.

Thrice Puissant Master. " I must previously inform you that this

man is, perhaps, one of your acquaintances, probably your friend

or brother; but in such a case as this every sentiment must give

way to that of revenge, which with you is to stitie every other

consideration, because no bad consequences will attend your

accomplishment of this revenge. Besides, this is the only oppor-

tunity that offers of making us sensible of your zeal, by which

you will be admitted into this degree ; therefore determine

immediately.
* " Manual of Freemasonry." R. Carlyle. p. 275.
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The candidate having expressed his determination to take

advantage, in whatever manner he may be directed, of the oppor-

tunity of revenging the death of Hiram Ahilf, is then blindfolded

and conducted to a cave, or a recess made to represent a cavern as

nearly as possible. In this is seated a puppet, the head of which is

balanced on the body so as to fall off at the slightest blow. When

this rite is enacted with a political aim, the head of the puppet is

usually encircled by a crown, and in Italy, it is said. the papal tiara

was sometimes to be seen decorating the head of the representative
of the murderer. Occasionally a bladder frlled with blood was

placed on the breast of the figure, and into it the novice was made

to plunge his daggerf*
The candidate having been conducted into the cave is made to

seat himself opposite the figure; his left arm is laid on a table, on

which he is desired to lean his head, his right hand resting on his

thigh. His guide next informs him that he must now leave him,

and continues-

" Promise me faithfully that you will remain in the posture in

which I now leave you, however much alarmed you may be by

any noise you may hear. (At this another brother groans heavily
and rattles a chain). Attend to what I say, for if you neglect it

your life may be the cost. As soon as you hear a Masonic knock,
take the bandage from your eyes and closely examine every object
that is around you. When you hear a second knock, drink out of

the cup which you will find near your left hand. When you hear

a third knocking, you must do exactly as the voice you will hear

may bid you. Although I leave you alone, the eyes of the whole

chapter are upon you; therefore I beg that you will not fail to

comply with these instructions."

A few minutes after the guide has taken his departure, the

neophyte hears three knocks, which is the signal for him to take

the bandage from his eyes ; after another pause, comes the signal
for him to drink from the cup that stands beside him , and at the

third signal, a voice is heard directing the candidate to seize the

* " Storia, Dottrina, e Scopo della Framasoneria." pp. 102-117.
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dagger that lies near him, and to strike the villain (i. e. the puppet)
first on the head and then to the heart. "' Cut off the head, and

follow me with it in your left hand, and with the dagger in the

right," exclaims the unseen master of the ceremonies, whereupon
the novice picks up the head, which rolls from the figure on his

striking it, and his guide next appears and conducts him back to

the chapter. His reception there is not as favourable as he has

been led to expect.
i

The King, seeing the candidate, rises with great indignation,
and says,

" Wretch! what have you done? My orders were that

the traitor should be taken and brought to me, not that you should

put him to death. Your disobedience of orders shall, therefore,

cost you your life. Stolkin, put him to death l " On hearing this,
the brethren fall on one knee, and beg pardon from Solomon for

the candidate, saying _that it was excess of zeal and love for the

memory of their respected Master Hiram Abiff that prompted
their new brother to disobey the king's orders. While this entreaty

is making, Stolkin seizes him, and stands ready to execute his

orders. Solomon exclaims, "Stop ! my brother joabert ; I freely

forgive you the second time, as you meant no wrong, but beware

of the third offence." '

The penalty of the obligation embraces all those of the fore-

going degrees, with a promise to revenge Masonry in general 3 to

protect the Order with all one's might and power; and to submit

oneself, in the event of proving false to the oaths taken, to perish

by the same weapon, which will be given as an honourable mark

of this Order, and as a reward for zeal and constancy. Here the

Thrice Puissant presents the new brother with a dagger, saying,
" I deliver you this vindictive weapon ; make a good use of it

when required."
The first sign of the degree is for one brother to take a poniard

or sword and stab another on the forehead, The one he pretends
to strike claps his hand to his forehead as if to see if it is bloody.

The second sign is to strike your dagger towards the heart of

another member of the grade, and to say
" Necum." The other
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answers by laying his hand upon his heart and saying
"

joabert,"
which is the name by which the candidate is called during the

initiation.

The grip is to take the thumb of another's right hand in the

bottom of one's own hand, clench all the fingers of both hands,

and place the thumb erect. It signifies eight together and one by
himself.

The pass-words are Ifecum, joabert, and Stolkin.

The grand word is Begulfgal, signifying Faithful Guardian, Chief

of the Tabernacle, Friend and Chosen Favourite.

It is evident that the whole teaching of this degree is that of

blind obedience to the ofliccrs of the Order, and the necessity of

vengeance for past wrongs. In a country agitated by real or

imaginary political wrongs it is impossible that such a ritual

should be practised, and its political teaching ignored by its

disciples. In Italy, accordingly, we find that during the days of

the old régbfze, the leaders of the Carbonari used Masonic lodges
as training schools for their higher grades*, and in France

Socialism is freely taught under the name of Masonry. Of all

agitated countries Ireland is the only one in which Masonic

lodges are not used as hotbeds of revolution; the anathema of

Rome having in that land given Freemasonry a purely Protestant,
and therefore English complexion, that renders it hateful in the

eyes of the great mass of the people and of the priests, who too

frequently, in spite of their Spiritual Head, having condemned all

secret societies, look with a lenient eye on the spread of such

essentially Irish societies as those of the Ribbonmen and Molly
Maguires.

In certain of the national rites the pass-words of the various

degrees are apparently gibberish. For instance :-

Pass-word of an Aspirant . .... Nar-i-mor.

Pass-word of an Associate . _ Shalai-shucal.

Secret word of an Associate . . Sartun-es.

Pass-word of a Master . . _ Ioc-dar-oces.

Secret word of a Master ...... Yari-tani.
* " Storia, Dottrina, e Sco o della Framasoneria."P
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On being transposed, these syllables are found to represent the

following Spanish sentence :-

Nar»i-mor ....`_ . Morirén

Shalai~shucal . . A las cuchillas

Sartun-es _ . Nuestras,
Ioc-dar-oces . . Sacerdocio

Yari-tani .... . . . . . . . Y tirania.

That is, "Death by our poniairds to the priesthood and

tyranny." *

N/Ve do not for a moment wish it to be supposed that the

Masonic lodges of Great Britain and Ireland, which are merely
convivial and benevolent clubs that indulge in some harmlessly
eccentric ceremonials, ever lend themselves to the inculcation of

revolutionary doctrines; but all secret associations, in so far as

they aresecret societies, must ever be liable to being used, sooner

or later, for political ends. When such is the case the society

rapidly degenerates into an evil, and where it is not the case the

secrecy ofthe society is an absurdity.

* "
Storia, Dottrina, e Scopo della Framasoneria." p. 110.



CHAPTER Xl.

IT is unnecessary to give further details concerning the higher
Masonic grades. Should any of our readers feel any curiosity to

learn still more of their peculiarities, we must refer them to the

Manuals of the Order, which contain full particulars of every

degree.
Before bringing this imperfect sketch of the " Realities of Free-

masonry
"

to a conclusion, we must glance at a few more traces of

.ancient Masonry that yet exist. Amongst _the most curious of

these is the Masonic dialect called Bear/agen?-na--saz)', which is said

still to he in use amongst the operative Masons of Ireland, though
at the present day its use is almost exclusively confined to the

counties of Cork and Waterfordf*

That the Masons of the Middle Ages usedsecret marks by

which to identify their work, and that these marks are more or

_less similar on the ecclesiastical buildings all over Europe, has

long been a well-known fact, but we arevnot aware of a secret

Masonic dialect having existed, and being still to some extent in

use,in any country but Ireland. It would be interesting ifeiforts were

made to ascertain if any similar dialect can be tracedqin other lands.

As the existence of this secret language, if we may so call it, is

very little known, we give at length all the examples of it with

which we have hitherto met, and whi_ch are taken from a paper

laid before the Kilkenny Archaeological Society in 1858, by Mr.

* "

Proceedings and Papers of the Kilkenny Archaeological Society," vol. ii. p. 67,

15
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E. Fitzgerald, an architect from Youghal, in the county of Cork.

This secret language yvas formerly evidently confined solely to

Masons, and is now used by the building operatives in the South

of Ireland whenever they do not wish to be understood by their

employers or by outsiders.

When Mr. Fitzgerald was noting down any word he could

learn of this Masonic language, his workmen afforded him every

facility for doing so in their power, all except one old mason, who

resented this intrusion into the secrets of his profession, and who

declared that in his young days any Mason who betrayed the

meaning of their dialect would "

get three inches of a gladeen." *

Irish roots, of course, predominate in the dialect, but it

cannot be entirely Irish in its construction, as traces of Hebrew,

Greek, and Latin may be found in its composition.
f

The name of this dialect is' Bearlagaz? na mir, from Beria,

language ; gair, short, or secret ; na sair, of the artilicers ; and the

following are all the examples of it with which we have hitherto

met :-

Triath . .

Bedhal .

Eash .

Eash Triath .

Eash na keena

Boo. .

Boo na keena

Vaurimaun _

Lirke .

God the Lord, from Trial; (Trea/1), a.

king or lord.

Devil, from Bc, woman, and dalbaidé

(dholwee), a deceiver; z°. e. the wo-

man deceiver, the devil,

A man, from the Hebrew um (dis/L or

:lv/1), a man; and aes, people.
Lord of man. Ei:-Irzkzf, Lord of man.

Man of the house. Ca, a. house.

A woman.

Woman of the house.

Mother, from a 1ha!izz'r (zz vaéabf), his

mother.

An old woman, from /ahve, a tor-

mentor or teaser, as probably in

this sense the craftsmen looked on

an old woman.

* " Knife."
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Gabesh . .

Boo-ogunthu

Mara.-laun .

Shoun-dhaune

Gudth . . .

Coine . .

Lou-ine .

Gablish _

Sneith . .

Derco . .

Belle .

Leith . .

Faig .

Durke . . .

Coshe dre mon

Cronik-conith

Mavousa . .

Bur-ub . .

Arrick . .

Arrick coda .

A small boy.
A young woman, from bé égaafztha, a

young woman.

A child.

An old person.

A woman of easy virtue, or bad

character.

The body, from coni, the waist, or

middle of the body.
The legs, from Zuinne, legs.
The finger.
The nose, from muah' (snooa/1), the

visage.
The eye, from the Greek Aipxw,

I see; dere, see, view.

The mouth, from beal, the mouth.

The tongue, from lzléc (lee) licking with

the tongue.

The teeth, from fer, a peg.

The ear.

The beard, from cas, hair, and eadsm

mfin, light or short.

The head.

Myself, from nuke (mzlv/le), myself.
A priest, or clergyman, from boré,

fierce, over-bearing. In general,

the craftsmen were a loose set of

fellows, and most probably were

dealt with severely by the clergy;

they, therefore, made them the em-

bodiment of fierceness or op-

pression. -

-

An artilicer, or craftsman, from armu;

ingenious, or an ingenious person.

A mason, or stone worker.

1 5- z
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Arrick fuke .

Eash-na-ludha

Shou-ra-dhore

Shou-rig . _

Eash-shouroo

Tre-hule-eashe

Bru-ig-nore .

Cife-nuch .

Eash-coonuch

Fuma-dhore .

Gla um-a-dhore

Burbeen _

Shec-dhouge .

Car-neor .

Dho-fu-dhore

A carpenter, or worker in wood, from

jezk, Wood.

The master, or man ofthe work, from

aes, and Iuada, man of motion,
z`. e. in motion himself, and who

keeps all, or requires all to be in

motion, or hard at work.

The head inspector, from sziradéir, a

searcher, or inquirer.
Look sharp, the master is coming.
Is also used for the same purpose.

A line man, from trézkanzazl-eas, an

accomplished man.

A smith, from Zruzlg, to press or beat

down; and néir, a. doer, or the

performer of the work.

A weaver.

A brogue maker.

A tailor. Prazzmpuc/z is also a. tailor.

A piper, or musician, from glari, a.

cry, and doir, a doer. _

A labourer, from barb, ignorant, and

in, a diminutive, z`.e. mean and

ignorant, compared to the in-

_
genious artisan.

A bum, or policeman, from éclzg
blowing, that is a

"

blast, oi; an

evil wind, otherwise a wind from

the devil, in which sense these

fuuctionaries were viewed by the

arrick.

A soldier, from ceam, victory, and

oir, doer, or gainer of victory.
A tell-tale, from do, ill, or bad, and

jifaa'/z, a voice.
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Dho fu .

Bin-na . _

Loffoo . .

Loifu dhore . .

Goul-three-shuch

Coda .

Fuke . .

Murth . .

Alp . .

Trehula-luda. .

Do-fe . . .

Dho-fi-cal-luda .

Gab-ing . . _

Shel:-erenhhueso

Prosimig . . .

Cadth-souck~eness

Gahegan .

To speak ill of a person, the same

root as above.

To speak, from biiz, a voice.

To steal, from Iaziuigali (lkaz/a0»a)

handling, or laying hands on, as a

thief does.

A thief or robber, from the same root.

A fellow of different religion, from

galL a foreigner, and larazkfat,

overcoming or conquering.
A stone, from mzli, a rock, or small

stone.

Timber, from j%ac, a wooden handle.

Mortar, from muzwe, mortar.

A job of work_ ; also a. hill, and also

a. town, from a{;>, a lump.
Good work, from tféfiéarhail, good,

and luda, appearance.

Anything bad, from do jiud, worth-

less, valueless. _

'

Bad or ugly work, from do, ill; fd,

under ; ml, artistic; luda, ap-

pearance, z'.e., below the standard

of good work. .

,
,

a

Idling, or slingeing, from beag-zluir,
work little.

Discharged, or sent off from the

work, from egg, death ; arm fum, i.e.

dead to the work, or lost to the job.
To pull out, or work hard, from

brostazfg, hurry, or to make haste.

The topstone, or chief corner-stone,

from cazh'-sluazce, rock, or stone of

the pinnacle.
.The wrong bond, or rather no bond.

This word is also used when an
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Laur-e-ne-ringa

La-mogue .

Bochar .

Limeen .

Gladeen .

Cossar . . .

Re-re-pogue .

Gab-lish _ .

Scevela. .

Thin-uche _

Cadth Thuo-hid

Foukama . .

Cashtramon .

Keen . . .

arch is not properly keyed, as when

two bricks meet at the keyinstead
of one, which the operative calls

a
" she-arch "5 it is also called

"

gahegan." The word is derived

from the lrish of raid, a stone,

and gan or gann, without, or short

of`a stone, ie. a bond stone.

A plumb-rule, from lar, middle ; na,

of ; mine, a part or division; ie.

a true perpendicular 3 the plumb-
bob must fall into the centre of

the division, z°.e. the centre of truth.

A level.

A square.

A trowel. Limeen is also a watch,
and is applied to tools in general.
It seems to have been derived

from the Irish lzkzd/um, a trowel.

A knife, from the Latin g/adzm, a

sword. »

A hammer, from faseir, a hammer.

A perch of work.

An inch, from beg-lair, a little hand.

A window, from .wdlanlae (ske/aan!!/za),
shedding or pouring in the light of

day.

Fire, from thze, fire. Tkno-/zz!! is

also tire.

Coals, from aizki, a rock, and imizl

2121, iire, z`.e. the rock-iire.

Smoke.

The chimney, or soot.

A house, from cciz, a house ; cazha,
housed.
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Keena-buirb . .

Theare-keen . .

Cawheke-a-limeen

Lenhuing .... .

Coing . . .

Siske . .

Rochane . _

Rochane-thour .

Coonogues . .

Colla . . . .

Skirteen . . .

Sthee-maree _ .

Cow-ruing _ .

Mone-trea. .

Dher-kooing .

Bur-ra.-bood . .

Dous a maun .

Cou shous da vow . _ .

*Conus a mar ludhe thu

vouludhe? .....

Bouchling . . .

Dour . . . .

Dhou rueing _

Duva.r.... ..

Scabogne treah . . .

Kinah. _ . . .

» _

. » »

A house of worship.
A pawn-house, or goal. Ykar-rzlma,

scarcity-house, z'.¢. to resort in

time of need.

What o'c1ock is it?

A bed, from Zo/zglvuabz, a bed, or

place of rest.

A table.

A chair, from xzlgizlvle, a seat.

Clothes of any kind, from rocan, a

covering. p

A breeches

Brogues, or shoes.

A hat, from call, a hood or cowl.

A shirt. Cmlv/z is also a shirt.

A pipe.
Sleeping.
Good morrow, from mon, a. day;

and lrzkzl, good.

Courting.
Married.

Dancing.
Good morrow kindly.

How do you come on in the world?

from Cana: mar lualeaii lu ai

_/élaé'-How do you come on in

Ireland P

The sea, from éoima, the sea.

A river, from doéar, water.

Raining, or watering, from the same

root.

Water.

A large vessel, a. ship
Food in general, from the Latin

ae/za, a. supper.
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Lisheen _ _ _ _

Crevocks, or kunuc _ _ _

Corin farabee

Corin _ _

Euch _ , . . _

Eg na koonig
Cabrule ....

Assee,or Isaugh. . '. _

Cuhee. . _ .

Keenrush. _

Degla fuke _

Crine caun fuke _

Fara-buch. . . .

Keful, or coulth .

Maunlish _ _

Ka-lidh _

Keher-nish _ _ _

Cuhiree, or Cit`re~hawn. _

Knopuck _...

Eash clutoch . .

Crine caun clutoch _ _

Bread.

Potatoes.

Beet; from far/za, flesh; par, male ;

and bl/ad, kine ; z'.e. the Hesh of

the male kine.-

Meat, from the same root.

Butter, from uf/1, udder.

Fish.
i

~

~
'

Cabbage. ~ '
-

Milk, from'a.v-z', drink  f a female.

Tobacco, from ftllifillz fobzza, drawing
the pipe. "

A

Snuff. < =

Cider, from deag laif, drink, and feud,

wood, z`.e. the drink of the timber.

Apples.
e

A cow.

A horse. It also means a man who

has not served seven years' ap-

prenticeship to the business; he

is a £01/It/L," not broken in, and no

matter how well he may be able

to work, must be treated with

derision, avoided, none of the real

craft daring to work with him.

A pig, from monlai, rough, bristly.
A goat, from cailla (naw-I//za), a

goat.

A sheep, from mom (/éhayre), a sheep
A dog, from fu, a hound.

A cat.

A dunghill cock, from cash, male;
and ¢lez?mZ, feathered. ~

An egg, from cn'/zeafau, a round ob-

ject, and rleifcaé, feathered.
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Eash Gara-buch . . . A turkey cock, from eash gearbar,

Deegla. . .

Deegla-culahee .

Doun caucha _

Trisha deegla .

Trisha . .

Degluing ._ .

Carra . _

Gab-carra .

Carra waun _ .

Eash carra. keenah

Binnue caha . .

the scabby bird, from his rough
head and legs.

'

Intoxicating drink, from deag-/aff
(dak-flak), good drink.

Porter, rieag-lair' fulite (cool-ihe), back-

biting, to drink, as probably the

craft did back-bite over this slow,

tedious, and talkative drink; or

from ru/aiifrz, sleepy, heavy drink

calculated to produce sleep.

Whiskey, from 1!ofz_ (dhoun), a gift;
`m2z'rzka, of friendship, that is, the

gift of friendship, a treat; or what

would seem more in point, from

rata, quarrelsome, zle., the quarrel-
some gift.

A footing, or drop of drink, from

Trzke dzlg/a, through thee we drink.

The new or strange craftsman was

not properly installed or free in

the work until he paid his " foot-

ing," that is, to give the rest of the

men a drink.

A_measure, or treat.

Drinking strongdrink,
Drunk, from mazda: (cami/ous), ex-

cess in drinking. _
F

Partly drunk.
p

,

A drunken spree.

A hungry man, literally, a. man drunk

with hunger.

Begging, from beaneaif, a blessing-
and faiugaé' (cahue), sorrow, z°.¢.,

the prayer of the sorrowful.

)
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Man-lu . . _

Spris-a-nue . .

She kuing da vousa . . .

Shek ....

She-ku . _ .

Shekude . . _

Thau she erin shek

Thu le vou sheka.

Pynke ....

Leeb-re-caun

Bar-cawn . .

Scraub treah _ _

Scraub _

Gab scraub .

Founk . .

Gabfounk _

Thimpelaun .

Mea~naun . .

Neathus _

Gis-saun .

Aish-Crith . .

Due . .

Caugh .

Custramaun .

Scolding, from mol, loud, clamorous.

Fighting.
To beat a person.

Dying, from érc (eag), death.

Murder, or to spoil a piece of work.

To kill, or is killed.

He is dying. Ta .re arm mg, he is

on death.

He is dead.

Money of any kind, from flillglhla
(pzhgzhzne), pence.

A book ; also, a pound note, from

leafraéafz, a little book, and the

Latin 115711, a pound weight.
Is also used in the same sense.

Is also a pound, from srrz`o@, writing;
and triaf, fine.

A shilling, from sgreaéal, a reward ;

value not defined.

Sixpence.
A penny.

A halfpenny.
Anything round ; it is also a measure

of any kind, such as a pint, a quart,
&c.

Michael, from Mffealzh.

Ned, or Edmond.

]ohn, from Seagan (Shaun), ]ohn.
A musician, from aes, a man; and

cruzif, a harp.
Land, des, land; or from duitre, a

country.

A small way or passage, from caz, a

passage.

A road, from costin, a. footpath.
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Custrig agudine alp . . . Hurry to town, from rozlvdreail fu go

diig ana# (cusdrc hu-go-dee an

a¢), hasten to the town, or to the

collection of houses.

Alpo-leera . . Capital, i.e., Dublin, from a@,atown,
and liaéafz, Leinster, z`.e., the capital
of Leinster. -

Moul-eadth . . Day, from ma!!-earl (maui-ay), slow

time 3 as if the men felt the day

long in passing.
Sckueed . . Night, from .mzf-nas (skaw-nay),

shadow of yesterday.

Sgau-nid . _ . The sun.

Scau-nid Rea . _ . The moon.

Griiinthu . _ . Foxy.
Cosh-drea _ . Be oil, run away, from fasfrzgh, to

foot it.

Spugnig lee meen . . Six o'clock, leave off work, from

Sfddlg, stay or stop ; and liaiian, a.

trowel.

Ochee luda ..... ls also used for the same purpose.

Caw-heke in rudghe scab- What is smaller than the eye of a

an-thu na therka na midge P

libogue.*

A certain number of words in this dialect are manifestly of

comparatively modern origin, but much of it appears to have

descended from ancient times, and such fragments of it as exist

seem to be deserving of the attention of those learned in such

matters. Speculative Freemasonry has since its establishment

monopolised the especial attributes of the operative brethren, but

there can be no doubt that its marks, signs, and passwords owe

their existence to those in use amongst the building artisans of

* " Proceedings of the Kilkenny Archwlogical Society," vol. ii. p. 390.
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the Middle Ages. At the present day the "practical men in

leather" appear to regard their brethren of the mystic tie with

considerable derision, of which the following song, said to be still

popular amongst working Masons, may be taken as some slight
proof :- _

THE LADs Wrru THEIR AI-'RONS ON.

You Masons brave that courage have

To execute each artist's plan,
I pray give ear to what you hear,

And that from a Mason's son. ,
_

Let Babel's height not you affright,
Or the Temple that the heavens planned;

That pile of state was made complete,
And built by lads with their aprons on.

On Egypt's plains they took great pains
To raise the Pyramids so high ;

Who had them made, it is not said,
i

Nor can they tell the reason why.
How they had stood before the Flood,

For to deny it no man can ;

But this they may sincerely say-

They were built by lads with their aprons on.

And you Masons bright, take no delight
In what they call Freemasonry ;

'

For with their mock signs, their squares and lines,
Or any of their damned mystery.

For it is well known it was by you

That all their wondrous works were done ;

They'd pledge their souls to steal our trowels,
And mock us with their; silk aprons on.

As we have frequently alluded to the Masonic marks on the

ancient cathedrals as a proof of the identity of the building frater-
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nities all over Europe, we append a table of them, so that these

marks may be compared. The rule of the craft for the formation

of these marks is that they must have at least one angle, and that

the circle is not to be used, unless it be in some combination

with a line, so that an angle is fornied.* No particular mark is

set apart for master Masons as distinguished from their journey-
men. If two Masons meet at a work, both of whom are in the

habit of using a similar mark, while they work together one of

them must assume another mark. It will be remembered that on

the admission of an apprentice to the first degree of Speculative

Masonry, one of the first pieces of information imparted to him is

that all the signs used by the fraternity are squares, levels, and

perpendiculars.
It appears that working Masons occasionally imprinted their

mark on their tools and utensils, as well as on the stones of the

building at which they worked.

The Freemasons had not only their secret signs and marks, and

in one instance at least, as we have shown, a secret dialect, but

they had also a secret alphabet or cipher, in which many of their

documents were written, and which, we understand, is still in use

on the Continentsl* There are several allusions to this alphabet
in the higher degrees, especially in that of mark-man, in which

the novice is taught to lay his first and second fingers across those

of a brother, so as to form an index to the mystic characters.I
Formerly it appears that this cipher was used by Masons for the

purpose of communicating secretly with each other in the presence

of strangers. The author of "Ahiman Rezon" boasts that with

two squares, a gavel, and a hammer he could communicate an

sentence he wished to a skilled and intelligent brother without

speaking, writing, or voice.§

Y

This cipher is now very generally known; it is written in

several ways, of which we give two examples.
* "

Proceedings ofthe Kilkenny Archaelogical Society," vol. ii. p. 71.
+ " Histoire Pittoresque de la Franc-Maconnerie." Clavel. p. 7 3.

2 " Manual of Freemasonry." Carlyle, p. 192.

§
"

Origin of the English Royal Arch." G. Oliver. p. 42.
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As we have referred at considerable length to the vestiges of

ancient Freemasonry that are found in Ireland, we cannot refrain

from endeavouring to trace back a prominent figure in the

Masonry of to-day to a Celtic origin. It would be strange,

though not impossible, if the true ancestry of no less a personage

than the murdered Grand Master himself were to be found in the

Green Isle, that is so prone to claim all men of renown as her

own offspring.
i

We have already stated that the legend of Hiram Abiff, which

is the theme on which all the Masonic ceremonies, from the

degree of a master upwards, more or less turn, is not mentioned

in any Masonic record previous to the beginning of the eighteenth
century, and that it seems probable that the myth was borrowed

from the jewish Ta.rgums_ The secrecy with which the craft

think tit to surround their practices renders it, of course, more

difiicult than would otherwise be the case to separate what is really
ancient and interesting from that which is modern and worthless

in their ritual. We do not, therefore, venture to suggest, beyond
it being a mere possibility, that when the reorganisation ol' Free-

masonry took place in the last century, the authors of Speculative
Masonry may have found traces of a legend of the treacherous

murder of some mighty though nameless builder of old still

lingering among the few remaining members of the ancient craft.

It is evident that the organisers of speculative Masonry were bent

on ascribing a jewish origin to the society ; therefore, in the

event of such an oral tradition as we have supposed having
existed, they would naturally assign to it a name connected with

the building of the Temple, from the foundation of which they
maintained their Order sprang. The myth regarding Hiram

Abitf being translated about that time from the jewish Targums,
it was natural that they should immediately engraft upon it the

tradition of the craftsmen. But Holy Writ distinctly states that

Hiram Abiff was not an architect or builder; Oral tradition has

usually a large substratum of truth, and it seems highly improbable
that working Masons should have handed down a tradition con-
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cerning a weaver and artiiicer in metal; while on the other hand,
if a great master of their craft had been barbarously murdered,

nothing would be more likely than that we should find a tradition

of the fact lingering on through successive generations of opera-

tives. Singularly enough, in Ireland there is such a tradition as

we have supposed. Popular belief ascribes nearly all the early
ecclesiastical remains in that country to the genius and energy of

one man, the son of " Tuirbi of the Strand"-the famous Gobhan

Saor. The legend of his death states that he and twelve of his

journeymen were cruelly murdered by twelve robbers, who then

went to the Gobhan's house and boasted to his wife of having
slain her husband. She pretended to be indifferent to the news,

and begged the murderers to help her to draw open a tree which

her husband had begun to saw into planks. The assassins placed
their hands in the cleft to force it open, whereupon the woman

quickly drew out a wedge that had been placed there ; the tree

closed on their hands, and the robbers found themselves at her

mercy. The woman avenged the murder of her husband and his

men by cutting off the heads of the twelve murderers w-ith an

axe.'*'

The peasantry still point out with pride some curious old tombs

in a burial ground called Deire na Bplannc, near the village of

Killenaule, in the county of Tipperary, as the Spot where the

remains of the great architect and his twelve journeymen are

interred.

Another tradition concerning the Gobhan Saor is that he and

his son, who was also an architect, went over to Britain, at

the request of one of its princes, in order to build for him a palace
of unrivalled magnificence. When the palace was nearly finished

the king resolved on putting its architect to death to secure no

other palace of _equal splendour being built elsewhere. This

design reached the ears of a lady of the Court, who loved the

younger architect, and who warned him of the danger surround~

* "The Ecclesiastical Architecture of Ireland." R. R. Brash. p. 168.
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ing* him and his father. On learning this the Gobhan Saor,

assured the king that the building could not be completed
without a certain marvellous instrument which he had left

behind him in Ireland, and which his daughter-in-law, in whose

charge it had been placed, would only intrust to one of the

greatest of his majesty`s subjects, who must, moreover, be pro-

vided with a pass-word from the Gobhan himself. Impatient
to see his palace in perfect splendour, the king at length con-

sented to send his own son to fetch the necessary instrument

from Ireland. The Gobhan confided to the young prince that the

pass-word was cur rm mg/L an cuz`m*, and on the young stranger

repeating this to the Gobhan's daughter-in-law, when he reached

her dwelling, startled by the mysterious nature of his mission

she immediately divined that some treachery had befallen her

husband and father-in-law, and cast the British prince into a

dungeon as a hostage for their safety, so that the perfrdious
king was forced to allow the architects to leave his dominions

unharmedi

Thus we lind, from tradition, that the fame ofthe Irish archi-

tect had penetrated into England during his own life time,
which was during the sixth century, and we know that about

then more than one monastery was founded in England by
Irishmen, while Scotland, France, Belgium, Germany, Italy,
Switzerland, and even Icelandi owed several of their famous

religious foundations to the remote island where civilization and

learning shone most brightly when the rest of Europe was at

its darkest.

At a later period, when the wandering bodies of Freemasons

were travelling from land to land, erecting magnilicent cathedrals

on the Continent and in England, we find from the identity
of the craft marks on Irish ecclesiastical structures with those

* i.e. "A twist against the tum," or
"

meet cunning by cunning."
1' "The Dublin Penny journal," _Iuly 6,1833.
I "

Proceedings of the Kilkenny Archaelogical Society," vol. ii. p. 386-389.
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of other countries, that the companies of St. john were as

busy with the trowel and hammer in "ill-fated Erin," as in

richer and more accessible regions. Hence it is highly pro-

bable that in Ireland they heard the tradition of the barbarous

murder of the great architect who had built the mysterious
Round Towers which would strike Masons from other countries

as so extraordinary, and the builder of which had in the course

of ages become invested with almost magical gifts; and once

learnt, the Masons in their various migrations would of course

carry the tradition into their lodges in other lands, where a

dim memory of it may have lingered on till the Masonic

revival of 1714, when Anderson and Désaguiliers, who would

naturally share the prevalent ignorance of Irish literature, on

hearing the tradition of the murder of a great master of the

craft in the early ages, and anxious to connect the new society
of Speculative Freemasonry with a Biblical origin, identified the

tradition with the legends of the ]ewish Targums relating to

Hiram Abiff.

Of course we hazard this theory as a mere supposition, but it

may possibly contain a germ of truth which would be interesting
if worked out by some more learned Masonic historian.

We cannot conclude this account of the Realities of Free-

masonry without alluding to another phase of Masonry, in which

even its most strenuous opponents must allow that it is

admirable. The Masonic charities are eminently useful and

superior. As a charitable organization, Freemasonry may fairly

claim the respect and support of the world at large. It is only in

its character of a secret society that it can be said to be effete

and useless. And, indeed, this secrecy is tacitly admitted by

Masons themselves to be a dead letter, as, though provided with

all the proper signs and pass-words, no Mason could now-a-days

gain access as a visitor to a lodge where he was not known,

unless he produced his certificate of membership signed by the

Grand Master.

A plea for the secrecy of Freemasonry usually urged, is that by
16
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means of signs and grips Freemasons can make themselves

known to their brethren in foreign lands, and thus obtain

assistance in case of necessity. In some very few instances the

use of Masonic signs may have been productive of good, though
in the most striking instance we can recall, the sign in question
appears to have been made inadvertently.

During the war between England and the United States, an

American captain of the name of
i

Mackinsty, who served in the

regiment commanded by ,Colonel Patterson, was wounded and

taken prisoner by the Iroquois Indians in a iight that took place
in the vicinity of Montreal. The Indians, who were auxiliaries of

the English, were incensed against Mackinsty on account of

the valour and determination he had displayed against them,
and on his falling into their power, they resolved on putting him

to death with all the cruelty usually practised by them. Accord-

ingly the captain was bound to a tree and surrounded by

fagots, to which fire was on the point of being applied, when, in

despair at the horrible fate awaiting him, Mackinsty, without

knowing what he did, made the Masonic sign of distress, which

consisted in raising the arms and clasping his hands over his

head, and which though dignified by the name of a Masonic

signal, is an attitude, it must be allowed, of which even the pro-

fane not unfrequently avail themselves in movements of extreme

distress or diiiiculty. Whether it was as a Mason or as a mortal

that Mackinsty made this sign, the result for him was equally
felicitous. Brandt, the leader of the band of Indians into whose

power he had fallen, had been educated in Europe, and had

there been admitted to the mysteries of Freemasonry. Imme-

diately he perceived the Masonic signal he came to the relief of

his prisoner, released him from the dangerous position in which

he had been placed, and eventually conducted him to Quebec,
and placed him in safety in the hands of the English*

'I`his is the most striking instance with which we have met in

which a Masonic sign has been of real use; such an instance as

' " Histoire Pittoresque de la Franc-Maconnerie." Clavel. p. 282.
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this, however, could only be of the most rare occurrence, and

Brandt must have been an exceptional savage to have remained

true to his Masonic obligations in such circumstances. Amongst
civilized people, it is to be feared, if common principles ot

morality and humanity are disregarded, Masonic vows will prove

but feeble restraints in situations of temptation or difliculty.
We do not deny that the Masonic tie of brotherhood may

occasionally be useful--though we doubt il, in any civilized land,

honesty, straightforwardness, and politeness will not prove at

least as useful passports as any number of secret grips and signs ;

but in many cases, it is to be feared, the plea of Masonic

fraternity is employed as a cloak for jobbery, and an excuse for

the unfair promotion of a brother Mason to the detriment of some

more worthy man who happens to be uninitiated.

|6-2
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Ashmole, Elias, 4.

Ashlar, the Rough and Perfect, 170.

Athelstane, ro.

Atheism, 137.

Austria, Lodges in, 38.

Austin, the Monk, ID3.

B.

Babel, or Babylon, Tower oi, 6, 1 11, 117.

Babylon, 2 1 3.

Bacchus, 97.

Ballet, Comic, 61.

Balder the Beautiful, Death of, 138.

Banquets, Masonic, 127.

Baptism, Christian, 216.

Baptism, Masonic, 149.

Baptist, St. john the, 137, 172, 217.

Bastille, the, 36, 48,

Beckman's Bush, Execution at, 89.

Begulgal, 223.
A

Belfast, 63.

Belgium, 240.

Benedict XII., Pope, 25.

Benedictines, the, 31.
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Berne, 37.

Bishop of Trent, the, 51.

Blue Masonry, 188, 212.

Boaz, 80, 117, IZQ' 135, 156, 158.
Book of the Constitutions ofthe Freemasons, 103, 161, 2I 1.

Boswell, Thomas, 4.

Brandt, 242.

Bright Mason, A, 172.

Brissot, 63.

Brunswick, 58.
Bull against Freemnsons, 37.

Burial of Maitre ]acques, 97.

C.

Carausius, 9.

Catherine II., 46.

Caylus, Mdle. de, 43.

Castle of St. Angelo, 53.

Caen, 61.

Cagliostro, Count, 47, 53.

Carnival, the, 138.

Cable-tow, the, 147, 178, 180.

Carbonari, the, 223. _

Cardinal Giulio de Medici, 57.

Carlyle's Manual of Freemasonry, 162.

Cassia, the, 205, 208, 220.

Catacombs, the Roman, 165, 190.

Charles Martel, 9, 47.

Charles the First, 39.

Charles Edward, 40.

Chapelot, 60.

Christians, the Early, 75, 139, 165, 190.

---------, accused of Worshipping an Ass, 76.

Charcoal-Burners, Fraternity of, 91.
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Chisel, Emblematic Signilication of the, 161.

Charities, Masonic, 241.

Charge in the First Degree of Masonry, 162.

Charles Albert, 55.

Chaumont, M. de, 44.

Cistercians, the, 3o.

Circumambulation of the Lodge, Probable origin o

Cipher, Masonic, 2 37.

Circle, Point within a, I7 1.

Clement V., Pope, 30.

Clement XII., Pope, 37.

Constitutions of the Grand Lodge of Strasburg, 15.
----1----<----- of England, 103.

Council of Troyes, 3 1.

College of Clermont, 41.

---- Dubois, 61.

Colleges of Architecture, Roman, 94.

Comtesse de Potoska, 43.

Comte de Brotowski, 43.

Comte de St. Germain, 47.

Cook, Equerry dressed as a, 2 17.

Count Cagliostro, 47, 53.

Comtesse Elise Von der Recke, 48.

Cosmo de' Medici, 57.

Companies of Workmen, 25.

Committee of Charity, when Organized, 120.

Cowan, Origin of the word, 143.

Cologne, 166.

Compasses, the, 203.

Cork, County oi, 225.

Cross-Legged Masons, 35.

Crucifixion, the 2 1 5.

Cubic Stone, the, 2 18.

Cyrus, 103.
'
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D.

Dagger, 222.

Decline of Freemasonry, 29.

Decree of Expulsion against Pius IX., 5 5.

Defenders, Society of the, 65.

Degree of the Red Cross, 4o.

-----_~ Sword of Babylon, 40.

-- -- ---- Entered Apprentice, 141.

------- Fellow-craft, 188.

--1-- Master Mason, 191.

-1--- Past Master in America, 21 1.

----- Ne Plus Ultra, 4o.

------ Nine Elected Knights, 219.

--- *_ Royal Arch -_---, 41, 139, 212.

~- ------- Knights Templars, 40.

Deism, 137.

Deluge, the, 158.
Denmark, 33.

Désaguliers, II8, IZO, 138, 241.

Dialect, Masonic, 226.

Dialogue. Ribbon, 74.

Diamond Necklace, Affair of the, 48.

Diet at Triers, 88.

Dionysian Workmen, 97.

Dove, the, 49.

Druids, Creed of the. 98, 207.

Dry-diker, A, 144.

Dublin, 63, roo.

Duc de Chartres, the, 44.

Duke of Wharton, the, 40.

Dunkerque, 59.

Dupuy, Work on the Templars by, 31.

Duties of a Freemason, 162.

2
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E.

Early Christians, the, 75, 139, 165, IQO.

-------, Secret Nature of their

Eavesdropper, Origin of the Term, 144.

Edict of Nantes, Revocation of the, 120.

Egypt, 71 I57» 207-
`

Egyptian Rite, 48.

Elizabeth, Queen, 28.

Elector-Palatine, Confessor of the, 37.

Elixir of Life, the, 47.

Empress Catherine, the, 48.

Emperor Frederick III., the, 87.

Encampments, 214, 217.

Enfants de Solomon, 95, 119.

--- de Maitre Jacques, 96, IIQ.

--- du Pere Soubise, 95.

Equerry of Outposts, 216.

Essenes, the, 77.

Ethiopia, 198.

Euclid, the Pupil of Abraham and Sarah

Europe, State ot, 13.

Evangelist, St. john, the, 137, 172.

Exeter, 1 1.

Ezra, 2 12.

F.

Faubourg St. Germain, 59.

Feliciani, Lorenza, 47.

Fellow-crafts, Conspiracy of the, 196.
------ Song, I22»

------ Sign, 190.

Fénélon, Archbishop, 39.

Findel, the Masonic Historian, 8o.

Ceremonials, 76

,7-
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Fitzgerald, Mr. E., 226.

Five Points of Fellowship, the, zoo, 202.

Florence, 37, 56.

Forgeries, Masonic, 28, 32, 215.
_

Fra Angelico, 14.

France, 223, 240.

---, Masonry imported into, 9.

Frankfort-on-Maine, 59.

Freemasonry, First Founded, 3.

--1--, Rise of Speculative, 1o2.

Freemasons, Origin of name, 14.

Freemason's Dance, 62.

Free and Accepted Masons, Rite of the, 141.

Frederick the Great, 58.

Freistiihle, or Free-Tribunals, 81.

Freigraf, or Free-Count, 82.

Fréres Pontifes, 95.

Frohnboten, or Holy Messengers, 82.

G.

Gauge, Emblematic Signitication of the 24-inch, 161.

Gavel, Emblematic Signiiication of the, 161.

---, The, 212, 237.

Gebal, 2 IO.

George Crofton, 48.

George the Fourth, 148.

Giblin, 1 17,

Giblim, 2 IO, 2 13.

Gloves, 27, 159, 206.

Gnostics, the, 165.

Gobhan Saor, the, 239.

God-parents, Origin of, 76, 149.

Gomel, 2 18.
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Grand Lodge, Formation of, 1o2.

----- of York, 28.

---- of Berlin, 59.
---~ -- of Ireland, 162.
------- of England, 59.

------ of Palermo, 55.

Grand Master of the Knights of Malta, 47.

----- of the Templars, 31.

-»------, Who to be Appointed, 104.

-l--- St. john the Evangelist, 137.

Grand Master, the, 241.

Grand Orient of France, 42, 59.

Grip of Entered Apprentice, 156.
--- Fellow-craft, 191.

-1 Knights Templars, 215.

Guido Arretino, 14.

Guilds, 9, ro, 11, 30, 90, 99.

H.

Hades, 2 19.

Haggai, 2 12.

Hailing word of the Knights Templars, the, 215.

Henry VI., 28.

Hereditary Court of Dortmund, 81.

Hiram Abiii 39, 96, 107, 114, 118, 136, 168, 222, 238

-----,Death 02 191, 196.

Hiram, King of Tyre, 168, 192, 196, 211.

High Priest, Office of the, 208.

Hogarth's Caricature of Freemasons, 165.

Hosea, the Prophet, 147.

House of Stuart, the, 39, 41.

Hugh de Payens, Grand Master of the Templars, 31.

Hur, 190.
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I.

Iceland, 240.

" Illustrations of Masonry," Morga.n's, 130.

Initiation into the Guild of Hatters, 91.

-_ --------l- of Tailors, 93.

-1- Fraternity of Charcoal-burners, 92.

--- of an Entered Apprentice, 147.

--- of a Fellow-craft, 189.
-__ of a Master Mason, 197.

--- of a Knight Templar, 2 16.

----- into the Royal Arch Degree, 2 13.

----- into the Degree of Nine Elected Knights, 2 19.

Inner Guard, the, 142, 145, 181, 216.

Inquisition, the, 38, 5 3.

Ireland, 62, 64, 223, 24o.

---, Working Masons in, 225

Iroquois Indians, 242.

Islam, Followers of, 144.

Italy, 54, 223, 240.

].

jachin, 80, 96, 116, 118, 129, 135, 157, 191.

]acob's Ladder, 168, 171.

Janitor, 2 12.

]aobulon, 2 14.

jerusalem, 179, 205, 206, 213.

----, Destruction of, 137.

----,Temple of, 52, 110. 117, 167, 209, 213-

._---, Word, 1 17.

jeshua, 2 12.

]esuits, the, 33, 40, 61, 129.

]ews, the, IIO, 143, 165.

---, Exempted from Vehm-Gericht Jurisdiction, 87.

2
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]ewish Lodges, 59.

]ewe1s ofa Lodge, III, 116, 169.

]oabert, 222, 223.

]oppa, 179, 206.

]osephus, 192.

]ost Dotzinger, of Worms, 24.

]oshua, IQO.

]udas, 37, 91.

]ube1a,]ube1o, Iubelum, 39, 198.

K.

Kabalists, the, 80.

Kerstian Kerkerinck, 88. -

King David, 167.

King of Poland, Stanislaus, 43.

Kingston, Lord, 62.

Killenaule, Village oi, 239.

Kilkenny Archaeological Society, 225.

Knights Ternplars, the, 30, 36, 40, 214.

-------- Degree of, 214.

----- of the Eagle, 4o, 217.

----- and Ladies of Perseverance, 43

----- and Nymphs of the Rose, 44.

Knocks, Masonic, 188, 221.

L.

Larmenius, Charter of, 2 14.

Last Supper, the, 217.

Law-suits, Charge concerning, IO6.

Le Statut d'Artif1cers and Servants, 25.

Le Rude, Mme. 38.

Lebanon, Forest of, 179.

Lecture in the First Degree, 173.

Level, the, 170.
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Lewis, A. 171.

Leo X. Pope, 57.
C

-

Liber Sanguinis, or Blood Book, 82, 84.
Lights, the Three Greater and Lesser, 154,

Lisbon, 38.
List of Grand Masters, 103.

Livery Companies, 98.

Lodge of St. Paul, 36.
--- of St. John, 116.

--- of the Dawning Aurora, 59.

--- Absolom, 58.
--- Ribbon, 72.

_-- Working Freemasons, 144.

--- Freeniason's, 141, 167, 169.
--- Closing of a, 187.

Lodges, 12, 38, 49, 136.

1-, Charge concerning, ro4.

---, Masonic, to whom Dedicated, 137.

--- of Adoption, 42.

-1 of United Irishmen, 64.

London, 36, 52.

Lord Derwentwater, 59.

Louis XIV., 36.
Louis XV., 6o.

Louis XVI., 48.

Louth, Protest of the Roman Catholics of,

Lupercalia, 138.

Lyons, 49.

M.

Machiavelli, 57

Maitre jacques, Legend oi, 96.

Mainus Graccus, 9.

Maher-shalal-hash-baz, 2 r 5.

I

6

2
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Mackinsty, Captain, 242.

Maharyn, 112, 202.

Mahabone, or Macbenac, 113, 202, 206.

Maria.-Theresa, the Empress, 38.

Marks, Masonic, 237.

Martinists, the, 46.

Masonic MSS., 48.
----~ Dialect, 225.
---_- Songs, 121, 236.
---- Murder, A, 129.

Masons never Incorporated, the, 140.

Master's Degree, when invented, 119.

Master Masons' Song, 123.

------- Signs, 201, 208.

-l--- Words, 191, 202.

Master of the Ghiblim, 2 1 1.

Magistrates, Charge concerning, 104.

Mazzini, 55.

Medici, Cosmo de', 57.
---- Giulio de', 58.
---- john de', 95.

Mesmer, Dr., 46.

Miller, 130.

Mistletoe, the, 207.

Molay, ]`acques, 2 1 5.

Moldenhauer, Documents published by, 31.

Molly Maguires, 223.

Montmorency-Luxembourg, Duc de, 49.

Montreal, 242.

Moray, Robert, Quartermaster-General, 4.

" Morning Herald," Cagliostro's Advertisement in the, SI

Morgan Divulges the Secrets of Masonry, 130.

Moses, 51, 79, 171, 172, 190, 213.

Mount Calvary, 2 17.

--- Horeb, 2 13.
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Mount Moriah, 198.
'

---- Sion, 179.

Munich, 37.

Murder of Morgan, 131.

Myrtle, the 207.

N.

Nebuchadnezzar, 103.

Nehemiah, 2 12.

i

Necum, 215, 223.

Niagara, Falls of, 130.

Nicholas III., Pope, 24.

North America, 64.

Norway, 33.

O.

Oath of an Entered Apprentice, 152.

--- a. Fellow-craft, 189.
1- a. Master Mason, 195.

--- the Nine Elected Knights, 222,

---- an Orangeman, 66.

-1 a. Ribbonman, 7 1.

--- the Vehm-Gericht, 85.

Oblati, 26. .

Opening of a Lodge in the First Degree, 142.

._.......__.__----- -- Fellow-craft's Degree, 188.

Orantes, 190.

Qrange Society, the, 63, 65, 7o.

V

Order of Christ, 34.

--- Knights and Ladies of Perseverance, 43

--- Knights and Nymphs of the Rose, 44.

17
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Orders of Architecture, 1 17, 168.

-_-- Chivalry, Masonic, 214.

Ornaments of a Freemason's Lodge, 169.
----- Master's Lodge, 208.

Osiris, Murder of, 138.

P.

Palermo, Lodge at, 54, 87.

Palm, the, 207.

Pan, or Khem, 157.

Paris, 47, 49, 9o, 166, 215.

Parody of Masonic Signs, 1 13.

Paschalis, Martinez, 46.

Passau, the Bishop of, 87,

Password of a Fellow-craft, 189.
----- Master Mason, 191.

------~ Past Master, 2 ro.

------ Knights Templars, 2 1 5.

----- Knights of the Eagle, 219.

Passwords in the Royal Arch Degree, 2 13.

---- of the Degree of Nine Elected Knights, 223

---- in National Rites, 22 3.

V

Past Master, 142, 146, 148, 210, 212.

Patriarch of jerusalem, the, 37.

Patterson, Colonel, 242.

Peep¥o'Day Boys, 63, 65.

Pelican, Knight of the, 2 17.

Pencil, the, 203.

Pentagon, or Virgin Leah the, 49.

Phallic Worship, 157.
'

Phath, 157.

Philosopher's Stone, the, 41, 49.

Philo of Alexandria, 79.
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Philippe le Bel, go.

Piedmont, 55.

Pillars of Masonry, 167.
Platonic Academy, the, 57.

Plumb-rule, the, 170.

Points, the Four Masonic, 183.

Pope Pius IX., 54,
--- Nicholas III., 24.

- Clement V., 30.

---- Clement XII., 37.

- Leo X., 57.

Portugal, King of, 34.

Preceptories of the Templars, 33, 3 5.

Preparation of Candidate for the First Degree, 147, 177.

--- for the Second Degree, 189.
i-- for the Third Degree, 191,

Prince Repnin, 46.
Princess of Trebizond, 47. _

Primeval Matter, 51.

Prichard's Masonic Revelations, 1 3 5.

Procession of Guilds in Dublin, roo.

Prussia, 58, 87.

Purpleinan, Orange, 67.

Pythagoras, 166.

Pythagoreans, the, 139.

Q.

Quakers, 64.

Quebec, 242.

Queen Elizabeth, 28.

Queen of Sheba, 49.
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R.

Rabbi, jewish, 142,

Ratisbon, 166.

Ramsay, Michael Andrew, 39.

Raising a Master Mason, zoo.

Reformation, the, a Blow to Art, 292

Regensburg, 16.

Regeneration, Moral and Physical, 49, 51.

Rephidim, Valley of, 190.

Rhadamistes and Zenobia, 61.

Ribbonrnen, the, 71, 74, 22 3.

Rite of the Free and Accepted Masons, 141

---- Heredom, 46.
---- Swedenborg, 46.

--, Ancient York, 141, 198, 207, 211.

-- of Zinnendort, 141.

-1- The Rosicrucians, 4o, 141.

Rites, National, 223.

Ritual, Old Masonic, 114.

Rivers of Eden, 186.

Rohan, Cardinal de, 48.

Rome, 52, 54,

Rose, the Cruciiied, 40, 218.

Roses, Wars of the, 28.

Rosicrucian Degree, 4o.

Royal Arch Degree, 41, 139, 212, 214.

Rulhiéres, the Histoxian, 43.

Russia, 33.

S.

Sabazius, or Bacchus 97.

Sackville, Sir Thomas, 28.

Samhan, the Sun-god, 98.
`

Sanctum Sanctorum, the, 188, 206, 208.
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Sardinia, 55.

Saracens, the, 35.

Schoppen, or Assessors, 82, 85, 87, 88.

Secretary, 142.

Secretary's Song, I2 5.

Shibboleth, 189. .

Sibyls, 50.

Sign of Entered Apprentice, 156.
--_- Fellow-craft, 190.

--- Master Mason, 201, 208.

-- Knight Templar, 2 1 5,
--- Degree of Nine Elected Knights, 222.

Skirret, the, 203.

Sloane, MS., the, 80, IO8.

Societies in Italy, 56.
_--- Ireland, 63.

Sojourners, 2 12.

Solomon, King, 167, 171, 179, 190, 196. 219, 222.

Sons of St. Patrick, 73.

Songs in Derision of Freemasonry, 132, 133, 134, 2 36.

Spain, Treatment of Masons in, 38. -

Speculative Freemasonry, Rise of, 37,

Spires, 16, 24.

Spoulee, ]ohn de, 2I 1.

Square, the, 170.

St. Alban, 9.

St. Augustine, Rule ot, 31.

St. Bernard, of Clairvaux, 30.

St. Benedict, 31.

St. Dunstan, 103.

St. Etienne, Rabaud, 63.

St. Germain, 41.

St. ]ohn, 137, 172.

--», Confraternities of, 13, 241.

---, Lodge o£ III, 115.
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St. ]ohn of jerusalem, 216.

---- the Baptist, 217.

St. Paul, 143.

St. Thibault, 92.

A

St. Thomas, the Patron of Architects, 137.

Steps in Masonry, Regular, 155, 2o1.

Stolkin, 219, 222.

Strasburg, Constitutions oi 15.

---, Lodge of, 15, 49.

Statutes of Parlirers and Fellows, 22.

Sweden, 33.

Symbols, 26, 30, 80, 165.

---, Masonic, 139.

Symbolism, Revival of, 165.

T.

Taverns, 102.

Tavern-keepers, Masters of Lodges, 60, 61

Targums, the Jewish, 118, 238.

Tassels, the Four, I7 1.

Temple, the, 52, 117, 165, 192, 238.

---, Solomon's, 188, 196. _

Templars, Fall of the, 32, 34.

-4---, Revenues of the, 33.

Thanes, ro.

Tiles, Act Regulating the Making of, 143.

Tiler, the, 67, 142, 18.1, 189, 212.

Tiled, Probable Origin of the word, 142.

Tipperary, 239.

Toasts, Masonic, 126.

Tombs of Roman Masons, 94.

Tongue of Good Report, the, 148, 177.

Tools of an Entered Apprentice, 161.

...-- of a Fellow-craft, I9 1. _
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Tools of a Master Mason, 203.

--- by which Hiram Abiff was slain, 208.

Tracing-boards, 165, 217, 218.

Trefoil, the, 208.

Tribunals, Secret, 83.

Triangle, the, 139.

---, Royal Arch, 2I3.

Tubal-Cain, 191.

Tyre, 179.

U.

United Irishmen, Society of, 41, 6 3.

United States, the, 130, 242.

University of Padua, 165.
Urwin of Steinbach, 15.

V.

"Vade Mecum, the F1eemason's," 129.

Valley of Ajalon, 190.
'

Vehm-Gericht, the, 1 1, 80, 89, 154.

Veils, Passing the, 2 I 
Venus, 133.

Verulam, City oi, 9.

Villas Careggi and Rucellai, 57

Villiers, George, Duke of Buckingham, 103.

Virgin Mary, the, 24, 138.

Virgin Leaf, the Pentagon or, 49.

W.

Wages, Masons', 9, 1o6.

Warden, Senior and ]unior, 142, 149, 219.

Warsaw, 49.

2
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Warrant of Grand Lodge, 161.

Warrington, 4.

Waterford, 225.

Westphalia, Secret Tribunals oi, 80.

Wife of the Gobhan Saor, 239.

William of Wykeham, 25.

William of Hirschau, 12.

Windsor Castle, 2 5, 2 1 1 .

Wolfe Tone, 63.

Wolsey, Cardinal, IO3.

Works Bought up by the Freemasons, 31.

Word of an Entered Apprentice, 156.
--- of Fellow-craft, 191.

--- a Master Mason, 202, 206.

-_ a Past Master, 210, 213.

--- Royal Arch Degree, 214.

_-- Knights Templars, 2 15.
--- Knights of the Eagle, 219.

_- Degree of Nine Elected Knights, 223.

X.

Xenophon, 114.

Y.

Youghal, 226.

Young Italy, Society ot] 55.

Z.

Zenobia, Rhadamistes and,
'

6 1.

Zeredath, Plains of, 179.

Zerubbabel, 103, 137, 2 12, 214.

Zinnendori, Rite oi, 141.
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THE PARISH NET: HOW IT'S DRAGGED AND
WHAT IT CATCHES. Crown 8vo, cloth, 7S. 6d.

THE SEVEN AGES OF A VILLAGE PAUPER. Crown
8vo, cloth, 5s.

BEESL Y (ED WARD SPENCER)-Przffssor ry' Hl'Jf0Iy in Univcrxigl College,
London-

CATILINE, CLODIUS, AND TIBERIUS. Large Crown

Svo, 6s.

BENNETT(W. C.)-
SEA SONGS. Crown 8vo, 45.

BENSON 
MANUAL OF THE SCIENCE OF COLOUR. Coloured

Froutispiece and Illustrations. zzmo, cloth, as. 6d.

PRINCIPLES OF THE SCIENCE OF COLOUR. Small
to, cloth, 15s.

EIDDLEICOMBE (SIR GEORGE) C.B., Capiailz R.N.-

AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF SIR
`

GEORGE BIDDLE-
COMBE, C.B., Captain R.N. Large crown 8vo, Ss.

BLAKE (EDITIJ 0SBORNE)-
TWELVE MONTHS IN SOUTHERN EUROPE. With

Illustrations. Demy 8vo, 145.

BL YTH (coLo1vEL)-
THE WHIST-PLAYER. With Coloured Plates of " Hands."

Third Edition. Imp. x6mo, cloth, 5s.
A 2
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BR/IDLE Y (THOJIAS)-¢y'!hc Royal Miliiarjf Academy, IV00lwif/z-

ELEMENTS OF GEOMETRICAL DRAIVING. In Two
Parts, with Sixty Plates. Oblong folio, half~bound, each Part 165.

Selection (from the above) of Twenty Plates for the use of
the Royal Military Academy, Woolwich. Oblong folio, half~bound, 165.

BUCKL/IJVD (FRANK)-
LOG-BOOK OF A FISHERMAN AND ZOOLOGIST.

Second Edition. With numerous Illustrations. Large crown 8vo, 125.

BURCHETT 
DEFINITIONS OF GEOMETRY. New Edition. 24m0,

cloth, 5d.

LINEAR PERSPECTIVE, for the Use of Schools of Art.
Twenty-first Thousand. With Illustrations. Post 8vo, cloth, 7s.

PRACTICAL GEOMETRY: The Course of Construction
of Plane Geometrical Figures. With 137 Diagrams. Eighteenth Edition. Post

8vo, cloth, 5s.

CADDY (i1lRS.)-
HOUSEHOLD ORGANIZATION. Cr0vn 8vo, 4s.

CAITHNESS (C0U1VTESS)-
OLD TRUTHS IN A NEW LIGHT: or, an Earnest

Endeavour to Reconcile Material Science with Spiritual Science and Scripture
Demy 8vo, 15s.

CAIIIPION  S.), lrzie Major, Staf Ist Br. C.N.G., U.S.A.-

ON THE FRONTIER. Reminiscences of Wild Sport,
Personal Adventures, and Strange Scenes. With Illustrations. Demy 8vo, 165.
Second Edition.

ON FOOT IN SPAIN. With Illustrations. Demy 8vo, 16s.
Second Edition.

CARL YLE (DR.)-
DANTE'S DIVINE COMEDY.--Literal Prose Transla-

tion of THE INFERNO, with Text and Notes. Second Edition. Post 8vo, r4s.

CARL I/LE (THOJIAS)-See pager I7 and 18.

CLINTOIV (R. H.)-
A COMPENDIUM OF ENGLISH HISTORY, from the

Earliest Times to A.D. 1872. With Copious Quotations on the Leading Events and
the Constitutional History, together with Appendices. Post 8vo, 7s. 6d.

CRAII( (GEORGE LILL[E)-
ENGLISH OF SHAKESPEARE. Illustrated in a. Philo-

logical Commentary on his Julius Caesar. Fifth Edition. Post 8vo, cloth, 55.

OUTLINES OF THE HISTORY OF THE ENGLISH
LANGUAGE. Ninth Edition. Post 8vo, cloth, 25. 6d.

DASEIVT (SIR G.  

_IEST AND EARNEST. A Collection of Reviews and
Essays. 2 vols. Post 8vo, cloth, £1 rs.

TALES FROM THE FIELD. A Second Series of
Popular Tales from the Norse of P. Ch. Asbjornsen. Small 8vo, cloth, xos. 6d.
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DA UBOURG (E.)-
INTERIOR ARCHITECTURE. Doors, Vestibules, Stair-

cases, Anterooms, Drawing, Dining, and Bed Rooms, Libraries, Bank and News-

paper ()H'lces, Shop Fronts and Interiors. \Vith detailed Plans, Sections, and
Elevations. A purely practical work, intended for Architects, _]oiners, Cabinet
Makers, Marble \Vorkers, Decorators; as well :ts for the owners of houses who
wish to have them ornamented by artisans of their own choice. Half-imperial,
cloth, £2 12s. 6d.

D/1 Vmsorv (ELLIS A.)-
PRETTY ARTS FOR THE EMPLOYMENT OF

LEISURE HOURS. A Book for Ladies. With Illustrations. Demy 8vo, 6s.

THE AMATEUR HOUSE CARPENTER : ft Guide in
Building, Making, and Repairing. \Vith numerous Illustrations, drawn on \Vo0d
by the Author. Royal Svo, ros. 6d.

DA VISON (THE ./l[[SSES)-

TRIQUETI MARBLES IN THE ALBERT MEMORIAL
CHAPEL, VVINDSOR. A Series of Photographs. Dedicated by express per-
mission to Her Majesty the Queen. The \Vork consists of 117 Photographs, with

descriptive Letterpress, mounted on 49 sheets of cardboard, half-imperial. Price

£10 Ios.

DE COIJV (COLOZVEL ROBERT L.)-
HISTORY AND CULTIVATION OF COTTON AND

TOBACCO. Post 8vo, cloth, gs.

DE KOZVIIVCK' (L. L.) and DIETZ  
PRACTICAL MANUAL OF CHEMICAL ASSAYING,

as applied to the I\Ianufacture of Iron from its Ores, and to Cast Iron, \Vrought
Iron, and Steel, as found in Commerce. Edited, with notes, by ROBERT l\I/\LLEr.
Post 8vo, cloth, 6s.

DE P0111/11? (THE DUKE)-
PASHION AND PASSION 3 or, Life in Mayfair. New

Edition. Crown Svo, és.

THE HEIR TO THE CROWN. Crown 8vo, 7s. 6d.

DE WORMS (BARON HE1VRY)-
ENGLAND'S POLICY IN THE EAST. An Account of

the Policy and Interest of England in the Eastern Question, as compared with
those of the other European Powers. Sixth Edition. To this Edition has been
added the Tripartite Treaty of 1856, and the Black Sea Treaty of 1871.
Sixth Edition. Demy 8vo, 5s.

DE WORMS (BARON HENRY) cmzifmd-

THE AUSTRO - HUNGARIAN EMPIRE : A Poli-
tical Sketch of Men and Events since 1$68. Revised and Corrected, with an

Additional Chapter on the Present Crisis in the East. With Maps. Second
Edition. Demy Svc, cloth, 95.

DICKENS (C`HARLES)-See pager IQ-22.

DYCE'S COLLECTION. A Catalogue of Printed Books and
Manuscripts bequeathed by the REV. ALEXANDER DYCE to the South Kensington
Museum. zvols. Royal 8vo, half-morocco, 14s.

A Collection of Paintings, Miniatures, Drawings, Engravings,
Rings, and Miscellaneous Objects, bequeathed by the REV. ALEXANDER DYCE
to the South Kensington Museum. Royal 8vo, half-morocco, 7s.

DICKENS (CHARLES)-Conducted by-
ALL THE YEAR ROUND. First Series. zo vols.

Royal 8vo, cloth, 5s. 6d. each.

New Series. Vols. I to 22. Royal 8vo, cloth, 55. 6d. each.
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DIXON (W. HEP WOR TH)-
BRITISH CYPRUS. Deniy Svo, with Frontispiece, ISS.

THE HOLY LAND. Fourth Edition. With 2 Steel and
I2 Wood Engravings. Post Svo, rcs. 6d.

DRA I/'SON (LIEUT.-COL. A. W.)-
THE CAUSE OF THE SUPPOSED PROPER MOTION

OF THE FIXED STARS, wltn other Geometrical Problems in Astronomy hitherto
unsolved. Demy Svo, cloth, ros.

THE CAUSE, DATE, AND DURATION OF THE
LAST GLACIAL EPOCH OF GEOLOGY, with an Investigation of a New
Movement of the Earth. Demy Svo, cloth, ros.

PRACTICAL MILITARY SURVEYING AND
SKETCHING. Fifth Edition. Post Svo, cloth, 45. 6d.

.DI/'CE (H/ILLIAJII), R.A.--

DRAXVING-BOOK OF THE GOVERNMENT SCHOOL
OF DESIGN; OR, ELEMENTARY OUTLINES OF ORNAMENT. Fifty
selected Plates. Folio, sewed, 5s. ; mounted, 18s.

Text to Ditto. Sewetl, 6d.

ELL/OT (FRANCES)-
OLD COURT LIFE IN FRANCE. Third Edition.

Demy Svo, cloth, ros. 6d.

TI-IE DIARY OF AN IDLE WOMAN IN ITALY.
Second Edition. Post Svc, cloth, 6s.

PICTURES OF OLD ROME. New Edition. Post Svo,
cloth, Gs.

EA/GEL (CAI'.i)-
A DESCRIPTIVE AND ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE

OF THE MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS in the SOUTH KENSINGTON

MUSEUM, preceded by an Essay on the History of Musical Instruments. Second

Edition. Royal Bvo, half-morocco, 125.

ESCOTT  H. S.)-
PILLARS OF THE EMPIRE : Short Biographical

Sketches. Demy 8vo, ros. 6d.

EU/'_/ILD (ALEX/UVDER CIIARLES), FS./l.-

THE LIFE AND TIMES OF PRINCE CHARLES
STUART, COUNT OF ALBANY, commonly called The Young Pretender.

From the State Papers and other Sources. Author of "The Life and Times of

Algernon Sydney,"
" The Crown and its Advisers," &c. 2 vols. Demy 8vo, £1 Bs.

SIR ROBERT WALPOLE. A Political Biography,
1676-1745. Denny 8vo,.18s.

FALLOUX (COUNT DE), qf I/ze French Academy-

AUGUSTIN COCHIN. Translated from the French by
Aususrus CRAVEN. Large crown 8vo, gs.

FANE (V10LET)-
DENZIL PLACE : a Story in Verse. Crown 8vo, cloth, Ss.

QUEEN OF THE FAIRIES (A Village Story), and other
Poems. By the Author of " Denzil Place." Crown 8vo, 6s.

ANTHONY BABINGTON: a. Drama. By the Author of
"Denzil Place," "The Queen of the Fairies," Sac. Crown Svo, 6s.
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l"Ef11'.'/LEY ( I/I/1), Lrfc Prinripal ry"l/ze Edliflb//1;gh Ve/ur/'nary Callqgfef Author

ry'
" Lectures on Ike Exrzminrztiorz rfHorses as to S01l7Z(i)ZC5S"*'

LESSONS IN HORSE JUDGING, AND THE SUM-
MERING OF HUNTERS. With Illustrations. Crown Svc, 4s.

FITZ-PA TIEICI( (IV.  
LIFE OF CHARLES LEVER. 2 vols., demy Svo. 305.

FLEIIIING (GEORGE), F.R.C.S.-

ANIMAL PLAGUES: THEIR HISTORY, NATURE,
AND PREVENTION. 8vo, cloth, r5s.

HORSES AND HORSESHOEING: their Origin, History,
Uses, :md Abuses. 210 Engravings. 8vo, cloth, £1 rs.

PRACTICAL HORSE-SHOEING: With 37 Illustrations.
Second Edition, enlarged. Svo, sewed, es.

RABIES AND HYDROPHOBIA: THEIR HISTORY,
gloéguénvs, sYMP'roMs, AND 1°nEvr:NT1oN. with s 1llustra~

A MANUAL OF VETERINARY SANITARY SCIENCE
AND POLICE. V/'ith 33 Illustrations. 2 vols. Demy Svo, 36s.

.FORS TER (70H1V)-
THE LIFE OF CHARLES DICKENS. Uniform with

the " C. D." Edition of his Works. With Numerous Illustrations. 2 vols. 75.

THE LIFE OF CHARLES DICKENS. A New Edition,
uniform with the Library Edition. z vol. Post Svo, ros. 6d.

THE LIFE OF CHARLES DICKENS. With Portraits
and other Illustrations. r5th Thousand. 3 vols. Svo, cloth, £2 Qs.

A New Edition in 2 vols. Demy 8vo, uniform with the
Illustrated Edition of Dickens's Works. £1 Bs.

SIR ]OHN ELIOT: a Biography. With Portraits. New
and cheaper Edition. 2 vols. Post 8vo, cloth, 14s.

OLIVER GOLDSMITH: a. Biography. Cheap Edition in
one volume. Small 8vo, cloth, 65.

WALTER SAVAGE LANDOR : a Biography, 177 5~~1864.
¢Vith Portraits and Vignettes. A New and Revised Edition,in 1 vol. Demy 8vo, 1-45.

FORTNUIII (C. D. E.)-
A DESCRIPTIVE AND ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE

OF THE BRONZES OF EUROPEAN ORIGIN in the SOUTH KEN-

EINGTON MUSEUM, with an Introductory Notice. Royal Svo, half~morocco,
I ICS.

A DESCRIPTIVE AND ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE
OF MAIOLICA, IIISPANO-MORESCO, PERSIAN, DAMASCUS, AND
RHODIAN WARES in the SOUTH KENSINGTON MUSEUM. Royal
Svo, half~morocco, £2.

FRANCA TELL/ (C. E.)-

ROYAL CQNFECTIONER: English and Foreign. A
Practical Treatise. With Coloured Illustrations. 3rd Edition. Post 8vo, cloth, 75. 6d.

G/LLMORE (PARKER)-
PRAIRIE AND FOREST: a_ Description of the Game of

North America, with personal Adventures in their pursuit. With numerous Illus-
trations. 8vo, cloth, ms.
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HALL (S1DNE Y)-
A TRAVELLING ATLAS OF THE ENGLISH COUN-

TIES. Fifty Maps, coloured. New Edition, including the Railways, corrected

up to the present date. Demy 8vo, in roan tuck. xos. 6d.

.H/LVCOCI1' (E. C/1]l[PBELL)-
THE AMATEUR POTTERY AND GLASS PAINTER.

With Directions for Gilding, Chasing, Bumishing, Bronzing, and Ground Laying.
Illustrated. Including Fac-similes from the Sketch-Book of N. H. _]. V1<sTLAx;E,
F.S.A. Vith an Appendix. Demy Svc, 5s.`

.HILL (JIIISS G.)-~
THE PLEASURES AND PROFITS OF OUR LITTLE

POULTRY FARM. Small crown Svo, 3s.

.H[TCHMz1N (FRANCIS)-
THE PUBLIC LIFE OF THE EARL OF BEACONS-

FIELD. 2 vols. Demy 8vo, 32s.

HOLl?E]N~

TVVELVE HEADS AFTER HOLBEIN. Selected from
Drawings in Her lIajesty's Collection at Windsor. Reproduced in Autotype, in

portlolio. 36s.

H01/ELACQUE (ASBM-
THE SCIENCE OF LANGUAGE: LINGUISTICS,

PHILOLOGY, AND ETYMOLOGY. \'ith Maps. Large crown Svo, cloth, 55.

Being the first volume of "The Library of Contemporary Science."

(Fur ILS! nf other If/arks Q/ the SIHIZZ Series, sez jiuge 24.)

HUJIPHRIS (H. D.)-
PRINCIPLES OF PERSPECTIVE. Illustrated in a

Series of Examples. Oblong folio, half-bound, and Text 8vo, cloth, £1 rs.

7/I GOR (F. )-
PHILIPPINE ISLANDS, THE. With numerous Illus-

trations and a Map. Demy Svo, 16s.

_`7.-IRR Y (GENERAL)-
NAPIER (MAI.-GEN. W. C. E.)~OUTPOST DUTY.

iiranslma, with TREATISES ON MILITARY RECONIVAISSANCE AND
ON ROAUMAKING. Third Edition. Crown evo, 55.

KELLE Y, IILD.  G.)-
THE PHILOSOPHY OF EXISTENCE.-The Reality and

Romance of Histories. Demy 8vo, 165.

KE.i/P15 (THOJIIAS A)-
OF THE IMITATION OF CHRIST. Four Books.

Beautifully Illustrated Edition. Demy Svo, 16s.

KLA CZKO (Ill _'7UL[AA)-
TWO CHANCELLORS: PRINCE GORTCHAKOF and

PRINCE BISMARCK. Translated by Mrs. Tait. New and cheaper edition, 6s.

LEFE1/RE (ANDRl§)-
PHILOSOPHY, Historical and Critical. Translated, with

an Introduction, by A. W. KEANE, B.A. Large crown Svo, 7s. 6d.
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LEGGE (ALFRED OWEN)-
PIUS IX. The Story of his Life to the Restoration in

r85o, with Glimpses of the National Movement in Italy. Author of "The Growth
of the Temporal Power in Italy." 2 vols. Demy 8vo, £1 12s.

LENNOX (1.0RD WILLIAM)-
FASHION THEN AND NOW. 2 vols. Demy Svo, 285.

LETOURNEAU (DR. CHARLES)-
BIOLOGY. 'Translated by William l/I:.1cCall. With Illustra-

tions. Large crown Svo, 65.

LUCAS (CAPT/lI]V)--
THE ZULUS AND THE BRITISH FRONTIER.

Demy Svo, 165.

CAMP LIFE AND SPORT IN SOUTH AFRICA.
With Episodes in Ka&ir Warfare. Vith Illustrations. Demy Svc, 125.

LYTTON (ROBERT, LORD)-
POETICAL WORKS-COLLECTED EDITION. Com-

late in vols.

FABLES IN SONG. 2 vols. Fcap. Svc, 125.

LUCILE. Fcap. Svc, 65.
THE WANDERER. Fcap. Svo, 6s.

POEMS, HISTORICAL AND CHARACTERISTIC. Fcap. 6s.

JI/ILLET (DR.  IV.)-
COTTON: THE CHEMICAL, &C., CONDITIONS OF

ITS SUCCESSFUL CULTIVATION. Post Svo, cloth, 7s. 6tl.

_ll/ILLET (ROBERT)~
GREAT NEAPOLITAN EARTHQUAKE OF 1857.

First Principles of Observational Seismology, as developed in the Report to the

Royal Society of London, of the Expedition made into the Interior of the Kingdom
of Naples, to investigate the circumstances of the great Earthquake of December,
1857. Maps and numerous Illustrations. 2 vols. Royal Svo, cloth, £3 35.

rllASKELL (VVlLL[A/l{)-
A DESCRIPTION OF THE IVORIES, ANCIENT AND

MEDIIEVAL, in the SOUTH KENSINGTON MUSEUM, with a Preface.

With numerous Photographs and Woodcuts. Royal Bvo, half-morocco, ff 1 rs.

IIIAXSE (FITZH)-
PRINCE BISMARCICS LETTERS. Translated from

the German. Second Edition. Small crown Svo, cloth, és.

Ill/IZADE (CHARLES DE)-~
THE LIFE OF COUNT CAVOUR. Translated from

the French. Demy Svc, 165.

11[cC0/IN CARL[LE)-
OUR NEW PROTECTORATE. TURKEY IN ASIA! Irs

GEOGRAPHY, RAces, Riasounces, AND GOVERNMENT. With a Map showing
the Existing and Projected Public Works. 2 vols. large crown Evo, 24s.

AJELVILLE (G. 7. WH1/TE_)_
BLACK BUT COMELY; or, The Adventures of _lane Lee.

New and cheap Edition, in One Volume. Crown 8vo, 65.

RIDING RECOLLECTIONS. With Illustrations by
EDGAR GIBERNE. Large crown 8vo. Sixth Edition. rzs.
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.1lELV]LLE(G. 7. W1/YTE-)-cimfimted.
ROSINE. With Illustrations. Demy Svo. Uniform with

"

Katerfelto," 16s.

ROY'S WIFE. New and Cheaper Edition. Crown 8vo, 6s.

SISTER LOUISE ; or, The Story of a Won1an's Repentance.
With Illustrations by Mxmmr KERNS. Demy 8vo, 165.

KATERFELTO : A Story of Exmoor. With 1 2 Illustrations
by COLONEL H. HOPE CRE.»LocKE. Fourth~Edition. Large crown, Ss.

(For Cheap Edition.r qf ether Warks, see/:age 25.)

AIEREDITH (GEORGE)-
MODERN LOVE, AND POEMS OF THE ENGLISH

ROADSIDE, with Poems and Ballads. Fcap. Evo, cloth, 65.

JIIOLES U/'OR TH (VIZ N/ISS/I U)~
HISTORY OF ENGLAND FROM THE YEAR 1830

TO THE RESIGNATION OF THE GLADSTONE MINISTRY.

A Cgeap Edition, carefully revised, and carried up to March, 1874. 3 vols.
3Crown vo, 1 s.

A School Edition. Post 8vo, 7s. 6d.

BIO./VTAGU (TIIE RIGHT HON. LORD ROBERT, Il[P.)-
FOREIGN POLICY : ENGLAND AND THE EASTERN

QUESTION. Second Edition. Demy 8vo, 145.

JLIORLE Y (HENR I/`)-
ENGLISH WRITERS. Vol. I. Fart I. THE CELTS

AND ANGLO-SAXONS. Vith an Introductory Sketch of the Four Periods of

English Literature. Part II. FROM THE CONQUEST TO CHAUCER.

(Making 2 vols.) 8vo, cloth, £1 as.

*I* Each Part is indexed separately. The Two Parts complete the account of

English Literature during the Period of the Formation of the Language, or of
THE WRITERS BEFORE CHAUCER.

Vol. II. Part I. FROM CHAUCER TO DUNBAR.
8vo, cloth, 12s.

TABLES OE ENGLISH LITERATURE. Containing
20 Charts. Second Edition, 'with Index. Royal 4to, cloth, ras.

In Three Parts. Parts I. and II., containing Three Charts, each rs. 6d.
Part III., containing I4 Charts, 75. Part III. also kept in Sections, 1, 2, and 5,

rs. 6d. each; 3 and 4 together, 35. 2* The Charts sold separately.

11/[ORLE Y 
DIDEROT AND THE ENCYCLOPXEDISTS. 2 Vols.

demy Svo, 265.

CRITICAL MISCELLANIES. Second Series. France
in the_Eighteenth Century-Robespicrre-Turgot-Death of Mr. Mill-Mr. Mill
on Rehg1on-On Popular Culture-Macaulay. Demy 8vo, cloth, r4s.

CRITICAL MISCELLANIES. First Series. Demy 8vo, 14s.

NEW UNIFORM EDITION.

VOLTAIRE. Large crown 8vo, 6s.

ROUSSEAU. Large crown 8vo, 95.

CRITICAL MISCELLANIES. First Series. Large crown

Svo, 6s.
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.)101eLE Y (YUHN )-¢'»/lfimwd.
CRITICAL MISCELLANIES. Second Series. [IntIu:Press.

DIDEROT AND THE ENCYCLOPA'lDISTS. Large
crown Evo. þÿ�[�N ¬�d�]�'�b�/rmr1_y.

ON COMPROMISE. New Edition. Crown 8vo, 35. 6d.

STRUGGLE FOR NATIONAL EDUCATION. Third
Edition. 8vo, cloth, 35.

.MORRIS (M 0' CON1VO1?)-
HIBERNICA VENATICA. With Portraits of the Mar-

chioness of V:rtcrfortl, the Marcliioness of Ormonde, Lady Randolph Churchill,
Hon. Mrs. Malone, Miss Persse (of Moyode Castle), Mrs. Stewart Duckett, and

Miss Myra Vatson. Large crown Evo, 185.

TRIVIATA ; or, Cross Road Chronicles of Passages in
Irish Hunting History during the season of 1875-76. Vith Illustrations. Large
crown Svo, 165.

.1/URPHY (7. M.)-
RAMBLES IN NORTH-WEST AMERICA. With

Frontispiece and Map. 16s.

NE I/VTON  TULLE Y, F.G..S.)-AArsisfmzi-1V¢z!1z/'zzlirl H..1I. Gcalqgiml
Suruq-

TI-IE TYPICAL PARTS IN THE SKELETONS OP
A CAT, DUCK, AND CODFISH, being a Catalogue with Comparative Dc-

scriptions arranged in a Tabular Form. Demy Svo, cloth, 35.

0'C0.'V'1VELL (AIRS. IIIORGAN f70I11V)--
CHARLES BIANCONI. A Biography. 1786-1875.

By his Daughter. With Illustrations. Demy Svo, ros. 6d.

OLIVER (PROFESSOR), F.1@.S., éfa-

ILLUSTRATIONS OF THE PRINCIPAL NATURAL
ORDERS OF THE VEGETABLE KINGDOM, PREPARED FOR THE

SCIENCE AND ART DEPAR'I`MEN'1`, SOUTH KENSINGTON. Oblong
8vo, with rog Plates. Price, plain, 165. ; coloured, £1 6s.

0Zl4NNE (1. W.)-
THREE YEARS IN ROUMANIA. Large crown 8vo,

7s. 6cl.

PIERCE (GILBERT A.)-
THE DICKENS DICTIONARY: a Key to the Characters

and Principal Incidents in the Tales of Charles Dickens. With Additions by
VILLIAM A. '/HEELER. Large crown Svo, 1O:}.6(l.

PIII!  and SEEIIIAN  
DOTTINGS ON THE ROADSIDE IN PANAMA,

NICARAGUA, AND MOSQUITO. Vith Plates and Maps. Svc, cloth, 18s.

POLLE¢V (72 H.)-
ANCIENT AND MODERN FURNITURE AND

WOODWORK IN THE SOUTH KENSINGTON MUSEUM. With an

Introduction, and Illustrated with numerous Coloured Photographs and Woodcuts.
Royal Svo, half-morocco, £1 rs
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1>0LLoK (L1EUY1-COLONEL)--
`

SPORT IN BRITISH BURMAH, ASSAM, AND THE
CASSYAH AND JYNTIAH HILLS. With Notes of Sport in the Hilly Dis-tricts of the Northern Division, Madras Presidency. 2 vols. Demy Svo, with
Illustrations and 2 Maps. 24s.

POYNTER   1?./l.-

TEN LECTURES ON ART. Large crown Svo. gs.

}'lt'[.\'.SEP (I/JL), _»1.R.A.-

IMPERIAL INDIA. Containing numerous Illustrations
and Maps made during a Tour to the Courts of the Principal Rajahs and Princes
of India. Second Edition. Demy Svo, zxs.

PUCKETT (lf. C/IJIIPEELL)-Hcfzrl-rlvlizsiur ff the Bulk School (_V{`A7'f*-
SCIOGRAPHY5 or, Radial Projection of Shadows. New

Edition. Crown Svo, cloth, 65.

Ir'/INKEN (WC H L.)-
THE DOMINION OE AUSTRALIA. An Account of

its Foundations. Post Svo, cloth, res.

REDGR/1 VE ([\)[CffzIA)D)--
MANUAL AND CATECHISM ON COLOUR. 24lIIO,

cloth, od.

REDGRAI/'E (SAll[UEL)-
A DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE OF THE HIS-

TORICAL COLLECTION OF WATEILCOLOUR PAINTINGS IN THE
SOUTH KENSINGTON MUSEUM. With an Introductory Notice by SAMUEL
REDGRAVE. \Vith numerous Chromo-lithogmphs and other Illustrations. Published
for the Science and Art Department of the Committee of Council on Education.
Royal 8vo, £1 zs.

RIDGE (D./e. BEN7AA1[N)-
OURSELVES, OUR FOOD, AND OUR PHYSIC.

Twelfth Edition. Fcap. Svo, cloth, 1s. 6d.

ROBINSON (C. E_)~
THE CRUISE OF THE IVIDGEON: 7oo Miles in

a Ten-Ton Yawl, from Swzmage to Hamburg, through the Dutch Canals and the
Zuyder Zee, German Ocean, and the River Elbe. With 4 Illustrations, drawii on

Wood, by the Author. Second Edition. Large crown Svo, gs.

ROBINSON (yi C.)-
ITALIAN SCULPTURE OF THE MIDDLE AGES

AND PERIOD OF THE REVIVAL OF ART. A descriptive Catalogue of
that Section of the South Kensington Museum comprising an Account of the
Acquisitions from the Gigli and Campana Collections. \Vith zo Engravings. Royal
8vo, cloth, 7s. 6d.

ROBSON (GEORGE)-
ELEMENTARY BUILDING CONSTRUCTION. Illus-

trated by a Design for an Entrance, Lodge, and Gate. 15 Plates. Oblong folio,
sewed, 8s.

ROBSON (REV.  H., MA., LL../IL)-lair Fozmziaiiou Scholar ly" D0'ZU7Zl7I$'
College, C¢zm&rz'dge-

AN ELEMENTARY TREATISE ON ALGEBRA.
Post 8vo,6s.
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ROCK (THE VERY REV. C/INON, D.D.)~
ON TEXTILE FABRICS. A Descriptive and Illustrated

Catalogue ofthe Collection ot' Church Vestnients, Dresses, Silk Stuffs, Needlework,

:Eid Tapestries in the South Kensington Museum. Royal Svo, half-morocco,
1 us. 6rl.

no WLAND (Are THUR)-
FARMING FOR PLEASURE AND PROFIT. DAIRY

FARMING, MANAGEMENT OF COWS, &c. Edited by WILLIARI AnLETT.

Large crown 8vo, 65.

S/ILUSBURY (PHILIP II. B.)»Limzz'. xslRu_1/al Cheshire Light1fy*iz1z!r_;/--
TVO MONTHS VITH TCI-IERNAIEFF IN SERVIA.

Large crown 8vo, os.

SCHrlIID (HERJIIAN) and ST/'ELER (KARL)-
BAVARIAN I-IIGHLANDS  AND THE SALZ-

KAMMERGUT. Profusely illustrated by G. CLoss, W. Diaz, A. v0N RABIHERG,
K. RAIIP, J. G. STEFFAN, F. V01/rv, J. WATTER, and others. With an Account
of the Habits and Manners of the Hunters, Poachers, and Peasantry of these
Districts. Super-royal 4to, cloth, £1 5s.

SHIRREFF (EJIIL i/)~
A SKETCH OF THE LIFE OF FRIEDRICH

FROBEL, together with rt Notice of lI/umrire voN IVIARENHOLTZ Bui.ow's
Personal Recollections of F. FROBEL. Crown Svo, sewn, rs.

S1/UTE (ANNA CLA16A)~
POSTI-IUMOUS POEMS. Crown Svo, cloth, Ss.

SKERTCHLY (7. A.)~4

DAHOMEY AS IT IS: being 21. Narrative of Eight
Months Residence in that Country, with a_Ful_l Account of the Notorious Annual

Custonis, and the Social and Religious Institutions of the Ffons. Vith Illustra-
tions. 8vo, cloth, £1 rs.

Srl/[TH (GOLD WIN >-
THE POLITICAL DESTINY OF CANADA. Crown

Svo, 55.

Sli./THARD (Zl!ARIA1V)-Fir.vZ-Class Diplomée from National Training
Sc/wal, South Kensington-

COOKERY FOR THE ARTIZAN AND OTHERS :

being at Selection ot' over Two Hundred Useful Receipts. Sewed, rs.

SP/1LD1NG (CAPTAIN)-
KHIVA AND TURKESTAN, translated from the Russian

with Map. Large crown 8vo, gs.

,

ST, CLA11? (S. G. B., Cnjbirzin Zafe zu! FzuiIier.v)amZ CHARLESA. BROPHY-

TWELVE YEARS' RESIDENCE IN BULGARIA.
Revised Edition. Demy Svo, gs.

STORY (W. I/I/f)~
_

ROBA DI ROMA. Seventh Edition, with Additions and
Portrait. Post Svo, cloth, xos. 6d.

THE PROPORTIONS OF THE HUMAN FRAME,
ACCORDING TO A NEW CANON. with Plates. Royal evo, cloth, ws.

CASTLE ST. ANGELO. Uniform with "Robe di Roma."
With Illustrations. Large crown 8v0, zos. Gd.



I4 BOOKS PUBLISHED BY

STREETER (E. W)-

GOLD; OR, LEGAL REGULATIONS FOR THIS

Zrogrég gdrr DIFFERENT COUNTRIES or THE WORLD. crown am,

STUART-GLENIVIE (']0H¢V STUAR T) IMA., Z?arr:':fcr-af-Law-

EUROPE AND ASIA : DISCUSSIONS OF THE
EASTERN QUESTION. In Travels through Independent, Turkish, and
Austrian Illyria. WithaPolitico-Elhnographical Map. Demy 8vo, 145.

TOPINARD (DR. PA UL)-
ANTHROPOLOGY. With a Preface by Professor PAUL

BROCA, Secretary of the Société d'Anthropolo§e, and Translated by ROBERT

_]. H. BARTLETT, M.D. With numerous Illustrations. Large crown 8vo, 7s. 6d.

TROLLOPE (ANTHOzVY)-
THE CHRONICLES OF BARSETSHIRE. A Uniform

Edition, consistingpf S vols., large crown Svo, handsomely printed, each vol.

containing Frontispiece.
THE WARDEN.

'

THE SMALL HOUSE AT

BARCHESTER TOWVERS. ALLINGTON. 2 vols.

DR. THORNE. LAST CHRONICLE OF

FRAMLEY PARSONAGE. BARSET. zvols.

AUSTRALIA AND NEV ZEALAND. A Cheap Edition
with Maps. 2 vols. Small 8vo, cloth, 7s. 6d.

HUNTING SKETCHES. Cloth, 35. 6d.

TRAVELLING SKETCHES. Cloth, 3s. 6d.

CLERGYMEN OF THE CHURCH OF ENGLAND.
3s. 6d.

SOUTH AFRICA. 2 vols. Large crown 8vo with Maps.7

Fourth Edition. £1 los.

SOUTH AFRICA. I vol. Crown Svo, 6s.

(Far C/lea) Editdms qf al/:er Worbs, :ee page 25.)

VERON (EUGENE)-
/ESTHETICS. Translated by W. H. ARMSTRONG. Large

crown 8vo, 7s. 6d.

WALMSLEY (HUGH MULLENEUX)-
THE LIFE OF SIR JOSHUA VVALIVISLEY. Vith

Portrait, demy 8vo, 145.

WESTWOOD  0.), IMA., RLS., fu-'6. é;-'c.-

A DESCRIPTIVE AND ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE
or THE FICTILE IVORIES IN THE SOUTH KENSINGTON
MUSEUM. With an Account of the Continental Collections of Classical and
Mediaeval Ivories. Royal 8vo, half-morocco, £1 45.

WHEELER (G. P.)-
VISIT OF THE PRINCE OF WALES. A Chronicle of

H. R.H.'s _Iourneyings in India, Ceylon, Spain, and Portugal. Large crown Bvo, 12s
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WHITE (Pi/'AL TER)-
HOLIDAYS IN TYROL : Kufstein, Klobenstein, and

Paneveggio. Large crown Svo, 145.

lION'I`I-I IN YORKSHIRE. Post 8V0. Vith 3. I/Iap.
Fifth edition. 4s.

LONDONER'S WALK TO THE LAND'S END, AND
A TRIP TO THE SCILLY ISLES. Post Svo. Vith 4 Maps. Third Edition. 45.

WORNUIIY (R. N.)-
HOLBEIN (HANS)-LIFE. With Portrait and Illustra-

tions. Imperial 8vo, cloth, £1 us. 6d.

THE EPOCHS OF PAINTING. A Biographical and
Critical Essay on Painting and Painters of all Times and many Places. Vith
numerous Illustrations. Deruy Svo, cloth, £I.

ANALYSIS OF ORNAMENT: TI-IE CHARACTER-
ISTICS OF STYLES. An Introduction to the Study of the History of Ornamental
Art. With many Illustrations. Sixth Edition. Royal Svo, cloth, 85.

W1/oN (F. wi)-
HISTORY OF GREAT BRITAIN DURING THE

REIGN OF QUEEN ANNE. 2 vols. Dcmy Bvo, £1 125.

1/01/NGE (C. D.)-
PARALLEL LIVES OF ANCIENT AND MODERN

HEROES. New Edition. rzmo, cloth, 45. 611.

AUSTRALIAN MEAT : RECIPES FOR COOKING AUS-
TRALIAN MEAT, with Directions for Preparing Sauces suitable for the same.

By a Cook. xzmo, sewed, gd.

OFFICIAL HANDBOOK FOR THE NATIONAL TRAIN-
ING SCHOOL FOR COOKERY. Containing Lessons on Cookery; forming
the Course of Instruction in the School. With List of Utensils Necessary, and
Lessons on Cleaning Utensils. Compiled by "R. O. C." Large crown 8vo.
Third Edition, 8s.

CEYLON : being a General Description of the Island, Historical,
Physical, Statistical. Containing the most Recent Information. With Map. By
an Oliicer, late of the Ceylon RiHes. 2 vols. Demy Svo, £1 Ss.

COLONIAL EXPERIENCES ; or, Incidents and Reminiscences
of Thirty-four Years in New Zealand. By an Old Colonist. With a Map.
Crown 8vo, Ss.

ELEMENTARY DRAWING-BOOK. Directions for Intro-
ducing the First Steps of Elementary Drawing in Schools and among Workmen.
Small 4to, cloth, 4s. 6d.

FORTNIGHTLY REVIEW.--First Series, May, 1865, to Dec.
1866. 6vols. Cloth, 135. each.

New Series, 1867 to 1872. In Half-yearly Volumes. Cloth,
13s. each.

From Ianuary, 1873, to ]une 30, 1879, in Half-yearly
Volumes. Cloth, 16s. each.



I6 BOOKS PUBLISHED BY

HOME LIFE. A Handbook and Elementary Instruction,
containing Practical Suggestions addressed to Managers and Teachers of

Schools, intended to show how the underlying principles of Horne Duties or

Domestic Economy may be the basis of National Primary Instruction. Crown

8vo, 35.

PAST DAYS IN INDIA 5 or, Sporting Reminiscences of the
Valley ofthe Saone and the Basin of Singrowlee. By a late CUSTOMS OFF1cER,
N.W. Provinces, India. Post 8vo, IOS. 6d.

SHOOTING ADVENTURES, CANINE LORE, AND SEA-
FISHING TRIPS. By

"

VlI,DFO\'LER,U
"

SNAPSHOT." 2 vols. Large crown

8vo, zrs.

SHOOTING, YACHTING, AND SEA-FISHING TRIPS,
at Home and on the Continent. Second Series. By "WrLDFowLER," "SNAP-
sHo'r." 2 vols., crown Svo, £1 rs.

SHOOTING AND FISHING TRIPS IN ENGLAND,
FRANCE, ALSACE, BELGIUM, HOLLAND, AND BAVARIA. By "Wn.D-

FOVVLER,"
"

SNAPSHOT." New Edition, with Illustrations. Large crown Svo, 8s.

UNIVERSAL CATALOGUE OF BOOKS ON ART. Com-
piled for the use of the National Art Library, and the Schools of Art in the United

Kingdom. In 2 vols. Crown 4to, half-morocco, £2 es.

SOUTH KENSINGTON MUSEUM SCIENCE AND ART

HANDBOOKS.

P1¢&!i:/i¢'¢ijQ1r the C0/nmzwef qf Cozmri! an Ea&¢mz'z'o1z.

THE INDUSTRIAL ARTS IN SPAIN. By JUAN F. RIANO.
Illustrated. Large crown Svo, 45.

GLASS. By ALEXANDER NESBITT. Illustrated. Large crown

8v0,2s.6d.

GOLD AND SILVER SMITI-IS' WORK. By _IOHN HUNGER-
FORD POLLEN. With numerous Woodcuts. Large crown 8vo, es. 6d.

TAPESTRY. By ALFRED CHAMPEAUX. With Woodcuts. zs. 6d.

BRONZES. By C. DRURY E. FORTNUM, F.S.A. With numerous

Woodcuts. Large crown Svo, 25. 6d.

PLAIN WORDS ABOUT WATER. By A. H. CHURCH, M.A.,
Oxon. Large crown 8vo, sewed, 6d.

ANIMAL PRODUCTS : their Preparation, Commercial Uses
and,Value. By T. L. S1MMoNDs. Large crown 8vo, 7s. 6d.

FOOD : A Short Account of the Sources, Constituents, and
Uses of Food; intended chieHy as a Guide to the Food Collection in the Bethnal
Green Museum. By A. H. CHURCH, M.A., Oxon. Large crown Svo, 35.

SCIENCE CONFERENCES. Delivered at the South Ken-
sington Museum. Crown 8vo, 2 vols., 6s. each.

VOL. I.--Physics and Mechanics.

Vox.. II.-Chemistry, Biology, Physical Geography, Geology, Mineralogy, and
Meteorology.

ECONOMIC ENTOMOLOGY. By ANDREW MURRAY, F.L.S.,
APTERA. With numerous Illustrations. Large crown 8vo, 7s. 6d.
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SOUTH KENSINGTON MUSEUM SCIENCE & ART HANDBOOKS-(`oulinue:t'.

HANDBOOK TO THE SPECIAL LOAN COLLECTION
of Scientific Apparatus. Large crown 8vo, 35.

THE INDUSTRIAL ARTS: Historical Sketches. With 242
Illustrations. Demy 8vc, 75. 6d.

TEXTILE FABRICS. By the Very Rev. DANIEL ROCK, D.D.
'With numerous Woodcuts. Large crown 8vo, 2s. 6d.

IVORIES : ANCIENT AND MEDIEVAL. By IVILLIAM
MASKELL. With numerous Woodcuts. Large crown Svo, es. 6d.

ANCIENT & MODERN FURNITURE & WOODWORK.
By 650|-IN HUNGERFORD POLLEN. Vitl1 numerous Voodcuts. Large crown Svo,
ZS. ~

MAIOLICA. By C. DRURY E. FORTNUM, F.S.A. With
numerous Vl/oodcuts. Large crown 8vo, zs. 6d.

MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS. By CARL ENGEL. With numerous
Woodcuts. Large crown 8vo, 25. 6d.

MANUAL OF DESIGN, compiled from the Writings and
Addresses of RICHARII IREDGRAVE, R.A. By GILBERT R. REDGRAVE. With
Vooclcuts. Large crown Svo, zs. 6d.

PERSIAN ART. By IVIAJOR R. MURDOCK SMITH, R.E. With
Additional Illustrations. [In I/ze Press.

FREE EVENING LECTURES. Delivered in connection with
the Special Loan Collection of Scientific Apparatus, 1876. Large crown 8vo, 85.

CARLYLE'S (THOMAS) WORKS.

LIBRARY EDITION COMPLETE.

Handsomely printed in 34 vols. Demy Svo, cloth, 15.15.

SARTOR RESARTUS. The Life and Opinions of Herr
Teufelsdroclch. With a Portrait, 7s. 6d.

THE FRENCH REVOLUTION. A History. 3 vols., each gs.

LIFE OF FREDERICK SCHILLER AND EXAMINATION
OF HIS WORKS. Vith Supplement of 1872. Portrait and Plates, 9s. The Supple-
ment separately, zs.

CRITICAL AND MISCELLANEOUS ESSAYS. With Portrait.
6 vols., each gs.

ON HEROES, HERO WORSHIP, AND THE HEROIC
IN HISTORY. 7s.ed.

PAST AND PRESENT. gs.

OLIVER CROMWELL'S LETTERS AND SPEECHES. With
Portraits. 5 vols., each gs.

B
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CAR LYLE'S (THOMAS) WORKS-Cantinumi

LATTER~DAY PAMPHLETS.

LIFE OF JOHN STERLING.

HISTORY OF FREDERICK
each gs.

TRANSLATIONS FROM THE

GENERAL INDEX TO THE
cloth, 65.

gs.

With Portrait, 95.

THE SECOND. IO vols.,

GERMAN. 3 vols., each gs.

LIBRARY EDITION. Svo,

EARLY KINGS OF NORWVAY : also AN ESSAY ON THE
PORTRAITS OF JOHN KNOX. Crown Svo, with Portrait Illustrations, 75. 6d.

CHEAP AND UNIFORM EDITION.

In 2_3 1/olr., Crown 81/o, rio!/1, £7 5s.

THE FRENCH REVOLUTION:
A History. 2 vols., 125.

OLIVER CROMWELL'S LET-
TERS AND SPEECHES, with Elusi-

dations, &c. 3 vols., 185.

LIVES OF SCHILLER AND
JOHN STERLING. x vol., 65.

CRITICAL AND MISCELLA-
NEOUS ESSAYS. 4 vols., £1 45.

SARTOR RESARTUS AND
LECTURES ON HEROES. 1 vol., 65.

LATT E R-DAY PAM P H LET S.
1 vol., 65.

CHARTISM AND PAST AND
PRESENT. rvol., 65.

TRANSLATIONS FROM THE
GERMAN OF MUSXEUS, TIECK,
AND RICHTER. 1 vol., 65.

WILHELM MEISTER, by Gijtlle.
A Translation. 2 vols., 125.

HISTORY OF FRIEDRICH THE
SECOND, called Frederick the Grear.
Vols. I. and II., containing Part I.~
"Friedrich till his Accession." 145.
Vols. III. and IV., containing Part II.-
"The First Two Silesian VVars." 145.
Vols. V., VI., VII., completing the
Vl/ork, £1 15.

PEOPLE'S EDITION.

I/L 37 wh., .fflzall Crown Sw. Prirc 25. carb r/ol., éazma' in clofh; or in sei: af
37 voir. in Icz :laik gilt, /GW £3 145.

SARTOR RESARTUS.

FRENCH REVOLUTION. 3 vols.

LIFE OF JOHN STERLING.

OLIVER CROMVELL'S LET-
TERS AND SPEECHES. 5vols.

ON HEROES AND HERO  
VORSHIP. *

PAST AND PRESENT.

CRITICAL AND MISCELLA-
NEOUS ESSAYS. 7vols.

LATTER-DAY PAMPHLETS.  

LIFE OF SCHILLER.

FREDERICK THE GREAT. I0
vols.

VVILHELM MEISTER. 3 vols.

TRANSLATIONS FROM MU-

S./EIJS, TIECK, AND RICHTER.
2 vo s.

THE EARLY KINGS OF NOR-
WAY; also an Essay on the Portraits
of _Iohn Knox, with Illustrations, Small
crown Svo. Bound up with the
Index and uniform with the "Peop1e's
Edition."
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DICKENS'S (CHARLES) WORKS.

ORIGINAL EDITIONS.

In Deng' 8a'a.

THE MYSTERY OF EDWIN DROOD. With Illustrations
by S. L. Fildes, and a. Portrait engraved by Baker. Cloth, 75. 6d.

OUR MUTUAL FRIEND. With Forty Illustrations by Marcus
Stone, Cloth, £1 rs.

THE PICKWICK PAPERS. With Forty-three Illustrations
by Seymour and Phiz. Cloth, £1 rs.

NICHOLAS NICKLEBY. With Forty Illustrations by Phiz.
Cloth,;§11s.

SKETCHES BY " BOZ." With Forty Illustrations by George
Crnikshzmk. Cloth, £1 rs.

MARTIN CI-IUZZLEWIT. With Forty Illustrations by Phiz.
Cloth, £1 IS.

DOMBEY AND SON. With Forty Illustrations by Phiz.
Cloth, £1 is.

DAVID COPPERFIELD. With Forty Illustrations by Phiz.
Cloth, £1 rs.

BLEAK HOUSE. With Forty Illustrations by Phiz. Cloth,
fr is.

LITTLE DORRIT. With Forty Illustrations by Phiz. Cloth,
£1 Is.

THE OLD CURIOSITY SHOP. With Seventy-Eve Illus-

gxaéti)<1i?;1byIoE1;o;§e£CzI;;erniole and H. K. Browne. A New Edition. Uniform with

BARNABY RUDGE: a Tale of the Riots of 'Eigl'1ty. VVith
Seventy»eight Illustrations by G. Czxttermolc and H. K. Browne. Uniform with the
other volumes, £1 rs.

CHRISTMAS BOOKS : Containing-The Christmas Carol ;
The Cricket on the Hearth; The Chimes; The Battle of Life; The Haunted House.
With all the original Illustrations. Cloth, 125.

OLIVER TWIST and TALE OF TWO CITIES. In one

volume. Cloth, £1 Is.

OLIVER TWIST. Separately. With Twenty>four Illustrations
by George Cruikshank.

A TALE OF TWO CITIES. Separately. With Sixteen Illus-
trations by Phiz. Cloth, gs.

*,,* The þÿ�7�'�L�'�l�l�l�{�l�i�7�l�¢�l�' ¬�7�'#Dia/éemlr Wivrkx were na! angina]/y jfriniea' in Demy Sz/0.
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DICKENS'S (CHARLES) WORKS-Cantinueai

LIBRARY EDITION.

In Pon* 81/0. Wit/1 the Orzginal Illusinztious, 30 vols., cloth, £I2.
:_ ef.

PICKWICK PAPERS _ _ _ _ 43 Illustms_, 2 vols. _ _ 16 o

NICHOLAS NICKLEBY _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 39 ,,
2 V0l5- - ~ 16 °

MARTIN CHUZZLEWIT _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 40 ,,
2 v0lS_ _ _ I5 0

OLD CURIOSITY SHOP and REPRINTED PIECES 36 QVOIS- - _ 15 °

BARNABY RUDGE and HARD TIMES. _ _ _ _ _ 36 2 V0lS~ - - 15 0

BLEAK HOUSE _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 40 2 vols. - » 15 0

LITTLE DORRIT _ _ _ _ 40 2 vols. _ _ I5 0

DOMBEY AND SON ._ _ _ 38 2 vols. _ _ I6 0

DAVID COPPERFIELD _ _ _ 38 2 V0lS~ - _ I5 0

OUR MUTUAL FRIEND _ _ _ _ 40 2 vols. _ _ I5 0

SKETCHES BY " BOZ "

_ _ 39 1 vol. _ _ 8 o

OLIVER TWIST _ _ _ _ _ _ 24 1 vol. _ _ 8 0

CHRISTMAS BOOKS _ _ _ _ _ I7 1 vol. _ _ 8 o

A TALE OF TVO CITIES _ _ _ _ _ _ ._ _ _ 16 1 vol. ._ 8 o

GREAT EXPECTATIONS _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 8 x vol. _ _ 8 0

PICTURES FROM ITALY and AMERICAN NOTES 8 1 vol. _ _ 8 o

UNCOMMERCIAL TRAVELLER _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 8 1 vol. _ _ 8 o

CHILD'S HISTORY OF ENGLAND ._ ._ __ 8 1 vol. __ 8 o

EDWIN DROOD and IVIISCELLANIES __ __ _ _ I2 ,, I vol. __ 8 o

CHRISTMAS STORIES from " Household Vords," &c. _ I4 ,, 1 vol. __ 3 0

THE LIFE OF CHARLES DICKENS_ By JOHN FORSTER. A New Edition. Vitl1
Illustrations. Uniform with the Library Edition, post 8vo, of his Vorks_ In one vol. xos. 6d_

THE " CHARLES DICKENS" EDITION.

In Crow/z 82/0. In 21 vols., cloth, with Illuslrations, £3 qs. 6a'.
s. fl.

PICKWICK PAPERS _ _ _ _ _ S Illustrations _ _ _ _ 3 6

MARTIN CHUZZLEVVIT _ _ _ 8 ,, _ _ _ _ 3 6

DOMBEY AND SON __ _ _ 8 ,, __ 3 6

NICHOLAS NICKLEBY
_ _ 8 _ _ 3 6

DAVID COPPERFIELD _ _ 8 _ _ 3 6

BLEAK HOUSE ._ __ __ 8 ,, _ 3 6

LITTLE DORRIT __ ._ 8 _ 3 6

CUR MUTUAL FRIEND _ _ _ 8 __ 3 6

BARNABY RUDGE _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ 8
, _ _ 3 6

OLD CURIOSITY SHOP __ ._ __ __ 8
,, . 3 6

A CHILD'S HISTORY OF ENGLAND _ _ _ _ _ _ 4 , _ 3 6

EDWIN DROOD :md OTHER STORIES _ _ _ _ 8 , _ 3 6

CHRISTMAS STORIES, from " Household Words" __ 8 _ 3 6

TALE OF TWO CITIES __ __ __ __ ._ 8 ._ 3 o

SKETCHES BY "BOZ" __ __ ._ __ __ 8 _ 3 o

AMERICAN NOTES and REPRINTED PIECES _ _ 8 , _ 3 o

CHRISTMAS BOOKS _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 8 , _ _ 3 o

OLIVER TWIST ._ ._ __ __ __ __ __ 8 , __ 3 o

GREAT EXPECTATIONS _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 8
_ _ 3 o

HARD TIMES and PICTURES FROM ITALY _ _ 8 ,, __ _ _ 3 c

UNCOMMERCIAL TRAVELLER __ __ __ __ 4 ,_ __ ._ 3 o

THE LIFE OF CHARLES DICKENS_ Uniform with this Edition, with Numerous
Illustrations. 2 vols. 35. 6d. each.
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DICKENS`S (CHARLES) \'oRKs_ca».f.°mfL

THE ILLUSTRATED LIBRARY EDITION;

Camplsle i1z_;o Volumes, Demy &.'0, lox. each; or rel, £15

This Edition is printed on a Finer paper and in a larger type than hasbeeu

employed in any previous edition. The type has been cast especially for it, and

the page is of a. size to admit of the introduction of all the original illustrations.

N0 such attractive issue has been made of the writings of Mr. Dickens,
which, various as have been the forms of publication adapted to the demands

of an evervvidely-increasing popularity, have never yet been worthily presented.
in a really handsome library form.

The collection comprises all the minor writings it was Mr. Dicl:ens's wish

to preserve.

SKETCHES BY " BOZ." With 40 Illustrations by George Cruikshank.

PICKWICK PAPERS. 2 vols. VVith 42 Illustrations by Phiz.

OLIVER TWIST. With 24 Illustrations by Cruikshank.

NICHOLAS NICKLEBY. 2 vols. With 40 Illustrations by Phiz.

OLD CURIOSITY SHOP and REPRINTED PIECES. 2 vols. With Illustrations by
Cattermole, &c.

BARNABY RUDGE and HARD TIMES. 2 vols. VVith Illustrations by Cattermole, &c.

MARTIN CI-IUZZLEWIT. 2 vols. Vi|.h 40 Illustrations by Phiz.

AMERICAN NOTES and PICTURES FROM ITALY. 1 vol. Vith 8 Illustrations.

DOMBEY AND SON. 2 vols. With 40 Illustrations by Phiz.

DAVID COPPERFIELD. 2 vols. Vith 40 Illustrations by Phiz.

BLEAK HOUSE. 2 vols. W'ith 40 Illustrations by Phiz.

LITTLE DORRIT. 2 vols. With 40 Illustrations by Phiz.

A TALE OF TWO CITIES. With 16 Illustrations by Phiz.

THE UNCOMMERCIAL TRAVELLER. With 8 Illustrations by Marcus Stone.

GREAT EXPECTATIONS. With 8 Illustrations by Marcus Stone.

OUR MUTUAL FRIEND. 2 vols. With 40 Illustrations by Marcus Stone.

CHRISTMAS BOOKS. With I7 Illustrations by Sir Edwin Landseer, R.A., Maclise,
R.A., &c. &c.

HISTORY OF ENGLAND. With 8 Illustrations by Marcus Stone.

CHRISTMAS STORIES. (From
"

Household Words
"

and "All the Year Round. ") With
I4 Illustrations.

EDWIN DROOD AND OTHER STORIES. With I2 Illustrations by S. L. Fildes.
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I)ICKENS'S (CHARLES) WORKS~-Contmued-

HOUSEHOLD EDITION.

In Crown 410 11011.

21 Volunnes completed.

OLIVER TWIST, with 28 Illustrations, cloth, 25. 6d. ; paper, 15. 9d.

:MARTIN CHUZZLEWIT, with 59 Illustrations, cloth, 45. ; paper-, 35.

DAVID COPPERFIELD, with 60 Illustrations and a Portrait, cloth, 45, ; paper, 35.

BLEAK HOUSE, with 61 Illustrations, cloth, 45. ; paper, 35.

LITTLE DORRIT, with 58 Illustrations, cloth, 45. ; paper, 35.

PICKWICK PAPERS, with 56 Illustrations, cloth, 45. ; paper, 35.

BARNABY RUDGE, with 46 Illustrations, cloth, 45. ; paper, 35.

A TALE OF TVVO CITIES, with 25 Illustrations, cloth, 25. 6d. ; paper, 15. 911.

OUR MUTUAL FRIEND, with 58 Illustrations, cloth, 45. ; paper, 35.

NICHOLAS NICKLEBY, with 59 Illustrations, cloth, 45. ; paper, 35,

GREAT EXPECTATIONS, with 26 Illustrations, cloth, 25. 6d. ; paper, rs. gd.

OLD CURIOSITY SHOP, with 3g Illustrations, cloth, 45.; paper, 35.

SKETCHES BY
"

IIOZ," with 36 Illustrations, cloth, 2s. 6d. ; paper, 15. gd.

HARD TIMES, with zo Illustrations, cloth, 25. ; paper, rs. 6d.

DOMBEY AND SON, vith 61 Illustrations, cloth, 4s.; paper, 3s.

UNCOMMERCIAL TRAVELLER, with 26 Illustrations, cloth, 25. 6d.; paper, xs. gd.
CHRISTMAS BOOKS, with 28 Illustrations, cloth, 25. 6d.; sewed, xs. gd.

THE HISTORY OF ENGLAND, with I5 Illustrations, cloth, 25. 6d. ; paper, is. gd.
AMERICAN NOTES and PICTURES FROM ITALY, with I8 New Illustrations, cloth,

25. 6d. ; paper, xs. gd.
EDWIN DROOD; REPRINTED PIECES; and other STORIES, with 30 Illustrations,

cloth, 45. ; paper, 35.

CHRISTMAS STORIES, with 23 Illustrations, cloth, 45. 1 paper 35.

THE LIFE OF DICKENS. By JOHN Fonsrnn. N07U,fN&!Zkhl.1l§'.

Messrs. CHAPMAN & HALL trust that by this Edition they will be enabled

to place the works of the most popular British Author of the present day in

the hands of all English readers.

PEOPLE'S EDITION.

PICKWICK PAPERS. In Boards. Illustrated. 25.

SKETCHES BY BOZ. In Boards. Illustrated. 25.

OLIVER TWIST. In Boards. Illustrated. 25.

NICHOLAS NICKLEBY. In Boards. Illustrated. 25.

MARTIN CHUZZLEWIT. In Boards. Illustrated, 25.

DOMBEY AND SON. In Boards. Illustrated. 25.

MR. DICKENS'S READINGS.

Fcap. 81/o, Jewed.

CHRISTMAS CAROL IN PROSE. zs. STORY OF LITTLE DOMBEY. ls.

POOR TRAVELLER BOOTS AT THE
I-I. .

'

CRICKET ON THE HEART is
HOLLYJFREE INN, and MRS.

CHIMES: A GOBLIN STORY. 15. GAMP. 15.

___l___.l

A CHRISTMAS CAROL, with the Original Coloured Plates 5
being a reprint of the Original Edition. Small Svo, red cloth, gilt edges, 55.
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THE LIBRARY

CONTEMPORARY SCIENCE.

Some degree of truth has been admitted in the charge not unfrequently
brought against the English, that they are assiduous rather than solid readers.

They give themselves too much to the lighter forms of literature. Technical

Science is almost exclusively restricted to its professed votaries, and, but for

some of the Quarterlies and Monthlies, very little solid matter would come

within the reach of the general public.
But the circulation enjoyed by many of these very periodicals, and the

increase of the scientific journals, may be taken for sufficient proof that a taste

for more serious subjects of study is now growing. Indeed there is good reason

to believe that if strictly scientihc subjects are not more universally cultivated,
it is mainly because they are not rendered more accessible to the people. Such

themes are treated either too elaborately, or in too forbidding a style, or else

brought out in too costly a form to be easily available to all classes.

VVith the view of remedying this manifold and increasing inconvenience,
we are glad to be able to take advantage of a comprehensive project recently
set on foot in France, emphatically the land of Popular Science. The well-

known publishers MM. Reinwald and Co., have made satisfactory arrange-

ments with soine of the leading .var/zznts of that country to supply an exhaustive

series of works on each and all of the sciences of the day, treated in a. style at

once lucid, popular, and strictly methodic.
'

The names of MM. P. Broca, Secretary of the Société d'Anthropologie;
Ch. Martins, Montpellier University; C. Vogt, University of Geneva; G. de

Mortillet, Museum of Saint Gemiain ; A. Guillemin, author of "Ciel" and

"Phénomenes de la Physique ;" A. Hovelacque, editor of the "Revue de

Linguistique ;" Dr. Dally, Dr. Letourneau, and many others, whose co-

operation has already been secured, are a guarantee that their respective

subjects will receive thorough treatment, and will in all cases be written up to

the very latest discoveries, and kept in every respect fully abreast of the times.

'Ve have, on our part, been fortunate in making such further arrangements
with some of the best writers and recognised authorities here, as will enable us

to present the series in a thoroughly English dress to the reading public of this

country. In so doing we feel convinced that we are takinv the best means of

supplying a want that has long been deeply felt.

b

[ovEx.
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LIBRARY OF CONTEMPORARY SCIENCE-C¢m!inued-

The volumes in actual course of execution, or contemplated, will embrace

such subjects as :

SCIENCE OF LANGUAGE. [Publis/Iffz. 4
BIOLOGY. ,,

ANTHROPOLOGY. ,

IESTHETICS. ,,

PHILOSOPHY.
,, ,

COMPARATIVE MYTHOLOGY.

ASTRONOMY.

RREHISTORIC ARCHIEOLOGY.
ETHNOGRAPHY.

GEOLOGY.

HYGIENE.

POLITICAL ECONOMY.

PHYSICAL AND COMMERCIAL
GEOGRAPHY.

ARCHITECTURE.

CHEMISTRY.

EDUCATION.

GENERAL ANATOMY.

ZOOLOGY.
BOTANY.

`I/IETEOROLOGY.
HISTORY.

FINANCE.

MECHANICS.

STATISTICS, &c. &c.

All the volumes, while complete and so far independent in themselves, will
be Of uniform appearance, slightly varying, 'according to the nature of the

subject, in bulkand in price.
When Enished they will form a Complete Collection of Standard Works Of

Reference on all the physical and mental sciences, thus fully justifying the

general title chosen for the series-" LIBRARY OF CONTEMPORARY SCIENCE."

LEVER'S (CHARLES) WORKS.

THE ORIGINAL EDITION with THE ILLUSTRATIONS.

In I7 7/ok. Def/ly 81/0. Clot/z, 63. earh.

CHEAP EDITION.

'Fdiltjl boards,
CHARLES O'MALLEY.

TOM BURKE.

THE KNIGHT OF GWYNNE.

MARTINS OF CROMARTIN.

25. 6rl'.

THE DALTONS.
ROLAND CASHEL.

DAVENPORT DUNN.
DODD FAMILY.

Fancy boards, 2.v.

THE O'DONOGI-IUE.

FORTUNES OF GLENCORE.
HARRY LORREQUER.
ONE OF THEM.

A DAY'S RIDE.

JACK HINTON.

BARRINGTON.

TONY BUTLER.

MAURICE TIERNAY.

SIR BROOKE FOSBROOKE.

BRAMLEIGHS OF BISHOP'S

FOLLY.

LORD KILGOBBIN.

LUTTRELL OF ARRAN.

REN'1` IN THE CLOUD and

PATRICICS EVE.

CON CREGAN.

ARTHUR O`LEAR'.

THAT BOY OF NORCOTTS.

CORNELIUS O'DOWD.

SIR JASPER CAREW.

NUTS AND NUT-CRACKERS

Also in mu-, 27 vols., :lol/I, fb7'£4 4:.

ST.
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TROLLOPE'S (ANTHONY) WORKS.

CHEAP EDITION.

Boards, 2_v. 6a'. ;

THE PRIME MINISTER.

PHINEAS FINN.

ORLEY FARM.

CAN YOU FORGIVE HER?

Boardx, zs. ;

VICAR OF BULLHAMPTON.

RALPH THE HEIR.

THE BERTRAMS.

KELLYS AND O`KELLYS.

MCDE RMOT OF BALLYCLORAN.

CASTLE RICHMOND.

BELTON ESTATE.

MISS MACKENSIE.
LADY ANNA.

rloih, 3s. 6:11

PHINEAS REDUX.

HE KNEW HE WAS RIGHT.

EUSTACE DIAMONDS.

cloth, 31.

HARRY HOTSPUR.

RACHEL RAY.

TALES OF ALL COUNTRIES
MARY CRESLEY.

Lo'1"1'A SCHMIDT.

LA VENDEE.
DOCTOR THORNE

is HE POPENJOY?

VVHYTE-MELVILLE'S WORKS.

CHEAP EDITION.

Crozwz Sw, fanry éoards, 21. ear/1, or 2:. 6a'. in do!/1.

UNCLE ]OHN.
THE WHITE ROSE.

CERISE. A Tale of the Last Century.
BROOKES OF BRIDLEMERE.

"BONES AND I5" or, The Skeleton at Home.
"

M., OR N." Similia Similibus Curantur.

CONTRABAND 5 or, A Losing Hazard.

MARKET HARBOROUGH; or, How Mr. Sawyer went to
the Shires;

SARCHEDON. A Legend of the Great Queen.
SONGS AND VERSES.

SATANELLA. A Story of Punchestown.

THE TRUE CROSS. A Legend of the Church.

KATERFELTO. A Story of Exmoor.

SISTER LOUISE 5 or, A Story of a Woman's Repentance.
ROSINE.
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CHAPMAN sf HALL'S

List ofBooks, Drawing Examples, Diagrams, Models,
Instruments, &c.

INCLUDING

THOSE ISSUED UNDER THE AUTHORITY OF THE SCIENCE

AND ART DEPARTMENT, SOUTH KENSINGTON, FOR THE

USE OF SCHOOLS AND ART AND SCIENCE CLASSES.

BARTLEY (G. C. T.)-
CATALOGUE OF MODERN WORKS ON SCIENCE

AND TECHNOLOGY. Post Svo, sewed, Is.

BENSON 
PRINCIPLES OF THE SCIENCE OF COLOUR.

Small 4to, cloth, 15s.

MANUAL OF THE SCIENCE OF COLOUR. Coloured
Frontispiece and Illustrations. xzmo, cloth, Qs. 6d.

BRADLEY (THO_/WAS)-fy' the Royal il{z'lihzr_y Acarlef/U/, Woolwich-

ELEMENTS OF GEOMETRICAL DRAVVING. In TWO
Parts, with 6o Plates. Oblong folio, half-bound, each part 165.

Selections (from the above) of zo Plates, for the use of the Royal Military
Academy, Woolwich. Oblong folio, half-bound, 165.

BURCHE TT-

LINEAR PERSPECTIVE. With Illustrations. Post 8vo,
cloth, 7s.

PRACTICAL GEOMETRY. Post Svo, cloth, SS.

DEFINITIONS OF GEOMETRY. Third Edition. 24mo,
sewed, 5d.

CARROLL (7oHN)- _

FREEHAND DRAWING LESSONS FOR THE BLACK
BOARD. es.

CUBLEY (W H)-
A SYSTEM OF ELEMENTARY DRAWING. With

Illustrations and Examples. Imperial 4to, sewed, 85.

DA Vzsoiv (ELLIS A.)-
DRAWING FOR ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS. Post

Svc, cloth, 35.

MODEL DRAWING. Izmo, cloth, 3s.

THE AMATEUR HOUSE CARPENTER: A Guide in
Building, Making, and Repairing. With numerous Illustrations, drawn on Wood

by the Author. Demy Svc, xos. 6d.

DELAMOTTE (P. 11)-
PROGRESSIVE DRAWING-BOOK FOR BEGINN-ERS.

rzmo, 35. 6d.

DICKSEE (7. R.)-
SCHOOL PERSPECTIVE. svo, cloth, 55.
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D YCE--

DRAWING-BOOK OF THE GOVERNMENT SCHOOL

g£a§>£§;Gs1;Tv;e§1;§;i1xi;(1i£:§iSoU1'L1NEs
OF ORNAMENT. 50 Plates.

INTRODUCTION TO DITTO. Fcap. 8vo, 6d.

FOSTER WERE)-
DRAVVING-BOOKS :

(a) Forty-two Numbers, at id. each.

(6) Forty~six Numbers, at 3d. each. The set 5 includes the subjects in rt.

DRAWING-CARDS :

Freehand Drawing : First Grade, Sets I., II., III., price rs. each; in cloth cases,
rs. 6d. each.

Second Grade, Set I., price zs. ; in cloth case, 35.

]1E1VSLO W (PROFESSOR)-
-ILLUSTRATIONS TO BE EMPLOYED IN THE

PRACTICAL LESSONS ON IIOTANY. Prepared for South Kensington
Museum. Post Svo, sewed, 6d.

jfACOBSTHAL (E.)-
GRAMMATIK DER ORNAMENTE, in 7 Parts of zo

Plates each. Price, unmounted, £3 13s. 6d. ; mounted on carnlboanl, £11 4>.
The Parts can be had separately.

YE IVITT-

HANDBOOK OF PRACTICAL PERSPECTIVE. 181110,
cloth, Is. Gd.

KL`NNED Y 
FIRST GRADE PRACTICAL GEOMETRY. Izmo, 6d.

FREEI-IAND DRAWING-BOOK.. 16mo, cloth, Is. 6d.
L1/VDLEY (7OHN)-

SYMMETRY OF VEGETATION: Principles to be
observed in the delineation of Plants. Izmo, sewed, xi.

HIARSHALL-

HUMAN BODY. Text and Plates reduced from the large
Diagrams. 2 vols., cloth, £1 IS.

NEWTON  TULLEI/2 F.G.S.)-
THE TYPICAL PARTS IN THE SKELETONS OF A

CAT, DUCK, AND CODFISH, being a Catalogue with Comparative De-

scriptions arranged in a Tabular Form. Demy Svo, 35.

OLIVER (PROFESSOR)-
ILLUSTRATIONS OF ,THE VEGETABLE KINGDOM.

109 Plates. Oblong 8vo, cloth. Plain, x6s.; coloured, £1 &.

PUCKETT (R. CAi'llPBELL)»-
SCIOGRAPI-IY, OR RADIAL PROJECTION OF

SHADOWS. Crown 8vo, cloth, 65.

REDGRA VE--

MANUAL AND CATECHISM ON COLOUR. Fifth
Edition. 2 mo, sewed, d.

ROBSON (GEOR;E)--
9

ELEMENTARY BUILDING CONSTRUCTION. Oblong
folio, sewed, Bs.

WALLIS (GEORGE)-
DRAWING-BOOK. Oblong, sewed, 3s. 6d. 3 mounted, Ss.
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IVORNUM (R.  
THE CHARACTERISTICS OF STYLES : An Intro-

duction to the Study of the History of Ornamental Art. Royal 8vo, cloth, Ss.

DIRECTIONS FOR INTRODUCING ELEMENTARY
DRAWING IN SCHOOLS AND AMONG WORKMEN. Published at the

Request ofthe Society of Arts. Small 4to, cloth, 4s. 6d.

DRAWING FOR YOUNG CHILDREN. Containing 150
Copies. x6mo, cloth, 3s. 6d.

EDUCATIONAL DIVISION OF SOUTH KENSINGTON
MUSEUM: CLASSIFIED CATALOGUE oF. Ninth Edition. sim, 75.

ELEMENTARY DRAWING COPY-BOOKS, for the use of

Children from four years old and upwards, in Schools and Families. Compiled by
a Student certificated by the Science and Art Department as an Art Teacher.

Seven Booksin 4to, sewecl:

Book I. Letters, Sd. Book IV. Objects, Bd.

,,
II. Ditto, Sd. ,,

V. Leaves, 8d.

,, III. Geometrical and Ornamental ,,
VI. Birds, Animals, &c., Sd.

Forms, 8d. ,, VII. Leaves, Flowers, and Sprays, Sd.

*Q Or in Sets of Seven Books, 4s. 6d.

ENGINEER AND MACHINIST DRAWING-BOOK, I6 Parts,
71 Plates. Folio, £1 xzs. ; mounted, £3 4s.

PRINCIPLES OF DECORATIVE ART. Folio, sewed, Is.

DIAGRAM OF THE COLOURS OF THE SPECTRUM,
with Explanatory Letterpress, on roller, xos. 6d.

COPIES FOR OUTLINE DRAWING:

DYCE'S ELEMENTARY OUTLINES OF ORNAMENT, 50 Selected Plates,
mounted back and front, x8s.; unmounted, sewed, 5s.

WEITBRICHT'S OUTLINES OF ORNAMENT, reproduced by Hennan, rz

Plates, mounted back and front, 85. 6d.; unmounted, zs.

MORGHEN'S OUTLINES OF THE HUMAN FIGURE reproduced by Herman,
zo Plates, mounted back and front, 15s.; unmounted, 35. 4d.

ONE SET OF FOUR PLATES, Outlines of Tarsia, from Gruner, mounted, 35. 6d.;
unmounted, 7d.

ALBER'I`OLLI'S FOLIAGE, one set of Four Plates, mounted, 35. 6d.; unmounted, 5d.
OUTLINE OF TRAJAN FRIEZE, mounted, xs.

WALLIS'S DRAWING-BOOK, mounted, Ss.; unmounted, 35. 6d.

OUTLINE DRAWINGS OF FLOWERS, Eight Sheets, mounted, 35. 6d.; un-

mounted, 8d.

COPIES FOR SHADED DRAWING:

COURSE OF DESIGN. By C1-I. BARGUE (French), zo Selected Sheets, II at zs., and

9 at 3s. each. £2 gs.

RENAISSANCE ROSETTE, mounted, gd.
SHADED ORNAMENT, mounted, 15. 2d.

PART OF A PILASTER FROM THE ALTAR OF ST. BIAGIO AT PISA,
mounted, 25.

GOTHIC PATERA, mounted, rs.

RENAISSANCE SCROLL, Tomb in S. M. Dei Frari, Venice, mounted, ls. 4d.
MOULDING OF SCULPTURED FOLIAGE, decorated, mounted, rs. 4d.
ARCHITECTURAL STUDIES. By ]. B. TRIPON. IO Plates, £x.
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COPIES FOR SHADED DRAWING-Contz'nuezl-

MECHANICAL STUDIES. By J. B. TRIVON. 155. per dozen.

FOLIATED SCROLL FROM THE VATICAN, unmounted, 5d.; mounted, 15. 3d.
TWELVE HEADS after Holbein, selected from his drawings in Her Majesty'S

Collection at Windsor. Reproduced in Autotypc. Halilimpcrial, 365.
LESSONS IN SEPIA, 95. per dozen, or 1s. each.

SMALL SEPIA DRAWING COPIES, gs. per dozen, or 15. each.

COLOURED EXAMPLES :

A SMALL DIAGRAM OF COLOUR, mounted, IS. 6d.; unmounted, 9d.
TWO PLATES OF ELEMENTARY DESIGN, unmounted, ls.; mounted, 35. gd.
PETUNIA, mounted, 35. gd.; unmounted, 25. gd.
PELARGONIUM, mounted, 35. gd.; unmounted, 25. gd.
CAMELLIA, mounted, 35. gd.; unmounted. 25. gd.
NASTURTIUM, mounted, 35. gd.; unmounted, 25. gd.
OLEANDER, mounted, 35. gd.; unmounted, Qs. gd.
TORRENIA ASIATICA. Mounted, 35. gd.; unmounted, 25. gd.
PYNE'S LANDSCAPES IN CHROMO-LITHOGRAPHY (6), each,

75. 6cl.; or the set, £2 55.

mounted,

CO'I`MAN'S PENCIL LANDSCAPES (set of g), mounted, ISS.

SEPIA DRAWINGS (set of 5), mounted, 161.
ALLDNGE'S LANDSCAPES IN CHARCOAL (6), at 45. each, or the set, £1 45.

4017. BOUQUET OF FLOWERS, LARGE ROSES, &c., 45. 6d.

401 8.

4020.

4039-

4040.

4°77

4080.
4082.

4083
409°-

4094-

4180
4lQO.

SOLID

ROSES AND HEARTSEASE, 35. ea.JI H

,, ,, POPPIES, &5., 35. sd.

,, ,, CHRYSANTHEMUMS, 45. sd.

,, , LARGE CAMELLIAS, 45. sd.

,, ,, LILAC AND GERANIUM, 35. ed.

,, ,, CAMELLIA AND ROSE, 35. ea.

,, ,, LARGE DAHLIAS, 45. ea.

,, , ROSES AND L1L1Es, 45. ed.

,, ,, ROSES AND SWEET PEAS, 35. ed.

,, ,, LARGE ROSES AND HEARTSEASE, 45.

,, ,, LARGE BOUQUET OF LILAC, 65. ed.

,, ,, DAHLIAS AND FUcHs1As, 65. ed.

MODELS, &c. :

*Box of Models, £1 45.
A Stand with a universal joint, to show the solid models, &c., £1 185.

*One wire quadranie, with a circle and cross within it, and one strai ht wire. One solid
cube. One 5 eleton wire cube. One sphere. One cone. One cylinder. One
hexagonal prism. £2 25.

Skeleton cube in wood, 35. 6d.
18-inch skeleton cube in wood, 125

*Three objects offnrm in Pottery:
Indian Jar,
Celadon jar, 185. 6d.

Bottle,
*Five selected Vases in Majolica Ware, £2 115.

*Three selected Vases in Earthenware, 185.

Imperial Deal Frames, glazed, without sunk rings, xos. each.
*David5on's Smaller Solid Models, in Box, £2, containing-

2 Square Slabs. Octagon Prism. Triangular Prism.
9 Oblong Blocks (steps). Cylinder. Pyramid, Equilateral.
2 Cubes. Cone. Pyramid, Isosceles.
4 Square Blocks. jointed Cross. Square Block.

* Davidson's Advanced Drawing Models, £g.-The following is a brief description
of the models :-An Obelisk--composed of 2 Octagonal Slabs, 26 and zo inches
across, and each 3 inches high; 1 Cube, I2 inches edge; 1 Monolith (forming

* Models, &c., entered as sets, cannot be supplied singly.
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SOLID MODELS, &c.-C'onlz}z1¢ezt'-

the body of the obelisk), feet high; 1 Pyramid, 6 inches base; the complete
object is thus nearly gfeet high. A Market Cross-composed of 3 Slabs, 24, 18,
and I2 inches across, and each 3 inches high ; 1 Upright, 3 feet high ; 2 Cross Arms,
united by mortise and tenon joints; complete height, 3 feet 9 inches. A Step-
Ladder, 23 inches high. A Kitchen Table, 14% inches high. A Chair to_ corre-

spond. A Four-legged Stool, with projecting top and cross rails, height I4 inches.
A Tub, with handles and projecting hoops, and the divisions between the staves

plainly marked. A strong Trestle, 18 inches high. A Hollow Cylinder, ginches
m diameter, and I2 inches long, divided lengthwise. A Hollow Sphere, 9 inches
in diameter, divided into semi-spheres, one of which is again divided into quarters :

the semi-sphere, when placed on the cylinder, gives the form and principles of

shaciing a Dome, whilst one of the quarters placed on half the cylinder forms IL

Nic e.

'i`:'Davidson's Apparatus for Teaching Practical Geometry (22 models), L'5.
*lZinn's Models for illustrating the elementary principles of orthographic projection as

applied to mechanical drawing, in box, £1 ros.

Miller's Class Drawing Models.-These Models are particularly adapted for teaching:
large classes; the stand is very strong, and the universal joint will hold the
Models in any position. Waml /llmie/x: Square Prism, 12 inches side, 18 inches

high; Hexagonal Prism, 14 inches side, 18 inches high; Cube, I4 inches side;
Cylinder, I3 inches diameter, 16 inches high; Hexagon Pyramid, 14 inches

diameter, 22% inches side; Square Pyramid, I4 inches side, 22% inches side;
Cone, 13 inches diameter, 22% inches side ; Skeleton Cube, I9 inches solid wood

1% inch square; Intersecting Circles, IQ inches solid wood 2% by 1% inches.
ll/'z'rc Zllodfrlxz Triangular Prism, I7 inches side, 22 inches high; Square Prism,
I4 inches side, 20 inches high; Hexagonal Prism, 16 inches diameter, 21 inches

high ; Cylinder, 14 inches diameter, 21 inches high; Hexagon Pyramid, 18 inches

diameter, 24 inches high ; Square Pyramid, I7 inches side, 24 inches high; Cone,
I7 inches side, 24 inches high ; Skeleton Cube, 19inches side ; Intersecting Circles,
IQ inches side ; Plain Circle, IQ inches side ; Plain Square, IQ inches side. Table,
27 inches hy 21% inches. Stand. The Set complete, ,614 13s.

Vulcanite set square, 55.

Large compasses with chalk-holder, 5s.
*Slip, two set squares and T square, 5s.
*Parkes's case of instruments, containing 6-inch compasses with pen and pencil leg, 5s.
*Prize instrument case, with 6-inch compasses, pen and pencil leg, 2 small Compasses

pen and scale, ISS.
6-inch compasses with shifting pen and point, 4s. 6d.
Small compass in case, rs.

LARGE DIAGRAMS.
ASTRONOMICAL =

TWELVE SHEETS. By JOHN DREW, Ph, Dr., F.R.S.A. Prepared for the Com-
mittee of Council on Education. Sheets, £2 Ss.; on rollers and varnished, £4 4s.

BOTANICAL :

NINE SHEETS. Illustrating a Practical Method of Teaching Botany. By Professor

HENSLOW, F.L.S. £2; on rollers, and varnished, £3 3s.

CLASS. DIVISION. SECTION. DIAGRAM.

ThalamiH0raI . . . . 1

» Calycifloral ._ . _ 2 Q 2

Dicotyledon . . ..

Angwspermous "

Corollifloral . . . . ;
J

Incomplete . . _ . 5

Gymnospennous . . _ . . _ . . . 6
. Petaloid . _ _ _

{ Sutperior _ . 7

Monocotyledons . . In erior. . . . _ . 3
Glumaceous, . . . . . . . . . . _ 9

ILLUSTRATIONS OF THE PRINCIPAL NATURAL ORDERS OF' THE
VEGETABLE KINGDOM. By Professor OLIVER, F.R.S., F.L.S. 70 Imperial.
sheets, containing examples of dried Plants, representing the different Orders.

£5 5s. the set.

Catalogue ahd Index, 15.

* Models, Sac., entered as sets, cannot be supplied singly.
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BUILDING CONSTRUCTION :

TEN SHEETS. By TVILLIAM J. GLENNY, Professor of Drawing, King's College.
In sets, £1 rs.

LAXTON'S EXAMPLES OF BUILDING CONSTRUCTION IN TWO

DIVISIONS, containing 32 Imperial Plates, zos.

BUSBRIDGE'S DRAWINGS OF BUILDING CONSTRUCTION. 1xSheets.
2s. gd. Mounted, 5s. 6d.

GEOLOGICAL :

DIAGRAM OF BRITISH STRATA. By H. W. Bmsrow, F.R.S., F.G.S. A

Sheet, 4s.; on roller and varnished, 75. 6d.

MECHANICAL :

DIAGRAMS OF THE MECHANICAL POVERS, ANI) THEIR APPLI-
CATIONS IN MACHINERY ANI) THE ARTS GENERALLY. Dy
DR. _I01-IN ANDEIZSON.

8 Diagrams, highly coloured on stout paper, 3 feet 6 inches by 2 feet 6 inches.
Sheets £1 per set; mounted on rollers, £2.

DIAGRAMS OF THE STEAM-ENGINE. By Professor GOODEVE and Professor
SHELLEV. Stout paper, 40 inches by 27 inches, highly coloured.

Se?
of 41 Diagrams (52% Sheets), £6 6s.; varnishecl and mounted on rollers,

II IIS.

MACHINE DETAILS. By Professor UN\'lN. 16 Coloured Diagrams. Sheets,
£2 25. ; mounted on rollers and varnished, £3 14s.

SELECTED EXAMPLES OF MACHINES, OI" IRON AND WOOD (French).
BY STANISLAS PraT'r1'r. 60 Sheets, £3 5s.; 13s. per dozen.

BUSBRIDGE'S DRAVVINGS OF MACHINE CONSTRUCTION. 5o Sheets, ns.

Mounted, 25s.

LESSONS IN MECHANICAL DRAWING. By STANISLAS I'E'r'r1"r. rs. per
dozen ; also larger Sheets, more advanced copies, zs. per dozen.

LESSONS IN ARCHITECTURAL DRAVING. By STANISLAS PETTIT. Is. per
dozen ; also larger Sheets, more advanced copies, 25. per dozen.

PHYSIOLOGICAL :

ELEVEN SHEETS. Illustrating Human Physiology, Life size and Coloured from
Nature. Prepared under the direction OFJOIIN MARSHALL, F.R.S., F.R.C.S., &c.
Each Sheet, ms. 6d. On canvas and rollers, varnished, £1 1s.

x. THE SKELETON AND LIGAMENTS.

2. THE MUSCLES, JOINTS, AND ANIMAL MECHANICS.

3. THE VISCERA IN POSITION.-THE STRUCTURE OF THE LUNGS.

4. THE ORGANS OF CIRCULATION.

5. THE LYMPHATICS OR ABSORBENTS.

6 THE ORGANS OF DIGESTION.

7. THE BRAIN AND NERVES.-THE ORGANS OF THE VOICE.

S. THE ORGANS OF THE SENSES.

g. THE ORGANS OF THE SENSES.

xo. THE MICROSCOPIC STRUCTURE OF THE TEXTURES AND ORGANS.
u. THE MICROSCOPIC STRUCTURE OF THE TEXTURES AND ORGANS.

HUMAN BODY, LIFE SIZE. By joim lIARsHALL, F.R.S., F.R.C.S. Each

Sheet, 125. 6d. ; on canvas and rollers, varnished, £1 15. Explanatory Key, Is.

1. THE SKELETON, Front Viev. I 5. THE SKELETON, Side View.

2. THE MUSCLES, Front View. 6. THE MUSCLES, Side View.

3. THE SKELETON, Back View. 7. THE FEMALE SKELETON,
4. THE MUSCLES, Back View. Front View.

ZOOLOGICAL 2

TEN SHEETS. Illustrating the Clzmsilieation of Animals. By ROBERT PATTEl*ON,
£2; on canvas and rollers, varnished, £3 los.

The same, reduced in size on Royal paper, in 9 Sheets, uncolourecl, I2S»
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